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Preface 

In 2009 I had the rare opportunity and privilege to establish a queer flm 
festival in a regional town in Australia. Within a very short time—and 
by the second year of the festival—flmmakers from thirty-six countries 
around the world submitted flms for exhibition. Each year, in curating 
the annual screening programmes, I became increasingly aware of the 
profound shifts in representation of gay, lesbian, bisexual, transgender, 
intersex, queer lives, and central to this was the impact that flms by trans 
flmmakers and flms on trans themes and narratives was having upon audi-
ences. Following screening of a trans-focussed session at the 2012 festival 
when Buck Angel’s groundbreaking documentary Sexing the Transman 
(USA, 2011) was presented, I hosted a flmmaker question-and-answer 
panel titled ‘Transgender representation in contemporary flm’. The pan-
elists included flmmakers that had screened in the session, including one 
of the participants from the Australian trans short documentary Trans 
Boys (Ali Russell, Monique Schafter, Australia 2012) and representatives 
from within the extended gay, lesbian, bisexual, transgender, intersex, 
queer community. From these experiences, it became clear that trans flms 
were taking a central role not only in independent cinematic production 
but also in flling a signifcant sociocultural necessity. The personal, po-
litical and sociocultural agency of the flmmakers was imbued in these 
screen texts. Each flm presented trans lives and concerns with a vision 
that was increasingly identifable, similar to the groundbreaking flms of 
New Queer Cinema in presenting gay male and lesbian cinematic worlds 
in the 1990s. The work with transgender cinema throughout these years 
became the basis of my doctoral research. Following successful examina-
tion of the thesis, the nuanced feedback provided informed my ongoing 
work with trans cinema that was formative to writing this monograph. 

Trans New Wave Cinema engages with flms and flmmakers using a 
guiding principle of ‘by, for and about’: that is, flms that are written, di-
rected and produced by self-identifed trans flmmakers and flms that are 
written, directed, produced and exhibited focussed upon trans characters, 



 

 
 

 

  

 

xii Preface 

themes and narratives. Helen Hok-Sze Leung has identifed the subjectivity 
that is involved in analyses of trans cinema, offering the defnition: 

…what constitutes “trans cinema” is very much in the eye of the 
beholder. In other words, a trans cinema is ultimately the result of 
different kinds of trans looks—different ways of seeing trans…of how 
we see, what compels us to look and what eludes our sight…to look 
more closely, creatively, and adventurously. 

(2012, p. 197) 

In following this invitation to consider ‘how we see...and what eludes our 
sight’, the scope is widened for inclusivity of not only flms and flmmakers 
that self-identify their flms as trans but also texts that audiences receive 
and/or perceive as trans (Leung 2014, p. 86). There are important differ-
ences in these approaches. This monograph follows an inclusive approach 
to defning trans flm and does not seek to foreclose discussion of these 
important points. 

Exegesis and comparison of important screen texts such as Tangerine 
(Sean Baker, USA, 2015) and Subscription Video On Demand series (SVOD) 
such as Transparent (Joey Soloway, USA, 2014–2019) are also included, as 
screen texts that centralise the life experiences and agency of transgender 
women and, specifcally, trans women of colour as actresses. In the case of 
Transparent, the signifcant representation of trans agency moved between 
onscreen and production team. This included trans creatives Rhys Ernst 
and Zachary Drucker working as series consultants and producers (2014– 
2017) and Zachary Drucker featuring as one of the actresses in the series. 

The temporal starting point of the Trans New Wave is 2008 in North 
America. This follows “The New Wave of Trans Cinema”, identifed in 
2008 by Tristan Taormino in a short article in their column in The Village 
Voice. A range of cinema scholars have all subsequently recognised that 
a revolution in cinematic representation of transgender lives was taking 
place at different times in the late twentieth and early twenty-frst century 
and that a New cinema was emerging. Scholarly use of the term Trans 
New Wave (Ford 2014a) focusses discussion upon the Trans New Wave 
as a new genre in cinema and also refers to the time period from 2008 on-
wards as an era of flmmaking, rather than a movement. This is a critical 
point in the discussion that links identifable sociopolitical issues in the year 
2008 onwards, with signifcant parallels to the emergence of previous New 
Waves, such as the Nouvelle Vague, that also emerged against the back-
ground of socio–political–fnancial crisis in France. The Introduction high-
lights that the emergence of new waves is episodic, signifcantly connected 
to changes in culture and flm representations (Sellier 2008) and Chapter 3 
foregrounds these connections to earlier cinematic waves. This is founda-
tional to close examination in Chapters 3, 4 and 5 of how the flms written, 
directed, produced and exhibited are related to times of consequence in the 
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life of the flmmaker, particularly the director, and independence in telling 
these stories is vital. 

From subcultural origins in 2008, Trans New Wave Cinema is a trans-
formative temporal, spatial and cultural journey and like the flms and 
flmmakers, this is a journey embedded in gender-diverse communities and 
countercultural exhibition sites, centred around flm festivals and online 
screening sites. The book has a clear direction and purposive (Cresswell 
2013) selection of chapters and case studies, with flms analysed that pro-
vide textual identifcation of a wide range of representational strategies of 
trans lives. 

The discussion of issues of exhibition and spectatorship and future 
directions, including the role that offcial classifcations systems may have 
in regard to flms and publics, connects my earlier experiences as a Festi-
val Director and subsequent work as a screen cultures scholar, with new 
conversations within the screen industry. In 2018, this was highlighted 
when I was invited to present to the British Board of Film Classifcation in 
London on classifcation issues of transgender flm, television and video. 
Throughout the years of feldwork, research and writing of this book, I 
have continued to work in the borderland, traversing between academia 
and the screen industry: as a screenwriter for a flm production company; 
as a classifcation offcer for a television broadcaster (in Australia); and as 
an independent flm consultant on issues of gender diversity and sexuality, 
maintaining an empirical connection to the theoretical work of this book. 
The monograph includes recognition of the obstacles and successes that 
the Trans New Wave experienced. To understand these issues, the nexus 
between screen industry and screen theory, the role of flm festivals and 
classifcations (ratings) systems upon trans screen content production, 
distribution and exhibition is incorporated. 

As the felds of transgender studies, trans cinema studies and the related 
felds of flm, media and cultural studies are constantly in development, 
this monograph aims to contribute to the development of these felds and 
to capture a particular time and place in trans cinematic history, when the 
surge in trans cinema fowed onto screens large and small everywhere and 
when trans moved from the subcultures to the centre of societal recogni-
tion. This is imbued with a deep appreciation for the courageous cinematic 
presentation of authentic gender-diverse lives, without boundaries. 
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1  Introduction 

Introduction 

The Trans New Wave is a new genre of independent gender-diverse cinema 
that emerged in the twenty-frst century. This is an era of a profoundly new 
cinema centralising the lived experiences of transgender embodiment and 
sexualities. As a cinematic era, the flms that are the focus of this book have 
been written, directed, produced and exhibited since 2008. These screen texts 
are centred upon the concerns, themes, narratives and—most importantly— 
the lives of transgender flmmakers, flm participants and gender-diverse 
communities and allies. Initially through the work of independent transgen-
der flmmakers and activists in the Bay Area of San Francisco and in Los 
Angeles, the cinematic impulses of this Wave simultaneously arose syner-
gistically throughout the world. Integral to this process is the international 
circuit of independent flmmakers and flm festivals, focussed upon gay, les-
bian, bisexual, transgender, intersex, queer flm festivals and the dedicated 
sites of trans cinema exhibition. This book presents a critical cultural study 
of the Trans New Wave as a new genre in cinema. Encompassing a wide 
range of cinematic texts, from short flms, documentaries, experimental 
flms and animations to feature flms, across life histories, narratives and 
themes, these are flms that centralise trans agency. 

This book is situated within the broader disciplines of screen, media and 
cultural studies and the critical feld of contemporary trans cinema scholar-
ship that includes key fgures such as Jack Halberstam, Joelle Ruby Ryan, 
Eliza Steinbock, Anthony Clair Wagner, Jonathan Williams, Wibke Straube 
and Cáel Keegan who have all written signifcant contributions to develop-
ing a trans-informed, transactivist scholarship on cinematic representation 
in flm and television series.1 This book aims to build upon the signifcant 
work of these scholars, including the work of leading scholar Susan Stryker 
(1998, 2000, 2004, 2006, 2008). The theoretical positions of Joelle Ruby 
Ryan (2009), Eliza Steinbock (2011, 2013) and Cáel Keegan (2013, 2014, 
2015, 2018) are examined in context to specifc aspects of trans cinema. 

Joelle Ruby Ryan’s doctoral thesis (2009) examined trans representation 
in flm, television and media from the 1950s through to the present2 

through four stereotypes.3 Cáel Keegan (2018) has focused upon reading 



 

  

 

 

  

2 Introduction 

the cinematic style of directors Lana and Lilly Wachowski in terms of 
trans aesthetics. This is of specifc relevance to the Chapter 3 discussion of 
flmmaker use of genres and the crossover between theatrical and online 
screening exhibition strategies used by trans flmmakers, exemplifed in the 
Wachowskis’ work.4 Eliza Steinbock (2011) has written on early work by 
Buck Angel,5 one of a small number of flmmakers within the Trans New 
Wave that have a specifc focus upon transmasculine sexuality. Steinbock 
(2013) has also utilised the perspective of affect theory in discussion of the 
text Trans Entities: The Nasty Love of Papí and Wil (Morty Diamond, 
USA, 2007). In this article, Steinbock’s focus is upon the text as an exemplar 
of the affective dimensions of cinematic trans sex (Steinbock 2013), with 
affect remaining a key area of critical engagement in trans cinema studies 
scholarship. This text is signifcant, as one of the three flms featured in 
Tristan Taormino’s original 2008 article to illustrate the emergence of “The 
New Wave of Trans Cinema”. 

The aim of this book differs from these prior scholarly investigations 
within trans cinema studies through focusing upon the Trans New Wave as 
a new genre that encompasses an ever-widening range of cinematic styles, 
themes and narratives. A further aim is to build upon and contribute to 
the ever-growing literature on transgender cinema. The intention is not 
to be an exhaustive encyclopaedia of all trans flms written, directed and 
produced (this would be presumptive and most likely impossible) but to 
provide an overview of key styles, representational strategies and cinematic 
texts that have been exhibited since 2008, particularly on the international 
independent flm festival circuit.6 This acknowledges that trans cinema is 
developing at a rapid pace and that new flms emerge daily. 

To understand the nexus between screen industry and screen theory, 
the discussion will incorporate the role of flm festivals and classifcations 
(ratings) systems upon trans screen content production, distribution and ex-
hibition. The tensions inherent in presenting non-hegemonic screen content 
is not sequestered to dealings with offcial classifcations (ratings) bodies 
but has also been evident in the programming of flm festivals, with trans 
screen content frequently excluded, or marginalised within programmes, 
or presented at a lower ratio of the overall flms exhibited. This has led to 
dedicated sites of trans cinematic content being established, including the 
San Francisco Transgender Film Festival (the oldest trans flm festival in the 
world) and TranScreen: Amsterdam (The Netherlands). 

This provides theoretical space for this book on the Trans New Wave 
to contribute new research and empirical evidence to the feld. This re-
search recognises that trans flmmaking has overfowed from the early sub-
cultural origins, into all styles of trans and gender-diverse flms and that 
the Trans New Wave has truly arrived, with specifc flms and flmmakers 
now recognised within the screen industry. This became apparent in 2012 
at the Sundance Film Festival with the premiere of trans-narrative short 
flm The Thing (Rhys Ernst, USA, 2011), twenty years after New Queer 



 

 
 

 

 
 
 

 
 

 

 

 

Introduction 3 

Cinema (Rich 1992a, 1992b, 2013) had come to wider public attention 
at the 1992 Sundance Film Festival. In 2020, Sundance continued as a 
site of signifcance in trans cinematic history with the World Premiere of 
feature documentary Disclosure: Trans Lives on Screen (Sam Feder & Amy 
Scholder, Executive Producer Laverne Cox, USA, 2020). 

This discussion starts from several points: that New Waves do not have 
to be continuous, they break with traditions; that flmmakers in New 
Waves have a sense of urgency and in asserting their creative agency and 
freedom, they also assert their own morality, usurping and repositioning 
authority to themselves—that is the point of a New Wave. As observed 
of New Queer Cinema ‘pastiche’ and ‘irony’ are used as tools (Çakırlar 
2011). Signifcantly, individual flmmakers self-identify as ‘New Wave 
flmmakers’ in advance of clusters of flmmakers being identifed. This 
fnal point is of immense signifcance. It has been observed in the work of 
Derek Jarman, one of the original New Queer Cinema flmmakers (Rich 
1993), who self-identifed as a ‘New Wave’ flmmaker as early as 1977, 
as evidenced through hand-written press materials that have subsequently 
come to light for his flm Jubilee (Derek Jarman, UK, 1978, DVD extras). 
This self-identifcation is also evident in the work of Ewan Duarte, who 
uses the term ‘Trans New Wave’ in the MFA exegesis for his flm Change 
Over Time (Ewan Duarte, USA, 2013).7 

As the emergence of new waves is episodic, they are signifcantly 
connected to changes in culture and flm representations (Sellier 2008). 
Chapters 3, 4 and 5 examine how the flms written, directed and produced 
are related to times of consequence in the life of the flmmaker, particularly 
the director, and independence in telling these stories is vital. Each flm rep-
resents a particular insight into “the specifcity of transsexual experience” 
(Prosser 2006, p. 279) and as such, no metanarratives can be derived from 
a comparison of the texts selected as case studies. This acknowledges that 
though temporal moving images, flms also become static representations 
‘frozen in time,’ recording a particular sequence of moments in the fctional 
screen text, or the factual individual life narrative. This movement of time, 
both in the onscreen world of the text and in the life of the screen characters 
and documentary participants, continues to the experience of viewing and 
writing about the texts. 

Background to the Trans New Wave emerging 

The flms identifed as the Trans New Wave throughout this book are de-
fned as independently produced (non-studio)8 flms—written, directed, 
produced and exhibited since 2008. The rationale for this year as the 
starting point of this cinema is contexualised and positioned against the 
background of flms with transgender and transsexual characters, themes 
and narratives that had preceded this time and the cinematic pioneers of 
the genre. 



 

  

  
  

 

   

4 Introduction 

Twenty-frst-century transgender flms pre-2008 and the corpus of flms 
with transgender and transsexual characters, themes and narratives in 
twentieth-century Hollywood form signifcant cinematic milestones that 
have opened the way and, in some cases, formed points of resistance for this 
independent cinema to emerge. 

That the new millennium brought with it an upsurge in creative responses 
by transgender flmmakers has previously been recognised within trans cin-
ema scholarship. Joelle Ruby Ryan’s PhD thesis Reel Gender: Examining 
The Politics of Trans Images in Film & Media (2009) focussed upon his-
torical representations of trans from the 1950s through to 2006 using four 
cinematic stereotypes9 with one chapter of Ryan’s thesis drawing upon four 
feature-length trans documentaries in the new millennium as exemplars 
of trans agency and “Transgender Revolutionaries” (Ryan 2009, pp. 240– 
294).10 Ryan utilises the term “New Wave” (p. 254) in this discussion 
in relation to these four documentaries, as exemplars of millennial flms 
where trans people are represented “as engaged political agents dedicated 
to radical social change and cultural transformation” (p. 254). Ryan’s thesis 
demonstrates that trans cinema was on the cusp of increased screen pro-
duction, leading to wider scholarly and public recognition. This was later 
also recognised by B. Ruby Rich (2013), who uses a term “The New Trans 
Cinema” (pp. 271–277), also referring to transgender cinema pre-2007. 

Ryan’s 2009 thesis differs in several signifcant features from this book, 
including use of the millennial marker year of 2001 (pp. 254–255) as a tem-
poral starting point to structure discussion of the chapter on “Transgender 
Revolutionary” flmmakers and a focus upon the political agency of trans 
female narratives in the textual selections. These revolutionary flms and 
flmmakers and Ryan’s discussion of the traits of these flmmakers (p. 253) 
may rightly be viewed as cinematic precursors to the time period when 
the Trans New Wave emerged in 2008 as a distinct genre from grassroots 
trans porn. The contemporary focus on the production and examination 
of transactivist cinema was foreshadowed by Ryan’s use of the category 
“Transgender Revolutionaries” (2009). Though completed in 2009, Ryan 
did not include the 2008 flms and flmmakers such as Buck Angel within 
this thesis, which is explainable because Ryan’s focus is upon flms centred 
upon trans female themes and narratives. 

In addition to Joelle Ruby Ryan (2009, p. 254) and B. Ruby Rich (2013, 
pp. 271–277), Helen Hok-Sze Leung (2014, p. 87) has also recognised that 
there was an identifable millennial ‘New Wave’ in trans cinema, with var-
ying temporal and aesthetic specifcities. 

As one of the foundational scholars in transgender cinema studies, Leung 
(2014) clearly identifed ‘North America’ as the geographic country where 
an “emergent wave” of trans cinema was being produced, stating that “on 
the production side, the most exciting development is an emergent wave of 
trans-identifed flmmakers, most notably in North America” (p. 87). The 
temporal marking point of 2008 is highlighted. Leung cites foundational 
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flms of this New Wave that were identifed by Tristan Taormino (2008), 
including Morty Diamond’s Trans Entities: The Nasty Love of Papı and 
Wil (2008), a flm that was subsequently the subject of scholarly exegesis by 
Eliza Steinbock (2013). 

By 2008, it was apparent to author and flmmaker Tristan Taormino that 
there were seminal cinematic texts that differed from previous flms with 
transgender narratives. These new flms were unafraid to explore a fuller 
spectrum of trans experiences—with a specifc focus upon sexuality. In 
that year, Taormino published a seminal article in The Village Voice on this 
emerging group of flmmakers under the heading “The New Wave of Trans 
Cinema” (Taormino 2008). 

The research presented within this book has developed the Trans New 
Wave out from this early context, in recognising that the Trans New Wave 
is an entirely new genre in cinema (Ford 2014, 2015, 2016a, 2016c), moving 
across styles, narratives and themes. A small number of texts retain direct 
links to this frst grouping of flms. This is especially evident in the work of 
director, performer, transactivist and educator Buck Angel. Identifying the 
Trans New Wave as a genre contributes and advances cultural recognition 
for the flms and flmmakers and follows established defnitions and uses 
of the term: 

Genre, a French word meaning ‘type’ or ‘kind’ is one way that flms 
and television programs are classifed into recognisable groups and 
sub groups by privileging particular similarities to (and dissimilarities 
from) other flms and television programs. 

(Stadler and McWilliam 2009, p. 218) 

Of relevance to the sociocultural signifcance of the Trans New Wave is that 
“genre is a cultural category” (Stadler and McWilliam 2009, p. 224). By 
developing this category of flms, a cultural archive of immense creative en-
ergy generated by independent flmmakers is given a visible space within the 
screen canon. Following established defnition of genre within flm and tele-
vision studies, the Trans New Wave is clearly identifable as a genre; there are 
recognisable characteristics and ‘similarities’ in the flms and ‘dissimilarities 
from other flms.’ The frst and most important characteristic is that trans-
gender lives are foregrounded and trans agency is actively promoted. 

Throughout this monograph, the aesthetic borders of the Trans New 
Wave have not been foreclosed, but are explored throughout each chapter 
as in continual development, refecting trans lives. 

Defnitions of ‘New Wave’ throughout Trans New Wave Cinema follows 
Sellier (2008), building upon analyses of New Waves within cinema studies 
scholarship. New Waves originated in auteurship, that is, in the director’s 
vision. Use of the director as a defning point for the Trans New Wave 
accords with all previous cinematic Waves, including the Nouvelle Vague, 
American New Wave and New Queer Cinema (Rich 2013). 



 

  

  
 

 
  

  
  

    

     
   

  

 

  

 

6 Introduction 

The historical background and interconnections between New Waves is 
contexualised within this introduction under “The Relationship of the Trans 
New Wave to Earlier Cinematic Waves.” The work of writers, directors, 
producers and also exhibitors is considered in defning the body of flms. 
To creatively realise an independent flm with low—or no—budget, the 
director may also be the writer/editor/producer. 

In tandem with presenting the Trans New Wave as a new cinema, this 
book presents a new way of engaging with texts, introducing Transliteracy 
(Chapter 2) as an innovative theoretical approach to reading gender-
diverse flms of the Trans New Wave. The reader is guided through use of 
transliteracy as a foundational theoretical approach at the basis of the book. 
Transliteracy is clearly defned as a nuanced term, an expression embodying 
cultural interactivity, embedded within queer theoretical frameworks and 
trans identity and community structures. Transliteracy is a theoretical ap-
proach to translating narratives and imagery in transgender flms to a wider 
audience, embedded within understandings of trans issues, gender and sex-
ualities within the communities producing the flms—to be trans literate 
(Ford 2014, 2015, 2016a, 2016c). These innovative uses of transliteracy are 
clearly framed against the background of all previous uses of transliteracy 
from within literacy studies. All antecedent uses of the term are respectfully 
engaged within Chapter 2, citing formative transliteracy research centred 
around specifc international research clusters at United Kingdom and United 
States of America universities (Nottingham Trent University; University of 
California Santa Barbara; De Montford University), with several compet-
ing claims to frst use and defnition of the term by these scholars (Liu 2005; 
Transliteracies Project 2005–2010; Thomas et al. 2007). 

Chapter 2 clearly outlines how uses of transliteracy in the monograph 
builds upon the important work of the earlier scholars in literacy studies 
and also moves transliteracy forward into new media and flm studies in 
a way that the work of early transliteracy scholars (Thomas et al. 2007) 
envisioned. This movement can also be defned in terms of further ‘trans-
ing’ (Stryker, Currah and Moore 2008; Leung 2012) the feld of screen 
and cultural studies. This leads to ways of seeing flm and to translating 
narratives and imagery in transgender flms to a wider audience, embedded 
with understandings of trans issues, genders and sexualities, from within 
the communities producing the flms—to be trans literate. One of the aims 
of Chapter 2 is to provide a theoretical basis of use to the wider commu-
nity of scholars, researchers and flmmakers to utilise when thinking about, 
writing, directing, producing, exhibiting and theorising about transgender 
flms; that is, for the lived experiences of trans lives and communities to 
inform the cinematic representations and discussions of the screen texts. 

Transliteracy is embedded within queer and transgender social structures 
and across media to provide greater meaning and insight into the flms 
(Ford 2014, 2016a, 2016c). The trans in transliteracy is the community 
of gender-diverse people, of flmmakers, of audiences who become the 
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temporal spectators of the texts. Without attempts at foreclosure, the term 
also embraces the ongoing interactions that occur between screen texts, 
flmmakers and audiences (particularly at community-based queer and 
trans flm festivals). These reciprocal interactions are signifcant in how 
trans representations continue to develop and transform. These are the 
foundations of a new research concept of Cinematic Ethnogenesis (Chapter 
6) that is applied to investigating how the Trans New Wave emerged from 
within specifc communities. 

A specifc focus in presenting this new genre of flms is upon how to 
use transliteracy as a new approach to cinematic exegesis in reading flm 
representations of the Trans New Wave. Through flm audiences, readers, 
scholars and students applying a transliterate approach, the specifcities of 
narratives, contexts and meanings in the production and exhibition of trans 
cinema become apparent, enriching not only theoretical understanding but 
also aesthetic appreciation of this cinema and the sociocultural circum-
stances of production. The subsequent reciprocal interaction of audiences 
and texts within gay, lesbian, bisexual, transgender, intersex, queer flm 
festivals recognises festivals as independent counter-cultural sites, loci of 
community identity-building. 

As a new cinema, the Trans New Wave flmmakers are continually 
creating, adapting and improvising cinematic strategies to tell trans narra-
tives. From within this cinema, Chapter 7 will discuss how a new canon of 
representations of gender diversity and sexuality is developing. 

Recognition that there are cultural moments when the new arises—new 
approaches to art, literature, flm and to theorising these texts—devolves 
upon participants in these movements and cultural theorists working dur-
ing these times. Precipitated through disjunction with hegemonic society 
leading to activism, changes in attitudes, sociocultural roles and changes 
in consciousness occur through movement in time. New possibilities for 
cultural engagement are opened through new uses of existing sociocultural 
spaces and the creation of new spaces. This book highlights the tensions 
inherent in the emergence, recognition and acceptance of a ‘new’ cinema, 
looking to how earlier Waves in flm have arisen. 

The culturally signifcant emergence of New Queer Cinema (Rich 1992b) 
provides a precedent, initially recognised by leading screen industry journal 
Sight & Sound. Presciently, in 1992, the editor-in-chief of Sight & Sound, 
Philip Dodd, noted that “If there are to be grounds for new authoritative 
cultural judgements, about flm,” there would be a necessity for these to 
exist “beyond the oppositions of culture and commerce, high and low, 
popular and elite” (Dodd 1992, p. 3). In the work of the Trans New Wave, 
the tensions between ‘high’ and ‘low’ become intensifed—with low- and 
no-budget flms; exhibition and distribution through an international net-
work of independent gay, lesbian, bisexual, transgender, queer flm festivals 
and online video-on-demand sites; and canonisation (and contestation) of 
flms with trans themes and narratives by Hollywood. 



 

  

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

8 Introduction 

The relationship of the Trans New Wave to earlier 
cinematic waves 

Use of the term ‘New Wave’ in regard to cinema has periodically re-emerged. 
This is in response not only to flms that propel cinematic styles and 
narratives forward, innovating the form, but to texts that contain the spirit 
of the times in the flms that are written, directed, produced and screened. 

The terms ‘New’ and ‘New Wave’ reappeared in the early twenty-frst 
century, this time in discussion of transgender cinema. Tristan Taormino’s 
(2008) use of the phrase “New Wave of Trans Cinema” identifed at the 
start of this chapter is the direct precedent for the flms presented through-
out this book. During this time, flm scholar Joelle Ruby Ryan (2009) also 
utilised the term “New Wave” (p. 254), in reference to flms pre-2007 with 
transgender themes, characters and narratives (2009, PhD Thesis). Ryan 
utilised the term “New Wave” in relation to four specifc documentaries, 
as exemplars of millennial flms where trans people, particularly trans 
women, are represented “as engaged political agents dedicated to radical 
social change and cultural transformation” (p. 254). 

In the years following the Taormino (2008) newspaper article and the 
Ryan (2009) doctoral thesis, flm scholar B. Ruby Rich (2013) used a 
term “The New Trans Cinema” (pp. 271–277), also referring to pre-2007 
transgender cinema.11 This subsection of six pages in the fnal chapter 
of The Director’s Cut, Rich calls an “Epilogue…to accommodate new 
thoughts and new flms…as the time of publication drew near” (p. 281). 
As a concluding point, Rich invited future audiences to embrace these 
new trans flms. This is also an invitation to future scholars to take up the 
mantle of these debates. 

In these separate scholarly discussions by Ryan and Rich, the flms cited 
as exemplars of the ‘New’ are pre-2007. In the case of Ryan’s (2009) use 
of the term, the year 2006 forms the end point of the cinematic discussion; 
Rich (2013) utilises 2007 as the marker year where discussion of “The New 
Trans Cinema” (pp. 271–277) concludes. The discussions by Ryan (2009) 
and Rich (2013) were published subsequent to Tristan Taormino’s (2008) 
article on the flms of the “New Wave of Trans Cinema.” This positions the 
relationship of the Trans New Wave to earlier flms with transgender and 
transsexual themes, characters and narratives, to prior cinematic waves and 
to scholarship. This timeline of key scholarship and publication on trans 
cinema as a ‘New Wave’ focuses on the Taormino (2008) article in The 
Village Voice, the Ryan (2009) doctoral thesis and Rich (2013).12 These 
milestone writings have been interwoven and followed by a clustering of 
signifcant scholarly articles, chapters and screen texts utilising variations 
of ‘New’ in titles and references to transgender cinema. This includes use 
of the term “New Trans Cinema” (following Rich 2013) in a short docu-
mentary produced for television titled New Trans Cinema (Lewis Cohen, 
USA, 2018). The documentary featured flmmakers Rhys Ernst and Silas 
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Howard, signifcant trans directors, who are included within this mono-
graph. This documentary further supports flmmaker self-identifcation, as 
trans flmmakers that are part of a New cinematic era. Film scholar Cáel 
Keegan was also an interview participant in this documentary. 

The Trans New Wave is an entirely new cinema, born from a ‘defant’ 
(Rich 1992, 2013; Aaron 2006), resilient creative spirit encountered in 
earlier New Waves such as the Nouvelle Vague (French New Wave), the 
American New Wave and more recently in New Queer Cinema. Rich gener-
ously aligns these cinemas highlighting that “the early energy of NQC was 
reborn as a cinema of transgender and gender-queer identity formations 
and representatives” (2013, p. 271).13 The sociocultural circumstances 
surrounding the development of this cinema, the situations of cultural 
production that have led to specifc types of representational strategies 
within Trans New Wave flms and the issues surrounding the exhibition of 
these cinematic narratives are central to the thematic of this book. 

There are precedents for this work in recognising a new genre in cinema 
via theoretical, scholarly and screen industry publications. This includes the 
recognition of the Nouvelle Vague directors and flms, initially published in 
the cinema journal Cahiers du Cinéma14 through the writing of flm critics 
Eric Rohmer, Jacques Rivette, Jacques Doniol-Valcroze and Pierre Kast. 
Signifcantly, flm critics, such as Rohmer and Rivette, were also key direc-
tors of the French New Wave (Neupert [2002], 2007, p. xvi); their involve-
ment in the production and subsequent cultural discussion and theorisation 
of the flms highlights the autoethnographic aspect to the recognition of 
new waves in cinema. 

This approach to the recognition of a ‘New Wave’ also occurred sev-
eral decades later. In 1992, flm critic, journalist and scholar Ruby Rich15 

published an initial article in The Village Voice titled “A Queer Sensation” 
(Rich 1992a), recognising the cinematic traits of a diverse group of gay and 
lesbian flmmakers that emerged in the same time and out of particular 
historical and social circumstances which were key to understanding the de-
velopment of specifc cinematic styles (Bordwell 1997, p. 4). Rich attributes 
the phrase ‘New Queer Cinema’ (Rich 2013, p. 31) to a subsequent discus-
sion with Philip Dodd. This discussion enabled Rich to expand upon the 
developments that had taken place in the months following publication of 
the seminal The Village Voice article. The subsequent publication in Sight 
& Sound collectively designated these flmmakers as “The New Queer 
Cinema” (Rich 1992b). Rich cites the independent gay and lesbian flm and 
video scene as direct antecedents for New Queer Cinema (Rich 2013). 

Although not offcially designated as a ‘Wave’ by Ruby Rich at the time, 
New Queer Cinema has the characteristics of earlier cinematic Waves. In 
the seminal Village Voice article in March 1992 (Rich 1992a), Rich re-
ferred to these flms as “the New Wave” (1992a, p. 44, 2013, p. 27) and 
subsequently, in the defning article published in Sight & Sound (Rich 
1992b), the term the “queer new wave” was used (1992b, p. 31, 2013, 



 

 
 

 

 

 
 

  

 

 

10 Introduction 

p. 30).16 From these publications, it becomes clearer that Rich embraced 
the group of gay and lesbian flmmakers featured in the 1992 Sundance 
Film Festival programme as a Wave, specifcally saying that “The Queer 
New Wave had come full circle” (Rich 2013, p. 30). Specifc reference to 
these queer flms as “the New Wave” is made in discussion of Greg Araki’s 
flm The Living End (Rich 1992a, p. 44, 2013, p. 27), where it is noted 
“Camera, style and palette update the New Wave” (Rich 1992a, p. 44, 
1992b, p. 34, 2013, p. 7).17 This clearly positioned New Queer Cinema 
as a cinematic ‘Queer New Wave’ from the outset. The cinematic parallels 
were also identifed at the time by “mainstream critics” who “were busily 
impressed by the so-called ‘queer new wave’” (Rich 1992b, p. 31, 2013, 
p. 16).18 New Queer Cinema has subsequently been termed a Wave by flm 
scholars (Aaron 2006, p. 398). It is a moot point whether use of the terms 
‘New’ and ‘Cinema’ by Rich in the designation of New Queer Cinema was 
always intended to imply a Wave by default. 

As the designation of New Queer Cinema became popularised, the iden-
tity of this cinema as a Wave, linked to earlier cinematic Waves such as 
the Nouvelle Vague became oblique for non-cinephiles, though direct links 
were made by flmmakers such as New Queer Cinema’s Gregg Araki (The 
Living End, USA, 1992). In one scene in The Living End, the character 
Jean stands in front of a poster with the words ‘Nouvelle Vague’ and ‘Jean-
Luc Godard’ clearly in view. This cross-referencing is also clearly made in 
the work of specifc trans directors. 

As one example, director Rhys Ernst (The Thing, USA, 2011) uses 
metatextual stickers on a car, cross-referencing Araki’s work. In Portrait 
of Turner (USA, 2009),19 director Irene Gustafson intertexually references 
and reuses the narrative structure of American New Wave flmmaker Shirley 
Clarke’s Portrait of Jason (Shirley Clarke, USA, 1967).20 This movement 
is also apparent in the work of New Queer Cinema director Cheryl Dunye, 
who has also directed and exhibited trans-themed work such as the flm 
Black Is Blue (Cheryl Dunye, USA, 2014). Black Is Blue is a short flm con-
veying a signifcant narrative of race, gender and transgender, questioning 
how identities and communities interact, a central concern of the Trans 
New Wave. 

There is always resistance to the ‘new,’ it is part of the process of rupturing 
from the ‘old.’ This includes pre-existing ways of thinking and theorising, 
and the grouping of flms within New Queer Cinema was not exempt. The 
coherence of the category as a cinematic genre was contested by some flm-
makers (Parmer 1992, p. 35, 1993; Giannaris 1992, p. 35). Michele Aaron 
notes that New Queer Cinema was 

contested for its exclusivity (and tokenistic inclusivity). It is contested 
for its unwarranted optimism: in heralding a minor revolution when a 
few flms do not a movement make...in suggesting a queer-friendliness 
of mass culture when the majority...remains unaltered. The category is 
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contested for the US-centricity of its flms and theory. Perhaps the most 
irreparable of charges...is that the promise indicated by the flms of the 
early 1990s was never fully realised. 

(Aaron 2006, p. 405) 

These are salient points to reconsider in the twenty-frst century as the 
Trans New Wave flms and flmmakers are recognised within wider screen 
culture. The cinematic future of the Trans New Wave will be examined in 
Chapter 7, exploring the potential legacy of these flms and flmmakers. 
Issues of ‘exclusivity,’ ‘inclusivity’ and defning a small grouping of flms 
as a ‘movement’ or Wave, will be considered against the background of the 
sociocultural necessity for such a cinema to emerge and assert its cultural 
positionality. Entwined with this is critical engagement with programming 
decisions of independent gay, lesbian, bisexual, intersex, queer flm festivals 
internationally. These are cultural spaces where diversity is expected and 
demanded by audiences, at times also emerging as spaces that have at times 
rejected and excluded specifc flms with trans narratives. 

This current volume seeks to complement earlier cinematic scholarship, 
through exploration of a range of Trans New Wave flms by, for and about 
gender-diverse lives. As in Taormino’s article, a starting point and focus 
of selected case studies will be upon specifc cinematic representations and 
narratives of transmasculine lives and points of views. From these flms, the 
scope is widened to an intersectional array of flms encompassing genders 
and sexualities. 

As a Wave, the Trans New Wave is most likely a temporal cinema. This 
recognition intensifes the necessity to theorise about these texts and to con-
texualise the cinematic production of the flms and flmmakers historically, 
socially and culturally, contemporaneously to the flms and flmmakers. It 
is relevant to highlight that the work of this book began in 2009, through 
screening many of these flms and that work continued with the flms and 
flmmakers throughout the following decade. To my scholar’s eye and fes-
tival director’s imagination, 2020 appears to be a year when transgender 
cinema continues to gather momentum, with the release and exhibition 
of Disclosure: Trans Lives on Screen (Sam Feder & Amy Scholder, USA, 
2020). With such flms, the Trans New Wave is not, as yet, showing signs 
of abatement. 

Utilising earlier New Waves as temporal antecedents, these are generally 
of short temporal duration. This assists in focusing attention upon the rel-
evance and necessity for chronological marker points to identify the emer-
gence of the genre and in anticipating the changes that may develop in the 
form. The Nouvelle Vague is the major historical example of a Wave that 
was in full production for only six years between 1958 and 1964 and in 
total less than ten years (1958–1968) (Neupert [2002], 2007, pp. xv, xviii), 
but with an infuence that has been lasting on cinema. Likewise New Queer 
Cinema emerged in the late 1980s to early 1990s (Rich 1992a, 1992b, 
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2013), slowly being eclipsed post-1994 in the wake of flmmaker deaths. 
Ruby Rich (2013) specifcally notes the years 1985–1991 and 1992–1997 
as the New Queer Cinema era (p. xix), but with an infuence that has con-
tinued into the twenty-frst century (p. xxiv). This establishes the precious 
and feeting nature of the primary eras of cinematic Waves and the potential 
infuence into the future. 

The defnition made by Richard Neupert of the French New Wave may 
be usefully re-applied and repositioned in respect of the Trans New Wave: 

For reasons that will become clear, this study prefers to summarise the 
New Wave as a complex network of historical forces, including all flms 
made by young directors exploiting new modes of production as well as 
unusual story and style options 

(Neupert [2002], 2007, p. xviii) 

James Tweedie (2013) parallels the emergent youth cultures that led to the 
French New Wave with emergent youth cultures and ‘recognisable new 
waves of cinema’ in Taiwan and China. These are cultures that are polit-
ically and socially divergent from the urban gender-fuid cultures that are 
the origins of the Trans New Wave, with parallels that may be observed. 

Tweedie (2013) utilises mis-en-scene as the defning legacy of the French 
New Wave and subsequent waves in cinema (p. 25), a defnition that 
arises against the background of European modernity and youth cultures. 
Twenty-frst-century parallels may be drawn with the emergence of the Trans 
New Wave in the post-modern urban gay, lesbian, bisexual, transgender, 
intersex and queer cultures, remembering that, as Jack Halberstam (2005) 
reminded, the linear temporality of heteronormative cultures are not the 
same experiences of time for queer cultures. This leads to an identifcation 
of ‘youth cultures’ with any emergent resistant non-normative cultural for-
mations that fourish, bringing transformation in dominant cultural forms. 
This also enables a broader defnition of the term ‘young directors’; while 
usefully referring to selected Trans New Wave directors under thirty-fve 
years of age at the time of their frst flm, this is not used as an exclusionary 
ageist term within this book, but to refer to ‘young,’ as in emerging and 
new flmmakers, without an age limitation. This inclusive defnition also 
accords with non-linear queer and trans experiences of time (Halberstam 
2005; Rooke 2010). 

Historical overview of key flms pre-2008 with transsexual 
and transgender characters, themes and narratives 

Denoting the cinematic era of the Trans New Wave as 2008 onwards 
requires rightful acknowledgement of the cinematic legacy and lineage of 
transgender flms preceding this era, including the number of signifcant 
texts that were produced independently and subsequently celebrated by 
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Hollywood. These include widely screened and Academy-awarded and 
nominated feature flms such as The Crying Game (Neil Jordan, USA, 
1992), Farewell My Concubine (Chen Kaige, China, 1993), Boys Don’t 
Cry (Kimberly Peirce, USA, 1999) and Transamerica (Duncan Tucker, 
USA, 2005);21 historically important documentaries such as the Emmy 
award-winning Screaming Queens: The Riot at Compton’s Cafeteria (Su-
san Stryker, Victor Silverman, USA, 2005);22 and independently produced 
award-winning flms including By Hook or By Crook (Silas Howard, USA, 
2001). These flms have received wide scholarly attention (Halberstam 
2001, 2005; Serano 2007; Ryan 2009; Leung 2010; Zagler 2011; Caval-
cante 2013; Ford 2016b) and have also been utilised to establish a cinematic 
gaze centred specifcally upon the concerns of transgender flm, flmmakers 
and audiences (Halberstam 2001, 2005; Zagler 2011). The historical legacy 
of transgender representation in flm, television and media in decades prior 
to this, from the 1950s through to 2006, was examined in flm scholar 
Joelle Ruby Ryan’s doctoral thesis (2009). Through such ongoing critical 
scholarly work, a range of recurrent tropes in the cinematic representation 
of trans have been identifed. The thematic and stylistic ways that Trans 
New Wave flmmakers work with and against narrative expectations will 
form the focus of Chapter 3. 

A frequently cited twentieth-century example of trans male cinema is 
the 1999 flm Boys Don’t Cry by director Kimberly Pierce, based upon the 
murder of Brandon Teena. This is a text that has been subjected to thorough 
critical examination (Halberstam 2001; Rigney 2003; Zagler 2011), iden-
tifying problematic tropes in the cinematic representation of transgender 
lives. Representational issues continue to re-emerge and create distress for 
trans communities and audiences. This was highlighted fourteen years later 
with the release of Dallas Buyers Club (Jean-Marc Vallee, USA, 2013); 
following the continued scarcity of transgender texts throughout main-
stream cinema, there was a justifed outcry from within the trans commu-
nity internationally around the narrative depiction of Rayon (Jared Leto). 
This text demonstrated that there are ongoing and unresolved problems 
within mainstream understanding and cinematic depictions of trans (Ford 
2016b, 2017). The negative and stereotypical representation of the support-
ing character of Rayon, a trans woman, has justifably been described as 
“anti-trans” (Tannehill 2014). 

It is necessary to highlight that all these texts depict a range of trans 
narratives and characterisations that contain negative narrative treatments 
of the central trans character, not narrated or depicted from a trans per-
spective.23 The trans person is variously depicted as concealing a secret 
(The Crying Game; Boys Don’t Cry; Transamerica), which the audiences 
are asked not to reveal to friends who are yet to view the flm (The Crying 
Game) or which when revealed has the potential to disrupt and alienate 
the family (Transamerica); depicted as addicted, terminally ill and dying 
before the flm ends (Dallas Buyers Club); being involuntarily subjected to 
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gender reassignment surgery24 (Farewell My Concubine; Predestination); 
or brutally treated, violated and killed (Farewell My Concubine; Boys 
Don’t Cry).25 In these last two texts, the trans character is erased simply 
for being an individual living in a time and place within a society where 
normativity requires conformity to hegemonic constructs of binary gender 
and sexuality as a prerequisite condition of existence. In all these texts, 
the audience becomes complicit, watching the trans person stripped bare, 
humiliated, destroyed. There are a few moments that celebrate the life and 
contribution of trans people to society (such as the artistic vocal virtuosity 
of the lead character in Farewell My Concubine), but this is tinged with the 
narrative knowledge of the brutal (and non-consensual) treatment that the 
person has been subjected to. The transphobia inherent within these main-
stream cinematic representations reveals the deep issues and insecurities 
within society of maintaining hegemony, through disciplining (Sloop 2000) 
and erasing gender and sexual diversity. This provides the cinematic back-
ground to why the Trans New Wave flms, written, directed and produced 
from within the trans community and featuring trans participants, actors 
and actresses are vital. 

Characteristics of the Trans New Wave 

The key to flm/flmmaker inclusion within the Trans New Wave is that 
the flmmaker is independent, representing the subject of transgender in 
a myriad of meanings across genres, themes and styles and trans identi-
fed. These are screen texts that have been written, directed, produced and 
exhibited since 2008, the key year when the New Wave of Trans Cinema 
was identifed (Taormino 2008; Ford 2014, 2015). 

Cinematic New Waves are signifcantly connected to “changes in flm 
representations” (Sellier 2008, p. 1) and changes in culture; turning points 
in history (Sellier 2008, p. 2); independence from the Studio System (Hitch-
man 2013, Part One)26 and “obsession with memory, with a personal or 
a historic past” (Sellier 2008, p. 5). Characteristics identifed within both 
the French and American New Waves of cinema may be discerned as vital 
aspects of both New Queer Cinema and Trans New Wave flms, where the 
personal narratives of flms frequently follow times of consequence in the 
life of the flmmaker (the director) and independence in telling these stories 
is vital.27 Trans New Wave flmmakers, in particular, utilise autobiograph-
ical and biographical materials in the construction of their flm stories, 
as a means of understanding, tracing and constructing identity. Fieldwork 
with flmmakers throughout this research has supported these primary 
defnitions of the Trans New Wave established within this book, with 
the identifcation of independence as being central to all the flmmakers 
surveyed.28 

Trans New Wave flmmakers are often frst-time (or emerging) flmmak-
ers; directors who independently write, direct and produce their flms on 
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very low (or no) budgets; frequently self-fund (and/or crowd-funding) their 
flms, or receive minor funding from screen, or philanthropic agencies;29 

use unknown and lesser-known actors and participants (who may, or may 
not, be reimbursed for out-of-pocket costs); use portable digital equipment; 
self-edit the flms using editing software now widely available and tell 
stories within the immediate settings available. 

These flmmakers are often under thirty-fve years old30 when writing, 
directing and producing their frst or early flms. A number of key examples 
of these flms were directed either in graduate school, as major works, or 
by early career flmmakers after recently graduating from screen/media arts 
university courses.31 There is a generational shift in the screen content that 
trans people wish to access and these early career flmmakers are amongst 
the foreground in Trans New Wave Cinema. This defnition can now also 
productively be widened and applied to the frst generation of trans actors 
and actresses who are rising to prominence through independent screen pro-
ductions to Subscription Video on Demand (SVOD) feature flms and series. 

The interconnection with flm production and academia continues in 
the work of scholars and transactivist flmmakers such as Susan Stryker 
and OluSeyi Adebanjo.32 Prior to the research of this book, the similar 
characteristics and signifcance of this emergent body of transgender flms 
had been observed within my programming strategies for Queer Fruits Film 
Festival (Queer Fruits Film Festival Archives 2012).33 Festival programming 
frequently highlights that the mainstream screen industry (larger budget, 
theatrical release, Studio flms) continue to produce content that histor-
ically neither represents the gender-diverse communities in life-affrming 
ways nor plays a constitutive role for trans people. 

Depictions of sexuality are a defning characteristic of early Trans New 
Wave flms, with gender diversity and sexualities remaining centralised life 
narratives for many flmmakers. From these origins, a further genre charac-
teristic can be identifed, of trans flmmakers freeing up cinematic expecta-
tions and being unafraid to position the trans body ontologically. 

Since 2013, there has been an emergence of intelligent content with 
gender-diverse themes and characters online, produced as original series 
via SVOD services such as Netfix and Amazon Prime.34 Increasingly, 
television and online series are drawing upon Trans New Wave talent, 
creative direction and consultancy on trans issues. This includes director 
Rhys Ernst and producer Zachary Drucker on prominent series Transpar-
ent (Joey Soloway, USA, 2014–2019) and This Is Me (Rhys Ernst, USA, 
2015),35 a series that director Silas Howard also worked on, before work-
ing with network television.36 

Silas Howard is one of the featured trans directors on the Netfix 
miniseries Tales of the City (USA 2019–), revisiting the original inhab-
its of Armistead Maupin’s Barbary Lane in San Francisco, twenty years 
later. This offers a rare screen opportunity eloquently utilised by the writ-
ers and directors, to offer cross-generational insights into the dynamics of 
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gay, lesbian, bisexual, transgender, intersex, and queer lives. This series de-
picts sensitive, complex and authentic portrayals of gay, lesbian, trans and 
queer characters living and loving in the Bay area community. This includes 
what may be the frst open onscreen portrayal, in a mainstream SVOD 
production, of a trans male character Jake Rodriguez (Garcia) exploring his 
emerging sexuality with a gay man Flaco Ramirez (Juan Castano). This au-
thentic depiction is a subject previously documented in the internationally 
acclaimed Sexing the Transman (Buck Angel, USA, 2011). As these are USA 
productions, the Anglophone experience becomes the aspirational model of 
trans lives. Notably, the Latino homoerotic experience is foregrounded in 
this story arc, widening the vision of the story. Tales of the City also leads 
the way forward in featuring the directing talent of Navajo trans director 
Sydney Freeland, examined in Chapter 4 and trans actress Jen Richards. 

It is critical to a complete understanding of the scope of the Trans New 
Wave to discuss these cinematic representations in tandem with the First 
Nations flms and documentaries that are being produced and exhibited. 
There is an increasing screen production depicting non-hegemonic and 
non-western points of view of Indigenous and First Nations peoples. 

Chapter 4 is centred upon First Nations and Indigenous Films with a 
clear and focused discussion of scholarly approaches to understanding gen-
der in First Nations terms. Deeply engaging with scholarship on Indigenous 
conceptions of gender, there is an extended critical discussion of terminol-
ogy from a wide range of First Nations’ cultural perspectives and exegesis 
of Indigenous screen texts. Indigenous scholarship is carefully and respect-
fully centralised as a foundation throughout the discussions. 

Important flms such as Burning For Acceptance (Carmel Young, 
Aus., 2009) about the Sistergirls of the Tiwi Islands in Australia and Two 
Spirits (Lydia Nibley, USA, 2010) about nádleeh youth presents the tra-
ditional Navajo worldview of four genders, with nádleeh at the centre of 
the crossroads.37 The reader is directed to important scholarship including 
Caroline Epple (1998), Gabriel S. Estrada (2011), Angela Sterritt (2016), 
Dino Hodge (2015), Elizabeth Kerekere (2015, 2017) and urban trans flm-
makers such as Tanu Gago and Wade Crown (2018) on the New Zealand 
Polynesian trans FafswagVogue Scene. The flms of Dean Hamer, Joe 
Wilson and Hinaleimoana Wong-Kalu (2014, 2018, 2020) are highlighted 
for their beautiful ontologically rich productions. These are flmmakers who 
have developed documentary flms and culturally informed educational 
guides on Indigenous perspectives to gender diversity within the Hawai’ian 
culture. This chapter focuses upon flms made by/with First Nations and 
Indigenous writers, directors, producers and participants/community. 

Previous models of flm production and distribution can now be evaded to 
a large extent, including bypassing the gatekeepers of offcial cultural censor-
ship. This is enabled through availability of new forms of technology (dig-
ital video cameras, digital desktop editing), new forms of funding (such as 
crowdfunding) and new forms of distribution controlled by the flmmaker, 
who then may receive a direct revenue from online portals (such as Video On 
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Demand, pay-per-view downloads and streaming, Vimeo, YouTube). These 
contemporary social, cultural and technological factors must be taken into 
account in considering the relevancy and successes of Trans New Wave flms. 

The ‘changes in flm representations’ (Sellier 2008) with respect to trans 
themes, characters and narratives have been so noticeable in screen texts 
and media since 2008 as to require further elucidation. Trans New Wave 
cinema is developing at a rapid pace, having shifted narratives from central-
ising adult transitional accounts in documentaries such as Trans Boys (Ali 
Russell and Monique Schafter, Aus., 2012), to include a noticeable shift 
towards writing, directing and producing trans youth narratives in docu-
mentaries such as A Place in the Middle (Dean Hamer, Joe Wilson, USA, 
2014); Raising Ryland (Sarah Feeley, USA, 2015); and Tomgirl (Jeremy 
Asher Lynch, USA, 2015).38 From flms such as these, a canon of represent-
ing gender diversity and non-conformity is emerging. That such a canon 
exists is acknowledged by specifc trans flmmakers such as Seyi Adebanjo 
and Betty Yu in Against the Grain (2014).39 

Along this journey, there have been flms utilising experimental formats 
and narratives to present trans stories, including flms such as Portrait of 
Turner (Irene Gustafson, USA, 2009), directly drawing upon the American 
New Wave as a reference point and the beautiful animated short Change 
Over Time (Ewan Duarte, USA, 2013). These important screen narratives 
will be returned to within Chapters 3–5. 

Representational work of trans woman actors in 
independent flms and streaming video 

Public recognition of trans issues was heightened within the screen industry 
following the landmark Time magazine issue in 2014, featuring Laverne 
Cox—a successful actress, transgender woman of colour and one of the 
stars of Orange Is the New Black (Jenji Kohan, USA, 2013–2019) on the 
cover. In 2015, screen industry journal Variety also featured Laverne Cox 
on the cover of the May edition, with the tagline “Hollywood Trans For-
mation: How Laverne Cox and a new generation of storytellers are taking 
the industry by storm.”40 Online streaming series such as Transparent (Joey 
Soloway, USA, 2014–2019); science-fction series Sense8 (Lilly Wachowski, 
Lana Wachowski, USA, 2015–2018), with trans actress Jamie Clayton cast 
as the lead character Nomi Marks (International Movie Database 2015a) 
and feature flms including Tangerine (Sean Baker, USA, 2015) are all 
part of this new generation of trans-focussed mainstream texts “targeted 
to millennial audiences, (who) prize authenticity (an important arc in the 
transgender narrative)” (Setoodeh 2015). 

The increasing media attention within the mainstream flm industry on 
trans issues and individual trans people41 has led to new initiatives aimed 
at mentoring trans people into the industry. The Transfrmative initiative 
developed in conjunction with the series Transparent (Joey Soloway, USA, 
2014–2019)42 is perhaps the most widely known. Trans people and issues 
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have regularly been featured as front-page news, in high-profle magazines, 
or as the main interview guests for prime-time television. Filmmakers and 
artists Zachary Drucker and Rhys Ernst were featured at the Whitney Bi-
ennale in 2014, making news in the The New York Times with an article 
that supportively stated, “It is just more evidence of the increasing presence 
of trans people at the centre of popular culture” (Bernstein 2014). On the 
one hand, this media attention may have served to feed the never-ending 
mainstream community audience appetite for stimulation and curiosity; 
stories such as those of actress Laverne Cox on the cover of Time magazine 
in 2014, emerged to inspire, educate and become new role models of success 
within the trans community. 

As analysis of all the media that has been published in recent years con-
taining trans themes is beyond the rationale and scope of this discussion, 
these key examples have been highlighted to anchor the cultural signifcance 
of trans at this point in time. This has taken place simultaneously as a wide 
range of new online television series were released with trans characters 
depicted sympathetically, intelligently and accurately on-screen, portrayed 
by talented trans actresses. 

SVOD Services have led the way, with characters including Sophia 
(Laverne Cox) in Orange Is the New Black (Jenji Kohan, USA, 2013–2019); 
Nomi (Jamie Clayton) in Sense8 (Lilly Wachowski, Lana Wachowski, USA, 
2015–2018); Davina (Alexandra Billings), Shea (Trace Lysette), Eleanor 
(Zachary Drucker) and Our Lady J (Yorna) in Transparent (Joey Soloway 
USA, 2014–2019); Judy (Rebecca Root) in Boy Meets Girl (Elliot Kerrigan, 
UK, 2015–2016); and the wider cultural recognition of established trans per-
formers and artists including Juliana Huxtable as herself in She’s Gotta Have 
It (Spike Lee, USA, 2017–2019) (Season 2, Episode #NationTime, 2019). 

These representations hold profound cultural impact within and outside 
the trans community. The impact is heightened and audience reception wid-
ened when the work involves a major director such as Spike Lee. For wider 
audiences and specifcally for trans people, trans women and trans women 
of colour who have experienced an absence of empowered screen portray-
als, seeing Juliana Huxtable in a Spike Lee series is a loud affrmation 
of being in the community; projecting support, acceptance and cultural 
arrival. These contemporary exemplar trans actresses within the gender-
diverse communities have proudly represented trans women and the wider 
trans community on and offscreen. A notable exemplar overlapping with 
the early years of Trans New Wave Cinema is Georgina Beyer—the world’s 
frst openly transgender woman to be elected as a mayor and as a minis-
ter in the Aotearoa parliament. Beyer had previously worked as an actress 
in the 1990s (Casey 2020) and was a featured performer43 in the world’s 
frst Indigenous television series Takatāpui (Front of the Box Productions, 
Māori Television, New Zealand, 2004–2008). 

The era of the Trans New Wave has also seen independent flm Tange-
rine (Sean Baker, USA, 2015) featuring the performances of transgender 
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women Kitana Kiki Rodriguez as Sin-Dee and Mya Taylor as Alexandra 
(International Movie Database 2015b). Both Rodriguez and Taylor are 
best friends outside the screen and were given a rare opportunity to play 
trans women onscreen; best friends engaged in street sex economies in 
Los Angeles. Tangerine utilises a cinéma vérité style of flmmaking more 
familiar from documentaries, to capture authentic performances and di-
alogue from Sin-Dee and Alexandra as they navigate the streets of Los 
Angeles looking for Sin-Dee’s cheating boyfriend Chester. A yellow colour 
grading is utilised throughout the flm, bathing both characters and Sunset 
Boulevard in a yellow glow awash in the afternoon sunlight. This becomes 
a Yellow Brick Road that leads Sin-Dee and Alexandra not to the Emerald 
City where wishes are granted, but to another night of hustling to survive. 
Street economies and the necessity for many trans women of colour to en-
gage in sex work, as the only work available, creates subcultural networks, 
street friendships and hostilities and the recurrent threats of violence, all 
shown with unfinching empathy and realism in this flm. 

Tangerine is not the only flm of the Trans New Wave to depict trans 
women of colour in real-life settings. Sisterhood by Mikajlo Rankovic (USA, 
2011) utilises mixed observational and cinéma verite styles of documentary 
flmmaking to tell the stories of Latina trans women in the Bronx. What 
Tangerine is noted for is as an exemplar for achieving so much with such 
limited resources; utilising iPhones as cameras and making flm history, 
including speculation that the flm would be nominated for an Academy 
Award. Even though this nomination did not eventuate, the flm received 
wide recognition within the screen industry with a large tally of awards 
(twenty-fve awards and forty nominations) (International Movie Database 
2015c). The success of the flm led to the director Sean Baker receiving an 
invitation to become a voting member of the Academy (Academy of Motion 
Picture Arts & Sciences 2019). From this success and platform, it is hoped 
that opportunities are created for trans women, and specifcally transgen-
der women of colour, to be further employed in the screen industry. 

When a trans actress has the opportunity to perform a character role that 
is specifcally trans, in each onscreen performance there is an embodiment 
of trans authenticity. This takes place through the agency of the trans ac-
tress. Onscreen trans characters become nuanced. The screen performance/ 
character portrayals associated with the narrative traditions (Baron and 
Carnicke 2008, p. 7) of feature flm are now also required in television and 
streaming series. This demands high levels of performance commitment 
from actors. This can be seen and sensed in the work of the trans actresses 
in the series highlighted in this section, in performances that are affectively 
engaging, physically and gesturally authentic. 

An example of this is Alexandra Billings and the story arc of Davina in 
Transparent. In Season 4, Billings’ life was mined to develop an authen-
tic screen narrative. In Episode 2, a scene naturalistically involves Davina 
depicted nude, simply rolling over on a bed during a discussion with her 
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intimate partner (Strauss 2017). Throughout this scene, Davina is por-
trayed in full-frontal nudity, comfortable in her body. There is a complete 
absence of pathologisation and sensationalisation that screen texts have 
so frequently directed towards the trans body. Such a scene moves screen 
dialogues forward light years, advancing audience reception of trans bodies 
as simply bodies, endowing glowing humanity into a scene and screen text. 
This is a stark contrast to the transphobic reactions and sensationalised 
depictions of the transgender body two decades earlier in The Crying 
Game (Neil Jordan, 1992), as a ‘secret’ that overwhelms the story arc of 
the character Dil (Jaye Davidson). 

As transgender lives are complex, so screen texts must also treat these 
lives with respect and dignity, but this does not mean that every depiction 
is, or can be, simply affrming. 

The character of Sophia (Laverne Cox) is subjected to violence and bru-
talisation within the narrative of Orange Is the New Black (Jenji Kohan, 
USA, 2013–2019). Cox imbues the character of Sophia with dignity and 
courage to survive. As this series is located within the USA carceral system, 
the violence to Sophia, a trans woman of colour and a character that 
audiences empathise with, is affectively communicated. This draws upon 
intertextual awareness, in some audiences, of the systemic brutality experi-
enced everyday by People of Colour and Indigenous communities, who are 
disproportionately incarcerated and brutalised. 

When the exemplar writing and directing of Lana and Lilly Wachowski 
teamed with Jamie Clayton, this delivered one of the memorable and affrming 
trans characters in streaming video in Nomi Marks (Jamie Clayton), a tech-
nowiz who codes and hacks her way through several realities during the se-
ries. Signifcantly, Nomi is depicted in what may be the world’s frst onscreen 
intersectional trans lesbian relationship; Nomi’s partner Amanita Caplan 
(Freema Agyeman) is an African American woman. The Wachowskis skill-
fully direct scenes of raunchy sexual encounters involving Nomi and Aman-
ita, worked into the series narrative as an authentic part of their life together. 

In these few examples—and the representational work of trans actresses 
cited in this chapter and actors such as Jake Graf44 would be the project of 
a meaningful stand-alone monograph—what these depictions highlight is 
how a screen character voiced through the embodiment of a trans actress 
(or trans actor) has the opportunity to authentically express trans lives for 
audiences in ways that avoid stereotypes and tropes, given a supportive 
writer, director and producer. Each time a trans actor steps onscreen in a 
trans role, the performance exceeds what cisgender actors have available to 
bring to trans character roles. This is because when a cisgender actor plays 
a transgender character, this demands a double performance; performing a 
gender (Butler 1990) and a character. This leads to drawing upon stylised 
and recognisable gender gestures available to the cisgender actor and that 
may include the corpus of stereotypical representations of transgender that 
have flled society and screen cultures. 
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The social currency of Trans New Wave cinema presented throughout 
this book continues to be demonstrated on the international festival circuit, 
through the number of awards received by flms with trans narratives, in-
cluding Grand Jury and Audience Awards.45 Online SVOD services such 
as Netfix and Amazon Prime continue to demonstrate the validity and 
viability for producing screen texts with a diverse range of representations 
of trans themes, narratives and characters. These include series centralising 
trans agency such as This Is Me (Rhys Ernst, USA, 2015). 

During this same time period, the cultural currency of transgender lives 
has been foregrounded within mainstream screen productions featuring cis-
gender actors and actresses playing the lead trans characters. Feature flms 
Dallas Buyers Club (Jean-Marc Vallee, USA, 2013); The Danish Girl (Tom 
Hooper, USA, 2015)46 and original online series Orphan Black (John Fawc-
ett et al., USA, 2013–2017) are three examples of a trend that is continuously 
challenged. This is because such screen texts present a range of representa-
tional issues (Ford 2016b, 2017), including ‘transfacing’ (Reynolds 2015)— 
defned as when a cisgender actor plays a transgender character (Rohwer 
2013). As recently as 2020, leading actress Halle Berry “reversed her deci-
sion to consider playing a transgender man.” Signifcantly Berry stated: 

As a cisgender woman, I now understand that I should not have consid-
ered this role, and that the transgender community should undeniably 
have the opportunity to tell their own stories. 

(Respers 2020) 

Berry has now joined a growing number of leading Hollywood stars in cor-
rectly positioning their work away from transfacing roles. In 2018, Scarlett 
Johansson also turned away from a trans male leading role as Dante “Tex” 
Gill in Rub & Tug (Lee 2018). This has resulted in the production being 
helmed by trans creatives including Our Lady J (from Transparent), with 
a commitment to casting a trans actor in the leading role (Feldman 2020). 

Acknowledging that all trans lives matter and that onscreen, transgender 
characters should be portrayed by trans actresses and actors is a major step 
forward. 

With trans now seemingly everywhere, the timeliness and signifcance 
of this book and of the Trans New Wave flmmakers has been heightened. 

Overview of methodologies and the interdisciplinary 
approach 

The research presented on the Trans New Wave is interdisciplinary, utilis-
ing a combined methodology, situated within cultural studies and cinema 
studies, theoretically engaging with contemporary transgender studies, 
screen and media studies, flm festival studies and geographies of sexualities 
within specifc areas. This interdisciplinary approach effectively integrates 
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autoethnography and ethnographic methodologies and qualitative research 
techniques, from a queer ethnographic perspective (Rooke 2010). 

Transliterate engagement recognises the interconnection between the 
text and the producer/s of the text. This is an awareness of the cultural situ-
ation of textual production, embedded within gender-diverse communities 
(Chapter 2). There is also respect: for the flmmakers and flm participants, 
particularly in documentaries, are revealing intimate aspects of their lives. 

As a genderqueer scholar, I use a queer, postmodern ethnographic 
(Rooke 2010) research methodology that embraces “an ethnographic 
approach to sexuality (that) acknowledges that gender and sexual identi-
ties, and the meanings that circulate around them, are more than merely 
discursive formulations. They are daily realities and practices that have real 
consequences” (Rooke 2010). Leading scholar Raewyn Connell (2011) has 
reaffrmed this interconnection, calling it the “ontoformativity of social 
practise,” further stating that “social practise is generative, fecund, rich 
in real consequences” (2011, p. 4). An example of one of the ‘real conse-
quences’ arising through trans social practices is the growing international 
awareness within the trans community of the need for self-representation. 
The ability of independent flmmakers to create texts that are ‘by, for and 
about us’ (Loist 2012, p. 166) is producing self-representations of gender-
diverse narratives. The work of Halberstam (2005) is a key theoretical posi-
tion underpinning the signifcance of temporal spaces that may be usefully 
applied to screen spaces for independent gay, lesbian, bisexual, transgender, 
intersex, and queer flmmakers. This also theoretically positions creating 
an independent queer flm festival within the concerns of trans scholarship. 

The key forms and styles that are in recurrent use throughout the Trans 
New Wave are considered in Chapter 3, Narrative Strategies. Recent flms 
from non-western, Indigenous and First Nations’ cultures and perspectives are 
the focus of Chapter 4 as integral to a complete comprehension of the scope 
and signifcance of the Trans New Wave. The important works of flmmakers 
addressing Youth Narratives are the focus of Chapter 5. As a qualitative re-
search project, texts have been selected deliberately as exemplars in the genre, 
strategically (Saldana 2011, p. 9) as illustrating typical tropes in transgender 
representation and purposively (Creswell 2013) to highlight theoretically sig-
nifcant trends in trans cinema in the twenty-frst century. 

In Chapter 6, the role of classifcations (ratings) systems as a gatekeeper 
to cinematic independence and in maintaining hegemonic standards is 
critically evaluated in relation to independent trans flm production and 
exhibition. The impact of classifcations (ratings) systems extends to wider 
screen production and representation of transgender in mainstream flms. 
These ongoing issues were again foregrounded in 2017 with the release of 
Hollywood flm 3 Generations (Dellal, USA, 2015) as an ‘R’ rated flm, 
rather than the PG-13 rating. This prevented target teenage audiences from 
accessing the flm without adult supervision, even though the flm is about 
a transgender youth Ray (Elle Fanning).47 
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Qualitative research is presented based upon empirical evidence from 
running a queer flm festival48 and from feldwork49 with independent 
flmmakers and international gay, lesbian, bisexual, transgender, queer 
flm festivals as sites of sociocultural signifcance and cinematic activism. 
This includes purposive sampling of flmmakers and flm festival directors, 
with interviews conducted via in-person and online ethnography (Skågeby 
2011), observation of the interaction between flmmakers, audiences and 
screen texts via in-person feldwork at international flm festivals, use of 
selected case studies in feldwork and textual exegesis (Berg [2001], 2008; 
Binnie 2009; Saldana 2011; Creswell 2013). 

There is wider scholarly recognition following Stephen Valocchi that 
‘ethnographic methods are best suited for advancing a queer understanding 
of identities and practises’ (2005, pp. 751, 767; Binnie 2009, p. 171). This 
is because the use of ethnographic methodologies enables nuanced con-
clusions to be drawn out from complex situations and lived experiences. 
Specifcally, Valocchi outlined the rationale for this stating that 

ethnographic approaches are well-suited for the study of transgender 
activism, due to a growing concern among transgender theorists that 
post-structural theory and mainstream sociological study are failing 
to offer analyses that provide useful knowledge about the lives of 
transgender people. 

(Butler 2003, p. 280) 

Over the past two decades, researchers have been increasingly address-
ing the failure of mainstream institutional approaches to ‘provide useful 
knowledge’ about trans lives. At the foundational level, a shift in episte-
mological knowledge production on trans lives has already taken place, 
led by Associate Professor Susan Stryker and Professor Stephen Whittle50 

as exemplars at the forefront of the generational moves in recognition of 
transgender human rights, equality in legal status and transgender studies 
as a discrete discipline. There has been a focus upon the production of new 
knowledge in the form of major scholarly publications (Stryker and Whittle 
2006; Stryker and Aizura 2013a, 2013b). One of the aims and intentions 
of this volume is to contribute to the production of new knowledge on the 
signifcant cultural contribution made by transgender flmmakers in the 
twenty-frst century, to cinema and simultaneously to promoting the dia-
logue and advancing civil rights discourses on the serious socio-economic 
circumstances faced by many trans people on a daily basis. 

Thinking across boundaries 

This new approach to cinematic exegesis demonstrates the value of the socially 
and culturally transliterate approach, embedded within the communities 
producing the cinematic representations (trans queer screen/cultures) and 
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so cognisant and literate in respect to the cinematic and cultural languages 
employed. Such a knowledge is not singular, it is embracing and encom-
passes enormous movement across boundaries: boundaries of gendered 
embodiments, sexualities, geographic locations and time, remembering 
that cinema is a temporal medium, both in the duration of a cinematic 
narrative onscreen and in the audience’s viewing experiences. This ability 
to think across boundaries, to be transliterate, links the onscreen narratives 
contextually with the lives of the flmmakers and communities represented, 
providing a way forward in cinematic analysis. Through integrating the 
ethnographic, screen industrial and theoretical aspects, a nuanced under-
standing of Trans New Wave flms develops. In the non-syncretic framing 
of the key strands of the Trans New Wave as presented in Chapters 3, 4 and 
5, the discussion will embrace flms and flmmakers across styles, genres 
and national boundaries, this being a cinematic era that traverses interna-
tional lines. 

Notes 
1 This paragraph is previously published in Ford 2016b. 
2 Chronologically, Ryan’s thesis concluded with a 2006 documentary. 
3 Denoted as the: “Transgender Deceiver,” “Transgender Mammy,” Transgender 

Monster” and “Transgender Revolutionary” (Ryan 2009). 
4 Noting that the Wachowskis are flmmakers within the Hollywood Studio sys-

tem and focus of this book is upon independent (non-Studio) flmmakers and 
flms. 

5 Prior to Sexing the Transman (2011). 
6 Texts that are written, directed and produced for television and online subscrip-

tion video on demand will be noted if these have trans themes and narratives. 
7 Change Over Time (Ewan Duarte, USA, 2013) was the creative work for 

Duarte’s 2013 MFA thesis (San Francisco State University). 
8 In 2019, Netfix joined the Motion Picture Association of America (MPAA). 

Historically, only the six Hollywood Studios (headed by Disney) were part of 
this industry organisation. This move recognised that Netfix is now a ma-
jor screen industry player. A key difference between Netfix and the historical 
Studios is that screen productions may be acquired by Netfix at a wide range of 
production stages, including after production has been fnalised and following 
exhibition at a flm festival. Screen texts (flms and series) remain Independent 
Productions, unless Netfix is the initial or major funding producer of a screen 
text. 

9 Denoted as the: “Transgender Deceiver,” “Transgender Mammy,” “Transgen-
der Monster” and “Transgender Revolutionary” (Ryan 2009). 

10 The four documentaries are Fenced Out (Paper Tiger Television with Neutral 
Zone and Fierce!, USA, 2001), Toilet Training (Tara Mateik, USA, 2004), 
Screaming Queens: The Riot at Compton’s Cafeteria (Susan Stryker, Victor 
Silverman, USA, 2005) and Cruel and Unusual (Janet W. Baus, Dan Hunt, 
Reid Williams, USA, 2006). 

11 Both the Taormino (2008) article in The Village Voice and the Ryan (2009) 
doctoral thesis, predate the B. Ruby Rich publication New Queer Cinema: 
The Director’s Cut (2013). This provides the rationale for why the Rich (2013) 
publication is not foregrounded. 
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12 New Queer Cinema: The Director’s Cut (2013). 
13 New Queer Cinema, NQC acronym used in the original. 
14 Founded by Andre Bazin and Jacques Doniol-Valcroze in 1951. 
15 B. Ruby Rich. viewed 02 November 2015, <http://www.brubyrich.com/index2. 

html>. 
16 Written as “The Queer New Wave” by Rich in the 2013 reprint. 
17 The 2013 version (p. 27) of this reprinted article uses the word ‘updated.’ 
18 The identity of these critics is not revealed in the article. 
19 (Queer Fruits Film Festival Archives 2009, Programme). Portrait of Turner, 

Nationally acclaimed transgender performance artist and ‘movie star 
wannabe’ Scott Turner Schofeld crafts his onscreen persona here through a 
series of performances that stage his desires to perform, to be loved, and to 
be seen. As he talks to the camera, Turner also interrogates the history and 
meanings of his own body—a body self-consciously formed and mediated 
by medicine, desire, and by radical and assimilationist cultural politics. 

This was also a durational flm, shot in one take, in a hotel room over a 24-hour 
period by Gustafson. Gustafson is a flm scholar and Associate Professor of 
Film and Digital Media at University of California, Santa Cruz. 

20 (International Movie Database 1990–2016). Portrait of Jason, “The highlights of 
a 12–hour interview with Aaron Payne, alias Jason Holliday, a former houseboy, 
would–be cabaret performer, and self–proclaimed hustler who, while drinking 
and smoking cigarettes and pot, giggles his way through stories and observations 
of what it was (and is) like to be black and gay in 1960s America,” viewed 18 
March 2016, <http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0062144/?ref_=nm_ov_bio_lk1>, 
<http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0062144/plotsummary?ref_=tt_ov_pl>. 

21 The Crying Game (Neil Jordan, USA, 1992): Academy Award winner in 1993 
for Best Writing and nominations in fve additional categories, viewed 16 April 
2017, <http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0104036/awards?ref_=tt_ql_op_1>; Fare-
well My Concubine (Chen Kaige, China, 1993): Academy award nominated in 
1994, viewed 16 April 2017, <http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0106332/>; Boys 
Don’t Cry (Kimberly Peirce, USA, 1999): Academy award winner in 2000 Best 
Actress in a Leading role and further nomination, viewed 16 April 2017, <http:// 
www.imdb.com/title/tt0171804/awards?ref_=tt_ql_op_1>; and Transamerica 
(Duncan Tucker, USA, 2005): Academy award nominated 2006, viewed 16 
April 2017, <http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0407265/awards?ref_=tt_ql_op_1>. 
In addition these flms won (or were nominated for) a range of prestigious screen 
industry accolades including Golden Globe and Screen Actors Guild awards. 

22 Vimeo (2017). Screaming Queens: The Riot at Compton’s Cafeteria, viewed 11 
April, 2017, <https://vimeo.com/ondemand/21499>. 

23 While Transamerica reads as a flm supportive of the trans character, there are 
also issues in the narrative, detailed in Ford (2016b). 

24 The term ‘gender reassignment’ is utilised here deliberately, rather than use of 
the contemporary term ‘gender confrmation surgery.’ This is because in both 
of these flms, the character does not express gender identity difference, does 
not consent to the surgeries; these are performed upon the person as an act of 
power and manipulation and hence, the character’s gender is ‘reassigned.’ 

25 As this is a fctionalised account of an actual series of events, it could be argued 
that there is no other way to tell this story, a point that is strongly disagreed 
with. Issues with this flm have been the subject of rigorous scholarship as cited. 
A prior documentary The Brandon Teena Story (Susan Muska, Gréta Olafs-
dóttir, USA, 1998) on the murder of Brandon Teena is highlighted as a source 
of the feature flm, with the feature omitting key parts of the actual event 
(including the murder of two people at the same time Brandon was killed, an 

http://www.brubyrich.com
http://www.imdb.com
http://www.imdb.com
http://www.imdb.com
http://www.imdb.com
http://www.imdb.com
http://www.imdb.com
http://www.imdb.com
https://vimeo.com
http://www.brubyrich.com
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African American male and a young caucasian woman), signifcantly altering 
the reading of his murder. 

26 Filmmakers were keenly aware of this, with one respondent providing a specifc 
defnition of independent flm as “I would classify independent flm as flms 
that do not have studio backing or large budgets” (Respondent de-identifed, 
online ethnography 10 June 2015). 

27 Fieldwork with Trans New Wave flmmakers throughout the research that 
underpins this book has established that the flmmakers recognise and value 
their independence and have self-defned their work. As an example: 

“An independent flm is made by a self-identifed independent flmmaker. 
The defnition depends on the individual. For me, as an independent 
flmmaker and creative professional, it means that I’m working outside 
of the mainstream flm industry, Hollywood, or a media corporation that 
is funding the costs of my production” (Trans New Wave Director Ewan 
Duarte, digital ethnography 18–19 March 2014). 

28 Sourced through semi-structured interviews via online ethnography and in-
person feldwork 2013–2016. One respondent highlighted the high value (and 
personal cost) of cinematic independence: “I think making the flm that you 
want to make...an ‘independent flm’ for me meant being broke but still making 
the flm I wanted to make.” (Respondent de-identifed, online ethnography 31 
December 2014). 

29 As an example, Trans Boys “received an Aus $4,000 grant from the Aurora 
Foundation to help...this ended up being (the) entire budget” to make the flm 
project. When contexualised against the two-year process of making the docu-
mentary, the amount is understood to be an incredibly low budget to produce 
a flm. Fieldwork interview with co-director of Trans Boys Monique Schafter, 
semi-structured interview questionnaire response via digital ethnography, 31 
March 2014. A separate response from a non-case study flmmaker identifed 
a defnition of ‘independent flm’ that centred upon the fnancial aspects of 
the production meaning: “A lack of corporate sponsorship/funding” (Respond-
ent name de-identifed, online ethnography 12 April 2015). The flmmakers 
surveyed all had a strong awareness of what being an independent flmmaker 
involved. 

30 Buck Angel is an exception. 
31 This includes flmmakers cited within this book including Malic Amalya, Ewan 

Duarte, Rhys Ernst and Silas Howard. There are non-case study flmmakers, 
whose responses have been de-identifed, that are also university-trained flm-
makers. Independent queer flmmakers often screen their thesis flms on the 
GLBTIQ flm festival circuit, either before or after graduation. The educational 
status of many of the flmmakers may account for the higher awareness in re-
sponses, such as answers to questions such as what is an ‘independent flm’ and 
in regard to fnancial aspects of flm production. Several flmmakers whose 
flms are cited within the book are also university lecturers, assistant professors 
and professors in screen/media studies, this includes Cheryl Dunye; Irene Gus-
tafson, Florina Titz. 

32 Susan Stryker Director, Institute for Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, and Transgender 
Studies, The University of Arizona, viewed 26 February 2016, <https://lgbt. 
arizona.edu/staff>. Irene Gustafson was Associate Professor, Film and Digital 
Media Department Chair at UC Santa Cruz the time of directing Portrait of 
Turner (2009). 

33 Transgender Representation in Contemporary Film, organiser & chair, 
programmed to follow the Queer Fruits Film Festival transgender-focused 
documentary session on 30 December 2012. 

https://lgbt.arizona.edu
https://lgbt.arizona.edu
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34 Publically traded companies, based upon investment models and e-commerce 
trading. (Mangalindan 2015; NASDAQ.com 2015). 

35 Rhys Ernst is prominently connected to both Amazon Prime online series 
Transparent (Joey Soloway, USA, 2014) and This Is Me (Rhys Ernst, USA, 
2015). Rhys’ partner, trans artist Zachary Drucker, also is a producer on the 
show and part of the production team of Transparent, involved in consulting on 
trans issues for the show. 

36 For NBC: This is Us (2016). 
37 The flm has been criticised for being directed by a non–First Nations’s direc-

tor, yet it remains an important flm presenting the Navajo concept nádleehí. 
38 Observation from in-person feldwork attendance at Outfest flm festival Los 

Angeles, 9–17 July 2015. 
39 “Against the Grain transforms the canon of documenting gender transformation, 

breaks the script of gender binary & linear racial focus” (flm synopsis, Saturday 
November 8th screening at the San Francisco Transgender Film Festival 2014). 

40 The issue with Laverne Cox was frst published on 05 May 2015. 
41 Including directors Lana Wachowski and Lilly Wachowski (famous for numerous 

screen projects including The Matrix trilogy and Sense8) and actress Laverne Cox 
on the cover of Time magazine: Steinmezt, K. (2014). “The Transgender Tipping 
Point,” Time, 29 May 2014, viewed 30 May 2014, <http://time.com/>. Caitlyn 
Jenner was then featured on the cover of Vanity Fair magazine: Bissinger, B. (2015). 
“Caitlyn Jenner: The Full Story,” Vanity Fair, July Issue, viewed 14 September 2015, 
<http://www.vanityfair.com/hollywood/2015/06/caitlyn-jenner-bruce-cover-
annie-leibovitz>. Caitlyn subsequently made her television talk show debut as 
an interview guest on Ellen, Season 13 Premiere Week, 08 September 2015, 
viewed 14 September 2015, <http://www.ellentv.com/episodes/ellens-season-13-
premiere-week-with-caitlyn-jenner/>. These high profle magazine and television 
interviews kept transgender in front of the mainstream readers and audiences 
during 2014 and 2015. 

42 Respectfully updating the director name to Joey, viewed 10 September 2020, 
<https://www.imdb.com/title/tt3502262/fullcredits>. 

43 Takatāpui–Gay Xmas Special (Episode directed by Greg Mayor, NZ, 2005), 
viewed 10 September 2020, <https://www.nzonscreen.com/title/takatapui-gay-
xmas-special-2005>. 

44 Trans actors such as Jake Graf (International Movie Database 2019b) have 
appeared in a long list of screen credits including the online series Butterfy 
(Anthony Byrne, UK, 2018–), exploring contemporary issues of gender for a 
young person and their family. 

45 Examples include from Outfest (2015) Audience Award to A Place in the Mid-
dle (Dean Hamer, Joe Wilson, USA, 2014); Jury Prize Award or Documentary 
Short Film to BrocKINGton (Sergio Ingato, Mason Sklut, Maggie Sloane, 
USA 2014); Special Programming Award for Artistic Achievement to Carmin 
Tropical (Rigoberto Pérezcano, USA, 2014), viewed 31 August 2015, <http:// 
www.outfest.org/fest2015/2015-awards/>, from Queer Fruits Film Festival 
(2012a). Jury Prize Sexing the Transman (Buck Angel, USA, 2011), Outstanding 
Documentary Trans Boys (Ali Russell and Monique Schafter, Aus., 2012) Out-
standing Short The Thing (Rhys Ernst, USA, 2011), Outstanding Experimental 
I<3Boys (Sarah Barnard, USA, 2012) (Queer Fruits Film Festival Archives), 
viewed 31 August 2015, <http://www.queerfruitsflmfestival.org/artists.html> 
(Archived sourced, website no longer available). 

46 Originally a theatrically released feature flm later to become available via 
SVOD services. 

47 “R-Restricted. Children Under 17 Require Accompanying Parent or Adult 
Guardian,” considered to contain “adult themes.” (Motion Picture Association 

http://NASDAQ.com
http://time.com
http://www.vanityfair.com
http://www.ellentv.com
http://www.ellentv.com
https://www.imdb.com
https://www.nzonscreen.com
https://www.nzonscreen.com
http://www.outfest.org
http://www.outfest.org
http://www.queerfruitsfilmfestival.org
http://www.vanityfair.com
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of America, Inc. (MPAA), National Association of Theatre Owners, Inc. (NATO) 
(2010). “Classifcation and Rating Rules,” p. 8); “Weinstein Company to Challenge 
R Rating for Transgender Drama ‘3 Generations’  ,” viewed 18 April 2017, 
<http://www.imdb.com/title/tt4158624/news?ref_=tt_nwr_1#ni60966951>. 

48 I worked as the Festival Director of Queer Fruits Film Festival (2009–2012), a 
regional gay, lesbian, bisexual, transgender, queer flm festival in Australia. 

49 The feldwork immediately followed throughout 2013–2016, against the back-
ground of established correspondence with specifc flmmakers and festivals 
since 2009 as a festival director. 

50 Professor of Equalities Law, Manchester Metropolitan University, United King-
dom, viewed 26 February 2016, <http://www.law.mmu.ac.uk/about-us/our-staff/ 
staff-profle/?var1=69>. 
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 2 Transliteracy 

Foundations of Transliteracy 

Transliteracy is an immersive approach to reading transgender flms that en-
gages with the screen texts and the gender-diverse communities from which 
the flms derive.1 This approach has been necessitated by an awareness that 
literacy into transgender lives and experiences can be usefully mediated by 
screen texts; that flm is refexive and can develop literacy about a commu-
nity, enabled by the flmmakers having access to digital temporal spaces 
to self-represent and self-disclose, and to create screen texts of the trans-
gender world(s) according to their own needs and transforming languages; 
and that this requires a new understanding and way of interacting with 
the texts (Ford 2014a). This accords with the idea that “literacy is best 
understood as a set of social practises; these are observable in events which 
are mediated by written texts” (Barton and Hamilton 2000, p. 9, italics 
added). Scholarly usage of the concept and applications of transliteracy are 
not new, ranging from translating languages across historical and linguistic 
cultures, to a contemporary use defned as “the ability to read, write and in-
teract across a range of platforms, tools and media from signing and orality 
through handwriting, print, TV, radio and flm, to digital social networks” 
(Thomas et al. 2007). 

There is a robust interdisciplinary range of contemporary applications of 
transliteracy internationally, from digital literacy, information management, 
to pedagogy.2 These derive from three main scholarly precedents. The Tran-
scriptions Research Project at the University of California, Santa Barbara 
in 2005, directed by Professor Alan Liu in the Department of English (Liu 
2005), now known as the “Transliteracies Project” (2005–2010), is ac-
knowledged as the main earlier contemporary use of the term and research 
“Technological, Social, and Cultural Practises of Online Reading” and the 
“impact of digital, networked technologies on reading practices…(and) the 
practices of digital reading in online environments.”3 

The 2005 project led to the frst Transliteracies Conference being held, 
which resulted in the Production and Research in Transliteracy (PART) 
group being formed in 2006, in the Institute of Creative Technologies 
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(IOCT), at De Montfort University (DMU) in the United Kingdom. PART 
“is a small group of researchers based in the Faculty of Humanities” 
(Thomas et al. 2007). Professor Sue Thomas claims frst use of the word 
‘transliteracy’ within the context of PART. An earlier project, “Online 
Writing, trACE, 1995–2005,” Nottingham Trent University, is now also 
noted as a predecessor in transliteracy.4 

All three predecessor projects focus usage of transliteracy upon reading 
and the literary, text-based sources, with an emphasis upon the impacts 
of reading in digital online environments. The defnition of the concept 
and applications were widened in 2007 to open the debate to include “the 
ability to read, write and interact across a range of platforms, tools and me-
dia from signing and orality through handwriting, print, TV, radio and 
flm, to digital social networks” (Thomas et al. 2007). This defnition and 
paper are foundational source materials on contemporary scholarly uses of 
transliteracy.5 

Refecting upon the challenges of ‘translating’ the narratives and imagery 
in transgender flms to a wider audience early in the frst year of the re-
search at the basis of this book brought an awareness that discussion of 
flms that readers have not viewed raises some issues in textual analysis. 
This is intensifed through the siting of narratives within gender-diverse 
communities, which have their own languages: “There are different litera-
cies associated with different domains of life” (Barton and Hamilton 2000, 
p. 10, italics in original). Examination of Trans New Wave flms offers 
the opportunity to engage a transliterate (Ford 2014a, 2016a) theoretical 
approach innovatively—building upon established uses and meanings of 
transliteracy (Thomas et al. 2007; Sukovic 2016), to translating narratives 
and imagery in transgender flms to a wider audience. Embedded within 
understandings of trans issues, gender and sexualities within the communi-
ties producing the flms—is to be trans literate (Ford 2015). Developing the 
use of transliteracy as an innovative approach in relation to reading cine-
matic texts and transgender flms, presents original scholarship that builds 
upon the work of earlier and contemporary interdisciplinary scholarship. 

In the course of this ongoing research, transliteracy has continued to 
be developed in specifc ways. It is used as a nuanced term, an expres-
sion embodying cultural interactivity, embedded within queer theoretical 
frameworks and trans identity and community structures. The literacy that 
transliteracy evokes is not static but dynamic. It is based upon recipro-
cal, literate and ongoing interactions between trans community–textual 
production, researcher exegesis, flmmakers and flm festivals. Scholarly 
research publications and flm festivals are all public sites that connect 
texts and audiences. The foundation of transliteracy is ethnographic meth-
odology and autoethnography, arising from the empirical perspectives of 
curating independent trans flms and interacting with flmmakers and texts 
from the point of view of being a genderqueer festival director and flm 
scholar. Throughout this book transliteracy will continue to be developed 
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with reference to recognition of these entwined aspects and processes and 
as the canon of flmic representations continues to expand in recent flms of 
the Trans New Wave. 

Developing this new approach acknowledges that “those who write 
culture also write theory” (Denzin 1997, p. xii). To fully engage with and 
write textual exegesis of Trans New Wave flms, is also to create (through 
writing) new artefacts of trans culture. This recognition integrates the in-
tellectual mechanism of scholarship (theoretical engagement) and positions 
theory within culture and the cinematic spaces of Trans New Wave flms. 
Transliteracy also provides one way of answering the question posed at the 
outset in the introduction of “how we get there” (Dodd 1992), that is, to 
a place of new “cultural judgements” about flm that exists beyond binary 
oppositions of ‘culture/commerce, high/low, popular/elite.’ 

Independent transgender flms have access to and utilise a specifc framework 
of language that may include metaphor and allusion; the postmodern, pre-
and/or post- and/or non-surgical body and markers of transition readable 
within the queer and transgender communities. These are languages that 
encode a vital transliteracy, inviting a new way of engaging with texts. The 
concept of transliteracy is different than ‘media literacy,’ because it requires 
literacy across a range of media and cultural settings and embodiments and 
the ability to think across these boundaries. 

These are all languages that also demand of the viewer a literacy that 
mainstream flms may not require and which fall outside the formal reading 
of screen texts. While flm literacy utilises theoretical analyses of narrative 
structure, thematic and technical aspects, to decode and enhance under-
standing of the overall aspects and meaning of the flm, formal textual anal-
yses from within a place of flm literacy may still overlook (or misinterpret) 
gender-diverse texts if separated from the cultural situation(s) of production. 
As an example, the work of Buck Angel (2011) and the documentary Sexing 
the Transman could be misinterpreted from either the flm’s title or Angel’s 
previous work if the text was not viewed in full, or contexualised to the 
situations of cultural production within the trans and queer communities. 
A transliterate engagement with the text incorporates knowledge derived 
within the text and from feldwork with the flmmaker, that the partici-
pant involvement in this text is aimed at demystifying trans male sexualities 
for trans men and their friends, partners and allies. This demonstrates the 
transliteracy into gender-diverse lives that can emerge from reading a text in 
context to the cultural situation of production (Ford 2014a). 

A potent example of the misinterpretation of contemporary trans lives 
in twenty-frst-century screen culture is provided in regard to the flm Dal-
las Buyers Club (Jean-Marc Vallee, USA, 2013). This canonically awarded 
screen text demonstrates what happens when cinema is separated from the 
community represented. The trans community internationally protested 
the flm’s stereotypical, trope-driven narrative about Rayon (Jared Leto) de-
picted as a trans woman; yet, issues with the flm began within the screenplay 
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(Borten and Wallack 2012) utilising incorrect gender pronouns for Rayon 
throughout. If the screenwriters, director or producers were literate in trans 
culture, such misgendering would have been recognised as transphobic and 
culturally inappropriate in the twenty-frst century. This form of cultural 
temporal displacement, with a screen narrative and characterisations based 
in one time and audiences in another time period are the basis for many 
successful flms, including historical dramas and science fction. In Dallas 
Buyers Club, the representation of yet another trans person as ‘fallen’ (Ford 
2016b, 2017), though set in 1985, presented an increasingly problematic 
story arc in a time when gender-diverse people are present in every area of 
society and publically recognised for their achievements.6 Through such 
a transliterate engagement, it is clear why gender-diverse audiences were 
rightly outraged by the representation of Rayon presented: the character 
simply did not depict the agency of trans people now. 

Transliteracy invites the reader to engage with unknown texts through a 
range of approaches, including awareness of the social and cultural settings 
in which the texts were produced and through thematic narratives within 
the texts that may be familiar. This approach acknowledges that “literacies 
are situated” and “all literate activity is indicative of broader social prac-
tises” (Barton, Hamilton and Ivanic 2000, p. 1). The flms and flmmakers 
cited within this volume as case studies and the flmmakers of the Trans 
New Wave are literate in trans culture. In reading these flms transliterately, 
a more meaningful sense of the flm is conveyed. This approach is also 
advocated within ‘new literacy studies,’ where ‘literacy is seen as a social 
practise’ (Gee 1996; Street 1995; Barton 1994). 

In this, flms are the texts forming the basis and starting point for anal-
ysis, examining the connection between the text(s) and practises. The texts 
are located in “time, space and discourse” (Barton, Hamilton and Ivanic 
2000, introduction); particularly the concept that there is a ‘queer time 
and place’ (Halberstam 2005) for cultural creation and that we all live in a 
“textually mediated social world” (Barton 2001, p. 93). 

Films are produced as public texts seeking an audience; whether this be 
through screening at a flm festival, theatrical release, broadcast on televi-
sion, or direct access via online video on demand (VOD) services, or social 
media. Publication of a flm text provokes engagement with the subject, 
inviting reading and interpretation, requiring new uses of literacy. In some 
examples, texts may also transform the viewer. The audience is always 
present in the production of a text and is not a passive observer. The role 
that flm representations may have in the lives of transgender people and in 
the responses from paying audiences as public spectators and consumers of 
the texts will be considered, with a refection upon the ethical positioning 
of texts in relation to audiences (Stadler 2008). 

It is for these reasons that the way in which the transgender subject is 
represented in both mainstream and independent flms requires ongoing 
critical refection. Hakeem “advocates the need to ‘work towards bringing 
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about shifts in our societal foundation matrix’” (2010, p. 150), in relation 
to trans people. Film has the power to play a unique role in bringing about 
this shift and, in particular, independent flm leads the way in innovation. 
Transgender flms are signifcant cultural records; it has been argued that 
“trans-produced narratives are one of three revolutionary sites creating 
discourse interruptus and discourse eruption (‘the moment where new 
discourses and actions break through conventional paradigms of thinking 
and doing, thereby creating change’)” (Mackenzie 1999, p. 196). As agents 
of social change, trans flms are sites that deserve careful, respectful and 
rigorous investigation. 

Understanding the cultural contexts for independent  
trans cinema 

The use of transliteracy as an innovative theoretical approach to reading 
flms of the Trans New Wave forms a cornerstone of this book. Essential 
to a transliterate approach is an embedded understanding of the sociocul-
tural circumstances that lead to specifc forms of creative production, that 
answers foundational questions such as ‘why did this type of flm emerge?’ 
and ‘who is it important to?.’ In short, the perhaps unexpected answer to 
the last question is to everyone. 

The emergence of the Trans New Wave, while focussed upon flms, was 
a time period of immense social and cultural changes. The year 2008, cited 
throughout this volume as the establishing year for the “New Wave of Trans 
Cinema” (Taormino 2008), fgures large in twenty-frst-century world 
history, lived experience and personal memory as the year of the Global 
Financial Crisis (GFC), a time period of enormous fnancial collapse and 
instability internationally, with repercussions throughout society at every 
level of life. This was a time when economic collapse, precipitated by un-
scrupulous monetary practices, hit the United States of America particularly 
hard economically. The United Kingdom, Europe and Australia also did 
not escape from this time unscathed, with many small businesses and in-
vestors destroyed fnancially, as losses of jobs and unemployment led to 
economic institutions reporting record levels of mortgage stress, foreclos-
ing on houses with unpaid mortgages with an unprecedented inability to 
resell the assets (The Parliament of the Commonwealth of Australia 2009). 
Lower-income and fxed-income sectors of society were the worst-affected 
groups. 

Amongst these groups are independent flmmakers, who generally sup-
port themselves on very low incomes and also write, direct and produce 
flms on either low, or no, budgets, fnancing the flms from their own money 
and using volunteer crews and participants (Queer Fruits Film Festival Ar-
chives 2009–2013).7 It is sobering to refect that at the time of complet-
ing writing of this monograph, there was unprecedented disruption and 
devastation internationally caused by the 2020 coronavirus (COVID-19) 
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pandemic. Like the 2008 fnancial collapse, the pandemic presented insur-
mountable socio-economic consequences collapsing businesses and liveli-
hoods overnight, with far-reaching consequences that will most likely last 
for many years. The health of global populations, physically, economically 
and culturally, has been devastated. As in 2008, creative industries are 
amongst the worst affected (Organisation for Economic Co-Operation and 
Development (OECD) 2020).8 

Signifcantly, periods of social crisis and upheaval are often crucibles 
in which new cultural and artistic forms emerge—spurred on by a new 
generation. In this regard, the concept of the new generation can be 
extended to those new (or emerging) in their feld (such as independent 
trans flmmakers) and also to the new generation of trans people emerging 
around the world. Such a new generation is not constrained by conven-
tional linear ages. The experiences of transitioning alter the perspective 
of time experienced within the body9 and accord with Halberstam (2005) 
about there being a ‘specifcally queer time and place’ that follows its own 
pace and is outside hegemonic control. 

There are differences between the circumstances of the twentieth and 
twenty-frst centuries in terms of cultural impetus, technological innova-
tions and anthropogenic-induced ecological crises including global warm-
ing. Signifcant across both centuries is that a pattern of creativity arising 
after times of crisis can be identifed in regard to cinematic Waves. This 
includes the Nouvelle Vague10 and New Queer Cinema following on and 
during the immense social crises of the Reagan era of American politics and 
the AIDS era of activism. 

Signifcantly the Trans New Wave emerged in 2008 during the tumultu-
ous Global Financial Crisis. It is not suggested that the Trans New Wave 
emerged because of this crisis, this was a major time in recent world his-
tory of rethinking priorities, of economic restructuring across all sectors 
of society and of arts and screen organisations being merged, leading to 
reduced employment and funding.11 This impacted across all screen in-
dustry sectors, with independent flmmakers, independent flm production 
companies and flm festivals heavily affected. As an example, Queer Fruits 
Film Festival12 emerged in the wake of the 2008 Global Financial Crisis 
in an area with high levels of unemployment and poverty, a low socio-
economic demographic and the largest gay, lesbian, bisexual, intersex, and 
queer population outside an urban area in Australia (Ford 2014b). Against 
the background of reduced screen industry funding and opportunities, 
the festival served to bring creative energy, screening opportunities and a 
new source of work (and income) for queer artists and flmmakers into the 
regional area. 

The observation of the social-cultural milieu of 2008 in respect to the 
origin of the Trans New Wave refects earlier periods of documented 
regeneration for flm. The frst New Wave of cinema in France, the Nouvelle 
Vague (1958–1964), emerged during a time when France had experienced 
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an economic downturn in 1959, with the French franc losing 20% value 
(Neupert [2002], 2007). This necessitated new ways of producing flms us-
ing lower budgets. First-time directors, under thirty-fve years old, led the 
reinvigoration and excitement of a new cinema emerging. These flmmak-
ers saw themselves as “culturally distinct from their parent’s generation” 
(Neupert [2002], 2007, p. xxi) and were critical of existing screen tradi-
tions particularly the cinéma de qualité (‘cinema of quality’) in France and 
sought new ways of expressing their vision of the world. As one of the frst 
French New Wave flmmakers, Jean Luc Godard refected upon those times 
and the positionality of the flmmakers as people “who ask themselves, why 
aren’t these things allowed?” (Cinéma! Cinéma! The French New Wave 
Part 1, Channel 4, UK, 1992). The ‘things’ referred to ranging from stylistic 
innovation including flms where everything is recorded in a single shot, use 
of hand-held cameras and non-studio settings, enabling new thematic and 
narrative interpretations of life. Tangerine (Sean Baker, USA, 2015) is an 
example of a Trans New Wave flm that has continued this innovative use 
of technology and locations. 

Historically, New Waves of cinema have been characterised by flms 
which are “low-budget” (Neupert [2002], 2007, p. 89; Hitchman 2013). In 
reference to the frst feature flm by Louis Malle, Neupert noted that 

it refers to Hollywood as well as to European art flm traditions; it re-
works an established genre with personal touches that will eventually 
be defned as auteur traits…it has a soundtrack featuring improvised 
(music); and it simultaneously launched the careers of several talented, 
young, up-and-coming actors. 

(Neupert [2002], 2007, p. 89)13 

Notably, these are characteristics that can usefully be re-applied to many of 
the Trans New Wave flms. An example is case study flm The Thing (Rhys 
Ernst, USA, 2011), part of a cultural reimagining of ‘an established genre’ 
(the road movie) as a trans narrative. 

New Wave flms are signifcantly connected to “changes in flm rep-
resentations” (Sellier 2008, p. 1) and changes in culture; the most famous 
movement, the Nouvelle Vague (French New Wave), was connected to 
modernism14 with the New Wave being indicative of turning points in 
history (Sellier 2008, p. 2, italics added). There have been New Waves in 
many countries of the world, including three ‘waves’ within America New 
Wave Cinema in the 1950s, 1960s, 1980s—all of which are defned by their 
independence from the Studio System (Hitchman 2013, Part One). Texts 
within the French New Wave were often characterised by the vision of the 
director (the auteur/author) and what has been described as an “obsession 
with memory, with a personal or a historic past” (Sellier 2008, p. 5). In 
text Portrait of Turner (Irene Gustafson, USA, 2009), trans performance 
artist Turner re-performs characters from seminal movies, to embody his 
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‘personal memory’ and illustrate his life and experiences of transmasculine 
gender and sexuality. Such cross-referencing between Waves become useful 
points of reference and present theoretical positions and methodologies for 
establishing the characteristics of Trans New Wave flms. 

The flmmakers who were recognised as New Queer Cinema (Rich 
1992a, 1992b) similarly emerged after a signifcant international fnan-
cial crisis and market collapse in 1987 (Carlson 2006) and all the social 
and cultural upheavals of the era, which included the openly homophobic 
political policies and AIDS denial, leading to devastating effects (Kinsella 
1989). Amongst the groups particularly affected were subcultural artistic 
and flmmaking communities in which gay male artists were visible.15 Sig-
nifcantly, the New Queer Cinema flms gave voice to “subgroups” within 
the gay and lesbian communities, were “unapologetic” about the faults of 
characters; the flmmakers were noted to “defy the sanctity of the past, 
especially the homophobic past” and “the flms frequently defy cinematic 
conventions in terms of form, content and genre” (Aaron 2006, p. 398). 
This has also been described as an “ ‘outsider cinema’ of gay-themed flms 
that broke with both the aesthetic conventions of realism and the philo-
sophical sensibility of humanism” (Leung 2004, p. 155). 

The documentary Projecting the Body (Walter McIntosh, Australia, 
2008) keenly foregrounded the political-social-cultural issues of the era in 
which Australian New Queer Cinema flmmaker Stephen Cummins directed 
his flms.16 This included key issues experienced by urban gay and lesbian 
artists/flmmakers at the time, including low incomes and homelessness, 
which led to many inner-city Sydney queer artists squatting in and around 
Darlinghurst (Sydney, Australia) in disused terraces and warehouse in the 
1980s and early 1990s, around which vibrant queer creativity emerged.17 

Of major consequence in Cummins’ work was the stigmatisation of gay 
men due to HIV and the violence that was frequently experienced by gay 
men during that time.18 Leung (2004) emphasises this point, “the original 
moment of New Queer Cinema was inseparable from the emergent politics 
of AIDS activism and Queer Nation” (2004, p. 155). Likewise, it can be 
suggested that the emergence of the “New Wave of Trans Cinema” in 2008 
is inseparable from the politics of transactivism. 

The similar socio-economic and cultural conditions of screen production 
and attitudes (Rich 1992a, 1992b; Aaron 2006, italics added) to creative 
production between these Waves become apparent, despite the overt differ-
ences in gender or sexual orientations. Refecting upon the disparate flm-
makers of New Queer Cinema, Michele Aaron highlights that “what binds 
the group together… is best described as defance” (Aaron 2006, p. 398, 
italics added). This can also be restated in refecting upon the diverse posi-
tionalities of the Trans New Wave flmmakers. 

The proliferation of trans flms could really only have happened in this 
time because of a specifc nexus of socio-cultural-technological changes 
that have taken place since the late twentieth century. This has included 
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society changing enough in some places to permit open expression of di-
versity in gendered and sexual positionalities. Coupled with the availability 
of digital flm equipment, online options for self-distribution of flms and 
independent flm festivals to enable exhibition, screen content can now be 
out of the control of studios and distributors. The availability of new forms 
of portable hand-held flm equipment (Suderberg, 1991), including what 
Ruby Rich (1992a) called a “Fisher-Price Pixelvision” (pp. 41–42)19 and 
video-8 camera (Rich 2013) were cited as signifcant to the emergence of 
New Queer Cinema (Sundance Institute 2014). 

Central to the discussions of the key characteristics of the Trans New 
Wave throughout this book is independence from the Studio System 
(Hitchman 2013, Part One). Availability of affordable technology and port-
able equipment are factors that enable flmmaker independence. The urban 
location of many of the flmmakers, centred around the Bay Area of San 
Francisco and Los Angeles in the USA20 and the political-social-cultural 
era in which trans people are living and working, has seemed to bring with 
it a similar world view that New Queer Cinema flmmakers expressed, this 
time experienced by trans flmmakers. This echoes the generational shift 
that has been experienced within the gay, lesbian, bisexual, transgender, 
intersex, and queer community in recent years, away from essentialist and 
exclusionary identity categories of ‘gay’ and ‘lesbian’ towards fuidic queer 
categories embracing a range of sexualities and gender embodiments.21 

From these examples, signifcant connections may be inferred between 
periods of economic collapse and sociocultural upheaval leading to periods 
of resurgence in creativity of artists and flmmakers, that become recog-
nised as culturally infuential ‘New Waves.’ The inner life of the artist and 
flmmaker is a locus of regeneration that may be turned to in times of crisis 
and from which inspiration arises, leading to the creation of new things. 
This interrelationship between artist or flmmaker-led renewal is identifed 
as “culture and regeneration” (Evans and Shaw 2004). This cycle assists in 
a broader revitalising of culture and society, that in turn, provides benef-
cial fow-on effects for economies (Florida 2002, 2011). 

Three models have been identifed that support the claim for this com-
plex relationship between cultural and economic renewal identifed within 
this chapter in the context of cinematic ‘New Waves’; these are in the forms 
of “culture-led regeneration, cultural regeneration and culture and regen-
eration” (Evans and Shaw 2004, p. 5; Evans 2005). Tara Brabazon (2014) 
identifes that part of the reason why the impact of the arts in economic 
renewal is not more prominently recognised is the “diffculty…to measure 
the economic impact of artistic and cultural products in terms of import 
and export capacity” (Brabazon 2014, p. 139) and because “the creative 
class is too generalizable a phrase to create a causal relationship between 
the presence of a particular group and economic development…Certainly 
there is a casual connection. Causality is much more diffcult to prove” 
(Brabazon 2014, p. 139). 
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The area of artist-led renewal and economic beneft is a subject that 
urban geographers have also investigated (Evans and Shaw 2004, Evans 
2005; Markusen and Schrock 2006), frequently challenging the model of 
the interconnections between economic growth, ‘human capital’ and the 
‘creative class’ made famous by Richard Florida (2002).22 Yet such schol-
arship does not negate the empirical evidence of urban and regional centres 
regenerated through art-led activities and the importance of art and flm 
culture in the economies of places.23 

From transliterate readings of Trans New Wave flms, recognition of 
the artisan-flmmaker as the producer of textual renewal arises. An on-
going issue is that independent flmmakers as low (or no) budget produc-
ers may not be represented in offcial screen industry statistics as being 
economically important. This in turn can lead to a failure to recognise, 
or even an erasure of, the sociocultural signifcance of the texts in the 
time in which these are produced. This book demonstrates that the 
flms and flmmakers of cinematic Waves are historically and culturally 
important products, generating direct and ‘ripple effect’ (Henkel 2006, 
p. 241) benefts to society with measurable economic value. This leads to 
a critical evaluation of independent flm in general as an undervalued ‘cre-
ative class’ (Florida 2002). As agents of social change, the flmmakers of 
the Trans New Wave are amongst the most important cultural producers 
working today. 

Transliteracy and textual exegesis 

The innovative approach of transliteracy used throughout as a new 
research approach to reading transgender flms is an original theoretical 
development combining social science and cultural studies methodologies 
and feldwork, in tandem with textual exegesis more familiar from the hu-
manities.24 Transliteracy has the potential to be widely used in discussion 
of trans issues across interdisciplinary felds. This includes cultural studies, 
cinema studies and transgender studies and across emergent and genre cin-
emas. This presents a transliterate, postmodern approach that incorporates 
industrial screen industry contexts and materials into the study of flm, 
as an alternative to theorising flm through the lens of privileged white 
male theorists from previous centuries (such as Freud, Marx). This is of 
especial relevance to the discussion of lives and texts that have arisen in 
the twenty-frst century, in circumstances of which earlier theorists had no 
sociocultural experience. 

This transliterate approach focuses upon immersion in the cultural 
circumstances of textual production and the industrial contexts of flm 
production and resources, following the model of historical flm research 
exemplifed by Lea Jacob’s groundbreaking doctoral study in 1986 of the 
‘Fallen Woman’ in cinema (Jacobs 1986, 1997). This exemplar text shows 
how such a research methodology works in action, with use of industrial 
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materials drawn from screen industry archives, screenplays, informal and 
offcial notes on screenplays and between screen industry organisations and 
directors—all valuable non-scholarly primary source materials from which 
to draw conclusions. Such non-scholarly and non-theoretical materials may 
be overlooked when other research methodologies are applied, and yet, 
these are the very materials that comprise the daily working experiences 
of flmmakers and flm exhibitors. The combined methodology will be 
used throughout, including the use of “industry analysis, reception theory, 
critical readings” (Collins, Hilary and Preacher Collins 1993, p. 2) of the 
texts under study. Scholarly studies from within flm censorship (Jacobs 
1986, 1997; Biltereyst and Vande Winkel 2013; Black 2013; Lewis 2013; 
Wittern-Keller 2013) provide foundations to Chapter 6. 

This book will also combine the two major debates in flm theory iden-
tifed as ethics (Stadler 2008; Stadler and McWilliam 2009; Downing and 
Saxton 2010) and epistemology; and a “retreat” from these approaches 
(Petho 2010, p. 43) into a postmodern exegesis of texts. These theoreti-
cal approaches, rather than opposing each other, can be seen to support 
different aspects of approaching and understanding Trans New Wave 
cinema. An ethical-epistemological approach is required when dealing with 
trans flms, flmmakers and community. This is based in the autoethno-
graphic and ethnographic methodologies of the research. Consideration of 
screen industry materials in tandem with textual exegesis is required to 
ratify the representational issues caused within the industrial and economic 
business of mainstream movie production and classifcations (ratings) sys-
tems in Chapter 6. In this, the multiple positions of flm within society are 
recognised as ‘always and simultaneously text and commodity, intertext 
and product line’ (Schatz 1993, p. 10). Based in empirical evidence and 
textual exegesis, this volume will in turn become a new artefact within 
the felds of cultural studies, trans cinema studies and cinema studies and 
may be useful in the development of new materials and approaches within 
transdisciplinary courses. 

Epistemological cinema 

Transliterate readings of flms requires understanding of the various 
approaches that flmmakers take to their subjects. In this section we will 
look at how an epistemological approach is at the basis of the Trans New 
Wave. This will be followed by a discussion on how the scope of flms has 
widened to embrace philosophical perspectives on trans. 

Leading transgender scholars such as Susan Stryker (2006) position the 
necessity for an epistemological approach within transgender studies, based 
upon an “embodied…constative knowledge” (p. 12). This means that the 
basis of the knowledge on trans, how and where the knowledge is acquired 
is of vital importance, with constative knowledge and frst-hand experi-
ence of trans lives and experiences by trans people being privileged over 
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second-hand theorisation from outside the community. Stryker has further 
articulated what is at stake in the origins of knowledge production on trans: 

transgender critical theory is technically postmodern, in one narrow 
use of the term, to the extent that it takes aim at the modernist epis-
temology that treats gender merely as a social, linguistic, or subjective 
representation of an objectively knowable material sex. Epistemolog-
ical concerns lie at the heart of transgender critique, and motivate a 
great deal of the transgender struggle for social justice. 

(Stryker 2006, p. 8) 

Films are agents of social change; specifcally, trans flms are considered 
as a way to bring equality in representation to the screen and, through 
this, aid in the “struggle for social justice” (Stryker 2006, p. 8). This high-
lights the necessity for an ethical approach to research and need to ground 
the theoretical approaches within this book in flm ethics (Bauman 1993; 
Downing and Saxton 2010). 

The Trans New Wave is an epistemological cinema, as knowledge 
presented within the flms in the form of specifc characters and narratives 
is drawn from the lived experiences of the flmmakers and flm participants. 
The discussion within Chapters 3–6 will focus upon selected key examples 
of texts with a specifc exegesis of the representations of transmasculinity 
within independent transgender flms. The selection of flms falls in line 
with the ethnographic and autoethnographic methodologies of the book, 
following Creswell (2013), who emphasises to “not include more than 4 
or 5 case studies in a single study” (p. 157). The ethnographic nature of 
these discussions is also clearly defned as being of “single culture-sharing 
groups, with numerous artifacts, interviews, and observations collected” 
(Creswell 2013, p. 157). This is focused upon trans male screen texts that 
have emerged during the same time period within the transqueer commu-
nity. These texts represent a range of trans positions and affective experi-
ences. Films that aim at demystifying trans male sexuality and bodies, or 
deal with the sexual dysphoria that gender transitioning can raise, an issue 
subtly handled in Trans Boys (Ali Russell & Monique Schafter, Aus., 2012) 
(Chapter 3), require maturity and an adult perspective. Other artefacts 
of this project include flm festival programmes and festival posters, flm 
publicity stills and flm posters, which represent the flmmaker’s visions of 
trans to the wider public, and digital flm fles of all case study texts. 

Ethnography is approached as a culturally immersive practice, with an 
emphasis upon the multiplicity of voices and perspectives, centred upon 
(in this book) trans flmmakers within gender-diverse communities and 
the queer and independent flm festivals, which publically screen the texts. 
Outcomes of the immersive process include the creation of new texts, 
including this volume, publications and conference presentations and the 
vision of inspiring further transliterate discussions of trans cinema across 
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interdisciplinary scholarship. The relationship of the book to the trans 
communities and screen industry and the potential outcomes and benefts 
of the research form part of the ethical considerations upon which this 
project is based. 

Ethnography as a methodology has been described as “that form of 
enquiry and writing that produces descriptions and accounts about the 
ways of life of the writer and those written about” (Denzin 1997, xi). 
Ethnographic methodology can also produce more subtle and ‘nuanced’ 
(Valocchi 2005) understandings of the cultural group under study. Within 
this project, all case study screen texts and flmmakers have been approached 
within the terms of reference established by the flmmakers, acknowledg-
ing the transitional nature of the subject matter and temporality of the 
cinematic representations produced (Ford 2016c). This ethnographic ap-
proach to the Trans New Wave of Cinema has enabled a critically focussed 
understanding that “the present comes to appear most clearly and subtly as 
a creative temporal horizon” (Pandian 2011, p. 196). Through transliterate 
research practices, the cinematic achievements of the Trans New Wave are 
contexualised within the rapidly changing sociocultural circumstances of 
trans lives. 

The fuidity of this research approach critically engages with and 
challenges some of the more traditional perspectives of expected out-
comes of ethnographic methodologies; that “The ethnographer discov-
ers multiple “truths” that operate in the social world—the stories people 
tell one another about the things that matter to them” (Denzin 1997, 
xv). Within this book, the ‘discovery of truths’ has not been an aim of 
the methodology, sited within postmodern methodological approaches 
to textual analysis of screen texts. Within this, ‘truths’ have a relative 
position as unintelligible and even irrelevant within a postmodern frame-
work of ethnographic research and discussion of trans lives. There are a 
number of epistemological issues raised by Denzin’s statement, including 
the nature of ‘truth’ or ‘truths’ and how ethnography ‘discovers’ what 
is, on the one hand, purely philosophical and on the other, a subjective 
evaluation: 

Things by themselves are neither true nor false; they just are or are not. 
What makes things true or false are our judgments and our proposi-
tions about them. Truth has to do with the assertions or claims that we 
make about things. 

(Uduigwomen 2005) 

This highlights the modulating role of the subjectivities and ideologies 
of the authoring ethnographer. Viewed from the perspective of the 
‘postpostmodern’25 world of Trans New Wave cinema, the sovereignty of 
‘truth’ is seen as an outdated machine of hegemonic culture; of monodirec-
tional, monotheistic and colonialist forms of oppression—that suppressed 
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(and continue to suppress) the diversity of many voices and positionalities 
within society. 

There is also a rejection of the dualistic positionality that ‘truth’ implies, 
as in ‘truth’/‘falsehood’; or ‘true’/‘false’; or ‘truth’/‘deception.’ The reason 
for taking this methodological position is due to the continued assump-
tions and accusations that are made about trans people, trans narratives 
and trans lives; about the ‘true’ gender/sexuality of the person, or that the 
gender/sexual presentation is ‘ambiguous,’ ‘not true,’ or ‘deceptive’ in some 
way. The view that a trans person is ‘deceptive’ about their ‘real identity’ 
has been presented in widely circulated screen texts, including use by the 
killers of Brandon Teena as one of the ‘reasons’ for his murder (Halberstam 
2005, p. 48; Sloop 2000).26 Halberstam asks, “what kind of truths about 
gender we demand from the lives of people who pass, cross-dress, or simply 
refuse normative gender categories” (2005, p. 48) and also the “problems” 
with notions of a “transsexual desire for realness and…gender realness” 
(p. 48). Transgender representation in relation to “realness” and a “politics 
of the real” has already been the subject of a doctoral enquiry (Boucher 
2010).27 The ‘real’ and ‘reality’ are encountered as underlying issues with 
respect to methodological approaches, interpretation and textual analysis 
and also to representations of Trans New Wave flms. As one example, 
short flm The Thing (Rhys Ernst, USA, 2011) explicitly questions notions 
of ‘the real’ within the narrative (Chapter 3). 

For these reasons, the ‘discovery of truths’ are not central to presenting 
Trans New Wave points of view in this book and are also not relevant 
to the autoethnographic positionality of the researcher. When a research 
project is not seeking to discover some absolute ‘truth’ or ‘truths,’ this 
enables the discovery of multiplicity of voices, stories and logics (Hawke 
and Offord 2011). Anand Pandian (2011) pointed to the “possibilities of 
ethnographic method as a means of confronting the temporal genesis and 
life of the cinematic image” (p. 196). Through feldwork with flmmakers 
and flm festivals, a transliterate reading of screen texts is enabled, position-
ing the texts within contemporary trans and queer culture and pointing to 
the transactivist potential of the texts outside the framework of festival ex-
hibition. In such a rapidly changing feld, Denzin reminds researchers that 
“The unstable relationship between the ethnographer, the cultural subject, 
the ethnographic text, and the cinematic and video representations cannot 
be avoided” (Denzin 1997, p. xiv). All research and discussions have been 
engaged in mindful that screen texts and research makes people’s lives pub-
lic. Film is a temporal medium and this research is imbued with awareness 
that flm records moments in a person’s life in an enduring way—that ex-
ceeds the temporality of the flmed moment. This book, too, will become 
a public document in which trans lives are made visible. All of this work 
has been undertaken refectively, aware that we live in a time in which 
societal attitudes and screen representations of the trans body are rapidly 
changing—in some places even become more conservative than in previous 
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years; in many countries, oppression, violence, stigmatisation and murder 
continue to be daily experiences for trans people. 

Through the experiences of presenting flms to a public audience as a fes-
tival director and through the sustained consideration of the texts, I have de-
veloped recognition that the various texts which inform this genre (narrative 
short flm, documentary, feature flm) require “refexivity and careful at-
tention to positionality” and may “present unique challenges” within aca-
demic reception when texts under study are connected to, or examples from 
the porn genre (Burke 2014, p. 72). This reminds that the initial flms that 
were collated by Taormino (2008) under the banner of the “New Wave of 
Trans Cinema” were boundary-shifting flms that centralised sexuality. The 
selected flms presented within this book are narrative short, documentary, 
or feature flms;28 yet censorial attitudes towards the cinematic depictions of 
nudity and sexuality may continue to infuence institutional discussion and 
public presentation of texts (Attwood and Smith 2014). 

Ontological cinema 

Within recent Trans New Wave flms, the scope is now widening to embrace 
philosophical perspectives on trans. André Bazin (1958) is most associated 
with an ontological approach to cinema, an approach that is philosophical, 
taking into account the nature of being, becoming and existence in relation 
to the new artistic form, questioning the nature of what flm actually is. In 
particular, Bazin, considered to be one of the most infuential and prolifc 
writers and critics on flm, was a co-founder of the infuential flm journal 
Cahiers du Cinéma, the journal responsible for recognising the emergence 
of the Nouvelle Vague (French New Wave). This is of relevance to this book 
on the Trans New Wave in establishing identifable foundational charac-
teristics that are present in all later ‘New Waves’ in cinema, as highlighted 
within the introduction. 

Bazin rhetorically asked, “What Is Cinema?…the preservation of life by 
a representation of life” (Bazin [1958], 1967, p. 9, transl. by Hugh Gray). 
In developing his ontological view of cinematic images, Bazin drew upon 
ancient historical cultures that utilised images to stand for reality. Likewise, 
Bazin saw cinema as encompassing this ideal and ability, that the onscreen 
image and reality were one.29 This philosophical approach to cinema may 
be further illuminated through his own words, “The cinema is an idealistic 
invention” (Bazin [1958], 1967, p. 234, transl. by Hugh Gray) and “the 
cinema as the art of reality” (Bazin [1958], 1960, p. 4 transl. by Hugh 
Gray). This is a very different view to cinema than what is prevalent in the 
multiplex blockbusters of Hollywood that emphasise the aspects of audi-
ence entertainment, technological advancement and the resulting economic 
opportunities from flm exhibition. To Bazin, the technicalities required to 
bring moving images to life were secondary and inferior to the imagina-
tions that envisioned cinema existing. 
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In their imaginations, they saw the cinema as a total and complete 
representation of reality; they saw in a trice the reconstruction of a 
perfect illusion of the outside world in sound, colour and relief. 

(Bazin [1958], 1967, p. 235, transl. by Hugh Gray) 

This provides a clear insight into Bazin’s vision of modern cinema as an en-
compassing artistic project. Bazin was also clear in situating cinema within 
a modern society when he stated, 

Today the making of images no longer shares an anthropocentric, 
utilitarian purpose. It is no longer a question of survival after death, 
but of a larger concept, the creation of an ideal world in the likeness of 
the real, with its own temporal destiny. 

(Bazin [1958], 1960, p. 6, transl. by Hugh Gray) 

These positions are of relevance in discussions of the Trans New Wave. 
It could be argued that specifc Trans New Wave flmmakers are engaged 
in an ontological process through the production of creating trans cine-
matic worlds that take into account not only the physical processes of trans 
embodiment but also the aspects of transitioning that lead to questioning 
the nature of existence, the becoming and being (Prosser 2006) a man or a 
woman. Through cinema, such trans flmmakers are engaged in a project 
which presents a uniquely trans vision of life on screen, ‘the creation of an 
ideal world in the likeness of the real, with its own temporal destiny’ (Bazin 
1958, 1960, transl. by Hugh Gray). 

An example of this would be San Francisco–based Trans New Wave 
flmmaker Ewan Duarte and his flms Spiral Transition (Ewan Duarte, 
USA, 2010), Change Over Time (Ewan Duarte, USA, 2013) and work cur-
rently in-production Queering Yoga (Ewan Duarte, USA, Rough Cut 2019, 
post-production, <https://vimeo.com/327603308>). Duarte is an exemplar 
flmmaker within the Trans New Wave, whose cinematic concerns extend 
from the materiality of the embodied transgender experience to question-
ing the ontological processes of becoming a man in the experimental text 
Change Over Time (Ewan Duarte, USA, 2013). Duarte’s flms stand out 
amongst the emerging canon of representations within the Trans New Wave, 
as flms which question the nature of existence and the role of cinema in 
the processes of transitioning; his flms encompass a non-physical, spiritual 
dimension of transitioning. This is particularly evident in Spiral Transition 
(Ewan Duarte, USA, 2010) (Figure 2.1), which uses the universally recognis-
able pattern of the spiral as the cinematic representation of Ewan’s life and 
continuous movement towards the wholistic centre for Ewan as a man.30 

In his latest project Queering Yoga, Duarte explores the intersections 
of queer/trans identities and yoga. The documentary will explore the per-
spectives of the diverse trans and queer people who are now beneftting 
spiritually and physically from practising yoga, with an awareness of the 

https://vimeo.com
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Figure 2.1 Spiral Transition (Ewan Duarte, USA, 2010) ©Ewan Duarte Produc-
tions 2010. Reproduced courtesy of Ewan Duarte. 

necessity to decolonise their approaches to yoga, mindful that this is orig-
inally an eastern, Indian-based physical/spiritual tradition which has an 
ontological basis. 

There are culturally important cinematic texts centralising Indigenous 
perspectives such as Two Spirits (Lydia Nibley, USA, 2010), focussing upon 
the importance of ancestral ways in understanding the life of Two Spirit peo-
ple31 within their communities (Chapter 4). Reading cinematic texts from 
an Indigenous perspective brings Bazin’s position into focus, for many First 
Nations cultures view images as capturing or containing the essence/spirit of 
the person photographed or flmed. This necessitates awareness and respect 
for specifc Indigenous cultural customs and protocols around recording im-
ages and sound and the exhibition and viewing of images of deceased people 
(Janke 2009; Special Broadcasting Service [2014a], 2019a, pp. 2–3, [2014b], 
2019b).32 In such texts, as for Bazin, image and reality are one. 

Key texts such as these are gaining momentum, with international flm 
festival screenings, online resources and direct DVD sales. Yet, the onto-
logical basis of Bazin’s approach remains an issue for generalised reading 
of all Trans New Wave flms. Specifcally, ontology is not an appropriate 
theoretical paradigm for reading Trans New Wave flms such as The Thing 
(Rhys Ernst, USA, 2011); Trans Boys (Ali Russell and Monique Schafter, 
Aus., 2012); Sexing the Transman (Buck Angel, USA, 2011), or Black Is 
Blue (Cheryl Dunye, USA, 2014). Cheryl Dunye, the director of Black Is 
Blue, has stated “truth is fction.”33 This is because these are texts that 
question the conception of the ‘real’ and ‘reality’ in the diverse experiences 
of lived genders and sexualities and the role of flm ‘reality’ is repeatedly 
challenged by these flmmakers. 
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Within Chapter 3, exegesis of the narrative short flm The Thing (Rhys 
Ernst, USA, 2011) discussion will consider how the text explicitly states 
“the real is no longer real” (Ernst 2011) and intentionally uses ‘ambiguity’ 
within the cinematic narrative, in positioning the destination point of the 
journey as an enigmatic location called ‘The Thing.’ The flmmaker also 
strategically utilises metatext within the flm in several scenes, including on 
a billboard as the car approaches the destination, with the words “Seeing is 
Believing!” positioning the empirical experience as creating the ontological 
account within the trans narrative. 

In discussion of selected documentaries such as Trans Boys (Ali Russell 
and Monique Schafter, Aus., 2012), ‘cinema as the art of reality’ is further 
challenged through flmmaker crafting of the subject; through strategic 
choices in subject matter and editing and through questions of whether the 
interview subjects are self-consciously performing their lives to camera.34 

Throughout these discussions, critical refection upon the variety of 
Trans New Wave screen texts that are written, directed and produced will 
be made, keeping in mind the multiplicity of voices and views within trans-
gender studies and the related felds of queer, gender and sexuality studies. 
Judith Butler (1990) has presented views that have been instrumental in 
development of gender and queer theories, that have also been contested 
by trans theorists, most notably Jay Prosser (2006), who like Susan Stryker 
(2016), argues for a constative experience and understanding of gender 
(Prosser 2006, p. 264), rather than a view of gender as simply performative 
(Butler 1990). This important point will be considered in relation to textual 
exegesis of flms throughout this book. Prosser (2006) presents the view-
point that “to be nonperformative, to be constative, quite simply, to be” is 
the goal for many transpeople (Prosser 2006, p. 264, italics in original). 
The constitutive nature of gender for Prosser reminds that trans cinema is 
likewise constitutive of its community, rather than simply representative. In 
this, Prosser specifcally critiques Judith Butler’s (1990) position on gender 
performativity as not being relevant to his experience of transitioning as 
a man. This includes critique of the statements that “gender is culturally 
constructed” (Butler 1990, p. 6), “gender is performatively produced and 
compelled by the regulatory practises of gender coherence” (ibid., p. 24) 
and that “the action of gender requires a performance that is repeated” 
(ibid., p. 140). For Butler, gender is performed and arises through a stylised 
series of acts. In contrast, for Prosser, gender is ontologically self-evident, 
constative and not dependent upon any social or cultural repetition. 

An understanding of Bazin’s realist approach to cinema (that what is 
depicted in flm is that which is depicted) and formative to his ontological 
approach to flm are the origins of his philosophical approach to moving 
images, within the historical cultures of ancient civilisations that utilised 
images (such as in wall paintings), as actually being the image depicted and 
not a metaphor for something else (Bazin [1958], 1960, pp. 4–6, transl. by 
Hugh Gray). In regard to twenty-frst-century cinema, this approach pre-
sents a very diffcult and readily challengeable model for reading flms. An 
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exception to this may be the flmmaking style of cinema verité documenta-
ries—where flmmaker intervention is not meant to occur, flms are meant 
to be ‘real-life’ records and are intended to convey ‘truth’ (verité). Given 
the advances, both creative and technological in cinema, in mise-en-scène 
(‘everything that appears in the framing’)35 and technological advances 
in the use of editing, Visual Effects (VFX), graphics and sound effects, 
what is seen onscreen today may not be ‘real,’ or a ‘real version’ of reality 
at all. Interestingly, Siegfried Kracauer (1960), a theorist who focused upon 
a “material aesthetics…concerned with content” in flm (1960, p. ix, italics 
in original), offered a modulating view on ‘cinematic reality’ that presup-
poses an ‘assumption’: “I assume, then, that flms are true to the medium 
to the extent that they penetrate the world before our eyes” (1960, ix). This 
implies that flm need not be ‘an art of reality’ at all, as it was in Bazin’s 
terms; it may only offer an insight, a ‘penetration of the world before our 
eyes.’ What is ‘seen’ may not actually be what is ‘really’ taking place; or 
may not be interpreted in a culturally appropriate way, a notion of especial 
relevance to the use of transliteracy as developed throughout this research 
in regard to reading Trans New Wave flms. 

Bazin proposed “cinema is also a language” ([1958], 1960, p. 9 transl. 
by Hugh Gray). Akin to his positioning on the cinematic image as ‘real,’ 
Bazin argues for a view of cinema that is itself ‘a language.’ He refects 
upon the ‘social, cultural, political and economic “systems”’ (Wheatley 
2015) that flms emerge from as ‘a language’. This returns attention to the 
interconnection between reading screen texts and literacy, highlighting the 
necessity for a transliterate approach in translating cinematic language. A 
contemporary reading of cinema presents a literacy in cinematic languages 
that now includes everything that comprises a flm, from initial concept, 
through screenplay, mise-en-scène, to use of specifc flmmaking styles and 
genre, of especial importance to these discussions. Reading this language 
may continue on to the reception of the text by spectators. 

Bazin’s works ([1958], 1967; [1948–1958], 2014) have been extensively 
translated and republished (as the original works are in the French language). 
The ontological basis for studying flms was later criticised by Noël Carroll 
(1988), who positioned Bazin as a flm critic, rather than a flm theorist. 
Subsequent counter-criticisms have also been published that “address some 
of the criticism that has been leveled at Bazin since the turn to politicized 
flm theory models” (Totaro 2003). These revisit key aspects of Bazin’s 
writings and position Bazin for reconsideration within contemporary flm 
theory, with a transliterate awareness against generalised reading of Trans 
New Wave flms in ontological terms. 

Notes 
1 Transliteracy as an original approach to reading trans cinema was originally 

presented as a symposium paper: Ford, A. (2014a). “Transliteracy and the New 
Wave of Gender-Diverse Cinema,” paper presented at Cultural Studies and the 
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New Uses of Literacy, Cultural Studies Association of Australasia (CSAA) In-
termezzo Symposium, at the University of NSW, Kensington, Australia, 4–5 
April 2014. This paper was subsequently published in Fusion Journal (op. cit. 
footnote). Chapter 2 sections “Foundations of transliteracy” and “Thinking 
across boundaries” are developed from this work (Ford 2014a), further devel-
oped (Ford 2015, 2016a) and presented with slight variations in this chapter 
and reprinted with permission. 

2 De Montfort University (DMU) (2014). “The uses of transliteracy,” viewed 
28 March 2014, <http://www.dmu.ac.uk/about-dmu/events/events-calendar/ 
tdc-the-uses-of-transliteracy.aspx>. 

3 Transliteracies Project (2014). viewed 25 March 2014, 26 April 2015, 26 April 
2020, <http://transliteracies.english.ucsb.edu/category/research-project>. 

4 Transliteracy Research Group (2013). “Transliteracy Research Group Archive 
2006–2013,” viewed 27 March 2014, 26 April 2015, <http://transliteracyresearch. 
wordpress.com/>. 

5 Ibid., “Original Defnition of Transliteracy,” viewed 26 April 2015, <https:// 
transliteracyresearch.wordpress.com/original-defnition-of-transliteracy/>. 

6 A long list of examples could be presented here, with high-profle examples in-
cluding flm directors Lilly Wachowski and Lana Wachowski, actress Laverne 
Cox, legal expert Professor Stephen Whittle (the recipient of an OBE). 

7 Filmmaker feldwork respondents during the research contained in this book 
all attest to the low (or no) budget issues of independent flmmaking and the 
reliance upon volunteer crews and borrowed equipment that is provided free of 
charge in order to achieve productions. 

8 This site is one example amidst an ever-increasing list of sites attesting to the 
devastation on cultural industries internationally caused by COVID-19. 

9 The subtext of this sentence is that people of widely varying ages transition 
and the experience of transitioning (no matter the linear age) involves an 
‘adolescence/puberty.’ 

10 Following economic collapse in France, leading to flmmakers eschewing the 
traditional ‘cinema of quality’ high art flmmaking style for low (or no) budget 
flms that could be immediately produced. 

11 2008 was a year of major changes in the Australian flm industry with the 
merger of three peak funding bodies (Australian Film Commission (AFC), Film 
Finance Corporation (FFC) and Film Australia Limited into one organisation, 
Screen Australia). It was a time of major reductions in funding for flmmakers 
and redundancies across the screen industry and screen funding sectors (Screen 
Australia Annual Report 2008/2009). The merger resulted in the loss of many 
positions and opportunities and led to a focus on the larger screen industry 
production companies for funding. 

12 I established and was festival director of Queer Fruits Film Festival (2009– 
2012), the cultural site and source of the case study flms within my doctoral 
research, a scholarly journey leading to this book. 

13 These comments are made specifcally in reference to Louis Malle by Neupert, 
the observations about Malle’s frst flm also may be usefully applied to Trans 
New Wave flms. 

14 (Gluck 1986) notes Modernism as “ambiguous and problematic” to defne, 
ideologically Left and transformative across the arts, philosophy, politics and 
sciences. A full exploration of Modernism is beyond the scope of this book, as 
the Trans New Wave is based in postmodern and post-postmodern discourses. 
Modernism is connected to the twentieth-century avant-garde and is a precur-
sor to Nouvelle Vague cinema. 

15 The list of infuential gay artists and flmmakers who succumbed to AIDS 
during this time is a list of infuential cultural fgures within art, music and 
flm of the twentieth century and includes luminaries Robert Mapplethorpe 

http://www.dmu.ac.uk
http://www.dmu.ac.uk
http://transliteracies.english.ucsb.edu
http://transliteracyresearch.wordpress.com
http://transliteracyresearch.wordpress.com
https://transliteracyresearch.wordpress.com
https://transliteracyresearch.wordpress.com
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(1946–1989), Keith Haring (1958–1990), Freddie Mercury (1946–1991), Pe-
ter Tully (1947–1992), Stephen Cummins (1960–1994), Derek Jarman (1942– 
1994) to name only a few. In writing these names of prominent white, gay, male 
artists and flmmakers, there is cultural memory of the countless trans woman 
and people of colour who died from AIDS during this era and communities 
for whom HIV remains an alarming health crisis. Artists such as Jean-Michel 
Basquiat (1960–1988), who lived and worked around many of these artists and 
flmmakers and also died during this era (and most likely also had AIDS though 
the cause of his death is recorded as a ‘drug overdose’), is also remembered. 
Simply writing this list of names reopens the outrage and grief of those years 
and reminds of the extraordinary losses to culture and the immense wrong 
caused by the Reagan AIDS denial politics. 

16 In 2010, New Queer Cinema director Simon Hunt, one of the original partic-
ipants in the 1992 Sundance Film Festival panel with Ruby Rich (Sundance 
Institute 2014), granted Queer Fruits Film Festival permission for a special 
retrospective screening of Resonance (Stephen Cummins and Simon Hunt, 
Australia, 1991). I met with Hunt in Sydney (Australia) during 2010 and had 
the opportunity to speak with him about the enduring signifcance of the flm 
when he loaned the rare archival digital beta (digi-beta) copy of the flm to the 
festival—enabling the frst exhibition of the flm in the regional area of Lismore 
(NSW, Australia) (Auto-ethnographic account, Queer Fruits Film Festival ar-
chives 2010). This was complemented by a panel discussing the life and work 
of Stephen Cummins with visiting director Walter McIntosh (McIntosh’s 2008 
documentary on the life and work of Stephen Cummins Projecting the Body 
was screened in tandem with Resonance at the 2010 festival). I interviewed 
director Walter McIntosh as the invited guest flmmaker for a Q & A Forum 
about the signifcance of New Queer Cinema flmmaker Stephen Cummins, 
following the Showcase Screening of both flms (Queer Fruits Film Festival 
Archives 2010). Resonance was subsequently awarded the 2010 Queer Fruits 
Film Festival Jury Prize by an independent screen industry jury (Queer Fruits 
Film Festival Archives 2010)—and due to the retrospective nature of the award, 
I made a comment on the festival website that is of especial (and unanticipated) 
signifcance now to this book: 

In announcing Resonance as the 2010 Jury Prize winner, an especial note 
was made that the flm is as relevant now as when it was produced and 
that the flm continues to exemplify innovation, celebration and pride in 
queer culture. The Festival also hopes that this will inspire current and 
future GLBTIQ flmmakers to recognise that queer flms may remain of 
continuing relevance and make a genuine difference to audiences and to 
screen culture. 

(Queer Fruits Film Festival 2012a) 

“Queer Fruits Film Festival Award Winners,” viewed 15 March, 2016 <http:/ 
www.queerfruitsflmfestival.org/artists.html>. Thanks and acknowledgement 
are made to Simon Hunt, who gave special permission to the festival for the 
historically important archival screening of Resonance and graciously supplied 
the screening copy of Resonance without charging Queer Fruits Film Festival 
a screening fee. 

17 Cummins squatted in a warehouse near Elizabeth St, Sydney, in the old Mark 
Foys Building according to McIntosh (2008). The experience was fairly common 
to low-income, gay, inner-city art school students in those days. The recurrent 
presence and re-use of abandoned buildings in those years became symbolic of 
artistic, cinematic, gay and sexual subcultures in the inner-city. 

http:/
http://www.queerfruitsfilmfestival.org
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 18 This included being bashed in back alleys near Oxford St Darlinghurst 
 (Sydney)—the subject of his masterpiece film Resonance (Stephen Cummins 
and Simon Hunt 1991).

 19 (Suderberg 1991). The Fisher-Price PXL-2000 was a low-tech video camera 
aimed at the 10–16-year-old market, described as moving “beyond low-tech 
and into the revolutionary zone of Anti Tech.” The camera was used by New 
Queer Cinema filmmaker Sadie Benning (Rich 1992a).

 20 Ford, A. (forthcoming). Essay “Trans* Film Essay” (working title), in The 
 Encyclopedia of Queer Cinema, Brian Keith Bergen-Aurand and Andrew 
Grossman (eds.). TBA. The urban centres and western perspective are fore-
grounded in this section, the significance of trans filmmakers working in 
non-western settings is highlighted throughout this book and filmography, 
with the concluding discussion of the book in focusing upon recent develop-
ments in trans cinema from non-western and First Nations’ perspectives. 

 21 Noted with the caveat that there are essentialist gays and lesbians who reject 
queer (Ford 2015b); queers who identify in multiply erotic ways (homosexual, 
bisexual, heterosexual, asexual) and theoretical presentations on ‘queer’ as not 
being an identity/subject position (Browne and Brown 2009; Browne and Nash 
2010); and individuals who see queer as an identity (Ford 2015b).

 22 Florida’s famous “Bohemian Index—a measure of the density of artists, writ-
ers and performers in a region” led to conclusions that “economic growth was 
occurring in places that were tolerant, diverse and open to creativity—because 
these were places where creative people of all types wanted to live” (Florida, 
2002, p. x, Italics in original). Florida also recognised a pattern of gay  creative 
involvement in urban culture/economy booms (he observed that where there was 
high-tech growth seemed to correspond to concentrations of gay populations). 

 23 Of interest to this chapter is that Florida’s arguments are widely used and 
 accepted within the screen industry and were utilised within the Queer Fruits 
Film Festival funding applications to Australian State and Regional screen 
 industry funding bodies—industries where the interconnections between the 
‘creative class’ and economic value are measured (and measurable) and  utilised 
as a basis for Key Performance Indicators (KPI) to measure success. Queer 
Fruits Film Festival was acknowledged as economically beneficial to the re-
gional town of Lismore by state screen and arts agencies and the local regional 
council in each of the four years that the festival screened (2009–2012). This 
is further empirical evidence that supports the conclusions presented in Henkel 
(2006) of the significance of the arts and screen culture to an economy.

 24 (Ford 2014a, 2015, 2016a).
 25 Postpostmodern, to adapt the words of Sandy Stone from “The “Empire” 

Strikes Back: A Posttranssexual Manifesto” (1993); also as referenced in TSQ 
(2014) inaugural issue “Postposttranssexual: Key Concepts for a Twenty-First 
Century Transgender Studies,” (Volume 1, Numbers 1–2).

 26 Disturbingly, this was recently presented in a television documentary, “The 
Girl Who Became Three Boys” (ABC 2, Australia, 1 February, 2015), the story 
of Gemma Barker, who was not only called deceptive but also convicted of sex-
ually assaulting two younger women. The subject was further problematised at 
the end of the documentary when one of the young women, who is now dating 
a ‘real man,’ said she knew her new boyfriend was ‘real’ because he had “boy 
bits” and she knew she could trust him, because he was a ‘real male.’

 27 Utilising a range of cultural examples drawn from photography, film, feminist 
theory and legal cases.

 28 It is to be noted that the films selected as case studies are narrative short, docu-
mentary, or feature film, and none are classed as examples from the ‘X,’ ‘XXX’ 
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(USA) or ‘X 18+’ (Australia) rating (adult flms/porn genre). However this note 
has been added due to earlier work of flmmaker Buck Angel and a number 
of texts inspired by his work, that also feature trans people. Angel’s earlier 
porn-genre flms are signifcant to textual analysis of Sexing the Transman and 
the style of flmmaking Angel employs, called ‘docu porn.’ During feldwork 
with Buck Angel on 11 July 2015 in Silver Lake, Los Angeles, Angel discussed 
how he created the new genre of ‘docu-porn’ (Angel 2008–2009) that was sub-
sequently recognised by scholars (Steinbock 2011; Ford 2014a, 2015, 2016b). 
The scholarship of Alan McKee and the new work on Porn Studies (Feona At-
twood & Clarissa Smith 2014) will provide a rigorous theoretical background 
informing any discussion of this genre. 

29 Bazin specifcally refers to ancient Egypt (Bazin 1958, 1960, pp. 4–6, transl. by 
Hugh Gray) to illustrate his cinematic perspective, this is most evident in an-
cient Egyptian artforms, such as wall paintings and carved reliefs. To the ancient 
Egyptians, the painted or carved image of a loaf of bread is a loaf of bread and 
the image of a person is the person, preserved at the height of life for all time. 

30 The World Premiere of Spiral Transition was at Queer Fruits Film Festival in 
2010 (Queer Fruits Film Festival Archives 2009–2012). 

31 Denoted by the abbreviation LGBTQ2 (Estrada 2011). Also denoted by the 
abbreviation GLBTTQ. 

32 The profound ontological aspects of First Nations’ cinema were brought to the 
fore in the lead-up to the screening of Burning For Acceptance (Carmel Young, 
Aus. 2009) at Queer Fruits Film Festival in 2009, a documentary about the 
Indigenous sistergirls of the Tiwi Islands of northern Australia. Prior to the 
screening (the World Premiere), one of the participants in the documentary 
had passed away, necessitating an audience advisory to be presented prior to 
the screening, to alert Indigenous audience, for whom viewing the image, or 
hearing the voice of the deceased is culturally inappropriate (Special Broadcast-
ing Service [2014a], [2014b], 2019). As the sistergirl had passed away after the 
documentary had completed post-production, the flmmaker had been unable 
to add a cultural advisory note at the start of the flm; this is a standard in use 
on Australian broadcast television when presenting Indigenous flms, series and 
documentaries (Queer Fruits Film Festival archives 2009–2013). 

33 Fieldwork at Outfest flm festival, Wednesday, 15 July 2015, “Trans Identities” 
screening session, during public flmmaker Q & A after the screenings. 

34 Not to be confused with gender performativity (Butler 1990). Cinematic per-
formance is indicated here. Examples are the interviews that were flmed but 
not subsequently included in documentaries and the sequence of presentation of 
the story arcs within Trans Boys (Chapter 3) and issues of interviewee aware-
ness of being flmed that will be considered in these chapters. 

35 Moura, G. (2014). “Mise-en-scène,” viewed 02 May 2015, <http://www. 
elementsofcinema.com/directing/mise-en-scene-in-flms/>. 
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3 Key Texts of the Trans 
New Wave 

Overview 

There are identifable thematic, narrative and stylistic strands of the Trans 
New Wave. These can be grouped in several distinct ways, including 
through the cinematic forms of feature flm, documentary, experimental, 
narrative short flm and music video. The flms may also be approached 
thematically, through screen texts that centralise temporal experiences of 
transitional story arcs, youth narratives, relationships and sexualities. In-
digenous and First Nations flms present world views of gender and sexual 
diversity living beside and integrated within traditional cultures. There are 
also clearly identifable uses of stylistic and narrative approaches from spe-
cifc flm genres and subgenres, such as the road trip, science fction and 
western/cowboy. The categories identifed in this chapter have been used 
as a basis to facilitate discussion of each flm in terms of its own unique 
style and approach to presenting gender-diverse lives. There is no attempt 
to syncretise these strands, nor to create a metanarrative out of the flms, 
recognised as being part of an era when the Trans New Wave is increasingly 
visible. This is a fuidic cinematic taxonomy, imbued with a keen recogni-
tion that not all independent flmmakers who have written, directed and 
produced flms with trans themes, narratives and characters since 2008 
might consider themselves to be part of the Trans New Wave. In part, this 
could be due to the Trans New Wave not having been visible as a cinema 
that flmmakers could align with, something that this book aims to be part 
of changing. 

The central question—of the flms and flmmakers to select as key textual 
examples and further, the texts and flmmakers to include more generally 
within the Trans New Wave—is a defning issue. The question of what 
makes a trans flm, or flmmaker, has been centrally raised in the litera-
ture of trans studies (Leung 2014). Leading scholar Helen Hok-Sze Leung 
(2012) has identifed the subjectivity that is involved, offering the following 
defnition: “what constitutes ‘trans cinema’ is very much in the eye of the 
beholder. In other words, a trans cinema is ultimately the result of different 
kinds of trans looks—different ways of seeing trans” (p. 197). This widens 
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the scope for inclusivity of not only flms and flmmakers that self-identify 
their flms as trans but also texts that audiences receive and/or perceive as 
trans. Theoretical recognition of a specifc ‘transgender gaze’ in cinema 
has also been highlighted by Jack Halberstam (2001) in discussion of the 
feature flm Boys Don’t Cry (Kimberly Peirce, USA, 1999). This question 
is foundational to the recognition of an emerging cinema and was previ-
ously encountered in respect to queer flms and flmmakers of New Queer 
Cinema. 

While similar in energy, the emergence of “The New Queer Cinema” 
(Rich 1992b) and “The New Wave of Trans Cinema” (Taormino 2008) 
are separated in three distinct ways. New Queer Cinema emerged as an 
energetic, anger-fuelled creative response to AIDS and is set against the 
background of offcial denial and hostilities to homosexuals (particularly 
men) of the 1980s AIDS era of activism (Çakırlar 2011; Rich 2013). 

The trans cinematic genre emerged from within independent flm and 
grassroots genderqueer trans porn and, it could be argued, disaffection 
with the exclusion of trans lives from mainstream culture, anger at the vil-
ifcation, marginalisation and brutalisation of trans people within society 
and the heteronormative exoticisation and consumption of trans sexuality 
(particularly trans female) within mainstream adult flm. With a separation 
in time of nearly three decades (twenty-six years) between these cinemas, 
there is new theoretical positioning of screen texts. This acknowledges that 
“Transgender theory…did not have time, realistically, to take hold before 
New Queer Cinema had run its course” (Juett 2010, p. 62).1 This provides 
a theoretical basis to clearly identify that the gay and lesbian flmmakers 
of New Queer Cinema and the trans and gender-diverse flmmakers of the 
Trans New Wave have distinct theoretical positions and cinematic identities 
and are distinct cinematic genres. This does not exclude recognition that 
specifc texts of the Trans New Wave pay homage to New Queer Cinema, 
or that in specifc examples, flmmakers may move between these two 
cinemas. 

An example of such movement is flmmaker Cheryl Dunye, acclaimed 
during New Queer Cinema (Rich 2013), acknowledged to be part of a sec-
ond generation of New Queer Cinema flmmakers by key scholars (Çakırlar 
2011, p. 163).2 In 2015, Dunye was directing trans-focussed cinema such 
as Black Is Blue (2014) that fts within the Trans New Wave and exhibiting 
at dedicated trans flm festivals including the San Francisco Transgender 
Film Festival. This illustrates the signifcance of movement, transing (Leung 
2012), in both the life of flmmakers and also across themes and genres. 

The emergence of “The New Wave of Trans Cinema” (Taormino 2008) 
flmmakers in trans porn was a grassroots response and antidote to the 
mainstream adult flm industry. 

Focussed upon trans male sexuality, these early texts3 shared the 
“irreverent, energetic, alternately minimalist, and excessive” (Rich 2013, 
p. 18) characteristics of New Queer Cinema flms, including a pivotal role 
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as flms that “give voice to the marginalised” (Aaron 2006, p. 399).4 The 
‘New Wave of Trans Cinema’ could also be paralleled to the postmodern, 
sexually fuelled “homo pomo” (Johnston 1992; Rich 1993)5 flms of New 
Queer Cinema flmmakers such as Todd Haynes, that were a response to 
the exclusion of gay male narratives and queer lives with mainstream flm. 
The arthouse sensibility of experimental flms such as Resonance (Stephen 
Cummins and Simon Hunt, Australia, 1991) or Tongues Untied (Marlon 
Riggs, USA, 1989) extend ‘homo pomo’ stylistically, with flms that are po-
etically homoerotic. Characteristic of New Queer Cinema, Resonance and 
Tongues Untied are deeply political flms.6 While Resonance deals with 
homophobic violence taking place in Sydney, Australia in the AIDS-hate 
era of the late 1980s, Tongues Untied confronts issues of racism within not 
only mainstream society but also the homosexual community of the same 
period. 

Signifcantly, both these texts utilise dance as a metaphor and representa-
tion of the masculine, homoeroticised body, freed from conformity to soci-
etal expectations of male sexuality. This poetic sensibility is evident in Trans 
New Wave flms across stylistic and theoretical terrains from the ontologi-
cal Change Over Time (Ewan Duarte, USA, 2013); the politically charged 
Occidental Paradise (Bo Luengsuraswat, Thailand, 2006) confronting in-
tersectional issues of gendered racism; to the beautifully evocative Beyond 
the Mirror’s Gaze (Iris Moore, Canada, 2012) offering the potentiality of 
embodied fuidity in relationships. 

The similarities and differences between these cinematic Waves is high-
lighted to contextualise how a transliterate approach enables differentiation 
of the work of the Trans New Wave in the twenty-frst century. In defning 
the distinguishing characteristics of each cinema, the self-conscious refer-
encing between Waves is also recognised in key texts. A flm that directly 
links both Waves is key Trans New Wave flm The Thing (Rhys Ernst, 
USA, 2011). Trans New Wave flmmaker Rhys Ernst makes reference to 
New Queer Cinema flm The Living End (Gregg Araki, USA, 1992). In an 
early scene in The Living End, a red convertible car drives away to reveal a 
bumper sticker with text clearly written. This intratextual device, of using 
text within the text on the vehicle that enables the road trip, will be exam-
ined in regard to how Ernst also uses dashboard stickers featuring specifc 
words in several scenes in The Thing, foregrounding directorial voice and 
textual concerns. In turn, it is interesting to note how New Queer Cinema 
flmmaker Gregg Araki makes reference to the French New Wave in The 
Living End (Gregg Araki, USA, 1992). In one scene, the character Jean 
stands in front of a poster with the words ‘Nouvelle Vague’ and ‘Jean-Luc 
Godard’ clearly in view. The self-conscious referencing to the French New 
Wave by Araki and the later referencing to New Queer Cinema by Ernst 
illustrates the cross-fertilisation in cinematic waves. Ernst also premiered 
The Thing at the Sundance Film Festival in 2012, twenty years after New 
Queer Cinema.7 
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Fictional, narrative short, animation, drama 

Short flm provides independent flmmakers with an available and fexible 
cinematic form. Encompassing from fctional to factual stories, the short 
flm is by far the most widely utilised and festival-exhibited cinematic for-
mat on the independent circuit for emerging flmmakers, seeking to make 
a calling card that demonstrates their creative range and cinematic craft. 

Amongst flmmakers who have written, directed and produced gender-
diverse flms since 2008 is Virginia Barratt, a prolifc cultural creative, art-
ist, performer, writer and scholar and one of the founders of cyberfeminist 
collective VNS Matrix. Barratt directed and produced one of the early nar-
rative short flms of the Trans New Wave, Boy Inchoate (Virginia Barratt, 
Australia, 2008), described as “a poetic exploration of girl becoming boy… 
and the transitional spaces between” (Queer Fruits Film Festival 2009 pro-
gram). The ‘spaces between’ are where trans lives come into being. The 
experience of ‘transitioning’ is a liminal temporality, the ontological spaces 
that the journey traverses may encompass mind, body, spirit and sexual-
ity. Barratt directed a dynamic short flm exploring these transformative 
spaces, from the intensely personal perspective of documenting a lover’s 
transition. 

Temporality is also the subject of Dear Dad, Love Maria (Vince Mascoli, 
USA, 2009), an animated short flm about a young trans woman recalling 
writing “a letter to her disapproving father the night before her gender 
reassignment surgery.”8 Using frst-person affrming language, Maria 
speaks to her father reaffrming that “my body isn’t yours.” The image 
of a young child trying to fy and being held by a rope around their ankle 
connected to the parent leads to the image of Maria, caged like a bird. Key 
narrative devices that recur throughout trans cinema, of the road trip and 
mirror scene (Prosser 1998), are utilised in this flm in the memory of a trip 
to Yellowstone as a child, looking out the car window at the headlights 
of passing cars blurring. As the light streams past, it is seen to contain a 
spectrum of colours. To a child, light seems to fy. It encodes freedom. The 
movement of the car and the speed of the lights echo the temporal move-
ment of the child to young adulthood. In her room, Maria holds a mirror 
and expresses pleasure at her appearance after putting on earrings. Use 
of the mirror in this scene is gender affrming, or gender euphoric. This 
is a signifcant difference from a recurrent use of ‘mirror scenes’ through-
out cinematic representations of transgender bodies, as devices to express 
and represent gender dysphoria. As both road trip and mirror are primary 
recurrent representational devices utilised within Trans New Wave flms, 
these will be revisited in exegesis of narrative short The Thing (Rhys Ernst, 
USA, 2012). 

Later, at a family dinner table, Maria recounts experiences of disacknowl-
edgement and displeasure that various family members have expressed. 
Self-refectively, Maria says, “this is a death this operation….like death in 
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the tarot cards…a transformation.” The ontological space of the journey is 
an ending and a beginning. Maria smokes a cigarette and stares into space. 
There is stillness, black sky and stars. Then transforming into a white bird, 
Maria fies to freedom. There is no rope to hold her back, no longer any 
cage. The temporal space of transition is poetically represented in this flm 
through movement into space, literally fying into space—to freedom. This 
can be interpreted as the space of transition. The trans journey is valorised. 
Freedom is the outcome. This is an uplifting gender-euphoric flm. 

In Dear Dad, Love Maria, the role of family in relation to the journey is 
foregrounded at the intensely personal moment of revealing one’s authentic 
self. The love and unconditional acceptance of family is often not experi-
enced for gender-diverse people. Through use of animation, Mascoli is able 
to depict Maria as transcending the temporal moment of parental disap-
proval and actively moving towards her chosen life, symbolically depicted 
as Maria fying into space. This flm poetically communicates to audiences 
the intensely personal experiences of opening up to family at what is per-
haps the most profound moment in a person’s life. 

The role of family and the motif of transformation are also visually and 
narratively encountered in short documentary Spiral Transition (Ewan Du-
arte, USA, 2010). There is the visual glyph of the journey—the spiral—and 
the use of movement towards the centre of the spiral to depict the evolving, 
cyclical relationship with self and with family. In Spiral Transition this is 
with a mother who extends unconditional acceptance. There is recogni-
tion of the ontological representations that were encoded within these early 
Trans New Wave flms (Mascoli in 2009; Duarte in 2010). Mascoli is also 
one of the rare flmmakers who have produced an animated trans flm. 
Animation is a cinematic style that uniquely accesses potentiality for flm-
makers, in the ability to create and show to audiences whatever the heart 
of the flmmaker sees without physical limitations. Dear Dad, Love Maria 
highlights that the materials Trans New Wave flmmakers draw upon and 
present to audiences takes profound courage in revealing private experi-
ences and that this also requires trust in audiences—to understand the jour-
ney that is being presented (Figure 3.1). 

A further animated short flm In Beyond the Mirror’s Gaze (Iris Moore, 
Canada, 2012) depicts how physical, emotional, temporal and ontological 
spaces merge and overlap as a trans couple “get to know each other by 
exchanging body parts at will” (San Francisco Transgender Film Festival 
2014). The flm starts with the image of an artist drawing a doll-like fgure 
that begins to dress in front of a mirror, embodying masculine-coded iden-
tity characteristics, such as moustache and clothing. Bicycling outdoors, 
the fgure meets a beautiful character represented as female-identifed and 
romance blossoms. The next scene shows the couple at home undressing 
for bed and the bodily reveal of physical gender characteristics that does 
not overtake their passionate engagement with each other. They then begin 
to exchange body parts, becoming the physical expression of their gender 
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Figure 3.1 Dear Dad, Love Maria (Vince Mascoli, USA, 2009). ©Vince Mascoli 
Productions 2009. Reproduced courtesy of Vince Mascoli. 

identities. This lyrical flm was received very affrmatively by audiences and 
illustrates how the trope of the mirror scene (and gender dysphoria) is chal-
lenged and subverted in Trans New Wave flm.9 

This necessity, for the body to align and express the inner self, is also the 
subject of the 2015 Iris Prize–winning flm Vessels (Arkasha Stevenson, USA, 
2015).10 This narrative short flm depicts the story of a trans woman ac-
cessing breast implant surgery in Los Angeles from illegal street sources, as 
her only affordable choice for gender-confrmation surgery. The subject of 
breast augmentation using street economies has also been explored in regard 
to the experiences of Latina trans women in Brazil, utilising techniques of 
ethnofction (where the women enact aspects of their lives to camera) in the 
ethnographic documentary Transfction (Johannes Sjöberg, UK, 2007). Texts 
such as these highlight serious health and social justice issues for individuals, 
particularly trans women, who resort to illegally accessing dangerous (and 
life-threatening) surgical interventions out of necessity. There are related is-
sues of the supply and use of body-transforming pharmaceutical drugs by 
trans people (O’Brien 2013). Tangerine (Sean Baker, USA, 2015) shares the-
matic concerns with these flms, depicting trans women of colour engaged 
in street economies in Los Angeles. The flm affectively engages audiences 
through onscreen trans characters portrayed by trans women, in realistic cin-
ematic style that extend the screen narrative beyond the range of ethnofction. 
These texts all contrast to mainstream flms that continue to vilify transgen-
der people, misunderstanding and misrepresenting the life choices made. 

Transgender flmmakers are utilising cinema to tell important stories 
of humanity, compassion, bravery and transactivism that are routinely 
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overlooked by mainstream flm, even accounts that are central to historical 
understanding of gender-diverse communities internationally. This in-
cludes Happy Birthday, Marsha! (USA, 2017) by director and producer 
Reina Gossett, retelling the story of “transgender rights activists, pioneers, 
and friends, Marsha P. Johnson and Sylvia Rivera, in the hours before the 
Stonewall riots.”11 This short flm, made by, for and about the trans com-
munity, was originally conceived as a long-form documentary to provide 
context to central social justice and civil rights issues with a focus upon 
African American trans women’s lives: 

I realized that Marsha’s life had been deemed unimportant and unwor-
thy of documenting by historians who have never cared about the lives 
of black trans and gender nonconforming people. Historical erasure of 
black trans life means so many of us are disconnected from the legacies 
of trans women before us, denied access to stories about ourselves, in 
our own voices. 

(Tourmaline 2017) 

The decision by funding bodies to not fund the planned flm by Reina 
Gossett  and Sasha Wortzel and to fnance a competing documentary pro-
duction on Marsha P. Johnson’s life by a white, cisgender male flmmaker 
outside the trans community, is closely examined later in this chapter in the 
context of trans documentaries and ethical considerations in ownership of 
stories. 

Factual, documentary flms, docu-drama 

Documentary is a cinematic form that enables an immediate response and 
has been defned as “a corner of actuality seen through a temperament” 
(Rabiger 2011, online PDF unnumbered). 

This centralises the role of the director in factual flm. The character-
istics, thinking and behavior12 of all key people involved in the project 
must also be taken into account. These include the producer/s and editor, 
in addition to the offscreen interviewer and the onscreen flm participants. 
The grassroots, activist and independent uses of the documentary form, so 
familiar to audiences today, have developed since the 1970s. During this 
period, the democratisation of flm and availability of hand-held camera 
equipment brought documentary flmmaking into independent hands, out 
of the control of “government, commercial sponsors, or the establishment 
groupthink of broadcasting” (Rabiger 2011, online PDF unnumbered), 
where it had existed for most of the twentieth century. 

The line between fctional and factual cinematic genres appeared to be 
clearly drawn during this period of cinema. Specifc defnitions of ‘what’ a 
documentary was were delineated. This included a central tenet observed 
by a succession of flmmakers and flm scholars in establishing essentialist 
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defnitions of what documentary flmmaking entailed: “If the material is 
actual, then it is a documentary. If the material is invented, then it is not a 
documentary” (Trinh 1993, p. 92, italics in original omitted).13 This stance 
is challenged by postmodern texts, such as the Trans New Wave flms. 
When a transliterate reading of these flms is made, these earlier defnitions 
would now be an oversimplifcation that may lead to misreading of texts 
containing trans themes and narratives. 

Factual documentary flm is singled out within cinema as a genre that 
was originally aimed at handling the real and reality, a weighty temporal 
responsibility: “It takes real people and real problems from the real world 
and deals with them…The real world: so real that the Real becomes the 
one basic referent—pure, concrete, fxed, visible, all-too-visible” (Trinh 
1993, pp. 93–94, italics in original). Key theoretical areas that are discern-
ible from engagement with the case study flms and feldwork with Trans 
New Wave flmmakers include issues of trans representation and reading of 
trans authenticity and reality. What is ‘real’ and ‘truth’ in context to screen 
texts is central to framing the discussion of The Thing (Ernst, USA, 2011). 
Contemporary flmmakers and flm participants may view documentary as 
‘dealing with’ the complex issues of trans people raised in texts in a non-
material way. That is through the cinematic ability of the texts to ‘show and 
tell’ the experiences and points of view of individuals who have encoun-
tered circumstances that may resonate with documentary participants and 
with audiences. Imbuing documentary with the weighted responsibility and 
the static essentialist notion expressed by Trinh (1993) may have defned 
selected flms from the past but does not accord with contemporary Trans 
New Wave flm narratives and postmodern representational strategies. 

Scholars such as Boucher (2010) have focused upon engagement with 
theoretical issues encountered in conveying trans narratives to the screen. 
Filmmakers such as Rhys Ernst, who has stated “the real is no longer real” 
(2011, capitalisation in original text omitted), or Cheryl Dunye who has 
stated “truth is fction”14 problematise approaches to the cinematic genres 
of factual and fctional flms. Texts such as these stimulate new modes of 
enquiry and thinking about the cinematic and scholarly defnitions of fac-
tual (documentary) and fction genres, in the contexts of the use of specifc 
genres by trans flmmakers. 

Uplifting lives: Black Trans Lives Matter 

Signifcant to discussions of the Trans New Wave is that the flms initially 
identifed by Tristan Taormino in 2008 did not encompass the full range 
of trans cinema that was being written, directed, produced and exhibited 
on the international flm festival circuit at that time. Films that were not 
discussed in the Taormino article, because the focus was on flms that ex-
plored transmasculine sexualities, included the documentary Still Black: 
A Portrait of Black Transmen (Kortney Ryan Ziegler, USA, 2008) (IMDB 
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2008), by director, cinematographer and editor Kortney Ryan Ziegler. Still 
Black remains one of the most important flms of trans cinema from this 
era—as the only documentary and only feature-length flm to date to ex-
plore the experiences of gender transition within the African American 
community and life for Black trans men in the USA. This flm now has 
heightened cultural signifcance amidst Black Trans Lives Matter rallies 
(Respers 2020), the recognition of an individual’s right to ‘sovereignty of 
their body’ in the work of Black Trans* Lives Matter scholarship (Stewart 
2019) and the international Black Lives Matter (2020) movement. 

Ziegler, a trans man, is an academic and award-winning cultural pro-
ducer. Still Black explores the experiences of Black transmasculinity 
through the perspectives of six African American trans men. The documen-
tary reveals that Black trans men remain marginalised within and outside 
the African American community where the men are seen as being Black, 
over being trans, foregrounding issues of race over gender in their lives. 
The fear of Black masculinity is encountered and foregrounded in their 
experiences as Black trans men. Stylistically, the flm draws upon the rich 
traditions of oral storytelling that are abundant within African diasporas 
and utilises a black-and-white palette that references traditions of African 
photographic portraiture (UCTV 2017). The work of Ziegler in regards to 
cinematic representation of Black trans men and issues of race and gender 
in Still Black: A Portrait of Black Transmen is in every way as signifcant to 
the canon of Trans New Wave Cinema as the work of Buck Angel (2011) in 
the cinematic depictions of transmasculine sexuality. 

Ziegler is currently in-production on a television movie Truth. Be. Told. 
(Kortney Ryan Ziegler, USA, In-Production): “a documentary series that 
seeks to reclaim the birthright of Queer Black visionaries within our fami-
lies and communities by providing a platform for out, Black LGBTQ people 
to tell their personal stories of challenge, radical self-inquiry, transforma-
tion, and triumph” (International Movie Database In-Production). This 
production links in to the work and concerns of exemplar Black, queer 
flmmaker Cheryl Dunye and the flm Black Is Blue (USA, 2014). Black Is 
Blue continues to explore one of the key challenges for Black trans men, 
raised in Ziegler’s earlier documentary, of the invisibility of gender for 
Black trans men and the necessity to live ‘stealth’ (that is, as not recognisa-
ble as a trans person, but passing as a binary-gender individual) for reasons 
of safety and livelihood, including in gaining and keeping employment. The 
constative experience of gender for trans people, that is, of being a man 
or a woman and of being recognised as such within the community is a 
basic human right and remains the primary motivation and validation for 
passing. Issues of normativity (Cryle and Stephens 2017) and of passing 
in hegemonic (white) society raise unresolved conficts of historically en-
trenched racism, oppression and non-acceptance within America. In Black 
Is Blue, the narrative moves into scenes where passing, or living stealth, now 
raises ongoing issues within the African American gay, lesbian, bisexual, 
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transgender, intersex, and queer communities of lack of recognition and 
respect for trans men. 

As these experiences remain relevant for Black and Latino/Latina 
communities, the narratives are cinematically re-explored by Seven King, 
an Afro-Latino director, writer, screenwriter and advocate, who specialises 
in the drama genre (International Movie Database 2019b). In web series 
Eden’s Garden (International Movie Database 2015b), the personal and 
cultural identity of being a man and masculinity for Black and Latino trans 
men is foregrounded. The participants in the series embody masculinity and 
project what it means to be a Black trans man in the twenty-frst century. 
King’s flms follow an autoethnographic path: “Being yourself is an action 
of choice you have to decide to live everyday. Be true to what you feel, think 
and want to be, that is the ultimate freedom” (Gender Reel Fest 2015). 

Centralising urban cultural identity in The Rebirth of Paris (King, USA, 
2015; Transgender Media Portal 2020), King documents the new gener-
ation of Ballroom participants and “experience in the gay culture since 
coming out” (King 2014). Ball culture, or Drag Ball culture was born in 
Harlem, out of urban subcultures in the late nineteenth century, growing in 
the early twentieth century and revitalised in the 1960s through the agency 
of Black drag queens (Allison 2019). Ballroom has remained a signifcant 
sociocultural life scene for self-expression and validation of personal iden-
tity for Black and Latino/Latina drag performers and for gay, lesbian, 
bisexual, transgender, intersex, and queer youth. Organised in Houses that 
are based around Black and Latino/Latina family structures, the Ballroom 
scene is a home that offers a powerful space of validation for self-expression 
and gender diversity. Transliterate engagement with King’s work invites 
cross-cultural refection upon the experiences of urban Polynesian trans 
cultures intersecting with genders and sexualities in the Auckland Ballroom 
scene in FafswagVogue.com (Tanu Gago, Wade Cowin, Dan Mercer, New 
Zealand, 2018). In each of these flms, personal self-expression, dance, mu-
sic, creativity and community are intertwined representing and affrming 
cultural identity (as Black, Latino/Latina, or Polynesian) in tandem with 
personal identity (of gender and sexuality). 

Yance Ford is a further exemplar of an out proud and successful Black 
trans male flmmaker. Ford is the frst openly transgender person to be 
nominated for an Academy Award (Best Documentary Feature, 2018) 
(International Movie Database 2018), the frst openly transgender man 
and the frst Black openly transgender person to win an Emmy Award, 
as well as the frst openly transgender flmmaker to win a creative arts 
Emmy (International Movie Database 2017d). Ford’s documentary Strong 
Island (Yance Ford, USA, 2017) (International Movie Database 2017c) is 
told from an autoethnographic perspective; a harrowing family account of 
the murder of his twenty-four-year-old brother William Ford Jnr. in 1992 
by Mark Reilly, a nineteen-year-old white man. The lack of justice and res-
olution for the family about the crime reverberates across the decades. Ford 

http://FafswagVogue.com
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utilises direct-to-camera interviews, including of himself and his mother 
in reconstructing the narrative of the violent tragedy, intercut with media 
from the time. There is an innovative use of still photographs to frame the 
narrative and move the story forward through time periods. This use of 
photographs is similar to how photographic portraiture was used histori-
cally in documenting African American lives. The trauma to the family is 
deepened through dismissal and disrespect from offcials. Ford’s mother, 
Barbara Dunmore, recounts how “I did not feel that they were received 
as parents of a victim.” Yance Ford then states, “the police had turned my 
brother into the prime suspect in his own murder.” 

Strong Island is a profound account of racism and violence, especially 
towards young Black men, that is a daily reality of life in America. The 
accounts of violence and murder that are foregrounded in screen texts by 
Trans of Colour flmmakers speak from the heart to audiences of the en-
trenched imbalances of power within western democratic countries, where 
basic human rights and the opportunity to simply live a healthy life re-
main unattainable. In these flms, the life experiences intersect (Crenshaw 
1994, 2016) between accounts of race and gender, of being Black and Trans 
and highlight that racially based discrimination continues as the dominant 
point of violence against People of Colour within hegemonic society. 

Globally, the Black Lives Matter movement (Black Lives Matter 2020) 
continues to work for social justice for all People of Colour. In 2020, ur-
gent rallies around the world in support of Black Lives Matter followed the 
murder of Black man George Floyd, who was arrested over a US $20 bill 
that a shop employee thought was ‘fake,’ detained and brutally killed by 
police offcers (BBC News 2020). The intersectional experiences of trans 
people through race and gender and sexualities has led to Black Trans Lives 
Matter rallies (Holt 2020) and recognition of Black Trans* Lives Matter 
foregrounded within academia (Stewart 2019). 

OluSeyi Adebanjo’s transactivist flmmaking confronts these experiences 
of racism and violence, including in the short flm Honor Black Trans 
Womxn! (Adebanjo, USA, 2020) that utilises a cinéma verite style of flm-
making to document The Hands Off Trans Bodies Rally in 2019. The Rally 
was held in the wake of the murder of three Black transgender womxn 
within eight days of each other. During the rally, community organisers 
recount that Black transgender womxn are “the most unprotected women 
in the country” (referring to the USA) and that “we have nothing to lose 
but our chains.” The life expectancy of Black trans womxn is an average of 
thirty-fve years old before death. This devastating statistic speaks of how 
little has changed since the time of pioneering transactivists such as Marsha 
P. Johnson. 

It is more important now more than ever for trans and gender noncon-
forming people to be the architects of our own narratives. 

(Tourmaline 2017) 
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Unresolved ethical issues around race and transgender and who owns a 
story are raised by the production of the documentary The Death and Life 
of Marsha P. Johnson (David France, USA, 2017). Earlier in this chapter the 
short flm Happy Birthday, Marsha! (Reina Gosett, USA, 2017) celebrating 
the life of pioneer transactivist Marsha P. Johnson was cited. Marsha’s story 
is also told in a long-form documentary The Death and Life of Marsha 
P. Johnson (David France, USA, 2017). The important account of Mar-
sha’s life is recounted from the point of view of the gay, lesbian, bisexual, 
transgender, intersex, and queer anti-violence project in New York and 
trans activist Victoria Cruz who seeks to solve Marsha’s case before 
retiring. 

As a recently produced historical documentary, terms such as ‘transves-
tites’ that are not used in contemporary language referring to trans people 
are correctly used in historical context. The serious subject of the murder 
of transgender People of Colour (POC) is treated with care, respect and 
dignity. Trans People of Colour are still subjected to disproportionate 
rates of violence and murder on a daily basis around the world. Incidents 
of violence and murder that are reported in each country have archives 
monitoring and recording the statistics. One example is the Trans Respect 
site, which recorded 2,190 reported murders in 2016 alone (Trans Respect 
Versus Transphobia Worldwide 2015–). British newspaper The Guardian 
reported that trans people in Britain are “…Bullied, stigmatised and on 
the receiving end of death threats, almost half of trans pupils in Britain… 
have attempted suicide…the average life expectancy of trans women in the 
Americas is between 30 and 35” (Lees 2018). That nothing has changed in 
2020 is reaffrmed in OluSeyi Adebanjo’s flm Honor Black Trans Womxn! 
(Adebanjo, USA, 2020), where the age of thirty-fve is also spoken. The his-
torical exclusion of People of Colour from the ‘gay movement’ is depicted 
within the unfinching narrative. 

The documentary about Marsha P. Johnson directed by David France 
raises serious ethical and critical questions about who has ownership of a 
story and of the “systematic disparity” (Juzwiak 2017) between the lack of 
support and funding for trans artists and flmmakers, contrasted with the 
funding that white cisgender flmmakers are given. France has publically 
commented on this: 

On Twitter, Facebook, and in a phone interview with Jezebel (an online 
entertainment/ media news forum), France acknowledged the disparity 
Gossett wrote about. To Jezebel, he said he was aware that some of 
the funders who gave him money for his project denied Gossett and 
Wortzel money for theirs and he knows “beyond any question” that his 
privilege facilitated the completion of his project. France acknowledged 
that “White supremacy and transphobia create a barrier to entry for 
that community to tell their own stories.” 

(Juzwiak 2017) 
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The documentary contains explicit descriptions of trans suicide and self-
harm. That Marsha and her extended group of friends were subjected to 
bashings and intimidation are violent circumstances that continue to be the 
day-to-day experience for many trans women. As these experiences can be 
triggers for audiences, trans narratives containing these themes must be 
treated with care and respect by both flmmakers and audiences. 

David France is an award-winning flmmaker, with an established screen 
industry profle as a director and producer of flms investigating gay his-
tories and culture. France’s 2012 documentary How to Survive a Plague 
focussed upon AIDS-era activism and was nominated for a 2013 Academy 
Award in the Best Documentary category, amongst a long list of accolades 
for the flm (International Movie Database 2012a). As a recognised par-
ticipant and cinematic chronicler of the gay community, particularly from 
a grassroots activist perspective, there is a powerful rationale for France’s 
interest in documenting Marsha’s story, as foundational to accounts of gay 
activism. 

The subsequent documentary directed by France, The Death and Life of 
Marsha P. Johnson, (USA, 2017) is recounted from this activist perspec-
tive. It is a revealing history of trans activism. The flm foregrounds the 
passionate activist work of trans women of colour—Marsha P. Johnson 
and Sylvia Rivera—fghting for rights as foundational to the origins of the 
gay community and the ‘Gay Liberation’ movement. Initially in New York, 
the gay rights movement swiftly became international. The documentary 
frmly positions trans women of colour as the vanguard of what became 
known as ‘the gay liberation’ movement. This is a movement that simul-
taneously empowered and propelled a generation of predominately white 
middle-class gays and lesbians forward with ‘gay liberation,’ with activists 
such as Marsha P. Johnson and Sylvia Rivera remaining impoverished, liv-
ing and dying on the streets. This is a compelling, unfinchingly told and 
insightful account of the intersectionality of gay history that has not been 
publically acknowledged. 

Despite the accolades and narrative successes of the documentary, the 
successful Netfix production raises relevant and unresolved ethical issues 
of socio-economic imbalance and opportunity, especially within the screen 
industry. These imbalances are highlighted by the way that a white, male 
flmmaker (David France) ultimately beneftted from production and dis-
tribution of a flm about socio-economically depressed, African American 
trans women’s lives, over trans women being empowered to tell their own 
stories. In this regard, Gossett has stated: 

Too often, people with resources who already have a platform become 
the ones to tell the stories of those at the margins rather than people 
who themselves belong to these communities. The process ends up 
extracting from people who are taking the most risks just to live our 
lives and connect with our histories, and the result ends up on Netfix, 
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a platform you have to pay to even access. It goes against so much of 
what I have been working towards. 

(Tourmaline 2017) 

David France’s documentary about Marsha P. Johnson is highlighted at 
this point to illustrate how Trans New Wave flmmakers struggle to receive 
support and funding for projects that are vital histories of transactivism 
and human rights, foundational to the international gay, lesbian, bisexual, 
transgender, intersex, queer community. This is a compelling empirical 
account of how trans lives are harvested, including by privileged flmmak-
ers as subject material—a recurrent issue within mainstream cinema. The 
flms cited throughout this chapter all emphasise the need for a transliterate 
engagement with texts and the necessity and rationale for trans agency in 
screen productions. 

Recent Trans New Wave flms have continued to centralise issues of race, 
gender and sexuality in transgender lives. The documentary Game Face 
(Michiel Thomas, USA, 2015) recounts the experiences of transgender and 
gay athletes presented from intersectional perspectives: in the story of Fallon 
Fox, as an African American, trans woman and lesbian and Mixed Martial 
Arts’ frst transgender professional fghter; in the story of Terence Clemens, 
as an African American rising college basketball star, who is coming to terms 
with being a young gay man—it is signifcant that this documentary utilised 
sport as the defning thematic, to interweave two separate narratives expe-
riences of gender and sexuality from a centrally shared experience of race 
in America; in Sisterhood (Mikajlo Rankovic, USA, 2011), the flmmaker 
documents a hair salon in the Bronx owned and run by Latina trans women, 
that serves an important role and is a much loved part of the local com-
munity; in a feature flm such as La Visita (Mauricio Lopez, Chile, 2010), 
the challenges of family recognition are raised when a Latino trans woman 
returns home to bury her mother. Each of these screen texts demonstrate the 
value and necessity for cross-cultural transliteracy into trans lives.15 

Textual exegesis of these screen texts by Black and Latino/Latina trans 
flmmakers and participants refect central and ongoing experiences within 
their communities and the impetus for thematically foregrounding narra-
tives upon social justice and human rights. This includes the basic human 
right of being accepted for who you are within society. These concerns 
extend throughout the transgender communities and manifest in a range of 
sociocultural struggles. 

In Flying Solo: A Transgender Widow Fights Discrimination (IMDB 
2014c), also called Flying Solo (Leslie Von Pless, USA, 2014), a short 
biographical documentary, the human rights issues faced by an elderly 
transgender woman, a World War II veteran and fghting to be treated as 
any widow, are presented. Transgender participation in the military in the 
USA is a site of ongoing concern for trans people intensifying during peri-
ods of conservative government. With experiences that have included the 
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exclusion of trans people from life-long careers and stability, this short flm 
has an intensifed sociopolitical currency. 

Chase Joynt is an award-winning moving image artist, writer and scholar 
(International Movie Database 2019), with an increasing presence as a doc-
umentary flmmaker in both short and long-form documentaries on issues 
of gender, gender transformation and sociocultural aspects of sexuality. 
This includes Everyday to Stay (2010), I’m Yours (2012), Akin (2012), 
Stealth (2014), Genderize (2016) and are relevant to consideration of Chap-
ter 5 ‘Youth narratives.’ Framing Agnes (2019—short, 2020—feature) and 
a feature documentary in development on the life of Billy Tipton is consid-
ered under Music on Screen. Chase Joynt is also one of the directors of the 
intersectional screen text Transglobal (Rahal Eks, Chase Joynt, Andreas 
Strohfeldt, Poh Si Teng, Anna Wilking, USA, 2011)—fve interconnected 
short documentaries about “the lives of trans women and men in four 
continents” (International Movie Database 2011d). Joynt is well known 
for his work as an actor and the character Mars Brito in the groundbreak-
ing forty-two-episode serial narrative Murder In Passing (2013).16 Joynt’s 
movement from behind to in-front of the camera demonstrates the reach 
of his screen crafts and the combined scholarly flm production basis of his 
work (Joynt 2019; IMDB 2019a). 

The theoretical approaches of contemporary trans flmmakers in cin-
ematic productions are read as positionalities that question, destabilise 
and replace outmoded representational strategies and for whom prior 
textual modes no longer apply. Joynt is one example of trans flmmakers 
who demonstrate these complexities. The pre-eminent example of this is 
Susan Stryker’s Christine in the Cutting Room (Susan Stryker, USA, work-
in-progress, 2013). In this flm movement is foregrounded as one of the 
essences of trans narratives. This is conveyed through the flmmaker’s 
stylistic and editing decisions; the use of fast, striking edits, familiar to the 
music video generation, to create a visual montage and use of high-energy 
audio to move the flm forward. Both the flm and the subject of the flm 
are temporally situated and projected as being of their time. This is encom-
passed through flmmaker use of the phrase “Avatar of the Atomic Age” to 
present the movement of Christine Jorgensen from one side of the camera 
(working in the flm industry) to the other—as a frequently photographed 
public identity and the world’s most famous transsexual (Stryker 2013). 

This strategy of fast, striking edits is also effectively utilised in Occiden-
tal Paradise (Bo Luengsuraswat, Thailand, 2006). An experimental doc-
umentary short, the flm combines an assemblage of images and texts to 
convey the hyper-sexualised and sensationalised images of feminine beauty 
and sexuality of women in Thailand, that are utilised as selling points for 
the sex tourism trade. Although this flm is from 2006, it is purposively 
included within these discussions to deepen consideration of the Trans New 
Wave as an era of flmmaking and a cinematic genre that arose simultane-
ously around the world. 
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The central role of exhibition is often overlooked in flm and media stud-
ies that focus attention upon the director as the auteur and the creative 
roles of writing, producing and editing. The intertwined nexus between 
sites of exhibition—particularly flm festivals in connecting texts and 
audiences—and the Trans New Wave is presented throughout this book. 
Occidental Paradise was produced in the years immediately prior to public 
recognition of the New Wave of Trans Cinema (Taormino 2008) emerging. 
The flm then toured the trans and queer flm festival circuit subsequent to 
production, in the era of Trans New Wave, including to the San Francisco 
Transgender Film Festival 2014. This is a compelling flm. 

Luengsuraswat questions whether their future will be as one of these 
women, who have no socio-economic options except to work in the sexual 
industries. International sex tourism is readily available, with services sold 
at a click of a button on online sites. The flm displays images that suggest 
the demographic of tourists who frequent and exploit these services are 
predominately older northern European men. This exploitation of female 
labour (and trans female labour) includes the availability of discounted 
rates for tourists to prepay online with credit cards. In context to this work, 
the flm reveals the Thai women’s bodies as sites of colonisation and ex-
ploitation. Occidental Paradise reveals how gender-diverse flmmakers un-
finchingly navigate aspects of trans lives that are simultaneously exploited 
within hegemonic society and hidden from wider view. Films such as this 
are important sociocultural texts, centralising profound ethical issues and 
providing a voice for trans people in wider society about the ongoing issues 
that affect their lives. Hegemonic society routinely ignores the perilous and 
life-threatening circumstances that many trans people are forced to endure. 
For transgender people, making such choices on a daily basis is a necessity 
for survival, from dire physical, emotional and economic circumstances. 

Use of life cycle narratives as a representational structure 
for documentary: three representations of transmasculinity 
(selected case study text Trans Boys) 

The use of movement as a representational device, encountered so eloquently 
in short flms Dear Dad, Love Maria (Vince Mascoli, USA, 2009) and Spi-
ral Transition (Ewan Duarte, USA, 2010), is featured within Trans Boys 
(Ali Russell and Monique Schafter, Aus., 2012) in a different way. In this 
documentary this is through a narrative structure that follows three trans 
guys as they move through specifc stages of their lives. Trans Boys utilises 
a mixed observational/performative documentary approach, with staged 
to-camera interviews with the key participants: Xavier, Dex and Danny, in-
tercut with scenes of everyday life and shots focused upon showing aspects 
of the interview narratives. Trans Boys (Ali Russell and Monique Schafter, 
Aus., 2012) is positioned within the trajectory of documenting movement, 
utilising temporality to follow movement in the participants’ lives and is 
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comprised of three stand-alone documentaries (each fve minutes duration), 
with three different representations of transmasculinity. 

The flmmakers centralised that 

fnding unique individuals who each had a different story to tell, but 
most importantly, fnding guys who were OK with sharing their expe-
riences and being “out”—a very courageous and potentially risky thing 
to do in a world that still struggles to get its head around anyone or 
anything that’s a bit different (Schafter).17 

Trans Boys utilises a narrative form of factual storytelling, with inter-
views with each participant interwoven with “moments of ‘actuality’” 
(Schafter)18 when key experiences in the participants’ lives were flmed. In 
Xavier’s story, this is during the preparation for his gender-confrmation 
surgery, with the actual surgery flmed, with follow-up footage one week 
after the surgery and then a year later, after he has emerged from the heal-
ing processes. In Dex’s story, the flmmakers focus in around the time he 
decides to explore homoerotic experiences. In Danny’s story, the frst birth-
day party for his child is flmed, with follow-up one year later after the 
relationship with his partner has ended. Danny’s story will be returned to 
in Chapter 5. This temporal strategy, of initial participant observation and 
interview, with follow-up one year later enables the documentaries to see 
a real-time change in the lives of the men in relation to their bodies, sexu-
alities, families and friends. This is a signifcant Trans New Wave flm told 
from an Australian perspective, shifting the cinematic gaze away from the 
global North. 

Each of these documentary shorts presents a specifc life cycle narrative 
stage, representing the experiences of trans men from three unique points of 
view. The foci is upon gender-transitional narratives, the sexual dysphoria 
that can be experienced during gender transition and passing in society, 
and being partnered with a child. The complexity of passing as a contested 
trans positionality is raised in this chapter in relation to the fctional nar-
rative in The Thing (Rhys Ernst, USA, 2011). The canon of documenting 
gender-transitional narratives is established within Trans New Wave flms 
(Ford 2016a), with the acknowledgment and discussion of the sexual dys-
phoria that can be experienced during gender transition—an area that was 
only emerging as an openly discussed subject within the Trans New Wave. 
As such, Trans Boys was breaking new ground in 2012 with Dex’s story 
and dealing with a highly personal area for trans men. This subject is also 
touched upon in Sexing the Transman (Buck Angel, USA, 2011) (Chapter 7). 

Documentary flmmakers must make critical decisions regarding the 
selection of material to be flmed. This is perhaps the central issue with 
factual flmmaking. Unlike the creative processes involved in fctional 
screenwriting, the material of factual flm is the “actuality” (Schafter19; 
Rabiger 2011) of the participants’ daily lives, made possible only through 
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“privileged access” (Zubrycki 2011, online PDF unnumbered) into the 
behind-the-scenes of those lives. This calls into question the necessity 
for flmmakers to make ethical choices in the materials included within 
the flm, bearing in mind a moral responsibility (Ruby 1995) towards the 
flm participants when sensitive materials form the basis for documentary 
subjects. There is awareness that a documentary “can change your and 
your subjects’ lives forever—for the better or for the worse” (Barbash and 
Castaing-Taylor 1997, p. 2). Schafter demonstrated that the flmmakers of 
Trans Boys were aware of this when saying that participation in such a 
documentary was a “very courageous and potentially risky thing to do.”20 

Award-winning documentary flmmaker and screen lecturer21 Tom Zubry-
cki raises the vital issue for flmmakers of informed consent and that will 
be further considered in regard to youth narratives. 

With trans community participation in documentaries the stakes are 
raised higher, given the historical background and continued exclusion, 
vilifcation, violence and murder suffered by trans people worldwide. These 
ongoing issues were raised in context to production of the life story of 
Marsha P. Johnson. Ethical work and research conducted with Informed 
Consent are central paradigms of academic research and scholarship. The 
ethical responsibility of the flmmaker in respect to their subjects is height-
ened when the subject is deceased and has no right of reply. This responsi-
bility extends to the researcher in the use of textual materials.22 

While documentary is also called factual flmmaking, this does not 
eliminate the role of the flmmakers in crafting the flm. This can be at any 
stage, from initial selection of topic and participants, to interview ques-
tions posed, to the fnal-cut edit of what footage makes it to the screen. 
While the authorial voice of the flmmakers is backgrounded in factual 
flm, it is also there. There is recognition of the ‘performative’ nature of 
interviews (Butler 1990; Denzin 2001) and that all “interviews arise out of 
performance events. They transform information into shared experience” 
(Denzin 2001, p. 24). 

An important point in regard to applying ethnographic and autoethno-
graphic methodologies to exegesis of the case study flms is that “there’s 
no precise distinction between ethnographic and documentary flms” (Bar-
bash and Castaing-Taylor 1997, p. 4) and that both ‘start with the real 
world’ (Trinh 1991; Denzin 1997). As screen texts emerging from and sit-
uated within trans and genderqueer communities and produced by literate 
flmmakers, Trans Boys (Ali Russell and Monique Schafter, Aus., 2012) 
and Sexing the Transman (Buck Angel, USA, 2011) are texts immersed 
in the cultures they represent. This becomes central to exegesis of the 
interview-based documentary case studies within this research and is of 
relevance to Sexing the Transman also as an interview-based text. 

Film has been consciously utilised as an ethnographic research tool, 
including specifc use in respect to the trans community. A key example of 
such a text is Transfction by anthropologist Johannes Sjöberg (UK, 2007), 
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made within the academy as part of a “practice PhD in drama exploring 
ethnofction” (International Movie Database 2007). Ethnofction is “an ex-
perimental ethnographic flm style in which the participants collaborate 
with the flmmaker to act out their own and other’s life experience in im-
provisation” (Johannes Sjöberg, UK, 2007). This flm is also on the cusp 
of the temporal framing of the Trans New Wave era from 2008 onward, it 
is further evidence of the increasing screen production on trans lives that 
was taking place in these years. It must be noted that 2007 is the year that 
Buckback Mountain (Buck Angel Entertainment, USA) was released, one 
of the key flms that Tristan Taormino referred to in the establishing article 
of the ‘New Wave of Trans Cinema’ (Taormino 2008). Screen productions 
generally take several years from frst inception of idea, through production 
to public exhibition. This leads to the recognition that many of the flms 
of the Trans New Wave cited in this book may well have been conceived 
in and infuenced by the upswelling of gender-diverse content creation that 
was taking place from the start of the twenty-frst century as documented 
by Joelle Ruby Ryan (2009 thesis). 

The flmmaking technique of ethnofction focuses upon refexivity be-
tween participant and flmmaker. Refexivity and self-refexivity are central 
to cultural studies research approaches. Ethnofction has also been called 
‘anthropological docu-drama’ by Jay Ruby (Interview, year of publication 
not specifed), through re-enactment combining the factual and fctional 
screen forms into one. In Transfction, the daily lives of Brazilian transgen-
der women are explored. Two trans women enact the experiences of life 
and discrimination experienced in São Paulo by trans women employed 
as hairdressers and as sex workers. The aim of such a text is to create a 
“nuanced understanding” (International Movie Database 2007) of trans 
lives. Such a flm can be usefully compared to Sisterhood (Mikajlo Rank-
ovic, USA, 2011), a Trans New Wave documentary that follows the daily 
lives of Latina trans women who are employed as hairdressers in a salon 
in Brooklyn, New York.23 The hair salon as a site of female empowerment 
is also the subject of the documentary Queen of the Desert (Alex Kelly, 
Australia, 2012), about Starlady, a gender-diverse hairdresser working 
to establish hair salons with youth in remote Indigenous communities of 
Central Australia. 

In the comparison of these texts, the stylistic differences between doc-
umentary ‘performance’ and ethnofction become clearer. In Transfction, 
the women are clearly enacting (performing) the roles of hairdresser and 
sex worker self-consciously to camera. With the buffer of ‘fction,’ these 
screen performances provide the freedom to add deeply personal details, 
such as the prevalent use of female hormones and silicone to enhance body 
shape without medical intervention and physical abuse by clients. This 
can be compared with the actuality of a documentary text and to-camera 
interviews, a process that participants might fnd too personal or jarring, or 
even dangerous, for such details to be included during interviews. 
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In the documentary Sisterhood (Mikajlo Rankovic, USA, 2011), the 
camera follows the women in the hair salon as they work, intercut with 
to-camera interviews. During these interviews, one of the women is clearly 
‘performing’ to camera, playing with her hair and firting with the off-
screen interviewer. In Trans Boys (Ali Russell and Monique Schafter, Aus., 
2012), the flmmakers have crafted the to-camera interviews so that there 
is less self-consciousness during the interviews, but it is still apparent that 
there is a ‘performance’ to camera. An example is in the opening minutes of 
Danny’s story, when his awareness of the camera is evident, as he looks at 
the camera following him at work in an art gallery. Yet each of these texts 
utilises ethnographic feldwork within the trans communities as the basis 
for the screen text. 

Recognising ethnographic feldwork exists within documentary production, 
connects critique of ethnographic forms of interview that are central to the 
interview-based documentary. This awareness includes that an interviewer 
within any ethnographic feldwork setting is not a neutral participant and is in-
volved in “performing the interview”, with a specifc “interviewer’s personna” 
(Barbash and Castaing-Taylor 1997, p. 277). 

The interview is an active text, a site where meaning is created and 
performed. When performed, the interview text creates the world, 
giving the world its situated meaningfulness. From this perspective, the 
interview is a fabrication, a construction, a fction. 

(Denzin 2001, p. 25) 

Within the context of flm, this raises a cogent question of whether 
documentary interview participants such as Xavier, Dex and Danny are 
performing their lives to camera within the context of the flm. That there is 
an awareness of the camera (as in Danny’s story) and there is an on-screen 
performance, even in documentary texts, cannot be avoided.24 

By acknowledging the ‘fction’ in ‘factual’ flms and the ‘factual’ elements 
in ‘fctional’ flms, the reality of the real is questioned, with no single po-
sition, nor simple answer to be found. Reality is seen to be an experien-
tial multiplicity of perspectives created in each temporal space. This was 
highlighted earlier within this chapter in exegesis of narrative short flm 
The Thing (Rhys Ernst, USA, 2011). 

Co-director and co-producer Monique Schafter has said that if the team 
was making Trans Boys now, “I’d also consider featuring a transmasculine 
guy who hadn’t undergone surgery to illustrate diversity within the trans* 
community.”25 This point is raised to acknowledge that any flm is a tem-
poral document, created from the material available at the time and also 
the prevailing perspectives to the subject area. In producing such a text, a 
temporal representation of trans reality as experienced in that moment, by 
those individual trans men is recorded. This is also of relevance to exegesis 
of Sexing the Transman (Buck Angel, USA, 2011). 
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The experiences of trans in motion leads the careful reader to recog-
nise the temporal issues inherent within screen production and that each of 
these cinematically recorded moments in the lives of trans people has been 
experienced and is now part of their inscribed histories. In particular, in 
following the narratives of the individual participants, much movement is 
internally evident. For example, by the end of the flm Danny is no longer 
with the partner he was with when the flming commenced in 2010. Xavier 
continues his career as a queer performance artist, beyond the gender bi-
naries. Since the time Trans Boys was produced (between 2010 and 2012), 
the recognition of trans gender diversity has continued to widen, to encom-
pass and publically embrace a rainbow diversity of bodily and affective 
positionalities. This was made most clear during screenings at the 2014 
San Francisco Transgender Film Festival,26 where trans was represented as 
non-essentialist and non-exclusive, from every positionality possible. This 
included screen texts focused upon individuals who had made the personal 
decision to receive gender-confrmation treatments; to individuals who 
were transqueering their gender and sexualities without recourse to any 
forms of hormones, or surgeries. 

Experimental & performance art flms 

There is a cross-fertilisation between subcultural queer and trans perfor-
mance art/artists, independent flm and the Trans New Wave. This becomes 
directly evident in the lives of individual flm subjects such as Xavier, a 
transqueer performance artist in Trans Boys. This interconnection infuses 
experimental performance texts such as Reaction to Landscape (Quinn de 
Rosa Pontello, Australia, 2016), a temporal performance of the artist mov-
ing between human and natural forms, utilising their body to refect envi-
ronmental issues. Such movement, or ‘shifting’ between forms and bodies 
is central to trans experience. These are examples of “transing” (Stryker, 
Currah and Moore 2008). 

In experimental short flms such as Chipper Chap and the Gang in: The 
Escape from Dirty Sanchez (Vincent Carubia/Director, Justina Carubia/ 
Collaborating Director, Eva Humber/Collaborating Director, USA, 2011) 
and MyMy (Anna Helme, Australia, 2014), movement and transing are de-
picted through use of stylistic interventions. Chipper Chap is a trans/drag 
homage to silent flm “Where girls will be boys…Boys will be girls…And 
one mean, dirty sanchez” (Queer Fruits Film Festival archives 2011 pro-
gramme). The movement in this flm, between time and place and bodies, 
is depicted through flmmaker cross-referencing to the silent-flm era and 
styling of the flm to appear as if flmed on aged celluloid flm stock. 

In MyMy, a young man creates a “version of himself…as a cyborg twin.” 
The flm is described as “lo-f sci-f (that) features two transgender men, 
performing very queer versions of their own lives. It is an experimental 
hybrid of documentary, fction and performance art” (International Movie 
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Database 2014a).27 The use of code and technology to write the trans body 
into being and the presence of a “cyberfeminist virus” in MyMy are remi-
niscent of cyberfeminist artists VNS Matrix. In MyMy, the virus serves to 
unwrite the illusion of similarity between the two men, giving what could 
be called agency and autonomy to the avatar who embodies the “dangerous 
idea: that there are parts of ourselves beyond our control” (International 
Movie Database 2014a). 

The use of an avatar to represent the trans body in-becoming is an evoc-
ative technological interface explored by micha cárdenas in the 365-hour 
mixed-reality durational performance in Second Life called “Becoming 
Dragon” (Cárdenas 2008). The duration of the performance symbolised 
the requirement for a trans person to live for one year in their gender of 
becoming prior to receiving therapeutic treatments and examined “identity, 
gender and the transformative potential of technology” (Cárdenas 2008). 
Cárdenas, an acclaimed artist/performer/artivist/academic, continued to 
merge hybrid artistic/technological/screen practices throughout 2011–2013. 
In Autonets (Local Autonomy Networks), “handmade wearable electronic 
fashion” was created to digitally connect communities who experience 
daily acts of violence, including women, People of Color and LGBTQI. The 
garments utilise “mesh networking” to communicate to ‘everyone in range 
wearing a garment’ when someone needs help (Cárdenas 2020). In 2011, 
components of Autonets included prototype designs for a “Social Emer-
gency Bracelet” constructed of conductive fabric with a pressure sensor 
or button, wireless transmitter, lithium battery, RGB LED (light source) 
and a Lilypad Arduino (Cárdenas 2020). Such an interconnected network 
of allies presciently suggests subsequent futuristic cinematic work of trans 
directors Lana and Lilly Wachowski in Sense8 (Lilly Wachowski, Lana 
Wachowski, USA, 2015–2018). 

Interweaving of the autoethnographic, performative, self-generative body 
that comes into being is also explored in experimental texts on transqueer per-
formance such as “TRANS~SCRIPT: bliss and the disfguration of language 
in the writing of transqueer embodied performance” (Eades, Wojak, de Rosa 
Pontello and Ford, 2019). This evocative article is a refection in four voices 
over an eighteen-month period of a performance by Wojak and de Rosa 
Pontello that was featured on the closing night of the The Tenth Interna-
tional Somatechnics Conference (2016, Australia). Creative works such as 
these utilise trans agency as a pre-eminent source of inspiration. 

Experimental uses of the documentary form includes by director and 
producer Vika Kirchenbauer and short flms We:1st Person Plural 2009 
(8 mm) and Like Rats Leaving a Sinking Ship (2012): “A deep refection on 
the too often abusive authority apparatuses such as state, law and psychi-
atry” in relation to diagnoses of ‘Gender Identity Disorder’ (San Francisco 
Transgender Film Festival 2014 program).28 This flm echoes concerns 
raised in Gold Moon, Sharp Arrow (Malic Amalya, USA, 2012). Kirchen-
bauer has also directed an enigmatic short Please Relax Now (Croatia 2014) 
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suggested from comments online to be a viewer-performative-participatory 
romance (International Movie Database 2014b). 

Madsen Minax’s recent short flm, My Most Handsome Monster (USA, 
2014), is a text that highlights the interplay between performance art, 
experimental, archival and autoethnographic accounts in Trans New Wave 
cinema. The focus upon BDSM29 in this text provides further textual sup-
port for observations made through feldwork and cinematic exegesis within 
this book foregrounding the transformative aspects of alliances based upon 
sexuality within the trans community. 

Music on screen 

There is wealth of queer and trans creative talent graduating each year 
from national flm and art schools, yet the role of sound onscreen, the 
genre of music videos and the cinematic craft of screen composition have 
received less attention in flm studies than the areas of writing, directing, 
editing and producing. This includes the role of soundscapes within stud-
ies of gender-diverse cinema. Vocalisation provides a compelling point to 
consider sound in Trans New Wave Cinema. 

In Change Over Time (USA, 2013) flmmaker Ewan Duarte utilised the 
sound of his own voice and vocal intonations changing over the course of 
his frst year implementing ‘T’30 to align body–mind–spirit as a trans man. 
The patterns of vocal sound changing provides an indelible personal au-
dio imprint that enables audiences to experience the corporeality of trans/ 
formation through the screen text as the sound enters the body of audiences 
through their ears. 

The signifcance of vocalisation as dynamic changing soundscapes 
for trans people has also been foregrounded in the work of transqueer 
performance artists Virginia Barratt, Francesca da Rimini and Quinn Eades 
([2016], 2019). Using the terms “transvocalities” and “experimental po-
etics”, the three artists intertwined a vocal performance text presented at 
the The Tenth International Somatechnics Conference in Byron Bay (2016, 
Australia). The Darkening: Flesh Lined with Language Lined with Flesh 
(Barratt, da Rimini, Eades [2016], 2019) is a “polyvocal performance script 
calling forth the embodied linguistics of relational becoming” and is cited 
here as signifcant to the discussion of why sound in flm may provide a crit-
ical point of identifcation for trans people. Use of the word—“becoming”— 
points to a sonic ontology. At one point in the performance, Quinn Eades 
speaks: “Why do things break? Why does a voice break? A heart break? 
Have I broken my gender? My family? My autobiographical contract with 
the world I live in?.” Autoethnography and self-refexivity are central to 
trans cinematic productions. One of the artists, Virginia Barratt, previously 
directed the award-winning trans flm Boy Inchoate (Australia, 2008). 

Amongst Trans New Wave flmmakers, Madsen Minax is becoming 
synonymous with aural soundscapes and music in trans cinema. Use of 
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autoethnographic embodied experiences of sound forms the basis of The 
Year I Broke My Voice (Madsen Minax, USA, 2012), a forty-seven-minute 
flm written, directed and produced by Minax, identifed as a drama and 
coming-of-age flm (International Movie Database 2012b). Like flmmaker 
Ewan Duarte and performance poet Quinn Eades, Minax foregrounds tem-
poral experiences leading to trans embodiment and the voice as a site that 
links the inner and outer worlds. The setting of the flm in a “post-industrial 
wasteland”, gender-diverse casting and use of electronic music are reminis-
cent of the style of flmmaker Malic Amayla and the experimental 16mm 
queer short flm Gold Moon, Sharp Arrow (Malic Amalya, USA, 2012). 
Gold Moon, Sharp Arrow utilises unsettling images of electrocution, sci-
entifc investigation and abandoned appliances to represent the harrowing 
dominance of authority on queer and trans lives. Minax collaborates with 
a range of transqueer flmmakers developing a specifc flmic style centred 
around experimental aural landscapes. This included providing the sound 
design and composition for the flm Gold Moon, Sharp Arrow.31 

Minax is perhaps most well known for directing the feature documen-
tary Riot Acts: Flaunting Gender Deviance in Music Performance (2010), 
described as a “transfabulous rockumentary representing the whole lives 
of transgender and gender variant musicians” (International Movie Data-
base 2010), featuring cinematography by Malic Amalya. The movement of 
gender-diverse flmmakers between Trans New Wave screen productions 
parallels the employment of screen industry creatives and production team 
across the industry. Riot Acts featured a cast of twenty-three performers/ 
musicians/artists and includes rare footage of gender-diverse bands and mu-
sicians during live concerts. Amongst these, notable transgender musicians 
included Lucas Silveira of rock band The Cliks. To date, Riot Acts is the 
most comprehensive flm to present the diversity of approaches to sound by 
trans artists. 

Use of music to evoke the inner journey of a character is utilised to great 
effect in short animation Dear Dad, Love Maria (Vince Mascoli, USA, 
2009), with the sound of an accordion song “Sandy’s Theme” written by 
renowned performance artist and musician Amanda Palmer and Jason 
Webley, uplifting Maria as she transforms into a bird and fies to freedom 
in the fnal scene of the flm. 

Recognising the gap in queer and trans sound studies, Helen Hok-Sze 
Leung (Simon Fraser University 2020) is currently examining ‘a corpus of 
queer screen classics…with…a “sonic imagination”’. Connecting to the 
critical inter-disciplinary feld of Sound Studies, this research will further 
extend Leung’s ongoing work with trans cinema from an aural perspective. 

Amongst future trans screen productions centred upon sound, award-
winning flmmaker Chase Joynt is in-production on a feature co-directed 
with Aisling Chin-Yee described as a “hybrid documentary” about the life 
of 1940s jazz musician Billy Tipton (Joynt 2020). This flm will provide a 
rare opportunity for a trans-embodied reading of the life of the musician, 
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who lived as a man, married several times, adopted children and whose 
gender identity only came into question during a life-threatening illness 
(Lehrman 1997). Jazz provides a unique musical style where improvisation 
is the basis of creative engagement. This provides a compelling meta-
phor for the experiences of trans lives. The rich legacy and sociocultural 
circumstances when jazz emerged, in tandem with Tipton’s life story, are 
profound subject areas and it will be interesting to see how Joynt presents 
this flm. 

Use of genres: road trip, science fction, horror (selected case 
study text The Thing) 

just trust me. I know where we are. 
(Tristan, in The Thing) 

Narrative short The Thing (Rhys Ernst, USA, 2011) is s a flm consciously 
utilising tropes of the road trip genre and an enigmatic destination ‘The 
Thing,’ as a potent metaphor for the experience of transitioning. The ‘road 
trip movie’ is a genre that “actively privileges alternative lifestyles”, effec-
tively using “setting and space/containment and escape” (Downing and 
Saxton 2010, p. 41) to convey a transformative journey. This is present 
in the key narrative elements of the wide landscape and the enclosing/ 
protective space of the car. As such, this is a genre particularly suited to 
metaphorically representing the transgender experience and journey of 
transitioning. The road trip has been previously utilised onscreen in feature 
flms with trans narratives such as By Hook or By Crook (Harry Dodge & 
Silas Howard, USA, 2001) and Transamerica (Duncan Tucker, USA, 2005). 
In Transamerica the audience meets Bree (Felicity Huffman) on the eve of 
her long-awaited gender-confrmation surgery. Bree’s subsequent journey 
across America involves reconciliation with a previously unknown son and 
leads to acceptance from her family (Ford 2016b). 

Feature flm By Hook or By Crook (Harry Dodge & Silas Howard, USA, 
2001), described as a buddy road trip movie, is a signifcant pre-2008 flm, 
highlighted here as one of the frst openly trans male flmmakers and flms. 
Silas Howard, an award-winning flmmaker and director, has described 
By Hook or By Crook (IMDB 2001), as an “early flm talking about gen-
der non-conformity…and third gender…a frst-wave digital flm” (Howard 
2016). Howard has spoken on his inspiration with the activism of the AIDS 
era and the necessity to ‘do it yourself’ in recognition that ‘no one out there 
is going to do anything for you’ (Howard 2016). This closely connects By 
Hook or By Crook to the rationale of flmmakers of New Queer Cinema 
and as a direct antecedent of the Trans New Wave. Howard has an enduring 
presence in screen media across styles, themes and narratives ranging out 
from queer and trans screen texts. His long list of screen credits include 
Hudson Valley Ballers (2013–2015), Transparent (2015–2016), The Fosters 
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(2016), Faking It (2016), This Is Us (2016) (IMDB 2019c) and as director 
on two episodes of Tales of the City (Season 1, Episodes 3 and 4, 2019–). 

In The Thing (Rhys Ernst, USA, 2011), the landscape (and outside the 
car) can be usefully interpreted to represent hegemonic society, the interior 
of the vehicle and the unknown destination may be considered as represent-
ing the trans experience. What Keegan (2013) observed of the character 
Bree (Felicity Huffman) in Transamerica can productively be restated in 
respect of Tristan (Hilt Trollsplinter) in The Thing; the road trip narra-
tive represents a “body that journeys from negative to redemptive affect” 
(Keegan 2013, p. 2). Following Jay Prosser (1998), scholars have continued 
to develop theorisation of the road trip and narratives of geographic move-
ment as signifcant to representations of trans (Aizura 2011; Cotton 2011; 
Keegan 2013; Kunzel 2014; Ford 2014, 2016a, 2016b). 

The intertexual reference to the 1951 science fction/horror classic flm 
The Thing (from Another World) (Christian Nyby, USA, 1951) was also 
noted as relevant, to not only the social and cultural issues of the era but 
also the conservatism and fear of ‘the other’ played out onscreen in the 
science fction and horror genres (Ford 2016a). Ernst makes use of these 
three genres in his narrative short, in text (road trip genre) and subtext 
(science fction and horror genres). Each reveal layers of reading anxieties 
about not only what experiences await on the other side of transitioning but 
also the position of trans people within contemporary society during and 
following transition. The science fction genre also emerges as a subtextual 
reference in Trans Boys (Ali Russell and Monique Schafter, Aus., 2012) in 
Xavier’s story. 

The 1951 flm has been credited as providing a template for narratives 
that utilise a “realistic and isolated setting for the story to take place within” 
(International Movie Database 2011a). There has been direct re-use of the 
title and concept in contemporary flms classed as horror, mystery and sci-
ence fction, with The Thing remade twice by directors in the USA; in 1982 
by John Carpenter and subsequently in 2011 by Matthijs van Heijningen 
Jr. Of signifcance is that the 1982 and 2011 versions are concerned with 
a “shapeshifting alien” (International Movie Database 2015a) taking the 
form of what it enters/kills and this in turn becomes a ‘thing’ that humans 
must destroy. The flm deals with fears of “assimilation”, “imitation” and 
“infection”, caused by ‘the thing’ (Carpenter, USA, 1982).32 The later 
2011 (Matthijs van Heijningen Jr.) version of the flm used the promotional 
tagline “It’s not human yet” in marketing promotions.33 

In reading Ernst’s trans flm, the multi-textual layering comes into view. 
The re-use of title, or implicit cultural intertextual references, to these 
earlier science fction flm versions of The Thing cannot be overlooked in 
exegesis of Ernst’s flm. As a title word in a trans flm, ‘thing’ may be in-
terpreted to be used here as a linguistic substitute for “an object that one 
need not, cannot, or does not wish to give a specifc name to.”34 Within the 
text, there are concerns about a range of ‘things.’ These include private and 
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public aspects of gender transitioning and the destination of the journey, 
these require use of external ‘things,’ including navigational devices—maps 
and an onboard Global Positioning Systems (GPS) called ‘Mandy.’ Lead 
character Tristan (Hilt Trollsplinter) says “I hate that thing” (Ernst, USA, 
2011), referring to Mandy (the GPS device). A disembodied female voice 
from the dashboard announces “you will reach your destination” and “you 
have reached your destination” (Ernst, USA, 2011), as the car pulls up at 
the enigmatic place of ‘The Thing.’ This invites multiple readings, as both 
the GPS and the destination are narrative devices, ‘things.’ In stating that 
he ‘hates that thing,’ Tristan articulates distaste and displeasure for the 
intervention of external assistance in his journey. That the device is called 
‘Mandy’ and has a female voice is signifcant and can refect the “gender 
stereotyping” (Gustavsson 2005) of bodies in nature and technology.35 In 
the context of this flm, the female voice also acts as an audio hypertext36 

that the viewer can access either immediately, or at a later time. 
On one level, the reaction by Tristan to the female voice on the GPS in 

the car can simply be read as distaste for female direction on the journey, 
something that the couple argue about during driving (that his partner 
Zooey takes control). This could also be interpreted as a repudiation of 
Tristan’s prior self or body. The GPS is a human-made technological navi-
gational device/machine that assists in navigating during the journey, ‘The 
Thing’ is a natural phenomenon and the destination. This can be inter-
preted as a cinematic representation of the journey of the trans body, born 
and created; technologically and surgically inscribed; a self-made man 
(Rubin 2003). 

The use of the GPS may also allude to Artifcial Intelligence (AI) and the 
subtextual referencing to the science fction genre in the flm. Within this 
text, the flmmaker uses the science fction trope of the ‘isolated setting’ 
playing upon spectators’ fears, as the location of the destination of ‘The 
Thing.’ This can be usefully read as a representational trope and as a 
metaphor for the isolation of transitioning (mentally and emotionally). The 
setting for the flm is a remote landscape. The location is not explicitly 
stated, the setting of long highways fanked by tall cacti is reminiscent of 
Arizona or New Mexico.37 This leads to the observation that inspiration 
for the flm setting may be in one of the many enigmatic, isolated tourist 
attractions that fank the highway (Figures 3.2 and 3.3). Such a location 
may be productively compared to the sign that announces ‘The Thing’ in 
publicity materials.38 

At one point in the flm, Tristan’s partner Zooey (Ruthie Doyle) ex-
presses anxiety around the journey when she says “maybe we should just 
go back” (Ernst 2011). But back to where? Tristan does not seem to hear 
this comment, as he is in the bathroom at the time. The isolation of gender 
dysphoria and of transitioning are experienced individually, even though 
family and friends may be supportive. This isolation is represented in the 
hotel scene where Tristan (Hilt Trollsplinter) is alone in the bathroom, in 
front of a mirror above the hand basin, binding his chest. Tristan then 
prepares a shot of ‘T’39 in front of the mirror, before walking out of the 
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Figure 3.2 Arizona roadside attraction—Dinosaur Footprint Tracks. 
Source: Akkadia Ford. Photo ©Akkadia Ford 2014. 

Figure 3.3 Dinosaur Tracks Parking Sign (Arizona). 
Source: Akkadia Ford. Photo ©Akkadia Ford 2014. 
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bathroom to ask his partner to assist. Zooey walks into the bathroom and 
assists Tristan, giving him the shot of ‘T,’ while he stands in front of the 
mirror looking down, avoiding visually engaging with what she is doing. 
Tristan only briefy looks up as the shot is given. Zooey looks into the 
mirror at the end of this scene and smiles. Through Tristan not looking into 
the mirror throughout this scene, the power of the mirror is negated as a 
dysphoric device. This is emphasised when Zooey looks into the mirror and 
smiles, an affrming performative gesture. In this scene, Ernst challenges 
notions of reality. The Thing is a fction flm, these scenes read as a factual, 
documentary sequence, akin to ethnofction. There is no intervention by 
the flmmaker in these scenes, either in timing, or shot angle. The actions 
are completed naturalistically, as in everyday life. 

This scene also represents the medicalisation of a relationship that can 
take place before, during and after gender-transition processes and this was 
also depicted in Xavier’s story in Trans Boys (Ali Russell and Monique 
Schafter, Aus., 2012). Drawing upon scholarly criticism of the representa-
tion of Brandon Teena in Boys Don’t Cry (Peirce, USA, 1999), these scenes 
of chest binding and testosterone use show Tristan “preparing for mascu-
linity” (Esposito 2003, p. 232). 

The ‘real’ and ‘reality’ 

The Thing reveals some of the subtextual and theoretical concerns quite 
directly in the opening few minutes (at 1.22–1.29). Tristan briefy opens a 
brochure on the attraction they are driving towards called ‘The Thing,’ “A 
Place That Defes All Expectations” (Ernst 2011). This reveals tantalising 
glimpses of text that does not come completely into view onscreen, includ-
ing the phrases: 

The Thing is an oasis of taboos…letting go…scratching where it 
itches…experience a cosmic fun house…probability for bodily muta-
tion…Awake from psychic amnesia. At The Thing, you can expect 
everything,…abilities, duration, interspecies intuitions…into the other 
90%, walking on water,…spontaneous sensual connections…and 
penetration. 

The left page of the brochure also has the text spelt in capitals at the bot-
tom: “THE REAL IS NO LONGER REAL” (Ernst 2011, Capitalisation in 
original).40 

The issue of “realness” and a “politics of the real” are theoretical con-
cerns of an earlier transgender-focussed PhD thesis (Boucher 2010) that 
explored “the paradoxical nature of ‘realness’ and its function in both 
dominant culture and transgender communities. This is a driving concept 
for transgender representation and as a strategy for resistance.” Boucher 
utilised examples from photography, flm and legal cases to examine “the 
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slippery nature of ‘realness,’ its cultural power, and its ability to escape the 
parameters of determinacy.” 

Signifcantly, contemporary flmmakers, such as Cheryl Dunye in Black 
Is Blue (USA, 2014), have also identifed this ‘slipperiness.’ Dunye ex-
pressed this through saying that “truth is fction”41 and Ernst (2011) states 
this in The Thing through the text “the real is no longer real.” Interlocked 
issues of representation and reality are repeatedly foregrounded by schol-
ars. Cinema scholar Trinh (1993) identifed “how representation relates to 
or is ideology” and defnes “the real” in terms of “the social ideal of good 
representation” (p. 97). This defnition of ‘the real’ becomes problematic in 
consideration of Trans New Wave flms, as it positions the ‘real’ in terms 
of a hegemonic ‘social ideal’ and an indefnable and subjective qualitative 
binary category of ‘good.’ These positions were challenged in Chapter 2 
as not of relevance to contemporary readings of Trans New Wave flms. 
Such a stance also positions ‘the real’ in a mimetic and idealistic realm, 
away from the ‘real lives’ and day-to-day concerns of gender-diverse people 
in the twenty-frst century, the material concerns of the Trans New wave 
flmmakers within this research. Positioning ‘the real’ in terms of ‘social 
ideals’ may also invite subjective consideration of what is considered to be 
a ‘good representation’ for gender-diverse people. In this regard who is the 
arbiter of what is deemed to be ‘good’? Is this even of relevance in exegesis 
of creative works? 

The prominent recognition of Trans New Wave flmmaker Buck Angel— 
who is considered as a ‘role model’42 and inspiration for many trans men and 
gender-diverse individuals around the world—is simultaneously contested 
by some who ‘do not’ consider Angel to be a ‘good representative’ for the 
trans community (Herman 2015), with Buck frequently being subjected to 
public transphobia via social networking sites. This partly resulted from 
a personal statement made by Buck about his own body, that has been in-
correctly applied and considered to have been a public statement by Buck 
about the bodies of all trans men43 and that, in turn, many trans men have 
publically criticised and distanced themselves from.44 

The interlinked issue raised here applies to the case study flms and, in 
particular, the representations of trans male bodies within Angel’s flms 
including case study text Sexing the Transman. What ethical questions 
are raised in questioning cinematic portrayals and the representations of 
the trans male and genderqueer bodies and whether these are/should be 
qualitatively (Creswell 2013) considered in terms of a ‘social ideal,’ or in 
terms of whether these are/or are not ‘good representations’? Scholars such 
as Keegan, in his discussion of the online series Transparent (Joey Solo-
way, USA, 2014–2019), have rightly pointed to the damaging narratives 
that emerge when ‘social ideals’ and stereotypical expectations are incor-
rectly applied to the trans body (Keegan 2014a). This has also been raised 
in earlier scholarship highlighted within Chapter 2, and the generic issue 
that “Sexual representation was a key problem for early trans activism; at 
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issue was who would be a ‘good representative’ for the community” (Stein-
bock 2014, p. 157). The interconnection between the ‘social ideal’ (Trinh 
1993, p. 97) and the ‘who’ or ‘what’ is the ‘good representative,’ or ‘good 
representation’ for the trans community becomes an uncomfortable and 
subjective discussion depending upon the point of view. 

Throughout, the methodology and positionality of this book has focussed 
upon a multiplicity of perspectives (Hawke and Offord 2011), away from 
any binary (Cromwell 2006) points of view (such as ‘true/false’; ‘good’/ 
bad’). This is an area that has provoked much discussion internationally 
within the trans community in the light of recent flms with contested 
representations of trans such as Rayon (Jared Leto) in Dallas Buyers Club 
(Vallee, USA, 2013) (Ford 2016b, 2017). 

In Trans Boys (Ali Russell and Monique Schafter, Aus., 2012), what is 
‘real’ emerges in context to discussions with Xavier about his experience 
of his gendered embodiment and invites exegesis in terms of subtextual 
referencing that can also be traced back to science fction. No one point 
of view on trans emerges as relevant for everybody, everywhere. Accepting 
this multiplicity of views as not only relevant but necessary widens param-
eters, overcoming theoretical and practical constraints to conceptualising 
‘the real’ in Trans New Wave flms and flmmaker terms. Identifying ‘good 
representations’ becomes less problematic, dependent upon the specifcities 
of point of view. The referencing by Trans New Wave flmmakers to science 
fction and to questioning of reality and representation are intertwined. 
There is also a sense of the potential that emerges (or is already immanently 
present), from dislocation in time and place, from the geographic migration 
of the road trip narrative, to the recognition of the trans body as simultane-
ously here and not here, as existing both now and in a future time. 

The science fction/horror genre versions of The Thing (International 
Movie Database 1982, 2011c) that predated Ernst’s trans flm of the same ti-
tle, intentionally centred audience concerns upon paranoia—of ‘who’ is ‘real’ 
and ‘who’ is ‘the thing’ masquerading as ‘real.’ This was particularly evident 
in the 1982 version of the flm. About forty-fve minutes into this version45 

one of the characters, named Childs (Keith David) asks, “If I was an imita-
tion, a perfect imitation, how would you know it was really me?.”46 This 
question holds incendiary potential within the text, raising intersectional 
issues of gendered ‘otherness,’ as the character interrogates his companions 
as to whether he is “an imitation” that equates with the alien ‘thing’ having 
taken over his form, or “really me” (an African–American man). 

In scenes of Trans New Wave flm The Thing (Rhys Ernst, USA, 2011), 
notions of the real are challenged from multiple points of view. In one scene 
in the car, Tristan, the lead trans male character, uses a camera, making 
comments about an image. He talks about the way marketing uses the im-
age of a single berry, replicated multiple times on a cereal box to look like a 
bunch of berries and questions why multiple berries are not photographed 
in the frst place. This brings the concept of reality, images and replication 
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into the narrative, away from the trans body, yet still discussing something 
that is biologically real, existing in nature and also not real, existing as a 
technological replication. Later, in the hotel room, what appears to be a 
wide-angle shot of a ‘real’ landscape is seen full screen, to be revealed as an 
image of a landscape on a postcard that Tristan is looking at. The transgen-
der gaze (Halberstam 2001) is here revealed to be simultaneously fxed upon 
a ‘real’ place (the natural landscape) and the human replication of reality (the 
image on the postcard). Contemporary trans flmmakers and scholars ques-
tion issues of ‘authenticity’ (Boucher 2010) and what is ‘real’ (Ernst, USA, 
2011; Dunye, USA, 2014), seeing the potential for the real transforming and 
reforming at will. Halberstam offers the view that “Realness—the appropri-
ation of the attributes of the real, one could say—is precisely the transsexual 
condition. The real, on the other hand, is that which always exists some-
where, and as a fantasy of belonging and being” (Halberstam 2005, p. 52). 

This is articulated in The Thing (Ernst, USA, 2011) when Tristan looks at 
the image of berries on the box, or stares at the postcard of a landscape, he 
is aware that this is not the original berry, or landscape that he is holding; 
and yet, it does exist somewhere, it has a temporal place in the future…and 
that is the point of the journey to ‘The Thing.’ The journey is necessary for 
Tristan to fnally embody the real of his authentic self, that he knows exists 
and is still ‘out there,’ as he is presently in transit. 

Cheryl Dunye’s use of mixed flmic styles, shifting between a fctional 
narrative and factual to-camera interviews with the actors and actresses in 
Black Is Blue is similar to the way that The Thing moves between ‘fction’ 
and ‘reality.’ Both flms feature actors from within gender-diverse commu-
nities in the lead roles (Hilt Trollsplinter as Tristan in The Thing; Kingston 
Faraday as Black in Black Is Blue) and queer actresses in the supporting 
roles. This heightens the ‘real’ aspect of the ‘fction’ in both screen texts and 
the concept of cinema texts as “postmodern ethnographies—ethnography 
in the sixth moment” (Denzin 1997, p. 75). This intensifcation of aware-
ness, that the lead character is a trans man in ‘real’ life47 raises issues of 
‘performativity’ (Butler 1990) of trans within these texts. For Butler, gen-
der is performed and arises through a stylised series of acts. This contrasts 
with the non-performative, constative experience of being presented by 
Prosser (2006). Within the narrative of The Thing, when private aspects 
of gender embodiment are stylistically presented and enacted (‘performed’) 
by a trans male actor within a fction flm, the actions of chest binding, ‘T’ 
shots and navigating everyday requirements such as fnding a bathroom 
and negotiating using public men’s bathroom spaces become performative. 
These are sequences where art imitates life. In The Thing, a trans man 
performs (or performatively embodies onscreen) being a trans man. This 
in turn creates a theoretical problem as the text “reduces performativity to 
performance: that is, it focuses on a single instance of a gendered practise 
and so forgets the historical chain of repetitions that makes each instance 
possible” (Gerdes 2013, pp. 148–149). 
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These texts demonstrate “why progressive fction flms are attracted and 
constantly pay tribute to documentary techniques” (Trinh 1993, p. 99). 
This stylistic fusion becomes necessary to enable a fctional narrative to 
contain factual elements and to read as ‘real’ (factually) for audiences, who 
know when something is ‘real’ or not. This is heightened when a narra-
tive contains specifc actions borrowed from everyday life familiar only to 
specifc audiences. 

The Thing presents a visual representation of the complexities of trans-
reality and a constative trans positionality, through the onscreen perfor-
mance of transmasculine identity by a trans male actor. This narrative 
strategy textually links the contrasting views of Butler and Prosser about 
gender, illustrating that “Performativity is the connection between gendered 
embodiment, gendered experience, and gender’s discursive force” (Gerdes 
2013, p. 132). 

The play of the real/created worlds and the temporal shifts utilised in the 
science fction genre are cleverly backgrounded into the narrative of The 
Thing. From these genres, a sense of the transitional potential that encapsu-
lates aspects of trans experience is conveyed. 

The way that Trans New Wave flmmakers are presenting similar 
narratives through the use of fction or factual flm styles may be compared 
through exegesis of sequences. In documentary Trans Boys (Ali Russell and 
Monique Schafter, Aus., 2012), Xavier is depicted unbinding his chest in 
front of a mirror following surgery (turning the mirror from a dysphoric 
to a euphoric device). In Dex’s story, he is shown preparing to administer 
a shot of ‘T.’ Dex explicitly refers to the need to “relearn how to relate 
to people because people relate to you from a different gender perspec-
tive” (Dex in Trans Boys). These Trans New Wave texts demonstrate what 
happens “when the dividing line between performativity and performance 
disappears” (Denzin 2003, p. x). 

It is clear that Ernst is culturally literate. As a trans flm director, direct-
ing a trans lead actor in a trans narrative, the multi-textual layering evident 
within flm The Thing is exemplary.48 Ernst fuidly moves from image, to 
use of text, within the text. 

Use of the road movie genre as a representational metaphor 
for transitioning 

In use of the road movie genre, The Thing shows “how transition as a 
geographic trope applies to transsexual narratives: that is, transsexuality as 
a passage through space, a journey from one location to another” (Prosser 
1998, p. 5). Movement, being in “transit” (Franklin 2010), “geographic mi-
gration” (Keegan 2013) and scholarly awareness that “trans often functions 
as a metaphor of geographic movement” (Kunzel 2014, italics in original 
on word ‘trans’ omitted) and as a trope of signifcance to trans narratives 
is widely discussed (Cotton 2011; Aizura 2011, 2018; Keegan 2013; Ford 
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2014). This movement is enabled through a vehicle. This can be read (on 
one level) quite literally as the body. 

In The Thing, this vehicle is represented in one form by the car that 
Tristan drives. This reading is problematised by Zooey taking a turn to 
drive (albeit, with Tristan expressing displeasure at her taking control). The 
car becomes a site of multiple readings. This is signifed through the use of 
text, that is inserted in a number of scenes as a scene device (prop), the di-
rector using adhesive stickers with text written, adhered to the passenger’s 
side of the dashboard (starting at 1.32–1.33 minutes into the flm). The 
frst sticker displays the simple statement “is overrated” (Ernst, USA, 2011). 
This brief initial glimpse leaves the audience to complete the sentence of 
what “is overrated” during the journey. The text is visible on the dashboard 
of the car throughout the flm, whenever sequences of Tristan and Zooey 
are flmed through the windscreen of the car. 

Given the preceding sequence with the brochure for the enigmatic des-
tination of ‘The Thing,’ the words “is overrated” communicate messages, 
that perhaps life and experiences of the body, gender and sexuality are 
‘overrated’ for the “other 90%” who are referred to onscreen in the 
brochure. This draws upon cultural awareness for some audiences that 
10% is frequently stated as a general percentage of society that are gay, fol-
lowing Alfred Kinsey ([1948], 1998).49 In 2014, the population percentage 
of “Australians of diverse sexual orientation, sex or gender identity” (gay, 
lesbian, bisexual, transgender, intersex) has been reported at up to 11% of 
the population. This means that in Australia, eleven out of every hundred 
people in the population identify as non-heterosexual, or non-binary gen-
der, and are living sexually and/or gender-diverse lives.50 

The uses of text within the flm, as these examples illustrate, foreground 
the authorial voice and concerns of the director, the auteur, characteristic 
of New Waves. This includes a later sequence where Tristan’s girlfriend 
Zooey pulls the exclamation mark off a different blue sticker that is stuck 
beneath the dashboard that simply says “YES!” in capital letters (at 9.49 
minutes into the flm) (Ernst 2011). This leaves the word “YES.” being spelt 
with a full stop throughout the rest of this scene. The audience is left to con-
sider how ‘yes’—an affrmative word that implies agreeing to something— 
has now become no longer an exciting prospect “YES!” (as indicated by the 
exclamation mark and capitalisation), but now is represented as a foregone 
conclusion, “YES.” signifed by the word being spelt with a full stop. 

The use of text within scenes of the flm continues during the journey, 
as both characters make reference to the brochure on ‘The Thing,’ taking 
turns when not driving to read sections of the brochure. In a hotel room, 
as the couple lay in bed watching television, the screen is seen in the back-
ground with an unknown flm playing. In this text within the text, a man 
warns the female character about an immanent journey uphill to a place 
called “Widow’s Peak”—“it’s going to be a bumpy ride.” This can be read 
as an externalisation of anxiety about the overall journey the couple have 
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embarked upon together, or perhaps even as an externalisation of Tristan’s 
inner concerns about his journey of transitioning, what he is yet to experi-
ence and what the experience may be like for Zooey. 

The words “Seeing is Believing!” advertise the attraction of ‘The 
Thing’ on billboards as the couple’s car approaches the destination. This 
is the most signifcant use of text within the flm and is clearly seen on 
all publicity materials for the flm, including the main publicity still used 
for marketing and the offcial flm trailer (International Movie Database 
2011b; Ernst 2015). These words refect back at the audience the spectre 
of the unwelcome interrogative gaze that many trans people experience on 
a daily basis. Spectators are shown the journey, but ultimately left without 
narrative closure unable ‘to see’ anything, as Tristan enters the interior of 
the destination by himself at the end of the flm. Throughout the journey 
the car heads along an isolated road to a destination that may be real (a 
natural phenomenon), or may turn out to be an artifcially constructed des-
tination, an imaginal destination. The use of sight, “seeing” and ‘The Real’ 
as theoretical concerns of trans flms highlighted throughout this chapter in 
relationship to cinematic representations in fction and factual (documen-
tary) flms. The words “Seeing is Believing!” also position the empirical 
experience as creating the ontological account within the trans narrative. 

In this sequence, the role of the traveller, the tourists on vacation be-
come a readily recognisable image for audiences to connect with, in order 
to gain a feeting, temporal and affective sense of the experience of gender-
transitioning; that this involves disconnection from everyday expectations, 
may involve anxiety and excitement and is a temporary mode of transit. 
Interviews with trans women who have travelled overseas for gender-
confrmation procedures have revealed that “it’s something kind of tangi-
ble and symbolic, to take a journey (to have gender reassignment surgery… 
(To) do things and see people in a situation outside your normal circum-
stances” (Aizura 2013, p. 504). Being somewhere else and disconnecting 
from the everyday are important in the experience of transitioning. Aizura 
notes that “the geographical ‘journey’ is almost ubiquitous as a metaphor 
within English-language trans narratives to relate transsexual transforma-
tion from man into woman or vice versa” (2013, p. 504). 

Theoretical issues around the ‘passing’ body emerge within the narra-
tive of The Thing (Rhys Ernst, USA, 2011) with the disclosure of Tristan’s 
body in the bathroom scene to the audience, the couple then continuing on 
their journey ‘passing.’ Without this scene, the flm would read simply as a 
heterosexual road trip flm, a holiday narrative to a remote, fctional tour-
ist destination, playing upon all the fears and expectations of the road trip 
genre. Yet with this scene in the flm, the audience is now given privileged 
knowledge and “privileged access” (Zubrycki 2011) to the private bodily 
status of not only Tristan (the fctional character) but also Hilt Trollsplin-
ter, the actor performing Tristan. This in many ways serves to take the 
narrative out of the realm of fction, placing the scene within the genre area 
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of documentary, as a ‘docu-fction.’ When considered within the prestig-
ious festival setting of the Sundance Film Festival where the flm premiered 
in 2012, the experiences of even flm-literate hegemonic audiences to this 
scene could be diffcult to anticipate. Does the flm now become simply read 
as a trans buddy flm? At the least, the scene undoes the fction that Tristan 
and Zooey are simply another couple on a holiday. 

Reticent to label this scene as an example of the negatively received 
‘exposure’ scene or narrative, so damaging to trans representation in main-
stream cinema (Halberstam 2001, 2005, pp. 77, 78; Zagler 2011; Keegan 
2013, p. 6, 2015a), it is diffcult not to feel discomfort in these scenes. It 
also becomes increasingly diffcult to not read this scene as being an “expo-
sure” scene—of not only the character—and the actor playing the charac-
ter. This is because whenever Tristan and Zooey are depicted in an exterior 
setting throughout the rest of the narrative road journey, they are portrayed 
as a “passing couple”, or “passing fgures” (Surkan 2004), enjoying white, 
heteronormative privilege as they travel. While the status of their relation-
ship is not explicitly stated, it is implied within the narrative through Zooey 
wearing a simple gold ring on the fourth fnger of her left hand, reading as 
a wedding ring. By the flmmaker showing the scene of chest binding and 
the shot of “T”, Tristan’s status as a man in the flm is contested and his 
representation is turned into a “gender secret”, akin to the reveal of the 
‘secret’ that Dill (Jaye Davidson) has in The Crying Game (Neil Jordan, 
USA, 1992) (Ford 2016b). The couple then continue ‘passing’ as they move 
forward on their journey. As the director is a public trans cinema fgure and 
the lead actor from within gender-diverse communities, these depictions 
of the trans body must be assumed to be consensual and knowing—of the 
consequences and meaning of the bodily reveal and potential readings of 
the reveal and subsequent passing. The display of the trans male body in 
this way is a narrative ‘reveal’ by the director to the audience. 

Recurrent themes & tropes 

Exegesis of these case study texts demonstrates that Trans New Wave flm-
makers employ narrative devices, known from mainstream cinema, such as 
the road trip in The Thing and the use of the mirror scene in Trans Boys. 
Genre characteristics of transition narratives, such as the mirror scene, are 
so frequently utilised that these are now clearly identifable representational 
devices in transgender cinema. These tropes are also intertexually refer-
enced by trans flmmakers in their productions. As one example, in his 
frst feature flm Adam (Rhys Ernst, USA, 2019), Ernst utilises the full 
range of identifable screen tropes to establish the narrative as a trans flm. 
This includes showing the surgical scar from ‘top surgery’ through a side-
glance at the chest of one of his trans male characters. Mirrors are also 
referenced, when a character comments ‘that transguys are always looking 
at themselves in mirrors.’ It could be argued that these early establishing 
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scenes could have productively been edited from the flm; especially for 
transliterate audiences, Adam settles into an original telling of the trans 
experience of being ‘real’ in gender and sexual identity, exploring the ques-
tion of whether it is incumbent upon a trans person to ‘reveal’ their identity 
with each new partner. This also segues into questions raised by Ernst’s 
portrayal of the passing couple in The Thing. 

In Adam, Ernst depicts the title character, a cisgender heterosexual male, 
performing trans. This is achieved through the story arc of Adam (Nicholas 
Alexander), on summer holiday at his queer sister’s house in New York, 
when he is mistaken for a young trans guy at a local lesbian/queer nite club. 
Adam does not reveal that he is cisgender and this creates a compelling 
turning point for the flm. Adam needs to quickly learn what it means to 
be a trans guy and utilises online videos that describe and show trans male 
experiences. During his frst sexual encounter with Gillian (Bobbi Salvör 
Menuez), a girl he meets at a local lesbian bar, Adam is shown fumbling a 
sex toy. 

This scene can be read as an intertexual reference to the (in)famous 
bathroom ‘tool dropping’ scene in Transparent (Season 1, Episode 7), a 
depiction that attracted criticism for portraying Dale (Ian Harvie) as a sex-
ually inept trans man (Keegan 2015a). Ernst, as a trans consultant and a 
producer on the series, defended this portrayal in an interview stating 

…both Josh Pfefferman (the brother character) and Dale have sexual 
performance issues. In episode 7, Josh is on a date with Rabbi Raquel 
and can’t get hard, while Dale, as discussed, drops the dildo when 
things don’t heat up between him and Ali. It’s interesting to note that 
both men in this episode are treated equally in this regard. 

(Kellaway 2014) 

In Adam there are dual performance issues: of being sexually inexperienced 
and having to sexually perform as a trans man during a frst sexual encoun-
ter. The tenderness and enjoyment of the encounter for both characters 
leads to continued dating throughout summer, until a weekend away at a 
Trans Camp brings a realisation of how they have both been performing 
genders and sexualities to be together. 

In Chapter 7, representations of transmasculine sexual encounters are 
explored through exegesis of key documentary Sexing the Transman (Buck 
Angel, USA, 2011), a flm that extends understanding of the range of tropes 
that Trans New Wave flmmakers have resignifed. Angel’s documentary 
utilises stylistic tropes of the porn genre and in particular, the gay male 
porn genre, to great effect. Each demonstrative scene is just short enough to 
pass the censorial gaze as a documentary, but it is also just long enough to 
get the audience keyed into the trans man’s world. 

Science fction emerges as a cinematic genre that contains concepts, char-
acters and tropes of relevance to Trans New Wave flms and identifed within 
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the texts through exegesis of the case study flms in this chapter. Fictional 
genres (including science fction and horror) have been identifed by trans 
scholars as containing signifcant thematic trans narratives and aesthetics 
(Surkan 2004; Keegan 2014b, 2014c, 2015a, 2015b). This connection has 
also been presented by leading scholar Susan Stryker, who has written what 
is perhaps the most poignant insight into the literary narrative of trans, with 
the powerfully evocative essay “My Words to Victor Frankenstein Above 
the Village of Chamounix: Performing Transgender Rage” (2006b, 2011): 

I am not the frst to link Frankenstein’s monster and the transsex-
ual body…A creature, after all, in the dominant tradition of western 
European culture, is nothing other than a created being, a made thing… 
everything emerges from the same matrix of possibilities…. 

(Stryker 2011, pp. 84–86) 

Of signifcance to a deeper appreciation of the cultural work that trans 
flmmakers are engaged in are the tropes and stereotypes the flmmakers 
are not using in their flms. These include negative and stereotypical rep-
resentations; negative and demeaning story arcs for trans characters and 
use of the thematic tropes of the “Fallen Woman” genre (Jacobs 1997) 
translocated onto the trans body in twenty-frst-century cinema (Ford 
2016b, 2017, 2019). 

Narrative tropes in cinematic representations that routinely misrepresent 
trans and present discriminatory views that trans people do not ft into 
society and so are ‘fallen’ must be demolished from cinema. The hegemonic 
spaces constructed by society for the performance of normative (Cryle and 
Stephens 2017) gendered and sexual roles must be challenged. This is a 
pressing social justice issue that Trans New Wave flmmakers continue to 
work against. 

This does not diminish the flms to providing ‘affrming’ story arcs. As 
highlighted in reference to Adam (Rhys Ernst, USA, 2019), trans flmmak-
ers are aware of the tropes that are circulating in cinema about their lives 
and may choose to strategically reference these, creating a compelling story 
arc with a different affect than mainstream flms. What is clear is that 
Trans New Wave flmmakers navigate gender-diverse themes and narra-
tives from the perspective of utilising flmmaker agency and strategies of 
self-representation. 

Notes 
1 Juett (2010, p. 62) notes 1994 and the writings of Kate Bornstein Gender Out-

law as an early point for transgender theory, simultaneously noting this was 
after New Queer Cinema had run its course. Years after Rich had designated 
the cinema, Rich was to describe the short time span of New Queer Cinema 
as a “moment” rather than a movement in 2000 (Aaron 2006, p. 18). Rich’s 
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statement has perhaps been counter-intuitively interpreted, given her publica-
tion of the stand-alone volume on New Queer Cinema subsequently in 2013. 
When the short time span of all cinematic Waves is taken into account and also 
the deaths in 1994 of key New Queer Cinema flmmakers Derek Jarman and 
Stephen Cummins, who both died of AIDS-related complications (Rich 2013, 
pp. 31–32), the length of New Queer Cinema may still rightly be seen as an 
infuential ‘movement.’ 

2 Dunye’s flms She Don’t Fade (1991) and Vanilla Sex (1992) are cited as exam-
ples of New Queer Cinema by Çakırlar (2011, p. 163). 

3 This includes the screen text that started it all, Buckback Mountain (Buck 
Angel, USA, 2007) and Couch Surfers: Trans Men In Action (Trannywood 
Pictures, USA, 2008). 

4 Paris Is Burning is noted by Aaron (2006, p. 399) as a flm which “attends to 
the gay and transsexual Hispanic and Latino youth of the New York drag ball 
scene.” This highlights trans as a theme within New Queer Cinema. 

5 “Homo Pomo” (Rich 1992a)—shorthand for ‘homosexual post-modernism’ 
(Johnston 1992). The term ‘homo pomo’ was used by Rich in discussion of the gay 
and lesbian flms and was not as widely used as the later term New Queer Cinema. 

6 Acknowledging that the porn genre also produces political flms, but with dif-
ferent styles, aims and intentions than the flms designated within New Queer 
Cinema. The political work of Trans New Wave flms and sexualities is the 
focus of Chapter 7. 

7 Sundance held the frst lesbian, gay, bisexual, and transgender (LGBT) flm-
making panel during the 1992 Sundance Film Festival called “Barbed-Wire 
Kisses: Contemporary Lesbian and Gay Cinema,” with the flm panel partici-
pants synonymous with New Queer Cinema, the term coined by B. Ruby Rich 
that same year. This was in recognition of the rise of talents such as Derek 
Jarman, Sadie Benning, Gus Van Sant (My Private Idaho, USA, 1991), Gregg 
Araki (The Living End, USA, 1992) and Australian flmmaker Stephen Cum-
mins (Resonance, Australia, 1991) who had participated in the Sundance panel 
and festival screenings. Aaron (2006, pp. 398–399) notes the following list 
of flmmakers Paris is Burning (Jenni Livingston, USA, 1990); Poison (Todd 
Haynes, USA, 1991); Swoon (Tom Kalin, USA, 1992); Tongues Untied (Mar-
lon Riggs, USA, 1989) (this flm is incorrectly listed by Aaron as 1990); My 
Own Private Idaho (Gus Van Sant, USA, 1991); Young Soul Rebels (Isaac Ju-
lien, UK, 1991); RSVP (Laurie Lynd, USA, 1991); Edward II (Derek Jarman, 
UK, 1991); Khush (Pratibha Parmer, UK, 1991); The Hours and Times (Chris-
topher Munch, USA, 1991. This flm is listed by Aaron as The Hour and Times, 
1992. 1992 was the USA release date, not the flm production date); The Living 
End (Gregg Araki, USA, 1992), along with flmmakers Sadie Benning, Cecilia 
Dougherty, Su Friedrich, John Greyson, Monika Treut. Country of production 
is added to each flm in this list, not included in Aaron (2006). 

8 Current terminology for this phrase could include ‘gender-confrmation sur-
gery.’ The original flmmaker wording in the flm synopsis (Queer Fruits Film 
Festival 2009–2013) has been kept for flm accuracy. 

9 Personal observation from feldwork attendance at the 2014 San Francisco 
Transgender Film Festival. 

10 Rowlands, B. (2015). “Iris Prize 2015 Winners Announced!,” viewed 09 February 
2016, <http://www.irisprize.org/iris-news/iris-prize-2015-winners-announced/>. 

11 Reina is also an actress known for her work in the horror-thriller Birthrite 
(2008) <http://www.imdb.com/fnd?ref_=nv_sr_fn&q=Reina+Gossett&s=all>, 
viewed 24 September 2017. 

12 Oxford Dictionaries (2015). “Temperament,” viewed 17 September 2015, 
<http://www.oxforddictionaries.com/defnition/english/temperament>. The Free 

http://www.irisprize.org
http://www.imdb.com
http://www.imdb.com
http://www.oxforddictionaries.com
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Dictionary (2015). “Temperament,” viewed 17 September 2015, <http://www. 
thefreedictionary.com/temperament>. 

13 Here Trinh cites earlier flmmaker Lindsay Anderson, from Levin, G. R. (1971). 
Documentary Explorations: Fifteen Interviews with Film-Makers, Doubleday 
& Company, Garden City, New York, p. 66. 

14 Fieldwork at Outfest flm festival, Wednesday, 15 July 2015, “Trans Identities” 
screening session, flmmaker response during public flmmaker Q & A after the 
screenings to the question of the rationale for utilising a documentary style as 
the ending scenes of the short fctional flm Black Is Blue. 

15 Both flms screened at Queer Fruits Film Festival: Sisterhood screened in 2010; 
La Visita screened in 2012. 

16 Chase Joynt, Murder in Passing, viewed 08 September 2020, <https://www. 
chasejoynt.com/murder-in-passing>. 

17 Fieldwork interview with co-director of Trans Boys Monique Schafter, 
semi-structured interview questionnaire response via digital ethnography, 31 
March 2014. Used with Permission, Monique Schafter. 

18 Ibid. 
19 Fieldwork interview with co-director of Trans Boys Monique Schafter, 

semi-structured interview questionnaire response via digital ethnography, 31 
March 2014. Used with Permission, Monique Schafter. 

20 Ibid. 
21 At the prestigious Australian Film, Television and Radio School (AFTRS), viewed 

13 October 2015, <http://www.aftrs.edu.au/search?query=Tom+Zubrycki>. 
22 It is noted at this point that apart from the decision to not use any publicity 

stills from The Thing due to being unable to establish feldwork correspondence 
with the flmmaker (even though such use may be permitted under ‘Fair Use’ 
scholarly provisions), I also made a considered ethical decision to not include 
specifc digital flm stills from Trans Boys that depicted certain scenes within 
the flm. This includes images of surgical scenes and images of the individual 
trans men from childhood. This decision was made in recognition of the per-
manent and public nature of published research. A transliterate awareness that 
many trans men do not want their pre-transition identities/images seen and 
that surgical images form part of an historical moment that individuals move 
beyond, informed the decision not to present these items in the publication. 

23 Queer Fruits Film Festival Archives (2012). Screened at Queer Fruits Film 
Festival in 2012 as part of the trans-focussed programme. 

24 Acknowledgement of a discussion on documentary performance with director 
Jacqui North, a Teddy Jury Award–winning documentary flmmaker (Berlin 
Film Festival 2000) and festival director (Big Screen, 2006–2014, National 
Film and Sound Archive, Australia). North, who directs and produces longitu-
dinal documentaries, offered the following insights into documentary flmmak-
ing and participation: a key is CAPTURING: “moments of change in people’s 
life. This is easier when the participants are engaged in an activity, it lessons 
their self-consciousness with having a camera or camera crew around and im-
portantly North said “the flmmaker is an implicated participant” in the action 
flmed (Personal communications, 29 September 2015, followed up 16 May 
2016, 26 May 2016, capitalisation in original, italics added for emphasis). The 
longitudinal style of North’s award-winning flmmaking, is of signifcance to 
Trans Boys, a documentary that follows the participants over a year of their 
lives. 

25 Op. cit., Fieldwork. Trans* spelt as per the flmmaker’s interview response. 
26 In-person feldwork attendance. 
27 Screened at the 10th International Somatechnics Conference, Byron Bay (Aus-

tralia) in 2016. The closing night performance ***Trans ~ Formation* (AñA 

http://www.thefreedictionary.com
http://www.thefreedictionary.com
https://www.chasejoynt.com
https://www.chasejoynt.com
http://www.aftrs.edu.au
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Wojak and Quinn de Rosa Pontello, accompanied by Eve Klein) is documented 
with exegesis “Trans ~ Script” (Eades, Wojak, de Rosa Pontello & Ford, 2019). 

28 We: Ist Person Plural is notable for utilising “repeating action, repeating ges-
tures, stories repeating in predictable patterns of human behavior shot on an 
8 mm camera in the space between banality and infnity and expressed in in-
terchangeable motions of human life in which nothing ends and everything be-
gins,” <http://www.imdb.com/name/nm3875926/>, viewed 24 September 2017. 

29 Acronym for ‘bondage, discipline and sado-masochism’ is often referred to in 
shorthand identifed as ‘leather community.’ 

30 Testosterone. 
31 Viewed 17 July 2017, <http://www.madsenminax.com/collaborations.html>. 
32 Words used in the flm, transcription by A. Ford from the flm during television 

screening on Australian channel SBS 2 on 20 May 2015. 
33 IMDB (2011c). “The Thing,” viewed 21 April 2015, <http://www.imdb.com/ 

title/tt0905372/>. Directed by Matthijs van Heijningen Jr. 
34 Oxford Dictionaries (2016), “Thing,” viewed 01 September 2016, <http:// 

www.oxforddictionaries.com/defnition/english/thing>. 
35 The use of female names, personnae and voices for AI machines including in 

smartphones (Siri), as online technological assistants for companies and for GPS 
has provoked wide debate from the points of view of gender, sex and affect. 
Female voices have been shown to have an “emotional link” to brands and the 
idea that women should be in the position of “serving” (subservient) has also 
been raised (Beres 2016). Gustavsson notes that the “stereotypical female image 
of caring, empathy and altruistic behaviour has become a standard component 
in a service script” dictating that AI are presented as female (2005, p. 402). Gus-
tavsson also discusses how the virtual and real worlds can be read, rather that as 
a duality, but to simply “assume the virtual world is simply part of the real one” 
(2005, p. 405). This article led to considerations of the use of the female voice by 
Ernst as a form of “hypertext” within the flm. It is beyond the scope of this book 
to develop the theoretical issues presented by the use of female gendering in AI; 
it is a recurrent theme in recent science fction flms including Ex Machina (Alex 
Garland, USA, 2015) that can be positioned with a history that stretches back to 
the inception of the genre with Metropolis (Fritz Lang, USA, 1927). 

36 Defnition of hypertext, viewed 28 April 2016, <http://www.w3.org/WhatIs. 
html>. 

37 This rationale for this comment is clearly seen in the location setting of the flm 
in the publicity trailer: International Movie Database (2011b). viewed 25 April 
2016, <http://www.imdb.com/title/tt2119553/>. 

38 Ibid. 
39 Testosterone. 
40 Transcription from The Thing by A. Ford 13 March 2015, flm paused to enable 

transcription (and hence reading of the text), as noted, only briefy comes into 
view when the flm is screened without stopping. Ethical considerations around 
as presented in Chapter 2. 

41 Op. cit., Fieldwork at Outfest flm festival, Wednesday 15 July 2015, “Trans 
Identities” screening session, during public flmmaker Q & A after the screenings. 

42 In-person feldwork interview with Buck Angel, during the Brisbane leg of his 
frst Australian tour, 14 February 2014. 

43 It was the frst-person singular statement made by Buck identifying himself as 
a ‘man with a pussy’ to promote his adult flms that created the initial contro-
versy; subsequent misquoting and generalisation derived from this statement 
resulted in a perpetuation and distortion of the original comment. As pre-
sented within this book, feldwork with Buck (Silverlake, Los Angeles, in 2015) 
has provided empirical evidence of the original context and meaning of this 

http://www.imdb.com
http://www.madsenminax.com
http://www.imdb.com
http://www.imdb.com
http://www.oxforddictionaries.com
http://www.oxforddictionaries.com
http://www.w3.org
http://www.w3.org
http://www.imdb.com
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statement; this has also been correctly quoted in his recent interviews (Schwick 
2015, online unnumbered). 

44 In Herman (2015). Buck is quoted as saying: “I’ve fought against my own 
trans male community telling me, ‘You don’t represent me.’ Thanks to 
you, everyone’s going to think all trans men like their vaginas.” Interview 
with Buck Angel in IBT, viewed 30 July 2015, <http://www.ibtimes.com/ 
transgender-porn-best-seller-it-good-trans-people-2028219>. 

45 The Thing (John Carpenter, USA, 1982). 
46 Transcription by A. Ford, from flm during television screening on Australian 

channel SBS 2 on 20 May 2015. Script text verifed 28 August 2015, (IMDB 1982). 
The Thing, (John Carpenter), <http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0084787/quotes>. 

47 The Thing flm credits include Hilt Trollsplinter as the lead character Tristan, 
viewed 21 April 2015, <http://rhysernst.com/portfolio/the-thing/>. Hilt is also 
known as a trans musician (extratexual information). 

48 Ernst has recently been working as the second unit director on Transparent 
(Joey Soloway, USA, 2014). His International Movie Database profle lists 
short flm The Thing as one of his writer–director’s credits, he is an out trans 
flmmaker. 

49 Noting Kinsey’s study was with gay male populations. 
50 According to the Australian Human Rights Commission (2014). “Face the facts: 

Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Trans and Intersex People”: “Australians of diverse sexual 
orientation, sex or gender identity may account for up to 11 per cent of the Austral-
ian population.” “The reported number of same-sex couples has more than tripled 
between 1996 and 2011,” viewed 13 October 2015, <https://www.humanrights. 
gov.au/face-facts-lesbian-gay-bisexual-trans-and-intersex-people>. 

Australian Bureau of Statistics (2015). “Same-Sex Couples,” “According to 
the 2011 Census, there were around 33,700 same-sex couples in Australia, with 
17,600 male same-sex couples and 16,100 female same-sex couples.” viewed 
13 October 2015, <http://www.abs.gov.au/AUSSTATS/abs@.nsf/Lookup/4102. 
0Main+Features10July+2013>. The Australian population count in 2011 was 
22.34 million. It is noted that couples offcially registered would not represent 
the overall GLBTIQ population in Australia (this would be higher). Gallup 
(2002). In America, offcial estimates of GLBTIQ populations range and may 
be as low as 2% of the population; “most expert estimates place America’s ho-
mosexual population at 10% or less,” yet when surveyed, many Americans esti-
mated that homosexuals (men and women) make up to 25% of the population, 
viewed 13 October 2015, <http://www.gallup.com/poll/6961/what-percentage-
population-gay.aspx>. Gallop (2015). Reported that little had changed since 
the 2002 poll in public perceptions, but that the percentage of people who 
identifed as GLBT in a poll was 3.8%, leading to a view that the numbers of 
gay, lesbian, bisexual, transgender people in the population had been ‘greatly 
overestimated,’ viewed 13 October 2015, <http://www.gallup.com/poll/183383/ 
americans-greatly-overestimate-percent-gay-lesbian.aspx>. As a sample poll, this 
may not represent the actual numbers of all GLBTIQ people in specifc areas, or in 
the overall population, as many people simply do not disclose. 
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Trans Cinema 

First Nations and Indigenous trans cinema 

The transliterate approach to reading gender-diverse cinema throughout 
this book is presented as an embracing and inclusive means by which to 
understand trans cinema contexualised to the cultural settings in which the 
writers, directors and producers develop and present cinematic narratives 
of gender-diverse lives. As flms are increasingly being presented from 
the points of view of Indigenous and First Nations flmmakers and com-
munities, this chapter will now expand the contribution of transliteracy 
to an understanding that specifc forms of transliteracy are required to 
respectfully consider and explore the increasing screen production from 
the non-hegemonic and non-western points of view of Indigenous and First 
Nations peoples. At the outset this chapter respectfully foregrounds that 
non-western, First Nations and Indigenous traditions include Two Spirit, 
Third Gender and concepts for gendered embodiment beyond the western 
binary of ‘male’ and ‘female,’ that requires audiences and scholars to think 
beyond the boundaries that are being established—even within trans liter-
ate disciplines—and the necessity to carefully consider the use of terminol-
ogy and relevant cultural protocols when discussing Indigenous cinemas. 

This chapter is aimed at providing an introduction, of use particularly in 
cultural, flm and media studies contexts, in ways to respectfully approach 
and discuss Two Spirit cinema. This is not intended to speak for, or on the 
behalf of, Indigenous and First Nations flmmakers: the flms cited here are 
imbued with agency and speak directly to audiences for their respective 
cultural traditions. 

Transliterate approaches to reading flms from non-western 
and First Nations flmmakers 

Positionality of the author 

I have lived my life within the extended gay, lesbian, bisexual, transgen-
der, intersex, and queer community, and this has led to many spaces of 
community involvement and engagement, including the rare opportunity 
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to establish and run a queer flm festival. Work with transgender texts oc-
cupied a central programming concern in my role as Festival Director of 
Queer Fruits Film Festival (2009–2012)1 from creative, cultural and ethi-
cal perspectives. It was during these years that I also became increasingly 
interested in—and concerned about—flm classifcations processes and 
ratings systems in Australia and America and the effects of censorship upon 
gay, lesbian, bisexual, transgender, intersex, and queer cinemas. Between 
2009 and 2012, I successfully applied to the Classifcation Branch of the 
Commonwealth Attorney-General’s Department2 in Australia for 127 gay, 
lesbian, bisexual, transgender, intersex, and queer flms to be exempted to 
screen publically within the festival programmes.3 This included gender-
diverse flms presented within this book ranging across cinematic styles and 
narratives: Boy Inchoate (Virginia Barratt, Australia, 2008); Vade the Poloni 
With the Matini ((M)-elly Nio, Australia, 2008); Burning For Acceptance 
(Carmel Young, Aus., 2009); Dear Dad, Love Maria (Vince Mascoli, USA, 
2009); Portrait of Turner (Irene Gustafson, USA, 2009); Traditional In-
digenous Values (Ruth Villensor, USA, 2009); La Visita (Mauricio Lopez, 
Chile, 2010); Spiral Transition (Ewan Duarte, USA, 2010); Andie (Paul 
Baker, USA, 2011); Chipper Chap and the Gang in: The Escape from Dirty 
Sanchez (Vincent Carubia/Director, Justina Carubia/Collaborating Direc-
tor, Eva Humber/Collaborating Director, USA, 2011); Sisterhood (Mikajlo 
Rankovic, USA, 2011); The Thing (Rhys Ernst, USA, 2011); I<3Boys (Sarah 
Barnard, USA, 2012); Trans Boys (Ali Russell and Monique Schafter, Aus., 
2012); and Sexing the Transman (Buck Angel, USA, 2011).4 

Early 2012, in response to the increasing transgender population in the 
regional Northern Rivers and South East Queensland areas of Australia, 
my focus intensifed towards presenting a specially curated transgender 
programme and forum at the 2012 festival.5 The forum was well received 
and it became clear from feedback from participants in the forum and the 
audience attending the session that the area of transgender representation 
in flms and the texts that had screened at the festival in that year suggested 
further scholarly investigation. It is in this way that the collective experi-
ence of the festival over those four years culminated and has profoundly 
infuenced my personal and scholarly life, leading directly into the research 
area of my doctorate,6 ongoing work with screen cultures and to writing 
this book. 

Positionality as a genderqueer participant-researcher enables observation 
and study of the gender-diverse, transqueer community from within a place 
of grassroots involvement. This acknowledges that I write and speak “from 
a particular place and time, from a history and a culture which is specifc” 
(Hall 1990, p. 222). This positionality affects my reading of the term trans 
and representations in flms directly; it accords with fuid notions of trans 
as experienced in the twenty-frst century, that trans can be expressed in a 
multiplicity of ways (including as gender binary, or open-ended) and as a 
part of a queer “postmodern identity” (Halperin 2003, p. 340). 
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One aspect of my positionality, of specifc relevance to this chapter, is 
that central to my work is a philosophy of nature as a living knowledge and 
cultural inheritance connected to ancestral lands. This remains relevant 
wherever the lands of your ancestors may be. 

It is from these combined perspectives of knowledge and respect that I 
approach the flms and cultural traditions in this chapter. 

Cultural protocols 

Exploring cultural protocols and sensitivities regarding the recorded image 
and sound includes recognition that many Indigenous cultures have endur-
ing cultural protocols regarding and against the use of recorded images 
and sound and particularly of showing images of deceased persons (Janke 
2009; Special Broadcasting Service (SBS) [2014a], 2019a, [2014b], 2019b).7 

This understanding raises a central question of how audiences and scholars 
may utilise transliterate approaches to Indigenous screen texts. A founda-
tional awareness in First Nations flms is that an exclusionary binary gen-
dered system is not ‘normal’ to all cultures. 

It is important to approaching Indigenous flm and when referring to 
First Nations and Indigenous transgender people and communities that 
there are specifc terms embracing gender, transgender and third gender 
that do not exist in English. The enduring destructive role that colonisa-
tion has had upon traditional First Nations lives, particularly in respect to 
views of genders and sexualities, must be considered. Elizabeth Kerekere 
(2017) raises powerful reminders that pre-colonisation, Māori embraced 
same-sex relationships and ideas of bodies, genders and sexualities that 
were not fxed to the binary heterosexualised ways that invading English 
forces brought and enforced, disrupting existing cultural practices. 

An example of one such term is the traditional Navajo word nádleehí, 
at the centre of the crossroads of a world view that embraces four genders. 
Nádleehí is defned as an “alternate gender” by Epple (1998), which is spe-
cifc to individuals in certain situations and includes specifc embodiments 
of genders, cultural gender roles and sexualities. In the documentary Two 
Spirits (Nibley, USA, 2010), the term nádleehí is used interchangeably with 
‘two spirits’ people. Gabriel S. Estrada (2011) locates nádleehí within the 
Navajo Diné language system as a term for “A person of the third gender, 
‘nádleehí, feminine man’…The fourth gender, ‘dilbaa, masculine woman,’ 
makes the complementary switch to male gender roles in a female body” 
(Estrada 2011, p. 172). First Nations scholar Cassidy Medicine Horse has 
offered a further understanding of nádleehí as a “term of honour” given to 
certain individuals and restricted to Navajo born.8 

The term ‘Two Spirits’ refers to individuals that a western scholar may 
identify as trans, or gender diverse. Cassidy Medicine Horse also presents 
a view of the term Two Spirits as binary and offered the paradigm-shifting 
term “multi-spirit” as a way to “unbox” individual lives and experiences of 
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gender embodiment. Cassidy noted that they have knowledge of 155 First 
Nations terms for gender, including fve- and seven-gendered systems.9 

It is necessary to respectfully note the First Nations’ cultural specifcity, 
ontological meanings and spiritual aspects of ‘Two Spirits’ that may not 
be contained in the western concepts and uses of terms ‘gender-diverse’ or 
‘trans.’ 

Culturally specifc terminology for gender-diverse lives is foundational in 
many lands and, like the term nádleehí, these are all terms of honour that 
give a respected place in traditional society and bring responsibilities. As 
such, all the terms presented within this chapter are to contexualise cultural 
meanings of the flms in terms relevant to the First Nations represented in 
the screen texts. First Nations terms and concepts for gender are not appro-
priate to be used as personal forms of gender identifcation, by those not 
born within the specifc cultures. 

These points are presented here as ways of moving beyond culturally 
entrenched binary forms of identifcation and as an antidote to periph-
eral marginalisation, encountered by trans people and trans flmmakers, 
particularly those from non-western cultures. 

The Pacifc Islands are well-endowed with traditional gender-variant 
roles for males, for examples, the fa’afafne of Samoa, fakaleiti, of 
Tonga, laelae, in the Cook Islands, mahu in Tahiti and Hawaii and oth-
ers elsewhere…it is well documented that these persons were accepted 
and respected in their communities and some served as healers…there 
is apparently no such category among the indigenous peoples of Papua 
New Guinea, the Solomon Islands, and Vanuatu. 

(Schoeffel 2014, pp. 73–74) 

Many First Nations languages also contain concepts of non-binary, 
gender-neutral pronouns: 

in many indigenous cultures, gender neutrality was commonplace and 
only interrupted at contact with Europeans…In Cree, for example, 
“aayahkwew” means “neither man or woman.” In Inuktitut, “sipiniq” 
means “infant whose sex changes at birth.” In Kanien’keha, or Mohawk 
language, “onón:wat” means “I have the pattern of two spirits inside 
my body.” 

(Sterritt 2016) 

In Hawai’i, there is the concept of māhū, “to ‘being in the middle’ in other 
cultures” (<https://aplaceinthemiddle.org>) and specifc terms such as 
“o‘iwi mahu (Native Hawaiian transgender woman)” (Young, in Boellstorff 
et al. 2014). In Aotearoa (New Zealand), there is the traditional identity 
term Takatāpui that is being reclaimed to provide an ancestral connection 
and cultural place for contemporary gay, lesbian, bisexual, transgender, 

https://aplaceinthemiddle.org
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intersex, and queer people. Takatāpui embraces a complex range of cultural 
meanings that include recognition of spiritual roles and cultural activities 
within Māori society (Kerekere 2015, 2017). 

The ontological perspective centralised in First Nations languages is 
absent from English-language words such as trans and trans*. This is det-
rimental, because it solely positions gender diversity as an identity (an in-
terior positionality expressed outwardly), or in physicality (as in the body/ 
gender of birth that is ‘at odds’ with one’s identity), both of which are 
frequently subjected to challenges, or the requirement ‘to change’ within 
normative society. To embrace First Nations’ understandings of gender 
diversity requires rethinking and a decolonising approach (Boellstorff et al. 
2014), to not only uses of language but also perspectives towards gender-
diverse people. The ontological must be reinstated. The direct link between 
spirit and the gendered embodiment of individual lives is highlighted and 
embraced in the Māori language: 

‘whakawāhine’ (like a woman) and ‘tangata ira tāne’ (spirit of a man) 
are terms which draw on traditional Māori concepts to denote those 
who were born with the wairua (spirituality) of a gender different to 
the one they were assigned at birth. 

(Kerekere 2017, p. 18) 

English is a language of colonisation and conquest. It is clear that cultural 
terms for gender diversity in Anglophone languages are unable to convey 
and do not contain the complex ontological meanings that Indigenous and 
First Nations languages hold. This includes not containing the honoured 
cultural roles and responsibilities that traditional languages impart. 
English-language forms of First Nations terms that may be used as relevant 
in discussion of particular flms include Sistergirl, Brotherboy (Australian 
First Nations); Two Spirit; Third Gender (First Nations, USA), and acro-
nyms such as GLBTTIQ, GLBT2IQ, or as T2 (for Two-Spirit).10 Kerekere 
(2017) suggests to use the widely recognised umbrella term of ‘rainbow’ as 
a means of identifcation and this is consistent with emerging Australian 
Indigenous queer scholarship in this area (Hodge 2015). The 2019 Syd-
ney Gay & Lesbian Mardi Gras (Australia) parade featured a large First 
Nations foat leading the parade up Oxford Street, utilising banners that 
included self-identifcation under the umbrella term of ‘Rainbow Mob’ 
(Special Broadcasting Service (SBS), 2019c). 

In ancestral cultural traditions, including those of the West African 
Yoruba peoples and West African diasporic traditions, the rainbow is 
identifed with gender diversity and patron of “gender variant, transgen-
dered, gay, lesbian and bisexual persons” (Conner, Sparks and Sparks 
1997, p. 278). This crossing between genders and sexualities provides an 
intersectional ontology that predates—by thousands of years—the politi-
cal community formations of gay, lesbian, bisexual, transgender, intersex, 
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and queer. Use of the rainbow as a focal point of visibility and pride in our 
time may wholistically be understood as a remembering and re-imagining 
of ancestral customs and knowledges that have been epigenetically coded 
and stored in our collective and individual trans/queer/gender diverse mem-
ories. Gloria Anzaldúa (1987) was perhaps the frst gender-diverse scholar 
to publically write from the perspective of such an ontologically centred 
embodiment. 

As “changing language is about shifting an entire social structure” 
(Sterritt 2016),11 it can be further suggested that to decolonise intellectual 
approaches to Indigenous and First Nations gender-diverse cinemas— 
especially in written and spoken forms of textual exegesis—requires an 
understanding of decolonisation in relation to transgender studies. Mauro 
Cabal reminds that “in all cases—decolonizing means the call to produce, 
or at least attempt to produce, short-circuits in language” (Cabal in Boell-
storff et al. 2014, p. 422). The best practice is to always seek the advice of 
the relevant First Nations cultural representative in discussing specifc cul-
tural practices, flm or television clips. The reader is directed to important 
works such as Caroline Epple (1998), Gabriel S. Estrada (2011), Angela 
Sterritt (2016), Dino Hodge (2015) and Elizabeth Kerekere (2015, 2017). 
Filmmakers such as Dean Hamer, Joe Wilson, Hinaleimoana Wong-Kalu 
(2014, 2018) have also developed culturally informed educational guides in 
tandem with their flms. 

Use of terminology—is trans* appropriate? 

When refecting upon the diverse range of terms through which Indigenous 
and First Nations’ peoples self-identify culturally specifc and appropri-
ate terms for gender diversity leads to a relevant refection upon whether 
the use of the term trans and more specifcally trans* is appropriate when 
discussing First Nations’ screen texts. Trans, a term that is widely in us-
age internationally as an inclusive, non-essentialist term for gender-diverse 
people, is a term that embraces transgender, transsexual, transvestite, 
genderqueer, genderfuid, non-binary, genderless, non-gendered, third-
gendered, trans man, trans woman and may also be written as trans* (with 
an asterisk); noting that individuals may/or may not agree with use of any/ 
all of these terms in their personal lives. Trans is also a term that identifes 

…folks…who do not identify as the gender they were assigned at birth 
and/or are “queering”…gender expectations and assumptions. 

(Jones 2013) 

The increasing use of the term written with an asterisk as trans* has been 
contested. Trans* is seen to be a term that is intensely codifed by contem-
porary western perspectives, due to the origin of the term in Boolean search 
engine terminology (where a computer search engine will present everything 
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related to a term when an asterisk is written at the end of a word). Due 
to the origins of the word and connection to hegemonic forms of western 
technology, trans* is now being reconsidered as perhaps even more codifed 
to western viewpoints than the word simply written as trans. This implies 
that trans* is also further removed from traditional Indigenous and First 
Nations’ views of gender and so could lead to misunderstanding and cul-
turally inappropriate readings of First Nations’ flms. The term trans* also 
does not recognise the complex cultural roles, ontological perspectives and 
ancestral customs that are central to Indigenous and First Nations societies. 
Use of the term trans is widely recognised and a convenient ‘shorthand’ for 
gender diversity and is being utilised by specifc queer scholars of Indige-
nous lives such as Dino Hodge (2015). The inability of the term to convey 
the full range of culturally appropriate meanings for Indigenous and First 
Nations gender-diverse lives, experiences and perspectives is emphasised in 
the consideration of the screen texts that follow. 

Two Spirit and Third Gender cinema 

Australian Indigenous & Pasifka12 flms 

As a continent that continues to bear the devastating legacies of colonisa-
tion, Australian Indigenous cultures have continued to survive and have 
a strengthening presence within screen culture. A transliterate approach 
to discussing flms written, directed, produced by and about Indigenous 
gender-diverse people requires an intersectional approach (Farrell 2015) 
and sensitivity to the enduring cultural protocols within Indigenous com-
munities regarding the use of recorded images and sound. There are the 
complexities of gender identity (such as living as a Sistergirl or Brotherboy) 
intersecting with sexualities and cultural identifcation as an Indigenous 
person (O’Sullivan 2017), where specifc gender identity is connected to 
cultural formation and acceptance. There is no single term used by all In-
digenous gender-diverse people throughout Australia and the Torres Straits 
Islands; public use of the terms Sistergirl, Brotherboy and Blak (Hodge 
2015) enables visibility, pride and recognition for gender-diverse Indige-
nous people. Hodge (2015) also utilises the term trans in reference to Blak 
gender-diverse communities. 

Further to understanding this intersectional perspective, there are also re-
quirements for specifc cultural sensitivities and transliterate understanding 
that all material and screen content that contain the images of Austral-
ian First Nations Indigenous persons need to “be sensitive to the many 
cultural issues that surround media presentation of indigenous issues… 
The bereavement practises of Indigenous Australians are region specifc” 
(Special Broadcasting Service (SBS) [2014a], 2019a, pp. 3, 15). Respect for 
culture necessitates consultation with the relevant Indigenous community 
to ascertain the appropriate screening protocols for a specifc region and 
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community when screen texts contain visuals and audio of deceased per-
sons. In Australia, screening flms and television series with Indigenous 
content requires a culturally appropriate notice to be screened at the com-
mencement of exhibition of screen materials with wording similar to this: 

Please note: Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people should be 
aware that this website may contain images, voices or names of de-
ceased persons in photographs, flm, audio recordings or printed 
material. 

(Australian Institute of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Studies 
2018) 

The provision of such a notice is a standard practice for Australian broad-
cast channels at the beginning of every Indigenous flm, news broadcast or 
television series. 

The documentary Burning for Acceptance (Carmel Young, Australia, 
2009), about the Indigenous Sistergirls of the Tiwi Islands of Northern 
Australia received a World Premiere and what is to date, the only public 
screening of the flm, at the 2009 Queer Fruits Film Festival in Australia. 
The festival programmed the documentary early in 2009 and by the time 
of the festival in December, one of the key participants in the flm had 
deceased. The flmmakers did not have the resources to re-edit the flm 
prior to the screening and continued to provide permission for the festival 
to screen the flm. At the outset of the session in which the documentary 
screened, an audience advisory was provided (that the flm contained the 
images and voice of a deceased person).13 The screening history of this doc-
umentary raises interconnected issues in the writing, directing, producing 
and exhibition of Indigenous screen texts; frst the inequalities of oppor-
tunity in health and life that continue for the vast majority of Indigenous 
Australians, that Indigenous cultural traditions in Australia provide spaces 
in which gender-diverse people are accepted and embraced and the respon-
sibilities of festivals when handling First Nations screen texts. 

Documentary is a genre that has been utilised to tell the story of Queen 
of the Desert (Alex Kelly, Australia, 2012) following Starlady, an activist, 
youth worker and hairdresser who engages her creativity to empower In-
digenous youth in the remote Central Australian community of Areyonga, 
South West of Alice Springs in the Northern Territory. Starlady, who also 
has the names ‘Starpower,’ ‘Starpower superhero’ and ‘Starpowerlaser-
force,’ sets up a mobile hair salon and teaches hairdressing as a point of 
empowerment. The hairdressing overlaps with youth work in this small 
community of around 300 people, where youth suicide is a major problem. 
The aim of Starlady’s work is for the communities to run their own salons 
across the Central Desert. Signifcantly, the Anangu (Indigenous peoples 
of central Australia) have traditions of hair styling. As a gender-diverse 
person, Starlady has “two skin names”—a man’s name and a woman’s 
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name—and Starlady walks between the path of women’s spaces and men’s 
spaces, performing cultural activities with women. This journey took 
Starlady into the female side of her being, experiencing acceptance and 
love from the local community as a very positive experience—the complete 
opposite of transphobic abuse experienced by Starlady in the city. This is 
a very uplifting and empowering flm and invites transliterate comparison 
with the documentary Sisterhood (Mikajlo Rankovic, USA, 2011), also 
located within the focal point of the hair salon and hairdressing as a socio-
cultural space of acceptance for Latina trans women. 

In each of these documentaries, the role of female beauty, personifed 
through hair styling and makeup, provides a means of self-acceptance 
and pride for the women. The hair salon is understood as a supportive, 
safe and creatively nurturing space, leading to female pride and accept-
ance within wider society as women. There are also deep resonances in 
this work with ancestral ways of being, expressed through West African 
diasporic traditions and Afro-Caribbean religions where gender diversity 
and trans female experience is embodied through the spirit of femininity 
and sensuality (Tinsley 2011). 

Films presenting Australian Indigenous gender-diverse lives were primar-
ily exhibited on the flm festival circuit. Wider access to National Indig-
enous Television (NITV) through the Special Broadcasting Service (SBS) 
in Australia has connected audiences with a range of Indigenous screen 
content including documentary shorts and series featuring gay, lesbian, bi-
sexual, transgender, intersex, and queer narratives. Amongst these, Black 
Divaz (Adrian Russell Wills, Australia, 2018) (International Movie Da-
tabase 2018a; NITV 2018), a documentary celebration of the Miss First 
Nations Drag Queen, promoted visibility for the Indigenous LGBTIQ+14 

community. One of the featured pageant participants, Crystal Love, is 
also featured in the flm Burning for Acceptance about the Tiwi Island 
Sistergirls. This demonstrates the movement of identifcation and fuidity 
of understanding that is required of audiences, researchers and educators 
when drawing upon these screen texts. Drag is often interpreted as gender 
performance (following Butler 1990, on performativity). This is in contrast 
with identifcation as a Sistergirl/s being synonymous with trans, that is 
gender embodiment. For Crystal Love, the artform of drag ‘transes’ and 
could be called an embodied performative, an extension and expression of 
female pride and being a Sistergirl. 

Tonga 

The flmmaking team of Dean Hamer and Joe Wilson have extended their 
collaborations with respected cultural teacher Hinaleimoana Wong–Kalu 
to exploring gender diversity within the communities of the Pacifc Island 
of Tonga with two documentaries Lady Eva (Dean Hamer, Joe Wilson, 
USA, 2017; International Movie Database 2017) and Leitis in Waiting 
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(Dean Hamer, Joe Wilson, Hinaleimoana Wong–Kalu, USA, 2018). These 
documentaries convey “The story of Joey Mataele and the Tonga Leitis, 
an intrepid group of transgender women fghting a rising tide of religious 
fundamentalism and intolerance in the South Pacifc Kingdom” (Interna-
tional Movie Database 2018b). This includes harassment within families 
and community for the faka leitis, a word that includes connotations of 
homosexuality, considered aberrant by fundamentalist Tongans. 

Against this tide, Leitis hold an honoured place within Tongan society, 
particularly in relation to the royal family—the leitis enjoy the patronage 
of the royal family. Leitis frequently are involved in prestigious community 
events and serve food at banquets and within families; it has been said that 
a ‘son who is a leitis has the most energy and does the chores of a woman 
and a man.’ Signifcantly, it was the Tongan royal family who frst dressed 
Joey Mataele as a leitis. The word leitis (contracted from faka leitis, to re-
move any derogatory connotations) is a verb, that focuses upon the action/ 
activity. This is similar to the First Nations concept of Two Spirit, contains 
roles in society connected to both water and fre, roles that are often aligned 
to specifc gender functions in Indigenous societies and require enormous 
amounts of energy, insight and cultural knowledge and ability to gather 
and sustain. In this way leitis may be understood, as are Two Spirit people, 
to hold a balance in society, as bridges between worlds. 

Joey Mataele is well known throughout Tonga and has been infuential 
in the organisation and MCing of the annual Miss Galaxy beauty pageant. 
The pageant was started to raise funds for education and to provide an 
opportunity for leiti for public recognition. Leiti compete for an educa-
tion scholarship, a title and prizes, which have included an overseas trip 
(Besnier 2004; Besnier and Alexeyeff 2014). The public use of pageants for 
gender-diverse Pacifc Islanders provides social and cultural visibility and 
pride, raising awareness and vitally needed funds. 

The Miss Galaxy pageant in Tonga and the Miss First Nations Drag 
Queen pageant in Australia are both examples of the inspiring use of 
cultural sites associated with western forms of beauty, femininity and priv-
ilege resignifed as sites of Blak power. 

Samoa 

Continuing this important work of extending visibility, recognition and 
respect to transgender communities in the Pacifc Islands, the flmmak-
ing team of Dean Hamer and Joe Wilson produced the documentary The 
Rogers (Dean Hamer, Joe Wilson, USA, 2020), which documents the lives 
of “the frst visible group of transgender men in the Pacifc Islands—The 
Rogers of Samoa.” As highlighted at the outset of this chapter, throughout 
the Pacifc Islands there are “traditional gender-variant roles for males, for 
examples, the fa’afafne of Samoa” (Schoeffel 2014, pp. 73–74). Fa’afafne 
is a Third Gender term referring to individuals who are born as male and 
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who are raised and accepted in a traditional cultural role in Samoan society 
as females (fafne), The Rogers demonstrates that an understanding of gen-
der diversity in contemporary Samoan lives must also include trans men. 

Aotearoa (New Zealand) 

Gay, lesbian, bisexual, transgender, intersex, and queer Māori have 
reclaimed the traditional identity term Takatāpui (Kerekere 2015, 2017, 
2018) as a way of “addressing homophobia and transphobia within Whānau 
and Māori society” (Kerekere 2015). Māori culture did not have the tra-
ditional cultural positions of fa’afafne (Samoa), fakaleiti (Tonga), laelae 
(Cook Islands), māhū (Hawaii and Tahiti); same-sex Māori relationships 
existed (Kerekere 2015). Colonisation brought foreign terms and enforced 
heterosexuality throughout Māori culture causing great cultural rifts 
and distress, as same-sex relationships were recognised in Māori culture 
pre-colonisation. Complex positionality of people within Māori traditional 
societies provided acceptance of a same-sex partner, but identifying as gay, 
lesbian, bisexual, transgender, intersex, and queer was not accepted (Kerek-
ere 2015). Elizabeth Kerekere has also noted that there is a generational 
shift between older and younger Māori, with older Māori more comfort-
able with using the term Takatāpui and younger Māori using terms such 
as queer, genderqueer and non-binary. The power of the term Takatāpui is 
to “provide a fuidity…without needing to provide details…and to always 
have a place” and be integrated into Whānau (Kerekere 2015). 

The signifcant concept of being integrated into one’s culture and hav-
ing ‘a place in society’ is also contained and conveyed in the Hawai’ian 
word māhū (‘a place in the middle’). The term also has cultural specifcities, 
for Takatāpui are integrated within society across genders and sexualities, 
without needing to state a gender or sexual identity. This provides a space 
for cultural acceptance and safety. 

Aotearoa produced the world’s frst Indigenous gay, lesbian and 
transgender television series Takatāpui (Front of the Box Productions, 
Māori Television, New Zealand, 2004–2008), presenting a range of gay, 
lesbian, bisexual, transgender, intersex, and queer stories in a lifestyle 
programme. The series featured well-known Takatāpui, with the world’s 
frst openly transgender politician Georgina Beyer featured in the 2005 
end-of-year special episode (Takatāpui 2005). The chronology of this book 
is focussed upon screen texts written, directed and produced since 2008 as 
the era of the Trans New Wave, as Takatāpui was produced until 2008, the 
series has been included as further evidence of the cross-cultural gender-
diverse zeitgeist that ripened and blossomed at the start of the twenty-frst 
century. 

Trans cinematic representations have continued in New Zealand, with 
documentaries including The Kweenz of Kelston (Todd Karehana, NZ, 
2014) following a “group of fa’afafne, transgender and takatapui students” 
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(International Movie Database 2014) in Auckland and FafswagVogue. 
com (Tanu Gago, Wade Crown, New Zealand, 2018) focussed upon the 
gay, lesbian, bisexual, transgender, intersex, and queer vogue scene, also 
in Auckland. The documentary was broadcast in Australia as New Zea-
land’s Underground Vogue Scene (2018). FafswagVogue presents the richly 
diverse queer Third Gender Polynesian cultures that are fourishing in 
urban centres, overcoming cultural conservatism. The documentary pre-
sents trans women preparing for and participating in the urban trans queer 
vogue scene, drawing upon the historical legacy of the Harlem Ball Scene 
and subsequent gender-diverse youth Ball scenes, including the Kiki scene. 
Signifcantly, music and dance has always held a central cultural role for 
Polynesian peoples, connecting to ancestral identity. Through vogue, Poly-
nesian trans women are developing new forms of dance, affrming cultural 
identity to live authentic lives as Polynesians and as trans and queer people 
in the twenty-frst century. FafswagVogue demonstrates the exhilarating 
power of dance to create new cultural identities, acceptance and validation. 

Hawai’ian Culture 

Contemporary exemplar texts such as the inspiring documentaries Kumu 
Hina (Dean Hamer, Joe Wilson, USA, 2014) and A Place in the Middle 
(Dean Hamer, Joe Wilson, Hinaleimoana Wong–Kalu USA, 2014) are told 
from a Hawai’ian cultural perspective and based within Hawai’ian society 
and cultural traditions. The Hawai’ian culture places individuals who em-
brace both the male and female parts of their spirit ‘in the middle’ of society, 
valued as teachers of cultural lore (Dean Hamer, Joe Wilson, Hinaleimoana 
Wong–Kalu USA, 2014). Kumu Hina follows the story of Hinaleimoana 
Wong–Kalu, a “transgender Native Hawaiian teacher inspires a young girl 
to fulfl her destiny of leading the school’s male hula troupe.”15 

For a moment imagine a world where gender-diverse people are honoured 
and valued at the centre of society and culture, rather than diminished 
at the borderlands (Anzaldúa 1987) of a gender-binary hegemony. From 
within the feature documentary Kuma Hina, a central story emerged in the 
form of the documentary short A Place in the Middle, which is perhaps one 
of the most elating of the recent First Nations’ documentaries and is about 

Eleven year old Ho’onani dreams of leading the hula troupe at her 
inner-city Honolulu school. The only trouble is that the group is just for 
boys. She’s fortunate that her teacher understands frst-hand what it’s 
like to be ‘in the middle’—the ancient Hawaiian tradition of embracing 
both male and female spirit. Together they set out to prove that what 
matters most is to be true to yourself.16 

The teacher in this flm is Hinaleimoana Wong-Kalu, a highly respected 
teacher of Hawai’ian cultural traditions. 

http://FafswagVogue.com
http://FafswagVogue.com
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In collaboration with Hinaleimoana Wong–Kalu, the flmmakers devel-
oped an extensive educational guide aimed at classrooms based upon the 
profound cultural knowledge that is imparted within the flm. In the spirit 
of providing access to this knowledge and empowering viewers, both the 
documentary and guide are freely available from the flm website A Place 
in the Middle (<https://aplaceinthemiddle.org>). 

A Place in the Middle demonstrates the power of indigenous culture 
to shape identity, personal agency, and community cohesion—from a 
young person’s point of view. That lens makes the flm a great teach-
ing tool. It brings into focus the challenges and benefts of living in 
a diverse world, as it inspires viewers to explore the true meaning of 
aloha—love, honor and respect for all. 

(Rogow, Hamer and Chang, 2018, p. 5) 

This flmmaking team continues to write, direct and produce flms richly 
gifted with Indigenous ontological perspectives. In 2020 the short animation 
Kapaemahu (Hinaleimoana Wong–Kalu, Dean Hamer, Joe Wilson, Hawaii, 
2020) received World Premiere screening at the Tribeca Film Festival. Ka-
paemahu reveals the traditional knowledge of four giant stones imbued with 
the healing powers of ancestors of “dual male and female spirit who brought 
the healing arts from Tahiti to Hawaii” (Wong–Kalu 2020). The connection 
between healing, cultural knowledge and respect for people who are ‘in the 
middle,’ with male and female spiritual power, provides a precious insight 
into the traditional role and status of māhū pre-colonisation. The notions 
of life and gender are animated between worlds, the worlds of nature and 
human being inextricably interconnected. This ontological interconnection is 
the basis of gender, which is explored and celebrated in First Nations cinema. 

First Nations (USA and Canada) 

The documentary Traditional Indigenous Values (Ruth Villensor, USA, 
2009) presented 

An Indigenous woman’s perspective of the confrontational Yes on 8 
rallies in the Bay Area, after marrying her same sex partner in 2008. 
Historical photos of Native American acceptance of gay people before 
colonisation, along with interviews of Indigenous same sex couples 
married during this time compares Proposition 8 to the impact of 
colonisation. 

(Traditional Indigenous Values, flm synopsis, Queer Fruits Film 
Festival 2009 program) 

The devastating and disrupting effects of colonisation are shared across 
First Nations cultures. It is signifcant that Elizabeth Kerekere made a 

https://aplaceinthemiddle.org
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similar observation about the acceptance of same-sex Māori relationships 
pre-colonisation (Kerekere 2015). 

The documentary Two Spirits (Lydia Nibley, USA, 2010) recounts the 
distressing murder of Navajo nádleehi youth Fred Martinez. This is an 
important text that gives voice to contemporary Indigenous Two Spirit 
transactivism. The nádleeh interviewed within Two Spirits 

…cinematically reclaims the Navajo Nation as inclusive of multiple 
genders and resists decades of heterosexist cinematic appropriation of 
Navajo lands in westerns…Two Spirits invites a gender-balanced un-
derstanding of the nature of Navajo cosmology in which nádleeh exist 
as a natural refection of the cycle of male and female inherent in all 
aspects of the universe. 

(Estrada 2011, p. 171, italics in original) 

Such groundbreaking cinematic work has continued with Sydney Free-
land director of dramatic feature flm Drunktown’s Finest (2014).17 As a 
Navajo trans woman, Freeland has woven autoethnographic experience 
of ‘Drunktown,’ a derogatorily named Navajo reservation in Gallop, New 
Mexico (Graver 2018). Using authentic narratives of life for a trans woman 
in socio-economically deprived circumstances, Freeland depicts interwoven 
narratives of three people, including Felixia (Carmen Moore), a trans woman 
who needs to engage in street sex work to survive. The risks of exposure 
and violence directed at Indigenous and First Nations trans women are all 
portrayed. Of signifcance, Freeland did not grow up with the knowledge of 
third and fourth gender (Graver 2018). This is a further indictment of the 
devastation of colonisation upon First Nations cultures. It was not until mov-
ing to San Francisco that she learnt about these traditional aspects of Navajo 
cultural practices from urban trans women. Freeland has been open about 
this saying “I was born and raised on the reservation, but I didn’t know about 
this part of the culture…I guess it’s kind of ironic that I had to leave the reser-
vation to learn about my own culture” (Graver 2018). Freeland has directed 
a range of screen texts including for television in Tales of The City (Season 
1, Episode 9, USA, 2019) and also texts outside of trans narratives including 
The Insiders/Indie Film Hustle (2017) (International Movie Database 2019). 

Living between traditional and contemporary worlds presents complex 
choices for Two Spirit people. This is conveyed from the perspectives of 
Shane, a Two Spirited Anishinaabe of Northern Ontario in feature flm 
Fire Song (Adam Garnet Jones, Canada, 2015). Directed by First Nations 
director Adam Garnet Jones, the flm does not seek to offer simple solutions 
for the harrowing social issue of youth suicide in Indigenous communities. 

African traditional 

Tchindas (Pablo García Pérez de Lara, USA, 2015) is set within the West 
African country of Cape Verde and follows Tchinda, a trans woman who 
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emerges as an inspiring cultural leader, confronting heterosexism and trans-
phobia in her local community. That West African traditions acknowledged 
and respected diverse genders and sexualities was highlighted at the outset 
of this chapter in connection to Yoruban traditions of the rainbow (Con-
nor, Sparks and Sparks 1997) and African diasporic and Afro-Caribbean 
religions (Tinsley 2011). The devastating effects of colonisation and the 
binary colonial mindset is perhaps seen in Tchinda’s experiences. The flm 
does not seek to offer any simply solutions, but portrays how one woman 
rises above the damaging consequences of the resultant fear of difference in 
society and dealing with the day-to-day reality of survival. The necessity for 
awareness that gender may not be the most pressing issue for African trans 
people has been raised by Trystan Cotten as “…gender and gender transi-
tioning form only one dimension of people’s lives…” Cotten cites a range 
of factors including “colonial religions….and neocolonialist exploitation 
(through International Monetary Fund structural adjustment policies)… 
(and) the historical battle for control over oil production as a factor…(in) 
ethnic tensions, misogyny, and LGBT phobia” (Cotten in Boellstorff et al. 
2014, pp. 421, 431). 

Breaking the binaries and linear narratives of race and gender encoun-
tered through colonisation, the flm Against the Grain (Seyi Adebanjo & 
Betty Yu, 2014) tells the story of OluSeyi “a cultural organiser, artist, 
healer, & Queer Nigerian whose spirit is transcending gender” (San 
Francisco Transgender Film Festival 2014). This flm directly links to the 
central themes and narratives of Indigenous and First Nations flmmakers 
in recognising states of being that transcend the binary and multiple gen-
ders within cultural and spiritual traditions. In Oya: Something Happened 
on the Way to West Africa (OluSeyi Adebanjo, 2015) (IMDB 2015b), the 
“hybridity of gender” is awakened as an offering of the self that merges 
with living ancestral powers in this time. This is a call to action. 

Adebanjo’s flms raise awareness of how diasporas function simultane-
ously within and between cultures; these include cultures of embodiment 
and spirit. To be Queer, Nigerian, gender-transcendent living and working 
throughout the USA is to move between the geographic centre of ancestral 
cultures and Yoruban traditions in West Africa and diasporas in the west. 

These flms are powerful reminders that before the historical enslave-
ment of peoples from the African continent, people were born into and 
lived within traditional cultural spiritual clans. Respectful remembrance 
is offered to people Indigenous to the lands and places of their ancestors, 
particularly in West Africa and who live with epigenetic knowledge of In-
digeneity18 that has become obscured beneath colonial classifcations and 
disenspiriting terms of ‘race’ that did not exist before colonisation. Yoruban 
traditions are increasingly brought into the public gaze through transactiv-
ism, such as the work of OluSeyi Adebanjo. 

Transliterate engagement with screen texts written, directed, produced, 
by and about Indigenous and First Nations people requires a fuller consid-
eration of the sociocultural circumstances in which the flms are created 
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and the lives the texts portray. These flms signifcantly contribute to pre-
senting culturally relevant Indigenous viewpoints about gender diversity 
and to developing visibility in wider culture. These are life-informing cin-
ematic texts that inclusively represent gender diversity within Indigenous 
cultures to wider society. The intergenerational narratives from youth, to 
elders and to the ontological necessities of reclaiming ancestral traditions 
give voice to First Nations, Indigenous and diasporic life narratives, social 
issues and perspectives. 

Films provide multi-screen perspectives into contemporary lives, issues, 
society and cultural normativity. Independent screen texts challenge the he-
gemony, heteronormativity and exclusion of gender-diverse lives onscreen. 
Films such as Two Spirits (Lydia Nibley, USA, 2010) and A Place in the 
Middle (Dean Hamer, Joe Wilson, Hinaleimoana Wong–Kalu, USA, 2014) 
provide potent examples of the rationale and necessity for an independent 
Indigenous trans cinema. 

Recognising cinematic exclusion and misrepresentation as a form of cul-
tural transphobia leads to the Trans New Wave of cinema functioning as 
an antidote to mainstream tropic representations. In preparing this chapter, 
it was kept in mind that criticism could be directed at grouping Indigenous 
and First Nations flms within the emerging genre of the Trans New Wave. 
This perspective recognises, as presented through the voices of First Na-
tions flms and scholars, that the term ‘trans’ as an English-language word, 
does not communicate the breadth of cultural wisdom, nor represent First 
Nations’ perspectives on gender diversity in culturally specifc ways. Does 
inclusion of the flms and flmmakers perpetuate colonisation? To some 
readers, the answer may well be yes. As that is not the intention, it is hoped 
that this chapter promotes discussion, foregrounding awareness of the com-
plex issues raised. To exclude Indigenous and First Nations flms from this 
book would be in itself a form of cultural misrepresentation, perhaps lead-
ing general readers and scholars to an incorrect assumption that there are 
no Indigenous or First Nations flms focussed upon gender-diverse lives, or 
that there are no successful First Nations Two Spirit screen creatives, writ-
ers, directors, producers; incorrect and even transphobic positions that this 
chapter has sought to avoid. 

Central to all these flmmakers and flm participants are the strategies of 
self-identifcation, self-representation and integration within ancient and 
living cultures, enduring ontologies of wisdom. These screen texts high-
light that cultural roles and responsibilities are integral to an individual’s 
identity and being. This differs from western experiences and perspectives 
of gender diversity. The depressed socio-economic status of many Indige-
nous and First Nations communities is foregrounded in the life narratives 
of many trans people, emphasising that the provision of basic necessities of 
day-to-day living, such as access to housing, suffcient food, healthcare and 
a safe environment in which to live, are paramount, rather than gender or 
sexual identity being the main concerns of life. 
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Salient problems also become identifable of ongoing issues within main-
stream flms of misrepresentation and absence of inclusion of Indigenous 
and First Nations perspectives. 

This includes a lack of representation of Third Gender as a traditional 
cultural role. Where are the Indigenous and First Nations actors and ac-
tresses depicting these characters? Practices such as the casting of non-trans 
actors and actresses to play trans characters, a practice called “transface” 
(Reynolds 2015) is unfavourably compared with the now-rejected and dis-
credited practice of ‘blackface.’ In this practice, white actors wearing black 
face paint portrayed African American characters and non-Indigenous 
actors portrayed First Nations characters, a practice that was common 
throughout Hollywood and early cinema. In regard to onscreen trans 
representations it has been observed that “It is no longer acceptable to cast 
cross-racially, so why is it acceptable to cast someone who is not transgen-
der in a transgender role?” (Rohwer 2013) (Ford 2016, p. 73).19 It is the 
twenty-frst century and it is not acceptable to diminish Indigenous and 
First Nations gender-diverse people through absence in wider cultural, flm 
and media recognition. 

In considering the agency of Indigenous and First Nations flmmakers, 
through highlighting a selection of the flms within this chapter, empha-
sises the necessity for a transliterate approach to the flms. This includes 
(but is not limited to) the necessity for respect of cultural protocols and 
implementing a decolonising approach towards use of language in textual 
exegesis. This requires acknowledgement of the inadequacies of the English 
language and western perspectives to convey the understandings of gen-
ders across time and space. Part of the transliteracy that emerges from 
discussion of these flms is the specifc integration of culture in identity 
formation. In traditional societies, Two Spirit persons held honoured cul-
tural roles that are now being reclaimed. The flms generate awareness that 
gender and sexuality may not be the primary motivations, nor centralised 
in life rationale for Indigenous or First Nations people—when access to 
the basic requirements of daily life are inadequately provided. Cultural re-
spect, human rights and social justice issues are foundational concerns in 
approaching First Nations cinemas. 

Notes 
1 Prior to enrolling in doctoral research programme (PhD), I worked as the festival 

director of Queer Fruits Film Festival, a signifcant gay, lesbian, bisexual, trans-
gender, intersex, and queer flm festival, that I established in partnership with 
(and at the invitation of) a leading regional gay and lesbian community group. 
This is detailed in a range of publications (Ford 2014b, 2015b, 2017b) and the 
dissertation. 

2 Also known as the Offce of Film and Literature Classifcation prior to 2006. 
A number of key classifcation documents cited throughout this book, refer to 
this Offce. 
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3 113 GLBTIQ flms screened between 2009 and 2012 at QFFF (2009 = 25 flms; 
2010 = 26 flms; 2011 = 24 flms; 2012 = 38 flms) (QFFF Archives 2009–2013). 
20 of these flms were specifcally transgender. 

4 Queer Fruits Film Festival Archives (2009–2013). 
5 Transgender Representation in Contemporary Film, organiser and chair, pro-

grammed to follow the Queer Fruits Film Festival transgender-focused docu-
mentary session on 30 December 2012. The 2012 Festival year is highlighted, 
as the 2012 festival programme is the source of the case studies texts within my 
earlier doctoral research dissertation. 

6 Successfully completed in 2016 and PhD awarded (Southern Cross University, 
Australia). 

7 Of specifc importance in considering Australian Indigenous flms. 
8 Cassidy Medicine Horse, invited guest speaker, in conversation, Manning 

Room, Southern Cross University (Australia), 20 February 2019. 
9 Ibid. 

10 Noting that these are English spelling of the terms. 
11 This has particularly been experienced in the reclaiming of the word queer in 

recent decades as a means of inclusivity and embrace, decentralising gender/ 
sexual essentialism experienced through identifying as gay or lesbian. Use of 
the term is not universal and how the term is applied is frequently contested 
(Browne, Lim and Brown 2009; Ford 2015). 

12 The term Pasifka is used here as part of the decolonising strategies of this 
chapter. 

13 Queer Fruits Film Festival Archives (2009–2013), with the autoethnographic 
note that I was the festival director. 

14 Use of the acronym LGBTIQ+ follows the NITV usage in regards to this 
documentary. 

15 Kumu Hina (IMDB 2014). “Film Synopsis”, viewed 16 October 2018, <https:// 
www.imdb.com/title/tt3163238/?ref_=ttfc_fc_tt>. 

16 A Place in the Middle (IMDB 2015a). “Film Synopsis”, viewed 25 July 2015, 
<http://www.imdb.com/title/tt3907676/>. Please note: that the gender pro-
nouns used here, are quoted as used within the flm synopsis. 

17 Executive Producer Robert Redford. 
18 AlterNative: An International Journal of Indigenous Peoples. viewed 14 September 

2020, <https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/abs/10.1177/1177180119828380>. 
Readers are directed to this journal for wide-ranging engagement with the is-
sues raised in this chapter. 

19 Ford, A. (2016). “Whose Club Is It Anyway?: The Problematic of Trans Rep-
resentation in Mainstream Films, ‘Rayon’ and Dallas Buyers Club”, Screen 
Bodies, Volume 1, Issue 2 (Winter), Brian Keith Bergen-Aurand (ed.), Berghahn 
Journals, Oxford and New York,<http://www.berghahnjournals.com/view/ 
journals/screen-bodies/1/2/screen010205.xml>, pp. 64–86. 
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  5 Gender-Diverse Youth 
Narratives 

The signifcance of the emerging body of cinematic 
narratives focused upon transgender youth 

The emerging canon of representations within independent cinema of the 
Trans New Wave detailed throughout this book and the focus of Chap-
ters 4, 6 and 7 has continued to develop at a rapid pace beyond the adult 
transitional narratives, with a canon of inclusive representations of gender 
diversity and gender-non-conforming youth. Powerful flms have emerged 
that explore gender narratives from the points of view of youth growing 
up as gender non-conforming and ‘gender expansive’ (Funk 2016) in a 
normative gender-binary society. Feature flms such as Tomboy (Céline 
Sciamma, France, 2011) and documentaries including Genderize (Chase 
Joynt, USA, 2012); Raising Ryland (Sarah Feeley, USA, 2015); Tomgirl 
(Jeremy Asher Lynch, USA, 2015); BrocKINGton (Sergio Ingato, Mason 
Sklut, Maggie Sloane, USA 2014) and A Place in the Middle (Dean Hamer, 
Joe Wilson, Hinaleimoana Wong-Kalu, USA, 2014) have all explored com-
plex narratives of trans youth from the points of view of the young people, 
their parents, teachers, school friends and the surrounding social situa-
tions. These are flms positioned within a range of contemporary Ameri-
can, African American and Hawai’ian societies and cultural traditions. 

The data on the numbers of gender-non-conforming youth is from indi-
rect sources and is increasing. In 2011, 1/10,000 boys to 1/30,000 girls in 
the Netherlands were identifed as transgender adolescents, increasing to 
1 in 500 children in the USA according to the Transgender Youth Family 
Alliance (Malpas 2011, p. 455). A 2015 probability/non-probability survey 
sample study identifed “1.3% to 3.2%” transgender youth in the population 
(Wilson and Kastanis 2015). A 2017 UCLA study of all states in the USA 
estimated that “0.7% of youth ages 13 to 17, about 150,000 youth, would 
identify as transgender” (Herman et al. 2017, p. 2). This data is sourced 
from a national demographic survey of adults. These studies all illustrate 
the issues in accurately assessing demographic numbers. What these stud-
ies all suggest is the increasing numbers of young people self-identifying as 
trans, non-binary, gender-non-conforming individuals. Trans New Wave 
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productions are refecting these sociocultural changes from the points of 
view of youth and families, in a time when cinematic representation of 
gender-diverse lives provides vital cultural visibility. The screen texts fulfll 
multiple roles, as entertainment and education. 

Gender transformation amongst youth has been explored as a non-linear 
experience in the feature flm Girls Lost (Pojkarna) (Alexandra-Therese 
Keining, Sweden, 2015). The story arc follows three teenagers Kim, Momo 
and Bella, who ingest a magical nectar that transforms them into boys. 
Called a “transgender Twilight” (Allen 2016) when the flm World Pre-
miered at the Toronto International Film Festival in 2015, Girls Lost makes 
effective use of the teen fantasy genre to explore the serious issue of teen 
bullying of girls and the role of gender in the experience of growing up. 
The flm utilises the gothic setting of a greenhouse, complete with peel-
ing paint and full of decaying plants dimly seen through frosted windows. 
Here, Kim, Momo and Bella plant a seed that blossoms into a beautiful 
plant with a fower flled with magical nectar. Drawn to the plant, they 
drink from the nectar that drips from the petals and are transformed into 
boys. The fower of transformation is an effective metaphor of puberty and 
to explore the experiences of gender identity and transformation. The use 
of gothic styling, music and dark blue / night tones in the greenhouse se-
quences positions the flm in a speculative/fantasy genre. This nectar could 
also be read as standing in for hormonal treatments (such as testosterone). 
Girls Lost is a rare flm to have explored the intertwined issues of youth 
gender and coming-of-age sexuality in a non-factual screen format. 

The exploration of gender-diverse youth has also been presented in main-
stream documentaries and series, including by presenters such as Louis 
Theroux: Transgender Kids (Tom Barrow, UK, 2015). In this made-for-
television documentary, Louis Theroux interviews both children and 
parents on the increasingly publicised issue of youth who identify as a 
gender that differs from their birth gender. These are screen texts present-
ing interviews with supportive parents who understand the necessity of 
gender-confrmation treatments. The serious risks of youth receiving no 
treatments are contextually raised, including the higher rates of depression, 
suicide and self-harm. 

Screen families Tomgirl (Jeremy Asher Lynch, USA, 2015) 
and Raising Ryland (Sarah Feeley, USA, 2015) 

In an era when gay, lesbian, bisexual, transgender, intersex, and queer 
rights and marriage equality have been foregrounded internationally, it is 
of equal signifcance that the role of families in providing supportive and 
nurturing environments for gender-diverse children, youth and teenagers has 
become the subject of increasing screen production. Documentaries Tom-
girl (Jeremy Asher Lynch, USA, 2015) and Raising Ryland (Sarah Feeley, 
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USA, 2015) are exemplar texts amongst an increasing screen production 
of gender-diverse youth narratives and present relevant screen case studies 
in the complex narratives of trans youth. These documentaries reveal the 
centrality and necessity for supportive and understanding parents, teachers 
and school friends, to enable gender-non-conforming youth to navigate the 
wider range of social situations encountered. Tomgirl (Jeremy Asher Lynch, 
USA, 2015) explores gender non-conformity through the story of Jake, a 
seven-year-old whose identity as an individual is cherished and nurtured by 
supportive parents, who do not attempt to fx Jake’s gender identity within 
binary constraints. This is a vital narrative that challenges societal conven-
tions and views of childhood, presented from the point of view of Jake’s 
agency as an individual to be who they are and to be respected. 

Families have long provided a social template for enduring screen narra-
tives in television and flm. The construction of these narratives through-
out the twentieth century often followed the life courses of normative 
families, with a father, mother and children, within conventional settings 
of home, school and work. In these settings, the father was portrayed as 
working and the mother as the stay-at-home housewife, in story arcs that 
followed and perpetuated 1950s-style social norms and representational 
tropes. In recent years and signifcantly since 2008, in the era of the Trans 
New Wave, screen representations have increasingly challenged, shifted 
and disrupted this normativity, with broadcast series regularly depicting 
gay couples raising children. The successful series Modern Family (Steven 
Levitan, Christopher Lloyd, USA, 2009–2020) is a feld leader of at least a 
dozen televised series that have depicted gay families. Diversity on screen 
has continued to narratives of parents with gender-diverse identities. These 
include Danny’s Story in Trans Boys (Ali Russell and Monique Schafter, 
Aus., 2012) and two screen texts with the title Transparent; the frst, an 
independent short documentary by independent flmmaker Jules Rosskam 
(2005), followed by an Amazon television series of the same title Transpar-
ent (Joey Soloway, USA, 2014–2019). 

In the third narrative of Trans Boys (Ali Russell and Monique Schafter, 
Aus., 2012), the audience is introduced to Danny and the experiences of 
trans life beyond the transitional gender and sexual narratives of Xavier 
and Dex featured in the frst two sections of the documentary. This moves 
discussions of trans experiences into the life of a family man, with a partner 
and young son. While Danny’s childhood “as a tomboy; dressed like a boy” 
and his later experiences after taking ‘T’ that he “felt a lot softer, more gen-
tle” are mentioned briefy in the flm, it is the family narrative that is the fo-
cus of this fnal section of the documentary. Danny says that he “takes being 
a dad quite seriously” and that he wants to be “a wise dad, a respected dad” 
(Russell and Schafter, Aus., 2012).1 Danny is shown in scenes of everyday 
parental activities with his partner and son Elton, including a children’s 
birthday party. Danny discusses how he negotiates his trans identity with 
Elton and that he will “defnitely tell his son about being trans; (he will) put 
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it in stories...ft it in like that...‘when dad was a little girl’...but is that really 
right? because I wasn’t a little girl” (Russell and Schafter, Aus., 2012). 

The flm follows Danny for over a year and there is a relationship breakup, 
with issues surrounding separated parents and the shared responsibilities of 
continuing to raise his son as a single father (see Figure 5.1). 

Within this story, the point of view is from Danny, with his son present 
throughout the text as the central relationship in Danny’s life, refecting 
his position within society as a family man. In everyday life, out in public, 
they would ‘pass’ much as any parent and child. Because Elton was young 
(only one year old) at the time Trans Boys was produced, the flm did not 
have the opportunity for him to refect upon or express pride at the expe-
rience of growing up with a trans father. This perspective—from the point 
of view of a young child growing up through childhood and adolescence 
with a trans father or mother—would present a signifcant addition to the 
emerging canon of trans flms that document youth narratives. The youth 
perspective is a key narrative of the developing canon of representations in 
trans cinema (Ford 2016a) that holds potential and scope to develop. This 
observation is made at a time when the experience of gender diversity from 
the point of view of an adult child has been screened in Transparent (Joey 
Soloway, USA, 2014–2019), drawing upon the autoethnographic experi-
ence of the flmmaker (Soloway) and their trans parent. 

Within Trans Boys, family issues provide background to the narrative in 
Dex’s story, with biological family initially being non-accepting. In Danny’s 
story, the documentary cycle comes full circle, with family at the centre 
of the trans experience and world rather than at the periphery. This cycle 

Figure 5.1 Danny. 
Source: Trans Boys (Ali Russell & Monique Schafter 2012). © Ali Russell & Monique 
Schafter 2012. Reproduced courtesy of Monique Schafter. 
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shows a twenty-frst-century family, where gender is openly discussed. For 
spectators, Trans Boys (Russell and Schafter, Aus., 2012) ultimately gives 
optimism for change in the attitudes of the present and next generation 
in society towards trans people, who are no longer unknown ‘others,’ but 
cherished parents, family, friends and lovers. 

In Trans Boys, all three narratives deal with issues of ‘family,’ showing 
the importance of having the support of family before, during and after 
transition. This is key to Xavier’s story as he prepares for, undergoes and 
heals from surgery. The impact of initial non-acceptance by the biological 
family is handled in Dex’s story (Chapter 7), as is the signifcance of sub-
sequent family acceptance. Being centred within a family of choice—as a 
loving partner and father—is Danny’s story. What constitutes a family of 
choice for trans people is also central to Xavier’s story in Trans Boys.2 In 
this, family in the twenty-frst century is defned in a non-essentialist and 
broad sense to include lovers, partners and friends and is not limited to 
biological relations. 

Case Study 5.1 Trans Boys: Xavier; Danny 

To facilitate research discussions and publication, Trans Boys co-
directors Ali Russell and Monique Schafter kindly made the following 
online Vimeo links to full versions of the flms publically available on 
20 March 2015: 

Trans Boys: Xavier <https://vimeo.com/44435430> 
Trans Boys: Danny <https://vimeo.com/44433724> 
(Trans Boys ©Ali Russell and Monique Schafter, Aus., 2012) 

A flm that sits chronologically in the years immediately preceding the era 
of the Trans New Wave (defned as from 2008 onwards throughout this 
book) is Transparent (Jules Rosskam, USA, 2005).3 This is an important 
documentary short flm about trans men who make the complex decision 
to become pregnant and bear children, prior to transitioning. The flm 
demonstrates the increasing twenty-frst-century production of flms with 
transgender content highlighted by Ryan (2009) that are direct cinematic 
precursors to the Trans New Wave. The men in Rosskam’s flm describe 
their lives as “like being inside a box, inside a box, inside a box,” and of 
relevance to discussion of trans cinema, Rosskam’s flm “challenges like 
never before, the ways that we relate to one another, particularly within our 
immediate families, based on gender.” This narrative was further developed 
in the 2017 documentary A Womb of Their Own (Cyn Lubow, USA, 2017) 
following six gender-diverse, masculine-identifed people (International 
Movie Database 2017) through conception and pregnancy to childbirth 
and parenthood, confronting normatively gendered notions of pregnancy 

https://vimeo.com
https://vimeo.com
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as a ‘woman’s role.’ The men relate personal experiences of pregnancy 
and childbirth as an ‘active, masculine’ process that requires ‘strength and 
stamina’ not generally associated within hegemonic society in the perceived 
and imposed image of passivity of a pregnant woman. 

Themes of family and parenthood continued to be developed in the 
Golden Globe award–winning series Transparent (Joey Soloway, USA, 
2014–2019),4 through following the story arc of Maura (Jeffrey Tambor). 
Maura transitions as an adult parent, whose children are already young 
adults. This enables an exploration of the dynamic of how families en-
meshed in normative ascriptions of gender identity and family roles must 
confront change. This is a series embedded within the community that it 
represents, drawing from the autoethnographic experiences of the director 
Joey Soloway in their own family and employing trans actors and actresses 
to play transgender roles throughout the series and trans flmmakers as 
consultants at every stage of production. 

The pilot of Transparent premiered at Outfest flm festival in 2014. The 
series continued this public connection with the acclaimed gay, lesbian, bi-
sexual, transgender, intersex, queer flm festival in Los Angeles, through 
screening the premiere of Transparent Season 4 at the 2017 Outfest (Outfest 
2017, p. 35). With the support of director Joey Soloway, Trans New Wave 
flmmaker Rhys Ernst (director of The Thing 2011, This Is Me 2015) has 
“co-created and runs Transparent’s Transfrmative Program, that builds 
bridges for transgender people into the flm industry.”5 

As one of the prominent transgender series streaming via Subscription 
Video on Demand services, Transparent has received wide discussion 
within cultural, gender, sexuality and flm studies (Keegan 2015; Funk 
2016; Seymour 2019) This has included critique of Maura’s story arc and 
the necessity to reconsider the role of (and to move beyond) transition nar-
ratives in transgender screen texts (Seymour 2019). Representational issues 
with secondary trans characters within the series, such as the trans male 
character Dale (Ian Harvie), have also been critiqued (Keegan 2015). The 
complex issues of sexuality and dysphoria for trans men have been high-
lighted with specifc reference to Dale’s story arc in the series. Transparent 
was critiqued by Keegan as a text that “directly addresses negativity by 
centering on the ‘gender failure’ (Halberstam 2011, p. 4) of transsexual 
dysphoria” (Keegan 2015, p. 1). 

A further television series, United States of Tara (Diablo Cody, USA, 
2009–2011), also located within a suburban family setting, unravels the 
dysfunctionality of normative family life. The story arc of central char-
acter Tara Gregson (Toni Collette), who lives with dissociative identity 
disorder, manifesting as separate multiple personalities called “alters,” en-
ables the series to cross genders and sexualities. This includes exploring 
an ‘alter’ transmasculine identity as Buck (Toni Collette), who dates and 
engages in a sexual relationship with a local woman (International Movie 
Database 2009–2011). The character and story arc of Buck foregrounds 
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a range of issues that the series does not completely resolve. This includes 
the apparently heterosexual, cisgender (female) lead character Tara liv-
ing for extended periods of time as a transgender ‘alter’ identifying as a 
binary-gender heterosexual man. The series does not resolve the compli-
cations in personal and family relationships this could lead to in a small, 
seemingly heteronormative town. These would be experienced not only by 
Tara’s husband but also their children and extended family and friendships. 
Presenting a gender-alternative identity as part of a multiple identity for-
mation may also serve to pathologise gender-diverse individuals. The series 
illustrates how transgender themes and narratives present critical issues in 
representation when separated from the gender-diverse community as the 
loci of production. It becomes a moot point how this story arc might have 
been handled by a Trans New Wave flmmaking team. 

Television screen texts located in family settings are increasingly explor-
ing narratives of children with gender-non-conforming lives. These present 
mainstream audiences with narratives that have been explored by inde-
pendent flmmakers on the international flm festival circuit by Trans New 
Wave flmmakers. The groundbreaking mini-series Butterfy (Anthony 
Byrne, UK, 2018–) follows the story of Max (Callum Booth-Ford), an 
eleven-year-old seeking support for her gender transition as a pre-ado-
lescent. The series depicts the diffculties for Max in receiving affrming 
treatments, including name/presentation change at school and issues with 
medical establishments in prescribing puberty blockers. The continued de-
nial of access to treatments leads to Max self-harming, attempting suicide 
and to the mother deciding to take Max overseas for treatment, with con-
sequences for the entire family. 

In Trans New Wave short flm Andie (Paul Baker, USA, 2011), the soci-
etal pressures for children to conform to binary gendered roles is explored 
through the character of Andrew/Andie (Mason Davis) “who loves to play 
with his doll more than anything” (flm synopsis Queer Fruits Film Festival 
Archives 2009–2013; International Movie Database 2011b). The doll is de-
picted as a blue-eyed, blond-haired classically feminine ‘Barbie’ style of doll 
in a dress. The appearance of Andie is as a young boy with dark hair and 
deep brown eyes. The doll could not appear more ‘different’ than Andie in 
terms of physicality/gender presentation. The doll resonates with and ex-
presses a deeper part of Andie’s being. As a result of constantly having the 
doll in his possession, Andie subsequently faces hostility, misunderstanding 
and bullying from children, particularly boys at his school. This flm sits 
in a space on the cusp of production of screen texts that convey the chal-
lenges for gender-non-conforming youth and was produced at a time when 
an understanding of gender non-conformity and childhood was beginning 
to receive wider recognition (Malpas 2011).6 This short flm conveys the 
societal discomfort and inability to understand the now widely accepted 
agency that children possess to communicate profound aspects of personal 
identity, from even a very young age, which is beautifully communicated in 
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Raising Ryland (Sarah Feeley, USA, 2015). Malpas (2011) emphasises the 
necessity for affrmative approaches to childhood gender non-conformity 
aimed at 

...de-stigmatizing and normalizing their experiences while offering 
tools to negotiate their children’s safety, wellbeing, and optimal devel-
opment in their familial and natural environment. 

(p. 456) 

Feature flm Tomboy (Céline Sciamma, France, 2011) develops this narra-
tive and gently navigates the challenges faced by both gender-fuid children 
and their parents. The central character of Laure, a ten-year-old, presents 
with the gender identity of a boy and changes his name to Mikhael (Zoé 
Héran).7 This raises issues of how childhood identity is defned by the 
child, protected and shared within a family and with children at school. 
The flm uses cinematic tropes for representation of gender-diverse char-
acters, including the mirror scene (Prosser 1998), one of the key narrative 
devices used within cinematic and literary traditions to represent dysphoria 
(Keegan 2013, p. 3; Ford 2016b). 

Tomboy also utilises a bodily ‘exposure’ scene or narrative (Halberstam 
2001, 2005, pp. 77, 78; Zagler 2011; Keegan 2013, p. 6; Keegan 2015; Ford 
2016b). In one scene, Mikhael is portrayed climbing out of a bath and there 
is a brief focus upon a genital reveal to situate the child’s physical gender. 
This recurrent trope is familiar from screen narratives with adult charac-
ters.8 The focus upon the physical body of the child is a screen narrative 
that is now becoming more widely circulated. This is also experienced in 
the television series Butterfy (Anthony Byrne, UK, 2018–), when Max is 
in the bath and attempting to self-harm (damaging/removing their external 
genitals) with a paper cutter. Max’ parents burst into the bathroom in time 
to prevent Max from succeeding, but the scene holds devastating affect for 
audiences, revealing the depths of personal grief and dysphoria that Max 
is experiencing at such a young age. Max’s self-harm is handled carefully 
within the series and portrays an authentic narrative of a young person 
seeking recognition and support from their family for their gender identity. 

Raising Ryland (Sarah Feeley, USA, 2015) is also a very moving flm 
told primarily from the point of view of Ryland’s parents, Hilary and Jeff. 
Ryland is a young boy, transitioning before school and accepted by other 
children and teachers as a boy. Ryland’s parents are interviewed through-
out the flm and at one point say that when Ryland frst presented as a boy 
(around ages two to three years old), he would say to them, ‘I will cut my 
hair when you are dead’ (to look like a boy rather than a girl). Ryland’s 
parents—understandably upset and concerned about such a comment— 
responded by saying ‘why do you need to wait until we are dead?.’ This was 
because Ryland did not understand that he would receive his parents’ un-
conditional support and love. In affrming gender, parents “are the pillars 
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of (the) therapeutic model” (Malpas 2011, p. 457). In the flm, Ryland’s 
parents explicitly state that having a healthy child who is a boy, rather than 
a distressed (or dead) daughter, is the only way forward, citing the devastat-
ing statistic that 41% of trans people will either attempt, or commit, suicide 
(International Movie Database 2015). 

The catastrophic results of societal non-acceptance of trans youth are 
conveyed in the documentary BrocKINGton (Sergio Ingato, Mason Sklut, 
Maggie Sloane, USA 2014). Told from the point of view of Blake, an Afri-
can American trans male youth, who, unable to receive support and recog-
nition, chooses to end his life. 

Temporal considerations 

In considering the screen texts cited within this chapter, these are stories 
of families, of parents and children, of young people growing into aware-
ness of their individual identities and the societal misunderstanding that 
frequently surrounds questions of gender non-conformity in youth. We 
are reminded that participants in Trans New Wave documentaries such 
as Tomgirl (Jeremy Asher Lynch, USA, 2015) and Raising Ryland (Sarah 
Feeley, USA, 2015) are people, living their lives, being courageous enough 
to share their lives and experiences with unknown audiences; these are not 
actors and actresses. This provides a clear differentiation with screen texts 
such as Tomboy (Céline Sciamma, France, 2011) and Butterfy (Anthony 
Byrne, UK, 2018–). 

So what happens when the cameras stop rolling and the flm is fully ed-
ited and exhibited; what happens to the images of young people growing 
up when they are now no longer children, when they are old enough to pro-
vide informed consent to participate in projects for themselves as adults? In 
each flm cited throughout this book where youth are the central subject/s 
of documentaries, or featured as actors in trans-driven screen narratives, 
it is to be remembered that the permissions to flm are given by parents on 
behalf of their children on production documents related to the flms. From 
empirical screen industry experience with flm productions, it is clear that 
the parental permissions to flm their children and flm story arcs would 
most likely have been structured to ensure the youth are actively engaged in 
the processes of interviews and participating with agency. In many narra-
tives, youth are rightly depicted as actively driving the processes of gender 
transformation from very young ages and this is shown in very clear depic-
tions in series Butterfy (Anthony Byrne, UK, 2018–). 

Tom Zubrycki raises the vital issue for flmmakers of informed consent 
questioning when: 

does consent becomes informed consent...and is it is a useful concept 
anyway. How can a flmmaker with any confdence second-guess what 
might happen to their characters as a result of their flm being shown 
to a general audience? (2011, online PDF unnumbered). 
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The transitional experiences of identity for gender-diverse participants 
and the enduring form of a completed flm in the public domain raises 
cogent questions in respect to youth participation. Trans experiences are 
temporal; movement continues to take place as the youth grow into adult-
hood. What happens to screen texts if participants realise that they do not 
want images of their childhood struggles and experiences with personal 
issues of gender identity to be permanently available as public records 
via cinema? This is an area of screen ethics that would be productive 
for further research as the subjects of flms grow into adulthood through 
longitudinal empirical research. In this regard, Jean Malpas (2011) 
raises relevant points to consider, including that “The question of adult 
trajectory—whether childhood gender nonconformity typically evolves 
into transgender identity or mostly represents a childhood manifestation 
of a homosexual or bisexual orientation—is one of the most complex 
controversies” (p. 455). The flms cited within this chapter present youth 
narratives at specifc temporal junctions in their lives and, due to this, do 
not offer any insights into the gender identities of the children fve, ten or 
ffteen years later. This could form the basis of future Trans New Wave 
documentaries or flms. 

Within documentary, the self-awareness of the participants of the pres-
ence of the camera invites questions of whether they are performing their 
lives for the screen. Each of these screen texts refects the challenges and 
triumphs of their lives and ‘simply being’ embodied as trans individuals. 

The role of education 

The sobering screen texts cited in this chapter such as Raising Ryland 
(Sarah Feeley, USA, 2015); BrocKINGton (Sergio Ingato, Mason Sklut, 
Maggie Sloane, USA 2014) and Butterfy (Anthony Byrne, UK, 2018–) 
underscore the signifcant sociocultural role that trans cinema may play 
in contemporary understanding of gender-diverse lives. In each of these 
screen productions, the social aspect of gender is emphasized,  this accords 
with the understanding that gender is socially constructed (Butler 1990) 
and the necessity for affrming parental support. Documentaries provide 
valuable cultural tools for wider audiences to cinematically experience as-
pects of trans lives and the resultant opportunity for understanding and 
empathy. The necessity for ongoing education and advocacy to support 
gender-diverse lives is internationally recognised by a wide range of groups 
from not-for-proft, peer advocacy, community-based initiatives, through 
to national campaigns, programmes and organisations. 

Initiatives that are currently available internationally are cited as 
indicative of the extensive supportive web resources that are publically 
available, and each of these organisations offers substantial web resources 
in support of trans lives. Exemplars include in Australia, LGBTI Na-
tional Health Alliance (2018); NSW Trans Youth Alliance; in the United 
Kingdom, Gendered Intelligence (2009–2018); and in the USA, the Trans 
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Youth Equality Foundation (2019) and TransYouth Family Allies, “...the 
only National non-proft organization that educates and advocates exclu-
sively for gender variant children and transgender youth. As such, we have 
unparalleled expertise and experience to draw on when partnering with 
educational institutions” (TransYouth Family Allies 2006–2017). The Gay 
and Lesbian Alliance Against Defamation (GLAAD 2018a) is among the 
wide range of organisations that all offer comprehensive resources. 

Since 1992, in the United Kingdom, legal initiatives for trans equality have 
been spearheaded by leading expert organisation Press for Change (<http:// 
www.pfc.org.uk>) and the work of Professor Stephen Whittle. Filmmakers 
of trans screen content have also developed educational initiatives, includ-
ing flms such as Listen (Jake Graf, USA, 2018). This is aimed at raising 
awareness of the serious consequences to gender-diverse young people from 
bullying and non-acceptance by their peers at school (Wong 2018) and issues 
confronting the cyberbullying of trans youth (GLAAD 2018b). 

Case Study 5.2 A Place in the Middle 

The flmmaking team behind A Place in the Middle—Dean Hamer, 
Joe Wilson, Hinaleimoana Wong-Kalu—understand the necessity for 
culturally empowered information and have designed and produced 
an exemplar online educational site to support the complex themes 
raised by their documentary. 

This educational outreach is described by the flmmakers as 
presenting 

Hawaiian polyculturalism as a model for a diverse world 
<www.aplaceinthemiddle.org> 

(A Place in the Middle ©Dean Hamer, Joe Wilson, 
Hinaleimoana Wong–Kalu, USA, 2014) 

The flmmaking team of A Place in the Middle are exemplary in the way 
that their screen productions are supported with educational resources. 
This includes access to the full documentary, a downloadable classroom 
discussion guide that focuses upon “A Strength-Based Approach to Gender 
Diversity & Inclusion” and a template for “Learning Goals” that may be 
used in tandem with viewing the flm. Importantly, each of these educa-
tional tools is designed around and based upon integration and respect for 
traditional Hawai’ian culture and by extension, respect for the cultures of 
all peoples. 

The flmmakers have also designed and produced an educational pack-
age in tandem with their flm Leitis in Waiting (Dean Hamer, Joe Wilson, 
Hinaleimoana Wong–Kalu, USA, 2018). Described as a “powerful tool 
for addressing the intersections between culture, gender and identity. It’s 

http://www.pfc.org.uk
http://www.pfc.org.uk
http://www.aplaceinthemiddle.org
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especially useful for courses in Gender and Sexuality, Pacifc Studies, In-
digenous Culture and Multicultural Education” (Leitis in Waiting & Lady 
Eva 2019). 

Universities and colleges continue to provide much-needed spaces for the 
development and presentation of gender-diverse initiatives, with Cultural, 
Cinema and Media Studies and Gender and Sexuality Studies departments 
developing and presenting gay, lesbian, bisexual, transgender, intersex, 
and queer studies options and, increasingly, offering specifc trans studies 
courses. In 2019, the frst academic textbook on transgender studies was 
published (Haefele-Thomas 2019), demonstrating the increasing interest in 
this area and need for scholarly resources for students and teachers. 

The social currency of the flms cited in this chapter and throughout 
this book have been recognised by festival juries and audiences, with a 
number of these texts internationally awarded, including the highest ac-
colade of the Grand Jury Awards. At the 2015 Outfest flm festival in Los 
Angeles, BrocKINGton (Sergio Ingato, Mason Sklut, Maggie Sloane, USA 
2014) received a Grand Jury Award for Documentary Short Film; Tchindas 
(Pablo García Pérez de Lara, USA, 2015) received a Grand Jury Award 
for Documentary Feature Special Recognition and A Place in the Mid-
dle (Dean Hamer, Joe Wilson, USA, 2014) received an Audience Award 
(Outfest 2015). At the 2015 Iris Prize Festival in Cardiff, narrative short 
flm Vessels (Arkasha Stevenson, USA, 2015) won the highest accolade, 
the internationally prestigious Iris Prize. This clearly shows the continuing 
affrming reception of independent trans narratives by audiences and screen 
industry panels. 

High-level screen industry support for trans cinema is also evidenced 
in flms such as Raising Ryland (Sarah Feeley, USA, 2015), a documen-
tary edited by Kate Amend, editor of previous Academy Award–winning 
documentaries and member of the Board of Governors of the Academy of 
Motion Picture Arts and Sciences, as well as sitting on the Board of Direc-
tors of the American Cinema Editors.9 

Ongoing misrepresentation, marginalisation and erasure from popular 
culture, media and flm is a damaging consequence of misunderstanding 
and fear of individuals and groups that are not positioned within the dom-
inant binary-gendered culture. The positioning of gender-diverse people as 
an ‘out group’10 (Navarrete et al. 2012) in relation to hegemonic society is 
an area that independent flms and Trans New Wave flmmakers contest and 
may be effective in countering the “general propensity to readily acquire 
fear reactions toward humans categorized as not belonging to one’s own 
social ingroup (the out-group)” (Navarrete et al. 2012, p. 590). Education 
is a powerful tool in replacing irrational personal and societal fear of the 
unknown with understanding and knowledge. Education is empowering. 

As Trans New Wave flmmakers continue to emerge, become established 
and distinguished within the international screen industry, the opportu-
nity for new flm projects will arise. Trans youth need access to screen 
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representations of lives that they can identify with, in story arcs that 
provide affrmation of experiences that they are going through and also 
access to screen entertainment that is not driving a binary-gender hegem-
onic platform. 

Film stimulates an affective engagement between subject and audience. 
Screen texts that present gender-diverse lives in narratives that audiences 
are familiar with and can more readily relate and respond to, such as in cin-
ematic narratives of families with trans parents and children, may provide 
a compelling bridge to transliterate awareness. 

As we all live in a screen-mediated world (Ford 2014), consumers of screen 
texts are accustomed to a wide range of visual imagery for work, informa-
tion and leisure. With so much visual material available, a simultaneous 
decrease in the attention span of viewers is occurring (Thompson 2011; 
Watson 2015).11 Mainstream cinema increasingly utilises rapid edits and 
relentless soundtracks as a “stylistic trope” to create and maintain high mo-
mentum, with the result that “an increase in image velocity has resulted in 
a decrease in complexity and substance” (Thompson 2011, online unnum-
bered). In the midst of this, audiences are increasingly accessing materials 
from independent flmmakers and from a range of sociocultural perspectives 
that contain substantive content. Despite this, it cannot be assumed that all 
viewers who engage with trans screen texts will be culturally literate in 
understanding the narratives presented. Trans New Wave flmmakers have 
a unique role and opportunity in presenting flms with narratives, themes 
and characters that accurately refect their experiences as trans flmmakers, 
of trans lives. This in turn, can play a key role in educating audiences, a 
demographic that includes families, bringing new understandings of gender 
diversity in youth in the present time. 

Notes 
1 Transcription from Trans Boys by A. Ford 25 August 2014, 13 October 2015. 
2 The Vimeo links for Trans Boys that follow were made available following 

feldwork correspondence between myself and the flmmakers (15–19 March 
2015) regarding an entry I was writing on the documentary (Ford forthcoming) 
in B. K. Bergen–Aurand and A. Grossman (eds.) The Encyclopedia of Queer 
Cinema. The third flm in this documentary Dex’s Story in Chapter 7. 

3 Jules Rosskam viewed 01 February, 2019 <http://www.julesrosskam.com/ 
transparent>. 

4 Screening via Subscription Video on Demand (SVOD) television service 
Amazon. 

5 Ernst (2015), viewed 27 July 2015, <http://rhysernst.com/portfolio/transparent/>. 
6 Noting that terms for gender in children can be traced back to a lecture given in 

1949 by George Gardner, publication in 1955 by John Money (Money, Hamp-
son and Hampson) and key terms such as ‘gender identity’ also credited to 
John Money (Money 1973). There was also earlier work in the UK on intersex 
that predates Money. These are discourses and practices sited within the felds 
of psychiatry and psychoanalysis and in authoritative regimes, pathologisa-
tion and medicalisation of genders and sexualities. The physical, emotional, 

http://www.julesrosskam.com
http://www.julesrosskam.com
http://rhysernst.com
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psychological and ethical issues raised by the work of John Money are sub-
stantial. Money’s diagnostic concepts have been the subject of ongoing critical 
examination (including Downing, Morland and Sullivan 2014). 

7 Also spelt as Laure/Mickäel on the flm website (IMDB 2011a). 
8 (Ford 2016b) such as “in Transamerica when Bree needs to use a bathroom and 

the son walks in, briefy glimpsing male genitalia in side profle. This is similar 
to the ‘exposure’ scene in The Crying Game, when Fergus (Stephen Rea) takes 
Dil back to a hotel room and Dil disrobes, revealing a male-coded body, much 
to Fergus’s shock.” The exposure scene has also been utilised in Dallas Buyers 
Club and The Danish Girl. 

9 Raising Ryland (2015). “Our Team,” viewed 27 July 2015, <http://www. 
raisingryland.com/new-index/#our-team-1>; “Board of Governors,” viewed 27 
July 2015, <http://www.oscars.org/about/board-of-governors>. 

10 The work of Navarrete et al. (2012) on racial bias is purposively repositioned 
in this section to the discussion of gender and could be further extended to 
discussion of GLBTIQ lives in general. 

11 Watson (2015). 

Researchers surveyed 2,000 participants in Canada and studied the brain 
activity of 112 others using electroencephalograms. The results showed the 
average human attention span has fallen from 12 seconds in 2000, or around 
the time the mobile revolution began, to eight seconds. Goldfsh, meanwhile, 
are believed to have an attention span of nine seconds. 
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 6 Cinematic Ethnogenesis 

The analysis of Trans New Wave flms and flm festivals within this book uti-
lises a new approach of cinematic ethnogenesis—defned as when a new cin-
ema is born from within a community and a cinematic community develops 
around the texts. This chapter will investigate how the Trans New Wave 
emerged from specifc communities and the reciprocal interaction of audi-
ences and flms. An important rationale for contextualising the emergence 
of the Trans New Wave and the signifcance of independent queer and trans 
flm festivals is that there has been a systemic ‘missing’ (or unaccounted for) 
demographic of audiences for screen texts that hold non-hegemonic themes 
and narratives. Independent gay, lesbian, bisexual, transgender, intersex, 
queer flm festivals and dedicated transgender flm festivals are recognised as 
signifcant loci of cultural emergence and as places of community formation 
and subsequent interaction. Film festival scholar Skadi Loist documented 
“326 LGBT/Q flm festivals in 346 locations operating globally since 1977” 
(Loist 2015), building upon important work on the economics of flm festi-
vals examined by Ragan Rhyne (2007, PhD thesis). 

Loist’s map, which records festivals in existence between the years 1977 
and 2015, illustrates one of the key issues in tracing the production and 
exhibition of Trans New Wave flms internationally: that is, the sheer quan-
tity of cinema that is exhibited annually on the international flm festival 
circuit, remembering that the map focusses upon documenting dedicated 
gay, lesbian, bisexual, transgender, intersex, queer festivals. Beyond the 
queer cinema circuit, prominent flm festivals from Sundance Film Festival 
to the Sydney Film Festival all continue to supportively premiere and screen 
gender-diverse, trans flms. An illuminating aspect of the map is the prolif-
eration of gay, lesbian, bisexual, transgender, intersex, queer flm festivals 
in the years from 2007 onwards. Signifcantly, these are years noted for 
increasing screen production by independent gay, lesbian, bisexual, trans-
gender, intersex, queer flmmakers. Enabled through access to affordable 
digital technologies and cameras, this time period is synonymous with the 
emergence of the Trans New Wave in 2008. The increased flm production 
in this era clearly signalled the need for, and is parallelled by, the rise in 
countercultural flm exhibition spaces. 
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A dedicated trans flm festival such as the San Francisco Transgender Film 
Festival screens an average of twenty-seven flms per year1; that amounts 
to over 300 specifcally trans flms since 2008. The exhibition potential 
for independent gender-diverse cinema is supported by similar dedicated 
trans festivals internationally including TranScreen Amsterdam Transgen-
der Film Festival; Transgender Film Festival London; Sydney Transgender 
International Film Festival and community and artist-run spaces. Whilst 
festivals provide unique programmes and premiere screenings, flm festivals 
are part of a circuit that flmmakers need to tour a flm to achieve wider 
audience screenings and distribution opportunities, particularly in the frst 
year following production completion; this tour may extend into the sec-
ond (or even third year). Film festivals generally have a year of production 
restriction as a selection criterion2 and preference flms in the frst year 
of public exhibition. This is relevant to understanding that minor over-
laps between festival programmes are unavoidable when drawing upon the 
same pool of flms annually and a point to be kept in mind for quantitative 
analysis of flm production and flm festival programmes. 

The flms presented throughout this book have been purposively selected 
(Creswell 2013) as illustrative of particular themes, narratives, subgenres 
and styles of the Trans New Wave and are flms that have screened at these 
exemplar sites including the San Francisco Transgender Film Festival (as 
the oldest trans flm festival in the world); at Outfest Film Festival (Los 
Angeles), as the largest and most connected screen industry gay, lesbian, 
bisexual, transgender, intersex, and queer flm festival in the world; and 
at Queer Fruits Film Festival (Australia), as a regional ethnographic case 
study site. These flms have also screened at a wide range of gay, lesbian, bi-
sexual, transgender, intersex, and queer flm festivals and mainstream flm 
festivals internationally beyond the three case study flm festivals cited. The 
reader is directed to published online flm festival programmes to support 
further research in this area. 

Birth of a new cinema 

The motivation for writing, directing, producing and exhibiting flms in-
dependently has been expressed by flmmakers as being necessary to their 
lives and communities. Filmmaking can provide an urgent, compelling, 
creative response to the disempowering mode of invisibility that permeates 
hegemonic society and screen media. The demoralising issue of the absence 
and misrepresentation of non-hegemonic communities in a media-saturated 
world holds ethical implications and is a social justice issue. To prevent the 
negation of cultural erasure, at intermittent intervals, new forms of flm 
and flmmaking arise: these are the New Waves of cinematic resistance and 
innovation highlighted in Chapters 1 and 2. When Tristan Taormino frst 
brought “The New Wave of Trans Cinema” to public attention in 2008 
in The Village Voice, the wider cultural importance and currency of trans 
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flms was yet to be realised. The Trans New Wave emerged as an antidote to 
mainstream cinema, a space where transgender lives were either routinely 
omitted or depicted in negative or stereotypical narratives. 

Through feldwork (2013–2016), empirical evidence has been gathered 
to support the defnition of flmmaker self-identifcation as one key to 
inclusion.3 Geographic location has also been identifed as an important 
factor in identifying the Trans New Wave. A clustering of Trans New 
Wave flmmakers has emerged in urban areas, particularly the Bay Area of 
San Francisco and in Los Angeles in the USA, both areas with large trans 
populations. Monique Schafter and Ali Russell were also urban flmmakers 
in Sydney, Australia when directing and producing Trans Boys. 

A specifc text may be included in the Trans New Wave, while the flm-
makers might then continue on to write, direct and produce subsequent 
texts that ft within other screen categories. Rhys Ernst is an example 
of a flmmaker whose creative output has moved between independ-
ent Trans New Wave flms such as The Thing (Rhys Ernst, USA, 2011), 
independent online production This is Me (Rhys Ernst, USA, 2015) and 
more mainstreamed online series with trans themes and narratives such as 
Transparent (Joey Soloway, USA, 2014–2019). 4 Silas Howard (in Chap-
ter 3) is another example of a flmmaker who has moved between screens 
since his award-winning independent transgender feature flm By Hook or 
By Crook (USA, 2001)5 premiered at the Sundance Film Festival. Howard 
subsequently has also worked on Transparent and a wide range of television 
series (International Movie Database 2001; Howard 2016).6 

One of the Trans New Wave texts examined within Chapter 3 was the 
Australian documentary Trans Boys (Monique Schafter and Ali Russell, 
Australia, 2012). Trans Boys utilises a mixed observational/performative 
documentary approach, following the key participants Xavier, Dex and 
Danny over one year of their lives. 

Co-director Monique Schafter has spoken in detail providing signifcant 
background to the motivation, rationale and necessity for Trans Boys to be 
produced. Through ethnographic feldwork with flmmakers,7 statements 
such as Schafter’s are foundational in understanding cinematic ethnogen-
esis. Signifcantly, this ethnographic material echoes the autoethnographic 
experiences that have often led to gay, lesbian, bisexual, transgender, inter-
sex, queer flm festivals being established and is similar to the rationale for 
programming of trans-focussed sessions within larger festival programmes.8 

In 2010 my co-director/co-producer, Ali Russell, and I decided to make 
a doco on Australia’s FTM9 community. It was around that time that 
we’d noticed a number of our friends, who had previously identifed as 
“dykes,” were coming out as transgender men and we thought it was 
important to document this aspect of local queer culture. 

The previous year I’d attended the Trans March in San Fran and 
was blown away by what appeared to be an explosion of trans male 
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culture—thousands of men and gender non-conformists walking top-
less through the Castro proudly sporting chest scars, moustaches and 
beards. 

While this was happening on the streets, trans guys were close to 
invisible in the non-LGBTI media—even though YouTube was bursting 
at the seams with video diaries of FTMs across the world undergoing 
dramatic physical and emotional changes in their journeys from female 
to male. 

(Monique Schafter 2014, co-director/co-producer Trans Boys)10 

In this statement, Schafter identifes four key areas of consequence in 
cinematic ethnogenesis: 

• being part of a community that is changing autonomously from within 
• recognition that similar changes are simultaneously and synchronisti-

cally happening in other locations 
• not seeing your community, or times of signifcance, represented within 

wider culture 
• having the ability to creatively respond and record the times in which 

you live. 

In each of these points, what is emphasised is the autonomous, inde-
pendent nature of the initial qualitative event and the agency of the 
participants (Creswell 2013) that subsequently leads to, or gives birth to, 
the new. The foundation for developing the concept of cinematic ethno-
genesis within queer and trans cultures acknowledges the scholarly prece-
dent in the groundbreaking anthropological work of Gayle Rubin (1994). 
This builds upon and repositions what Rubin identifed as the process of 
“sexual ethnogenesis” (Rubin 1994, p. 94), in regard to the formation of 
sexual communities of gay men into leather,11 to the contemporary expe-
riences of trans communities. This is clearly identifable in the beginning 
of the Trans New Wave in documenting trans male sexual experiences 
(Taormino 2008). 

Rubin (1994) advocates an anthropological approach to reading texts, 
which acknowledges “social groups with histories, territories, institutional 
structures, modes of communication” (p. 95). The development of com-
munities around/inclusive of trans men becomes a powerful social-cultural 
force for the participants. Comments made by Monique Schafter in re-
gard to the pride of trans men participating in the Trans March in San 
Francisco demonstrate the importance of public cultural recognition and 
how “Identities are formed in dialog with signifcant others” (Rubin 2003, 
p. 15). Cinema has the ability to play a constitutive role in cultural recogni-
tion. In Trans Boys, the audience meets three trans men at critical points in 
their lives and in the cultural time of transgender emerging into wider social 
recognition. From texts such as this, the audience is given privileged access 
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(Zubrycki 2011) and insight into the complexities of the everyday lives of 
gender-diverse people in the early twenty-frst century. 

Rubin’s work is signifcant in several ways to this account of cinematic 
ethnogenesis: frst, because of the emphasis on masculinity within the gay 
male community that Rubin was studying (Rubin, 1994, p. 96), that is now 
shared by many trans men; second, because of the emphasis on what Ru-
bin identifed as ‘gay kinship’ (1994, p. 86), that is now also recognisable 
between gay male, trans and queer communities.12 Such observations are 
all only made possible through the points identifed above—being part of 
a community that is changing autonomously from within and having the 
ability to creatively respond and record the times in which you live. This 
emphasises the social and cultural circumstances and that New Waves in 
cinema do not arise in a vacuum—but as direct and meaningful creative 
responses to the times in which the flmmakers and flm participants live. 

In considering the major impacts of transgender flmmakers and flms 
upon screen culture and audiences, Monique Schafter responded: 

There’s been an increase in the visibility of transgender people in 
society—in both queer and more mainstream circles over the past four 
or fve years. I feel that by seeing trans stories on screen, the trans ex-
perience has been humanised and audiences have a wider vocabulary to 
discuss transgender issues. 

(Monique Schafter 2014) 

Schafter’s use of the word ‘vocabulary’ is very interesting here and underlines 
the necessity for a literate approach to reading the lives and narratives of 
trans people. This is central to developing and implementing the theoretical 
approach of transliteracy used throughout this book. Recognition of the 
Trans New Wave and the developing canon of representations and narra-
tives highlights the agency of the Trans New Wave flmmakers in writing, 
directing and producing work that is ‘by, for and about’ (Loist 2012, 166) 
the gender-diverse community, but which is accessible to the wider commu-
nity through public exhibition at flm festivals, particularly independent, 
queer and trans flm festivals and through online flm portals. Recognition 
and discussion of an emerging canon of representations contributes to the 
ever-expanding discussions of trans cinema. This provides additional tools 
for current and future researchers to engage with the texts transliterately; 
that is, through an understanding of the textual meanings to the commu-
nity that has produced the texts. 

Countercultures: screening independent trans cinema 

Independent flm festivals, particularly queer flm festivals, emerge as pro-
viding a unique and often only location of public exhibition for independ-
ent flmmakers producing gay, lesbian, bisexual, trans, intersex, and queer 
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screen content and are signifcant sites in the sociocultural life of queer 
communities (Parmer 1992; Ford 2014, 2015, 2016b, 2017b). There are 
prominent well-connected flm festivals (including Sundance Film Festival) 
that have a long history of supporting and screening independent gay, les-
bian, bisexual, transgender, intersex, and queer flms. The signifcance 
of cinematic self-representation for non-hegemonic communities is un-
deniable. The necessity for trans people to be centralised in creating the 
representations that are written, directed, produced and exhibited, through 
active participation and the use of self-distribution platforms/and or inde-
pendent flm festivals, is highlighted from a comparison with mainstream 
cinematic texts. 

This is foregrounded in Disclosure: Trans Lives on Screen (Sam Feder & 
Amy Scholder, USA, 2020), the groundbreaking documentary examining 
a century of trans representation in flm and television (Democracy Now! 
2020). Disclosure was an offcial selection and Premiered at the 2020 Sun-
dance Film Festival. Following the successful Premiere, the flm received the 
rare honour of invitation to screen at the Tribeca Film Festival. Due to the 
international and unprecedented effects of COVID-19,13 the international 
festival exhibition of the documentary was postponed (Disclosure 2020). 
This was an experience shared by cultural producers around the world 
across the creative industries with art, flm and music festivals, art galleries 
and cinemas and public exhibition spaces for flm all closing. International 
flm festivals were postponed in 2020, many for the frst time in their his-
tory, leading to use of online spaces to exhibit virtual flm festivals (We Are 
One 2020).14 

Disclosure subsequently received international distribution on Netfix. 
In the interim, as the public tour and exhibition of the documentary were 
awaited, the flm website provided the rationale for the production, stating 
that “DISCLOSURE is an unprecedented, eye-opening look at transgender 
depictions in flm and television, revealing how Hollywood simultaneously 
refects and manufactures our deepest anxieties about gender.” The pro-
duction for Disclosure is an exemplar for demonstrating trans agency and 
shows how cinematic ethnogenesis unfolds, with leading transgender schol-
ars, consultants, flmmakers and new flmmaking talent from within the 
gender-diverse communities working together to create a cinematic revolu-
tion. This exemplary work continued on during the COVID-19 crisis, with 
the flmmakers presenting online discussions with the leading creatives in 
the flm, scheduled to coincide with when the flm was due to be screened. 
Information on resources and support that are available for the trans com-
munity is also being offered in tandem with the offcial flm website. This 
extends the work of the flm from the onscreen world back into the commu-
nity that the flm documents, a vital exchange. 

The interconnections between flm festivals, independent flmmakers 
and cinematic New Waves demonstrate the role that flm festivals play in 
the ethnogenesis of new cinemas. As one leading example, Sundance Film 
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Festival has an historical relationship of actively supporting the exhibition 
of queer and trans screen content. While Ruby Rich cites the independent 
gay and lesbian flm and video scene in the USA from the 1970s and early 
1980s as a direct antecedent of New Queer Cinema (Rich 2013), there is 
recognition of New Queer Cinema as closely linked to the 1992 Sundance 
Film Festival. Rich had served as a ‘Competition Selection Advisory Com-
mittee Member’ for the Sundance Film Festival in 1992 and was moderator 
and also one of the panelists (Sundance Institute 2014). The phrase ‘New 
Queer Cinema’ was coined by Rich in this year, subsequent to the festival. 
Rich has described these times as “I’m clearly there, in the red-hot centre of 
it all, an on-the-ground participant-observer of what felt very much like my 
own history” (Rich 2013, p. xxii). 

The autoethnographic and ethnographic scholarly basis to the emergence 
of New Queer Cinema is signifcant to this book on the Trans New Wave. 
New Queer Cinema as an antecedent demonstrates and validates the au-
toethnographic and ethnographic aspects in recognition of a new cinema. 
The Trans New Wave flmmakers throughout this volume have all screened 
internationally at independent flm festivals, with the research at the basis 
of this book emerging directly from an independent queer flm festival.15 

Trans New Wave flms demonstrate the agency of the flmmaker, simulta-
neously engaging and educating the audience in transliterate perspectives of 
contemporary trans lives. 

To provide an ethnographic insight into the signifcance of flm festivals 
as sites of exhibition, the work of Queer Fruits Film Festival was situated 
within contemporary international flm festival culture and within contem-
porary gay, lesbian, bisexual, intersex, and queer subculture. 

The festival was an offcially recognised and funded flm festival, sup-
ported by Australian State Screen and Arts funding agencies, regional 
Council and Community Development schemes and a community part-
nership with a local Lismore (NSW, Australia) gay and lesbian group 
(Queer Fruits Film Festival Archives 2009–2013).16 The emergence of 
this flm festival is a direct example of cinematic ethnogenesis. From the 
partnership of a genderqueer creative producer17 from within the gay, les-
bian, bisexual, transgender, intersex, and queer community and the local 
community organisation that partnered to produce the festival, the festi-
val was recognised by queer flmmakers and screen industry peers and is 
listed as one of the international queer flm festivals within scholarship 
(Loist 2013; Ford 2013, 2014, 2015, 2017b). Queer Fruits Film Festival 
was added to Loist’s scholarly mapping project in 2011, highlighted with a 
violet-coloured marker, used to characterise festivals established in, what 
Rhyne (2007) calls, the ‘network building’ phase of queer flm festival de-
velopment (Loist 2015). This situates the purposive selection of the flms 
examined in Chapters 3, 4 and 5, the festival and my work as the festival 
director within the wider programming and discourses of international 
flm festival culture. 
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Key scholarship in the flm festival feld is focused within the Film Festi-
val Research Network and scholars such as Marijke de Valck, Ger Zielin-
ski (2006, 2008, 2012), Skadi Loist (2012, 2013, 2015), Loist and Zielinski 
(2012), Loist and de Valck (2013), who have all published on the development 
and signifcance of independent, queer and trans flm festivals internationally. 
These studies often highlight the community origins of the flm festivals. 

Overview of key international independent queer and 
transgender flm festivals 

With 326 specifcally gay, lesbian, bisexual, intersex, and queer flm 
festivals mapped (Loist 2013, 2015), in this section an overview of purpo-
sively selected (Creswell 2013) festivals aims at highlighting the signifcant 
cultural work of the premier international gay, lesbian, bisexual, intersex, 
queer flm festivals. Outfest (Los Angeles) can arguably be attributed as 
the leading international gay, lesbian, bisexual, transgender, intersex, queer 
festival. This is based upon qualitative and quantitative assessment. Qual-
itatively this includes the technical, thematic and narrative quality of flms 
programmed, the profle of flmmakers attracted to screening at the fes-
tival, the exceptional theatrical screening venues and audience responses 
to the programming and key geographic positioning within the screen in-
dustry district in West Hollywood. Quantitative assessment includes the 
high-profle fnancial and industry sponsorships and partnerships, connec-
tions to festivals including Sundance Film Festival that lead to major flm 
distribution opportunities (including to Netfix) and the box offce revenue 
for annual festival attendance. 

International gay, lesbian, bisexual, intersex, and queer flm festivals in-
cluding Frameline (San Francisco), Berlinale (Teddy Awards), Queer Lisboa 
(Lisbon, Portugal), BFI Flare (London, UK), Gaze (Dublin, Ireland), San 
Francisco Transgender Film Festival and TranScreen: Amsterdam Trans-
gender Film Festival (previously the Netherlands Transgender Film Festival) 
are all equally positioned as premiere18 screening sites that present and pro-
mote independent queer and transgender flmmakers and flms. 

Outside these major centres in the global North, USA, UK and Europe, 
there are leading queer flm festivals that play constitutive roles in this in-
ternational festival circuit and in community formation and identity in the 
Southern Hemisphere and Australia. Melbourne Queer Film Festival is one 
of the premiere destination festivals for queer flmmakers and is a festival 
that has consistently supported and programmed innovative content. In 
Sydney, QueerScreen is a flm festival linked to the annual Sydney Gay and 
Lesbian Mardi Gras and is ranked as “one of Australia’s largest flm festi-
vals of any kind, and one of the top fve queer flm festivals in the world” 
(QueerScreen 2017). 

Internationally, annual programming of flm festivals screen in the 
Northern Hemisphere throughout summer and autumn. These festivals are 
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prior to the summer programmes that follow in the Southern Hemisphere 
the next year. Due to this, the Northern Hemisphere flm festivals are in-
dicative of programming strategies for flms and flmmakers annually, for 
festivals that follow in the annual international festival circuit calendar.19 

Programming of flms and flmmakers at successive festivals is an essential 
part of an independent flm touring the festival circuit. This requires festi-
vals to think creatively when curating annual events to attract audiences, 
intensifed due to the variety of content available online. 

Film festivals form a nexus point between communities and a have an 
invisible contract with their audiences, heightened when identity forms 
the basis of the festival. Such identity, particularly when gendered and 
sexualities-based, as in a gay, lesbian, bisexual, transgender, intersex, and 
queer flm festival, requires an especially nuanced programming. Selecting 
and situating screen texts within the context of a flm festival requires a nu-
anced understanding of specifc audience demographics and communities. 
Identity-based festivals present reciprocity between onscreen/offscreen; 
that is, between the flms screened and the viewing audiences. Leading 
flms scholars have recognised this interconnection between audience and 
festival programming at gay, lesbian and queer flm festivals (Rich 1999; 
Zielinski 2006; Loist 2012; Loist and Zielinski 2012). 

The responsibilities and challenges of flm programming have also been 
highlighted from an autoethnographic perspective, of sourcing, selecting 
and screening independent queer cinema (Ford 2014, 2015, 2017b). These 
earlier publications echo points raised throughout flm festival scholarship 
of the programming expectations (from audience and sponsors) and the 
subsequent issues that arise associated with producing a queer flm festival. 
These include expectations of specifc screen content, pricing of sessions, 
volunteer involvement and community collaborations. 

The queer flm festival may productively be conceptualised as a temporal 
queer space, with aspirations to provide equal screen representations across 
all sections of the community, promoting social justice and equality in pro-
gramming decisions (Ford 2015). This approach formed the basis of estab-
lishing and running Queer Fruits Film Festival (Australia) and is evident 
within the autoethnographic accounts of the festival and with specifc flm 
festival respondents throughout this book. In contrast to this, program-
ming decisions that seem to convey a tokenistic approach and attitudes to 
trans flmmakers are encountered, when considered within the context of 
flm festival programmes that may span weeks, encompassing hundreds of 
flms, with only a handful of trans flms exhibited. 

Ethnographic feldwork with flmmakers and flm festivals, during the 
research at the basis of this book, are of especial relevance to the issues/ 
impact of classifcations (ratings) systems upon flm production and flm 
festival programming. This research has identifed that screen texts with 
trans themes, narratives and characters are now purposively included in 
independent gay, lesbian, bisexual, transgender, intersex, queer flm festival 
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programmes, yet may be under-represented within a programme, or pre-
sented as a grouping of texts that perpetuates minority positioning of the 
trans community. 

Sara Ahmed (2012) has identifed a widespread institutional failure of 
‘diversity’ policies to effectively prevent discriminatory practices—and in 
many cases, for ‘diversity’ to conceal active discrimination within institu-
tions (in the case Ahmed was discussing, universities), promoting practices 
that actually perpetuate non-diversity. Ahmed’s work is also of theoretical 
relevance across ‘institutional’ settings including established flm festivals, 
bringing into critical focus issues with onscreen diversity and programming 
failures within the settings of queer flm festivals. These are cultural spaces 
established to promote equality and diversity, both onscreen in texts exhib-
ited and offscreen in the composition of the audiences. In practice, flms 
that explore diverse themes and narratives from a range of intersectional 
perspectives and specifcally, the work of trans flms and flmmakers, still 
frequently remain liminal within screen culture.20 Important exceptions 
to this observation include exemplar flm festivals such as the San Fran-
cisco Transgender Film Festival—the oldest transgender flm festival in the 
world (founded in 1997) (San Francisco Transgender Film Festival 2015), 
or TranScreen: Amsterdam Transgender Film Festival (formerly the Nether-
lands Transgender Film Festival), both of which provide dedicated sites for 
screening gender-diverse texts from a wide range of perspectives. 

From the point of view of the flmmaker, or the audience, the festival is 
all about the flm. Festivals often provide international, national and local 
premieres of new flms and, in the case of many independent flmmakers, 
the primary (or only) opportunity to screen on a big screen to a public, 
paying audience. The exposure a flm festival provides in terms of screening 
and related media publicity and activities (such as radio or print interviews) 
may in turn attract other distribution and screening opportunities (such as 
pay-per-view, or free-to-air television). The signifcance of a flm festival in 
the exhibition and distribution cycle of a flm is heightened for queer and 
trans screen texts 

In this economy of queer visibility, gay and lesbian flm and video fes-
tivals are especially important because they constitute a kind of double 
representation on and in front of the screen. So when one programs a 
festival, one also programs the audience and the community. 

(Fung 1999, p. 89) 

From the point of view of funding bodies, flm festivals are focussed pri-
marily upon audiences and audience development. This may be understood 
in terms of the necessity for box offce receipts to provide income to a festi-
val and to validate the need for a festival in an area. Certainly, as a festival 
increases in size, the emphasis upon (and necessity for) increasing audiences 
to support the screenings becomes pronounced as a programming focal 
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point. This provides the rationale and necessity for attracting World Pre-
miere screenings of flms and the participation of key production personnel 
from exhibited flms in a festival programme or panels, as an additional 
attraction for audiences and scholars. It is in this ongoing tension between 
the ‘show’ and the ‘business’ that the creative-production-exhibition nexus 
of all flm festivals exists and which may lead to social justice and ethical 
issues over programming, with ‘big ticket’ flms being chosen to attract 
audiences, over screen content with experimental or challenging material. 
A further ethical issue can arise in ensuring that equality in screening op-
portunities is presented to all flmmakers. There is an ongoing necessity— 
and a social contract—that exists between the festival, flmmakers and the 
community to minimise programming bias.21 

Then there are the beacons championing trans cinema, such as the San 
Francisco Transgender Film Festival. As a festival that emerged in direct 
response to the absence of representations of gender-diverse lives onscreen, 
since 1997 the festival has programmed and showcased trans diversity and 
intersectionality within the trans community, screening flms which depict 
the representation of gender-diverse lives in the broadest, inclusive ways. 
This is a further example of cinematic ethnogenesis—participants emerging 
from within a community where a void is keenly recognised, in this case, in 
cinematic representations, then creating an event to fll that void. Such flm 
festivals utilise the agency of a motivated key creative to lead community 
volunteer involvement to realise the dream of having a space of our own, 
even for a few days. Within the 2014 programme, there were flms that were 
examples of an emerging canon of representations and also anti-canonical 
representations.22 Signifcantly, it is Trans New Wave flmmakers who are 
acknowledging that there are canons emerging from within contemporary 
trans cinema—and that these need to be critiqued and “transformed”. This 
includes the “canon of documenting gender transformation”—a recurrent 
theme in trans flms—and also “the linear racial focus” that has frequently 
documented and portrayed transgender lives (Against the Grain Seyi Ade-
banjo & Betty Yu, USA, 2014, Synopsis) (San Francisco Transgender Film 
Festival 2014, program).23 

The reciprocal interaction of audiences and texts 

The time in which flms are written, directed and produced and the spaces 
in which flms are exhibited have implications upon the content that is pro-
duced, what is made available to audiences and the experiences of spec-
tatorship. Audiences now view flms and screen content in contexts that 
were not available at the advent of cinema. This takes place publically in 
theatres or flm festivals or privately using digital video disc (DVD) and 
a home television or computer screen, or via digital streaming of online 
content via Subscription Video on Demand (SVOD). The different con-
texts of viewing screen content and the varying affective needs of different 
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audiences and communities in the twenty-frst century have changed rap-
idly, necessitating review and amendment to classifcation (ratings) systems. 
The flms within this book provide examples of independent cinema in the 
twenty-frst century, emerging outside the flm studio rating system, against 
the historical background of twentieth-century suppression and censorship 
of specifc images and non-hegemonic content. Cinematic images that de-
pict non-hegemonic genders and specifcally sexualities have frequently 
been stigmatised, and positioned as content that exceeds the classifcations 
(ratings) for public exhibition. This has also excluded specifc flms within 
flm festival programmes, including in western democratic countries such 
as Australia. This is contrasted with the public acceptance of mainstream 
images with demoralising and violent content and hegemonic sexuality that 
are routinely passed for exhibition. 

Aware of the dynamics between text and audience, flmmakers are sub-
verting recurrent cinematic narratives that disempower the trans charac-
ter and that project a ‘failure’ of trans bodies in heteronormative society, 
cognisant that such narratives simultaneously reinstate the power of he-
gemonic society, via the audiences’ spectatorial gaze. Trans New Wave 
flms are texts that now also hold ‘reparative’ (Sedgwick 2003; Noble 2014) 
potential. For Sedgwick, this involves a turning inwards: 

to use one’s own resources to assemble or “repair” the murderous 
part-objects into something like a whole—though, I would emphasize, 
not necessarily like any preexisting whole. Once assembled to one’s 
own specifcations, the more satisfying object is available both to be 
identifed with and to offer one nourishment and comfort in turn…/ 
The desire of a reparative impulse…is additive and accretive. Its fear, a 
realistic one, is that the culture surrounding it is inadequate or inimical 
to its nurture; it wants to assemble and confer plenitude on an object 
that will have resources to offer to an inchoate self. 

(2003, p. 128/149, italics in original) 

Sedgwick’s point “that culture surrounding it is inadequate or inimical” 
is recognisable as a foundational rationale for why Trans New Wave flms 
emerged and why these screen texts are culturally signifcant. Returning 
to 2008, the lack of representation of basic aspects of life, such as affrm-
ing relationships and sexuality for gender-diverse people, provided the mo-
tivation for flmmakers such as Buck Angel to create what was missing 
from screen narratives. As sites where flmmakers have made such an in-
ward journey and have returned with cinematic texts ‘assembled to (their) 
own specifcations,’ in such reassembled cinematic narratives the repara-
tive process unfolds. This produces sites onscreen able “to be identifed 
with” (Sedgwick 2003, p. 128) and that reciprocally “confer plenitude” 
(ibid., p. 149) upon both the flmmaker and spectators. Queer and trans-
gender flm festivals may also be recognised in these terms: as sites that have 
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responded to the ‘inadequate or inimical surrounding culture’ and through 
providing temporal spaces for representations “confer plenitude” upon par-
ticipants (flmmakers and audiences). 

In this process, the “use of one’s own resources” (Sedgwick 2003, p. 
128) includes the use of autoethnographic accounts of writing the body into 
being. This can most clearly be seen in flms that record detailed accounts 
of transitional narratives, including highly personal accounts of gender-
confrmation processes, including the use of hormone therapies and surger-
ies. The transitional narrative has become one of the identifable sub-genres 
of the Trans New Wave, told from the points of view of both adults and 
youth transitioning. This life narrative story arc is presented in an increas-
ing flmography of texts across a range of styles, including narrative short, 
documentary, experimental and feature flms. 

In these flms, transitional journeys may involve uncertainty and sepa-
ration, with the focus upon the ultimate destination of the journey; this 
provides a reparative cinematic space for participants and audiences. 
Such personal accounts of transformation can only be told from within a 
community. At the outset of the Trans New Wave grassroots flmmakers 
followed a ‘do it yourself’ style of flmmaking, another example of the “use 
of one’s own resources.” This was made possible through uses of available 
technology, including hand-held digital cameras, desktop editing software 
and online sites such as YouTube and Vimeo as places for self-exhibition/ 
distribution. Film festivals are further examples of the reparative strat-
egy that necessitates “the use of one’s own resources,” with community 
participation working as volunteers, on low or no income, to produce self-
identifying culturally relevant screen events. 

How classifcations (ratings) systems may impact 
independent flmmakers and flm festivals: overview of 
differences between the Australian, United Kingdom and 
American Systems 

Classifcations (ratings) systems hold a ubiquitous power in respect to 
screen content. The relationship of classifcations to cinematic ethnogenesis 
is in the way in which the offcial ratings systems may either support or 
prevent audience access to screen content. While flmmakers may be free 
to write, direct and produce what they choose and flm festivals may wish 
to present their flms to the public, the role of classifcations (ratings sys-
tems) in this process is often not considered. This section will examine the 
two primary forms of classifcations (ratings) systems in use internationally. 
Classifcations (ratings) systems are defned as either statutory/legislative— 
that is, legally enforced—an example of this is the Australian Classifcation 
system; or industry—voluntary codes—with the major international exam-
ple of this in America, that utilises screen industry bodies to oversee the 
classifcations (ratings) processes. There is a further way—of independence 
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from both industry and legislative oversight—and this comes into focus in 
discussion of the British system. 

The differences between these three approaches become clearer in 
context to the impact that classifcations (ratings) systems may have in rela-
tion to independent flmmakers gaining access to public sites of exhibition 
and for flm festivals, as the primary public exhibition sites for independ-
ent flmmakers connecting audiences and screen texts. At the outset, as 
this is relevant to the discussion of classifcation (ratings) to follow, it is 
highlighted that none of the flms selected as case study texts within this 
volume fall within the restricted cinematic category of adult flms (Clas-
sifcation Branch of the Commonwealth Attorney-General’s Department 
2012; British Board of Film Classifcation (BBFC 2017).24 

There are important reasons for considering the role of classifcations 
(ratings) systems contextualised to the emergence of the Trans New Wave. 
This includes ongoing issues with classifcations (ratings) bodies refusing 
to allow non-hegemonic flms to screen at gay, lesbian, bisexual, transgen-
der, intersex, queer flm festivals, including in western democratic countries 
such as Australia (Refused Classifcation Censorship in Australia 2002– 
2016, 2012).25 This necessitates a critical engagement with how offcial 
classifcations (ratings) systems are implemented. Chapters 1 and 2 exam-
ined how specifc flms of the Trans New Wave genre emerged from trans 
porn. Filmmaker Buck Angel, the focus of Chapter 7, is still widely known 
through his early career adult flm work, rather than his subsequent docu-
mentary and transactivist work. 

It can be argued that the moral imperatives implicit within the social 
proscription of sexuality and sexually explicit imagery have infuenced of-
fcial classifcations systems internationally. This, in turn, created a screen 
culture which self-regulates the production of cinematic images accord-
ing to hegemonic, heterosexual ‘community standards.’ Within this, the 
representation of non-hegemonic bodies, sexualities and narratives has 
been the subject of particular proscription. This led to the production of 
predominately demoralising mainstream texts throughout the twentieth 
century dealing with transgender narratives and, until recently, an invis-
ibility of trans cultural producers from participation in mainstream cine-
matic culture on an equal footing with hegemonic content.26 In contrast to 
the production of images that suppress, distort and erase trans narratives 
throughout the mainstream, there are a proliferation of screen narratives 
which routinely promote gender normativity, hegemonic sexuality and het-
erosexualised imagery within flm and popular culture.27 

Australian classifcation 

The Australian system is based upon classifcation by an independent statu-
tory body (not affliated with any flm studios), with classifcation informa-
tion aimed at the public and industry.28 However, despite such independence, 
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classifcations processes in Australia are legislative in origin, legally enforced 
and administered by government and enforcement agencies. This leaves the 
Australian system vulnerable to political pressure and lobbying by interest 
groups, which is evidenced as a factor in key classifcations decisions that 
have involved Refusals for screenings (‘banning’ of flms) over the decades. 

In Australia, classifcation decisions are based upon Classifcation Guide-
lines containing a qualitative “hierarchy of impact” from “very mild” (G) 
through to “very high”(RC) (Australian Government 2012a, Guidelines 
Part 2). All screen texts and publications, from flm, television through to 
computer games and books are ascribed one of the classifcations catego-
ries (G, PG, M, M 15+, R 18+). This specifcally limits the audiences that 
may access the text. Classifcation is performed “by the OFLC in accord-
ance with the Classifcation (Publications, Films and Computer Games) 
Act 1995 (Cth) (Classifcation Act) before they can be publicly exhibited in 
cinemas, sold or hired” (Dalton and Schubert 2011, p. 34).29 The process 
for flm festivals (in Australia) was to apply for and receive an Exemption 
to screen flms that have not been offcially classifed. Recent changes have 
now made self-classifcation accessible to accredited organisations, or by 
screen industry personnel trained and accredited in classifcation processes 
(see Figure 6.1). 

The Australian system is based upon concepts of what would not offend 
the standards of “reasonable adults” (Classifcation Branch of the Com-
monwealth Attorney-General’s Department 2012)30 and generic ‘com-
munity standards.’ The ‘artistic merits’ (Australian Government 2014)31 

of a text are taken into account. This can be at odds with the principle 
enshrined within the Code that “adults should be able to read, hear, see 
and play what they want” (Classifcation Branch of the Commonwealth 
Attorney-General’s Department 2012).32 

Dalton and Schubert (2011, p. 44) have noted that the Australian system 
‘obfuscates’ censorship through avoiding any reference to the term ‘censor-
ship,’ or ‘ban’ within the Classifcation Guidelines and through using words 
such as ‘refused classifcation’ (RC), or ‘refused exemption,’ in relation to 
flms not permitted to screen, for example at a flm festival (Classifcation 
Branch of the Commonwealth Attorney-General’s Department 2012).33 

Obfuscating an act of censorship is the most effective technique used to 
avoid outrage and any subsequent ‘backfre,’ as people cannot object to 
something about which they know nothing. 

(Dalton and Schubert 2011, p. 44) 

Yet behind such ‘obfuscation,’ censorship appears historically to be central 
to classifcations processes in Australia. This is evidenced by the word being 
prominently used in offcial government documents such as the “Standing 
Committee of Attorneys-General Censorship Annual Report” (Standing 
Committee of Attorneys-General (SCAG-Censorship) 2003–2004)34 which 
states that “The censorship component of SCAG oversees the national 
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Figure 6.1 Australian Classification Legend.
©Commonwealth of Australia.
Source: Australian Classification, Australian Government, Department of Infrastructure, 
Transport, Regional Development and Communication. Reproduced Under Creative Com-
mons Attribution 4.0 International Public License.

classification scheme” (ibid., p. 2) and reports on “The significant decisions 
of Censorship Ministers” (op. cit., p. 5).

A further way of subverting attention away from the prominent role that 
censorship plays in relation to what films are seen is through the ‘denigrat-
ing’ (Dalton and Schubert 2011, p. 47), or devaluing of either the material 
represented, or the group creating the representation. This has historically 
been demonstrated as the most effective way of garnering public support 
against a group. Obfuscation may also effectively be created around a text 
through use of historically illegitimating words. Mainstream classifica-
tions processes and screen texts continue to promote representations that 
demonstrate these perspectives. This occurs through simultaneously refus-
ing to permit public exhibition of specific non-hegemonic representations 
of  genders and sexualities, but permitting classification (and subsequent 
exhibition) of screen narratives which devalue trans lives and texts with 
negative, demeaning and socially proscriptive story arcs (Ford 2016a).
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Given the historical proscriptions against gender/sexual difference that 
are perpetuated and resurface under conservative governance, there is po-
tential and ability of specifc ideological groups to infuence classifcations 
processes at any time. Further to Dunstan, the classifcation or refusal to 
permit exhibition classifcation status (in the Australia system) is based 
upon interpretation of the offcial Guidelines, noting that the Australian 
Classifcation (ratings) system is administered by Guidelines (Classifcation 
Branch of the Commonwealth Attorney–General’s Department 2012). The 
very name and nature of the classifcations scheme has built into it the 
perplexing and contradictory need for interpretation of what are published 
literally as ‘guidelines’ only. 

United Kingdom classifcation 

The United Kingdom system is “an independent, non-governmental, not-
for-proft, co-regulatory body” (British Board of Film Classifcation (BBFC) 
2014, p. 2). That the British Board of Film Classifcation is both independent 
and a not-for-proft organisation immediately presents a unique classifca-
tion perspective in comparison to the Australian and American classifca-
tions (ratings) systems. The British system utilises published classifcation 
Guidelines, similar in form to those used within the Australian system, with 
the guiding principles effectively implemented for each screen text “subject 
to normal considerations of fairness and reasonableness” (p. 2). A key dif-
ference with the British system is that any classifcation decision made by 
the British Board of Film Classifcation may be challenged in each locality 
that flms screen by local councils—who hold the statutory authority in each 
area; decisions are also enforceable by a range of external agencies. In the 
classifcation Guidelines, these are identifed within a three-page “Annexe” 
(BBFC 2014, pp. 34–36)35 that cites a wide range of legislative and enforce-
ment Acts that underlie the work of the United Kingdom classifcation sys-
tem. This highlights the important role that classifcations agencies hold in 
bringing screen content to audiences and the legal instruments that apply to 
screening content in the British classifcation system. The Guideline-based 
approaches of both the Australian and UK systems may suggest that the 
Australian system was partially modelled upon the British system. 

In the history of the British Board of Film Classifcation (BBFC 2020), 
councils have rarely exercised the power to challenge classifcation deci-
sions, the work of the BBFC is held in such a high regard of respect. Inde-
pendence, so prized by the flmmakers and flm festivals throughout this 
book, emerges as a powerful tool in classifcations processes that inspires 
trust from industry and audiences. This approach differs from the Austral-
ian system, which is a national legislative statutory system, legally enforced 
by a range of authoritative agencies from police to government and also 
different than the USA system, which is an industry-run ratings body and 
voluntary ratings system. 
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Figure 6.2 British Board of Film Classification Symbols.
Source: © British Board of Film Classification 2020. Reproduced Courtesy British Board of 
Film Classification. 

The British system is designed to “protect children and vulnerable adults 
from potentially harmful or otherwise unsuitable media content” and “to 
empower consumers” in respect to their choices, especially with regard to 
children (British Board of Film Classification 2014, p. 3).

This is an area of classifications that the British system offers a particu-
larly nuanced classifications Guidelines, with a Universal (U) rating “suit-
able for all…four years and over” (BBFC 2014, p. 15) and a 12A/12 rating 
for children twelve years and over (BBFC 2014, p. 19), both of which are 
ratings age categories unique to the United Kingdom. The British Board of 
Film Classification Guidelines also clearly identify the age of eight years old 
for PG-rated films and television (see Figure 6.2).

As an independent classification system, the British Board of Film Clas-
sification works intelligently to understand the needs of screen consumers 
and audiences and offers world-leading audience information and educa-
tional resources online. Over the years, this has been achieved through 
initiatives such as an audience-focussed BBFC Insight commentary on films 
in theatrical and DVD releases.

The focus upon providing families with information about films to ensure 
that age-appropriate content is viewed by children and for the protection 
of minors is central to the Australian, British and American classifications 
(ratings) systems.

USA classification (ratings)

Distinct from the Australian (statutory) and United Kingdom (independent) 
classifications systems, classification—called film ratings—in the United 
States “is a voluntary system” administered by The Classification and 
 Rating Administration (CARA) (2013, 2014a, 2014d). This organisation 
and the affiliated Classification and Ratings Appeals Board “were estab-
lished by the Motion Picture Association of America, Inc. (‘MPAA’) and the 
 National Association of Theatre Owners, Inc. (‘NATO’) as part of a vol-
untary system to provide information to parents…CARA is operated as an 
independent division of MPAA” (Motion Picture Association of  America, 
Inc. (MPAA), National Association of Theatre Owners, Inc. 2010, p. 1). 
The Motion Picture Association of America is an industry-run trade as-
sociation (originally by the six major Hollywood studios, now also with 
non-studio member Netflix) headed by Disney (Motion Picture Association 
of America (MPAA) 2014c). The Classification and Rating Administration 
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is run by “a rating board made up of an independent group of parents,” 
with flm ratings aimed to provide “advance cautionary warnings to 
families about a movie’s content” (The Classifcation & Rating Adminis-
tration (CARA) 2013, 2014b, 2014c, 2014e; Motion Picture Association of 
America (MPAA 2014b). As in the Australian and British systems, classif-
cation provides a vital service to consumers. 

The Motion Picture Producers and Distributers of America (MPPDA), 
established in 1922, was the forerunner of the current Motion Picture As-
sociation of America, also known as the MPAA (MPPDA Digital Archive 
2014). Within the Association, The Classifcation and Rating Administra-
tion (CARA), with a parental advisory board, oversees flm classifcation 
issues: “CARA’s mission is to afford parents the tools they need to make 
informed decisions about what their children watch” (The Classifcation & 
Rating Administration (CARA) 2013). The situation of flm classifcation 
in America is complexly entwined with mainstream flm production. The 
Motion Picture Association of America historically represented the six ma-
jor Hollywood Studios (Walt Disney Studios Motion Pictures; Paramount 
Pictures Corporation; Sony Pictures Entertainment Inc.; Twentieth Century 
Fox Film Corporations; Universal City Studios LLC; Warner Bros. Enter-
tainment Inc (MPAA, 2014a, abbreviations in original, order of Studios 
in original). Since the merger of Twentieth Century Fox assets and Disney 
Studios, there are now fve studios represented (MPAA 2020). Netfix is 
now also a member of the MPPA, the frst non-studio streaming company 
to be included (Johnson 2020). Heading this list is Disney Studios, most 
famous for family-orientated flms, which promote hegemonic gender/sex 
roles and mainstream family values.36 

The mission statement of The Classifcation and Ratings Administration 
refects the studio hegemonies “we hope to provide parents with a useful 
social service, while allowing flmmakers to connect meaningfully with ap-
propriate audiences” (The Classifcation & Rating Administration (CARA) 
2013). Historically this may have implications and impacts for the depic-
tion of marginalised (non-hegemonic) communities in mainstream (theatri-
cal release) cinema. 

The historical issues surrounding on-screen representations become 
clearer when contextualised to the origin of classifcations (ratings) systems 
and, specifcally, the origins of the current ratings system used by Holly-
wood. According to leading scholars of flm censorship studies (Biltereyst 
and Vande Winkel 2013; Wittern-Keller 2013), flm classifcation in Amer-
ica came into being following early pressure from Protestant groups, as a 
moral majority concerned about flm content (Wittern-Keller 2013, p. 21). 
By the late 1920s, Hollywood was under the moralistic control and dictates 
of the Catholic Church (Black 2013, pp. 241–244; Wittern-Keller 2013, 
p. 21). The current American ratings system developed out of a ratings-based 
system devised by the Catholic ‘Legion of Decency’ (Black 2013, p. 244), 
indicating which flms were church-approved for families to support at box 
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offce. Studios quickly learnt that without the seal of approval (‘A1’ or ‘A2,’ 
equivalent to a ‘G’ or ‘PG’ rating in current terms) of the International Fed-
eration of Catholic Alumnae37 (IFCA—the Catholic women’s organisation) 
in pre-1960s Hollywood, flms would not be patronised leading to low, or 
no, box offce (Black 2013, p. 244).38 

The social proscriptions against cinema originating early in the twenti-
eth century have had enduring consequences into the twenty-frst century 
in the offcial classifcations (ratings) responses to cinematic creativity. As 
an overview, flm in the early-mid twentieth century became a cause of 
much hostility and proscription, as it caused “moral panic,” particularly in 
America (Wittern-Keller 2013, p. 16). This was due to the ability of cinema 
to reach and speak to people across all sections of society and to convey 
messages about life that had previously been under institutional control.39 

There was a sense of the potential that this new entertainment medium 
held and “society’s moral guardians…were concerned….at the immense 
social implications of what they perceived as commercialised voyeurism” 
(Wittern-Keller 2013, p. 16). 

This fear led to cinema becoming strictly regulated by Production and 
Classifcation Codes (also known as the PCA). Screen culture created a 
new kind of communication in society, one where people did not need to 
be able to read, or write to be entertained, informed or empowered. This 
also meant that the inability to read or write could no longer provide a 
controlling barrier to the exchange of information; now there was the po-
tential to be able to access information via images on a screen. In this form 
of visual cultural exchange lies the immense and enduring power of flm. 

Lea Jacobs (1997) argues that far from being a system solely ‘enforced’ 
from these groups, Hollywood producers were complicit in negotiations 
and editing of flms to ensure passing censorial processes (pp. xi–xii). This 
included writing and editing of specifc scenes and cinematic narratives in 
ways that presented a socially and morally proscriptive view of women, 
what Jacobs (1997) identifed as the ‘Fallen Woman’ genre. Films are seen 
historically as the “product of a symbiotic relationship between governmen-
tal censors and Hollywood’s internal censors at the PCA” and that “there 
is no doubt that governmental censors came frst” (Wittern-Keller 2013, 
pp. 15–16). This debate has been called a “chicken-and-egg question” in 
the literature of flm censorship (Wittern-Keller 2013, p. 16). 

In this way infuences and pressures exterior to the creative processes 
were established in mainstream flmmaking and hegemonic religion exerted 
a disproportionate power over cinema.40 From the advent of sound in flms, 
Studios were focussed upon the production of specifc types of depictions of 
society, with ‘family values’ (“General Patronage”/‘G’ rated) flms equaling 
box offce success. The industrial model of flm production and economic ra-
tionale for movies, the business end of ‘show business,’ ultimately overrides 
all other considerations, for Studios “cannot consider either the flmmaking 
process or flms themselves in isolation from this economic, technological, 
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and industrial context” (Schatz 1993, p. 10). Mainstream flms continue to 
promote hegemonic values and the existence of flms and flmmakers that 
challenge the mainstream demonstrates the complexity of this relationship. 
Netfix and contemporary streaming services have also presented a new 
paradigm for the screen industry to connect with audiences. 

In the USA, the majority of mainstream flms released to cinema are G 
or PG rated. These ratings categories do not generally include flms with 
trans narratives. This leads to gender-binary and heteronormative views 
being privileged on screen. These ongoing issues were again foregrounded 
with the release of Hollywood flm 3 Generations (Dellal, USA, 2015) as an 
R-rated flm, rather than at the PG-13 rating. This prevents one of the tar-
get audiences, (teenage audiences) identifable through the main character, 
from accessing the flm in theatrical release without adult supervision, even 
though the flm is about a transgender youth Ray (Elle Fanning). Aware of 
the implications of the higher rating, the distributers contested the decision 
(International Movie Database (IMDB) 2015b).41 This example illustrates 
how classifcations (ratings) may impact trans flms. 

In mainstream cinema release, transgender lives have frequently been 
represented in flms with socially proscriptive, demeaning, comedic, or 
parodic story arcs, released at higher ratings, with many released at the 
R rating.42 Historically, audiences have not been provided access to texts 
that represent trans narratives in a range of relevant, contemporary, life-
affrming narratives. The entrance of Netfix into the media landscape has 
led to rapid change within the screen industry, with pay-per-view, SVOD 
online television series.43 

Films with subjects deemed by the Classifcation and Ratings Admin-
istration (parental) board to contain ‘aberrational behavior’ historically 
received the rating of NC-17. The Studios 

introduced the NC-17 rating system in 1990 for adults-only flms that 
were still somehow within the range of appropriate studio product 
lines…but have since abandoned that designation by including in their 
contracts the inevitable rejoinder against producing an NC-17 flm. 

(Lewis 2013, p. 43) 

Due to these factors, flmmakers may choose to avoid producing content that 
may subsequently be rated at NC-17. Distributers may not want these flms 
and cinema chains are frequently unable to screen any flms rated NC-17 due 
to being located within multiplex shopping centres which explicitly cite on 
their leases “a provision prohibiting the screening of such flms” (Lewis 2013, 
p. 43). A classifcation rating such as the NC-17 is used to strictly control 
mainstream cinema releases. The defnition of what constitutes ‘aberrational 
behavior’ in terms of the NC-17 rating seems to be broadly applied. 

An overview of the flms released in this category suggests that the con-
tent is heteronormative (e.g. Showgirls, Paul Verhoeven, USA, 1995), with 
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sexual themes (e.g. Inside Deep Throat, Fenton Bailey, USA, 2005) and/or 
violent narratives that would exclude flms from the R category in the USA, 
which screens to audiences seventeen years of age (unlike the Australian 
R 18+ which excludes anyone under the age of eighteen years). None of 
the ‘Top 30’ box offce grossers in the NC-17 category appear to be non-
heteronormative or transgender-themed flms (Box Offce Mojo 2014). This 
could be, in part, because to date, writers, directors and producers have not 
created trans content for wider release that focuses upon the sexual aspects 
of gender-diverse lives. Some small, but signifcant, progress has been made 
in this area, with Tales of the City (USA, 2019–) depicting an affrming 
story arc of a budding homoerotic sexual relationship between a trans and 
cisgender male character. But, this was in an SVOD series screening via 
Netfix so viewed on private screens, not a theatrically released publically 
accessed feature flm. There are currently no feature flms in theatrical re-
lease that are offering audiences such a realistic and transliterate depiction 
of trans lives (which must include sexual relationships). Due to this, it is 
diffcult to assess whether such transgender narratives—if available and 
offered for theatrical distribution—would be rated at NC-17. 

This comparison of ratings suggests that the USA ratings system has (or, 
has had) a tolerance for flms with stronger content and sexual themes. 
In these textual examples, the flms are heteronormative. It is beyond the 
scope of the objectives of this book to analyse the narrative of each flm that 
receives the NC-17 rating and the box offce implications for this rating. It 
is to be noted that NC-17 in the USA is closest in target audience age de-
mographic to the R 18+ in Australia, however the NC-17 is a specifc and 
different designation than R 18+. Both categories of flms are distributed to 
theatrical (cinema) release (Box Offce Mojo 2014). Films within the R 18+ 
classifcation in Australia are not noted as being ‘aberrational’ in content, 
but classifed as containing content that has ‘Very Strong’ impacts. 

Signifcantly, texts with trans themes and characters which receive the 
Motion Picture Association of America/Classifcation and Ratings Admin-
istration rating approval to screen theatrically in cinemas and which are 
distributed to DVD appear to attract the R rating within the USA classif-
cation system. All the well-known and canonically awarded trans-themed 
mainstream flms have been released as R in America. This includes The 
Crying Game (Neil Jordan, USA, 1992); Boys Don’t Cry (Kimberly Peirce, 
USA, 1999); Transamerica (Duncan Tucker, USA, 2005); Dallas Buyers 
Club (Jean-Marc Vallee, USA, 2013); Predestination (The Spierig Brothers, 
Australia, 2014). 44 These texts receive the R rating (which is lower than the 
NC-17) and so enables wider theatrical release and viewing by mainstream 
audiences in the USA; the texts frequently contain socially proscriptive, 
demeaning and stereotypical narratives (Ford 2016a). 

A critical interpretation of these ratings decisions could suggest that 
although the use of the R rating enables a wider adult audience to view 
the flms, but (with the exception of 3 Generations) this leads to viewing 
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screen narratives that reinscribe moralistic viewpoints and social proscrip-
tion against gender diversity. Dallas Buyers Club (Jean-Marc Vallee, USA, 
2013) and Predestination (The Spierig Brothers, Australia, 2014) are the 
two examples in a list of flms ftting this description, including the ear-
lier text Boys Don’t Cry (Kimberly Peirce, USA, 1999). These are flms 
characterised by narratives in which the story arc of the trans character 
so closely follows genre conventions identifed within the ‘Fallen Woman’ 
cycle of Hollywood flms (Jacobs 1997), to be able to suggest that writers, 
directors and producers have recycled this genre (whether overtly or sub-
textually), transposing this onto the trans body in the twenty-frst century 
(Ford 2016a, 2017a). In this genre of flms, the main character is always an 
‘outsider’ (outside the law/home/family), on the streets, suffering humilia-
tions and dying before the story ends.45 

Of further signifcance to understanding the different level of freedom 
independent flmmakers producing non-hegemonic content have in the 
USA, unlike the Australian classifcation system, the USA ratings sys-
tem is not enforced by law (Classifcation Branch of the Commonwealth 
Attorney-General’s Department 2013, Commissioned Report, p. 13). This 
is why it is frequently referred to as a ‘voluntary system’ by the Motion Pic-
ture Association of America. In the USA system, flm ratings are voluntary 
and even though “Films can be exhibited without a rating…the majority of 
cinemas refuse to exhibit non-rated or NC-17 rated flms” (Classifcation 
Branch of the Commonwealth Attorney-General’s Department 2013, Com-
missioned Report, p. 13).46 This illustrates that for theatrical release of a 
flm in the majority of USA cinemas, a voluntary rating is required. In this 
way, the voluntary system of classifcations (ratings) creates a self-regulating 
industrial system. This results in non-hegemonic flms and independent 
flmmakers who produce unrated flms from wider theatrical release neces-
sitating self-distribution. For flmmakers, choosing to not have a flm rated 
may simply refect the economic reality of low-budget productions.47 

In a study commissioned by the Offce of Film & Literature Classifca-
tion (Australia),48 which compared the classifcation systems of twenty-two 
countries internationally (Brand 2003), the researcher concluded that “The 
most striking distinction amongst ratings and classifcation systems is 
whether they are government or industry self-regulated schemes. Interest-
ingly there is a trend to avoid the word ‘classifcation’ in the labelling of 
industry-based schemes” (Brand 2003, p. 18). 

In the USA, the Motion Picture Association of America (MPAA) studios 
and National Association of Theatre Owners (NATO) cinema owners “are 
not involved in the Rating Board’s determination of the ratings assigned to 
individual motion pictures” (Motion Picture Association of America, Inc. 
(MPAA), National Association of Theatre Owners, Inc. 2010, p. 1). The 
Rating Board of the Classifcation and Ratings Administration (CARA) is 
headed by “A Chairperson, appointed by the Chairman of the MPAA with 
the concurrence of the President of NATO, who is ultimately responsible 
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for the rating of all motion pictures submitted to CARA” (Motion Picture 
Association of America, Inc. (MPAA), National Association of Theatre 
Owners, Inc. 2010, p. 2). 

Like the Australian Classifcation Review Board, the appointment of 
persons involved in flm classifcation and ratings in the Australian and 
American systems refect screen industry and audience expectations and 
standards. The independent British system emerges as distinct from either 
of these approaches. Douglas Gomery (1996) highlighted that the Mo-
tion Picture Association of America “is a classic trade association. In this 
forum, when the members of the oligopoly defne a common interest, they 
act as one” (p. 411). This may lead to flm ratings refecting the Motion 
Picture Association of America member studios’ values and demograph-
ics. The flms subsequently distributed for wide public exhibition are those 
rated to be economically benefcial at box offce, attracting high attend-
ances for cinema theatre owners. This is of consequence in the considera-
tion of the ratings which flms containing non-hegemonic themes/content 
receive. The theatrical release system is weighted towards ‘family-friendly’ 
G and PG content, as the largest box offce groups. To maintain the pri-
mary family-friendly box-offce demographic, the contractual injunctions 
against exhibiting NC-17 flms are effective. 

On a day-to-day basis, it may be simplistic to imagine that the board 
of parents within The Classifcation and Rating Administration (CARA) 
makes the fnal decision on the ratings which flms receive; they are in es-
sence, gatekeepers of ‘community standards’ who ensure that a flm meets 
the CARA ratings standards. 

The Australian system has clear and easily accessible industry guides “on 
how to apply for a flm festival screening” of unrated independent flms (Clas-
sifcation Branch of the Commonwealth Attorney-General’s Department 
2014d). During the years that the feldwork research of this book was com-
pleted, the American system did not appear to provide any clear, or easily 
accessible, rules or guidelines on flm festivals on either the Motion Picture 
Association of America (MPAA) (2010), or the Classifcation and Rating Ad-
ministration (CARA) (2013) websites. Detailed searches yielded no results 
and no offcial information on how a flm festival in America was granted 
permission to screen independent flms. This also included whether flms to be 
screened by festivals were subjected to offcial classifcations (ratings) controls. 

In Australia, the ‘Exemption’ to screen unclassifed flms was required to 
be obtained by a festival prior to promoting a screening within a festival 
programme.49 This has since been replaced by a “Registered Event” system, 
permitting flm festivals to self-classify unclassifed content (Australian 
Classifcation 2020a). Through a “Content Assessor Training” system, 
screen industry personnel can now be trained and accredited in classifca-
tion processes (Australian Classifcation 2020b). 

The information on the processes for USA flm festivals was gathered 
through feldwork with independent flm festivals and festival directors in 
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line with the methodologies of this book. Attending flm festivals and con-
ducting feldwork in the USA raised pertinent issues, particularly around 
the non-classifcation (rating) of flms screened within flm festivals in the 
USA and observations prompted by informal discussions with Trans New 
Wave flmmakers.50 Under the classifcation Guidelines that were in op-
eration in Australia in 2014 (Classifcation Branch of the Commonwealth 
Attorney-General’s Department 2012),51 a number of flms screened in the 
USA at flm festivals would most likely not be eligible to receive an Ex-
emption to screen in Australia at a flm festival.52 This discussion is based 
upon consideration of the 2012 classifcations ‘Refusals’ cited within this 
chapter53 due to the depictions of sexualities within the texts.54 

This adds very signifcant empirical evidence to this discussion on the 
role that ratings systems play in respect to the processes of cinematic ethno-
genesis and trans representation on screen internationally. What emerged 
from the research is that in previous years in Australia, classifcations 
systemically impacted exhibition at both mainstream and independent 
flms/festivals.55 In the USA, independent flmmakers and festivals were not 
affected by ratings, or by the Classifcation and Ratings Administration. 
Ratings only have an impact on USA flmmakers when seeking distribution/ 
exhibition to theatrical release. 

This provides a direct explanation for why flms such as Community 
Action Centre (A. K. Burns, A. L. Steiner, USA, 2010) and In Their Room: 
Berlin (Travis Mathews, USA, 2011) are able to screen at flm festivals and 
prestigious art galleries in the USA and UK56 without incident. These same 
screen texts were subsequently deemed equivalent in content to the Refused 
Classifcation (RC) rating in Australia, leading to the Exemption to screen 
not granted (and so, refused permission) for exhibition in Australia. This 
also provides a rationale for why USA flmmakers responded casually to 
feldwork questions around the role that classifcations (ratings systems) 
have upon the flms they produced. The simple answer is that the USA 
ratings systems have no effect on the content that independent trans flm-
makers produce, unless they seek theatrical release. Trans New Wave 
flmmakers from the USA expressed they had no knowledge of what classi-
fcations (ratings) systems were at all.57 This answer from respondents was 
entirely unexpected. As the research at the basis of this book progressed 
and feldwork was completed, the rationale for this ambivalence to clas-
sifcations (ratings) systems in America became apparent, contexualised 
within the voluntary USA ratings system. 

The American, UK and Australian classifcations (ratings) systems also do 
not precisely correlate in age divisions, which hold further implications for 
production and distribution—and box offce—of flms between countries. 
Uneven age demographic classifcation of content emerges between these 
ratings systems. Independent flmmakers and flm festivals in the USA have 
an enviable independence from censorial controls when producing and 
programming texts.58 This section has highlighted that this is not the case 
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in Australia and that offcial classifcations (ratings) has historically exerted 
control upon what flms are screened publically. 

Through comparison, the legislative overseership that classifcations 
(ratings) systems holds in respect to screen content in Australia comes 
sharply into focus in comparison with the systems currently utilised in the 
United Kingdom and the USA. The enviable independence that flm festivals 
have in the USA to programme texts without the censorship experienced in 
respect to specifc screen texts in Australia demonstrates how classifcation 
policies may impact upon trans flm production and exhibition. 

These observations are supported by textual evidence including the flms 
within this chapter as examples of gay, queer and trans texts ‘Refused’ 
permission (which effectively is a ‘ban’) on screening in Australia. This em-
pirical evidence supports the view that a dualistic system of classifcatory 
screen regulation is in operation. Legal scholars have noted that “Those 
who espouse the approved view may use sexual images; those who do not, 
may not” (Harris 2005, p. 37). Independent flmmakers of the Trans New 
Wave have attained creative independence through use of twenty-frst-
century screen production and exhibition strategies. 

Non-hegemonic cinema—whose community decides who 
sees the flm? 

The history of flm censorship decisions in Australia has been thoroughly 
documented in relation to the role that classifcation (censorship) has played 
in the exhibition of international arthouse and independent flms during the 
Sydney Film Festival’s sixty-year history (Marr 2013) and in the development 
of the X classifcation in Australia (Cettl 2014). The issue of censorship in 
respect to programming at independent and queer flm festivals remains an 
ongoing issue, from curatorial, sociocultural, legal and representational points 
of view. In 2013, leading gay and lesbian flm festival Melbourne Queer Film 
Festival was refused the Exemption status in respect to I Want Your Love 
(Travis Mathews, USA, 2012), a sexually explicit gay male flm about nego-
tiating sex for the frst time (International Movie Database 2012a) that was 
Refused Exemption to screen at the 23rd Melbourne Queer Film Festival in 
2013 (Benson 2013). 

This echoed classifcations issues in 201259 when QueerScreen Mardi 
Gras Film Festival in Sydney was refused the Exemption status in respect 
to two gay, lesbian, bisexual, transgender, intersex, queer texts, which ef-
fectively ‘banned’ these flms from being exhibited in Australia. The flms, 
In Their Room: Berlin (Travis Mathews, USA, 2011), a sexually explicit 
gay male flm featuring a couple privately engaging in (actual) sex and 
Community Action Centre (A. L. Steiner & A. K. Burns, USA, 2010), a 
flm featuring trans and genderqueer participants engaging in a range of 
queer sexual dynamics (including body modifcation and powerplay sce-
narios) were both Refused Exemption to screen in the same year.60 
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The one thematic that each of these three ‘banned’ flms share in common 
are the depictions of consensual non-hegemonic sexualities from the per-
spective of the gay, queer and trans communities represented within the 
flms.61 These are flms with non-hegemonic narratives of gender diversity 
and queer sexuality that had previously screened internationally without 
incident and yet were subsequently banned from screening in Australia 
between 2012 and 2013, foregrounding anomalies that existed within the 
Australian classifcations system. 

This clearly identifes regulation of what flm representations are 
produced and exhibited is controlled by not only who makes the flms but 
by the specifc offcial classifcation (ratings) system exhibition is sought. 
The ‘gatekeeper’ role of classifcation, providing the requisite symbol of 
legal approval that enables flms to be widely distributed in theatrical and 
DVD release, or exhibited at a flm festival, is the same system that prevents 
flms from being publically screened. Whilst the classifcation Guidelines in 
Australia (Classifcation Branch of the Commonwealth Attorney-General’s 
Department 2008, 2012; Australian Government 2012a, 2012b, 2014, 
2015) and flm ratings systems publically advise the legislative frameworks 
for classifying flms, hegemonic bias may affect the way in which classifca-
tion regulations are interpreted and applied to the flms that are submitted 
for screening. Wittern-Keller succinctly sums this situation as “there can 
be little doubt that the most obvious and intrusive interference with what 
flmmakers could produce—and what audiences could see—has come from 
governmental flm censorship agencies” (2013, p. 15). 

Decisions such as these communicate profoundly confusing messages 
about what representations are legally acceptable to be screened, even in 
a western democratic country such as Australia. This holds profound im-
plications for cinematic ethnogenesis and flmmakers writing, directing, 
producing and exhibiting flms with non-heteronormative narratives, con-
taining gender-diverse participants and characters. This raises a central and 
ongoing ethical issue of social justice, raised throughout this book of whose 
‘community standards’ are the basis of judging whether a flm fts within 
ratings Guidelines, or is deemed objectionable and refused permission to 
be screened. 

In Australia, grounds for refusal must be based upon the published Guide-
lines (Classifcation Branch of the Commonwealth Attorney–General’s 
Department 2012, Part 2, RC). Additional factors may also be taken into 
account in the processes of making classifcations decisions. This includes 
factors that may be subjective to assess, such as the artistic merit62 of a text. 
This was an area that was subjected to rigorous interrogation and contes-
tation in Australia in 2011, across a range of legal, cultural, artistic and 
cinematic interpretations.63 As a baseline within the hegemonic standards 
of the Australian classifcations system, normative assumptions about what 
a majority of ‘reasonable adults’64 across varied sections of the Australian 
community might fnd objectionable or potentially harmful in a screen text 
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are utilised in assessing flms. It is diffcult to ascertain how the qualitative 
criteria of ‘artistic merit’ is applied. There are proponents and critics of 
the uses of artistic merit to defend texts containing sexual materials. Legal 
scholar Harris (2005) criticises this as “an inherently subjective criterion 
that ought therefore not to be decisive in determining whether adults ought 
to be able to access such material” (Harris 2005, p. 52). 

A critical engagement with these classifcation decisions leads to valid 
questioning and consideration of recurrent interpretations of the classifca-
tion Guidelines in Australia. 

These are not the only examples of the confusing, conficting nature 
of offcial classifcation processes in Australia, which have prevented the 
screening of specifc flms which contain non-heterosexual content and 
through such decisions, may appear to privilege classifcation of hegemonic 
representations. This position has been criticised by leading flm scholars 
(Assargiotis 2013) and described as the “strange anomalies embedded in 
Australia’s flm classifcation (censorship) landscape” (Dalton and Schubert 
2011, p. 34). 

Refusal to grant exemption to non-hegemonic flms which actively de-
pict diverse sexualities means that representations that are valid to gay, 
trans, and queer lives represented in the flms are blocked from being pub-
lically accessed by those communities. This is of especial concern, given 
the perspectives that can be brought to a role, based upon which section of 
the community individuals are from. In a multicultural society, there are 
also multiple communities: culturally and linguistically diverse (CALD); 
gender and sexually diverse; diverse abilities. These multiple communities 
are constrained under the umbrella of one simplifed ‘community’ when 
‘community standards’ and attitudes are required to be ascertained. There 
is no one ‘community standard’ especially when sensitive and private as-
pects of life are under consideration. Harris (2005) identifed the critical 
issue that “Australia’s censorship regime is fawed in that it is underpinned 
by a community-standards approach, rather than a harms-based approach” 
(p. 57). This validly questions the role of ‘community standards’ as the 
determining factor in classifcation of flms containing sexuality-based 
themes and depictions. Harris comments that “This test was clearly rooted 
in concepts of social morality, and offered no explanation as to why such 
moral concerns should over-ride individual rights” (p. 26). The application 
of a generic concept of ‘harm’ that may be potentially caused by material is 
an alternate way for texts to be subjected to censorship. 

Trans new wave as reparative cinema 

There are transliterate flmmakers now writing, directing and producing 
screen content for contemporary diverse audience demographics—who are 
actively seeking texts with reparative qualities. Film festivals continue to 
provide access to these texts, unfolding the reciprocal processes of cinematic 
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ethnogenesis—between grassroots communities, flmmakers and screen 
content. That there has been a systemic ‘missing’ (or unaccounted for) de-
mographic of audiences for screen texts that hold non-hegemonic themes 
and narratives was highlighted by Patrick Califa who said that “There is a 
powerful assumption here about the audience, as well, that it is constituted 
for the most part of ‘normally’ gendered people” (Califa 2003, p. 2, 2013). 

From the empirical evidence of running a queer flm festival (2009–2012) 
and from feldwork at international trans and gay and lesbian flm festivals 
(2013–2016) presented as empirical evidence throughout this book, it be-
comes absolutely clear that there are large and increasing audiences that 
have been routinely ignored by the mainstream and that are actively pursu-
ing reparative cinematic viewing experiences, particularly around sexuality 
and gender diversity. 

Sedgwick pointed to this potentiality when saying “at a textual level, it 
seems to me that related practises of reparative knowing may lie, barely 
recognized and little explored, at the heart of many histories of gay, les-
bian and queer intertexuality” (2003, p. 149). Within the constraints 
and requirements of classifcations (ratings) systems, flm festivals pursue 
sourcing, selecting and curating annual and biannual festival programmes, 
drawing upon the flms that have been produced within a specifed year 
range and with their specifc audience demographic in mind and in this way 
the processes of cinematic ethnogenesis unfolds. 

Notes 
1 This quantitative data is based upon the 2014 programme. 
2 Meaning that a flm may only be submitted for consideration for exhibition at 

a given festival if it was produced in the year leading up to the festival, or in the 
two (or in some case, three) years prior. 

3 Noting that important flms with trans characters, themes and narratives 
screening at queer and trans flm festivals may be overlooked if this was the 
sole criteria to utilise. The considerations of what makes a ‘trans flm’ were 
examined in Chapter 1. Films such as Black Is Blue by acclaimed New Queer 
Cinema flmmaker Cheryl Dunye (Cheryl Dunye, USA, 2014) have screened at 
queer and dedicated transgender flm festivals such as at the 2014 Outfest flm 
festival in Los Angeles and the 2014 San Francisco Transgender Film Festival. 

4 Ernst has worked as second unit director on Transparent and as a consultant to 
the series on trans issues, along with his partner Zachary Drucker. 

5 As a flm produced in 2001, this flm is outside the time frame of the Trans New 
Wave era (2008–). 

6 Specifcally focussed on screen texts with trans themes, characters and 
narratives. Howard’s directorial work includes the following television series 
Hudson Valley Ballers (2013–2015), viewed 16 July 2017, <http://www.imdb. 
com/title/tt3466546/fullcredits?ref_=tt_ov_st_sm>; episodes of television se-
ries The Fosters (2016), viewed 16 July 2017, <http://www.imdb.com/title/ 
tt2262532/fullcredits?ref_=tt_ql_1>; Faking It (2016), viewed 16 July 2016, 
<http://www.imdb.com/title/tt3127020/fullcredits?ref_=tt_ov_st_sm>; This 
Is Us (2016), viewed 16 July 2017, <http://www.imdb.com/title/tt5555260/ 
fullcredits?ref_=tt_ov_st_sm>. 

http://www.imdb.com
http://www.imdb.com
http://www.imdb.com
http://www.imdb.com
http://www.imdb.com
http://www.imdb.com
http://www.imdb.com
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7 Akkadia Ford, ethnographic feldwork completed during doctoral research, 
Southern Cross University (2013–2016). 

8 Such as the 2012 trans-themed session and forum at Queer Fruits Film Festival 
(Australia), when I was festival director (2009–2012). 

9 Female to male trans men (note added). 
10 Monique Schafter case study respondent on behalf of Tran Boys, online 

ethnography, 31 March 2014. Interview used with Permission Monique 
Schafter (2020). 

11 ‘Leather’ is used in this section as shorthand for a broadly defned grouping of 
activities around interests in BDSM and fetish lifestyles. 

12 Acknowledging that there are ideological tensions for some people between queer 
and trans, between lesbians, trans women and trans men and at times within sec-
tors of the gay, lesbian, bisexual, transgender, intersex, and queer, communities, 
such tensions have been presented in the literature. How the term ‘queer’ is used 
is contested by scholars (Browne, Lim and Brown 2009). ‘Queer’ may be episte-
mological a ‘way of knowing’ (Browne and Nash 2010, p. 7; Ford 2015, p. 182), 
or a ‘mode of theoretical or conceptual engagement’ (Browne and Nash 2010, p. 
2; Ford 2015, p. 182). This book acknowledges that trans people may/or may not 
identify as queer, this is a personal point of view (Ford 2015), that is also refected 
in specifc scholarship (Macdonald 2013; Leung 2014). Respectful acknowledge-
ment is made that there are individuals within the gender-diverse communities 
who do not relate to trans in this way, who do not consider themselves to be queer 
(Prosser 1998) and who do not experience their gender/and or sexuality as being 
fuid, but as constative (Prosser 2006, p. 264), a man or a woman; heterosexual or 
homosexual. Use of the term queer throughout this book follows Stephen Valoc-
chi (2005) who acknowledges that queer may be ontological, a subject position, 
or ‘identity formation’ (Valocchi 2005, p. 766; Ford 2015, p. 182). 

13 The viral pandemic that swept through the world at the start of 2020 with 
devastating consequences. 

14 We Are One, 29 May–7 June 2020 is billed as “A historic flm festival event,” 
with twenty leading flm festivals partnering with YouTube to screen direct 
to audiences around the world, with funds raised for COVID-19 relief. At 
the time of completion of this book programmes were not available, and it is 
hoped that the promise of the event is realized with inclusive programming and 
representations. 

15 The 2012 Queer Fruits Film Festival in Australia. 
16 Screen Audience Development Project Funding from Screen NSW (2009), this 

funding strand then moved to Arts NSW (2010, 2011, 2012); Lismore Pro-
motion Program Funding, Lismore City Council (2010, 2011, 2012); Commu-
nity Development and Support Expenditure Scheme (CDSE Category 2) (2011, 
2012); Tropical Fruits Inc. (2009–2011). 

17 An autoethnographic description of the author (Dr Akkadia Ford). 
18 This qualitative term is used based upon a combination of age of the festival, 

size, screening location and impact/success of screenings. 
19 I am not referring to a formalised calendar that can be cited here, but the recog-

nition by flmmakers of the national and international flm festival events that 
take place annually that are timed sequentially where flms may be submitted 
to and screened. 

20 Recent focus upon trans screen texts has included a panel presented on 18 July 
2015 by the Screen Actors Guild (SAG) and the AFTRAs National LGBT Com-
mittee during the 2015 Outfest flm festival. 

21 During the Queer Fruits Film Festival years (2009–2012), frst-hand accounts 
from flmmakers were encountered of high-quality queer and trans flms that 
were accepted for screening at Queer Fruits Film Festival, that had not been 
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accepted into international gay and lesbian flm festivals because of the gender/ 
sexual biases of a festival programmer. Queer Fruits Film Festival Archives 
(2009–2013) respondents de-identifed. 

22 Fieldwork observations made from in-person attendance, Roxie Theatre San 
Francisco, 7–9 November 2014. Fieldwork, with post-festival follow-up inter-
views with the festival director. 

23 In general, the San Francisco Transgender Film Festival programme would be 
described as showcasing the broadest representations of gender diversity and 
sexualities, intersectionality and anti-canonical representations. 

24 In Australia classifed as the Restricted X18+ category (Part 2, X18+ Restricted). 
This is compared to the rating system in the United Kingdom that uses the 
‘R18’ rating “primarily for explicit works of consenting sex” (BBFC 2017). 

25 In 2012, this included the Refused Exemption to screen In Their Room: Berlin 
(Travis Mathews, USA, 2011), featuring a gay male narrative involving private 
casual sexual encounters; the text had also previously screened at prestigious 
international flm festivals. 

26 With rare exceptions such as high-profle directors Lana and Lilly Wachowski 
and a series such as Sense8 (Lilly Wachowski, Lana Wachowski, USA, 2015–); 
or Transparent (Joey Soloway, USA, 2014–2019); both produced as Subscrip-
tion Video on Demand (SVOD) series, rather than theatrical (cinema) release 
flms. Transparent was originally launched on the independent gay, lesbian, 
bisexual, trangender, intersex, and queer flm festival circuit at Outfest, Los 
Angeles in 2014 (Outfest 2016, p. 29). 

27 SVOD series such as Game of Thrones (David Benioff, D.B. Weiss, USA, 
2011–) or Outlander (Ronald D. Moore, USA, 2014–) contain such frequent 
and extended routine depictions of nudity and hegemonic heterosexualised 
imagery, to the point that the texts could be read as examples of a new genre 
that could be usefully called ‘historical-fantasy soft core.’ Sexualised scenes 
are frequent and intensifed in Game of Thrones, and raise a range of issues 
for directors, actors and producers. In 2018 HBO implemented a new on-
set ‘intimacy coordinator’ (a director for intimacy scenes) (Shepherd 2018) to 
oversee sex scenes, that could usefully be implemented throughout the screen 
industry. Outlander also utilised a vicious homosexual rape as the ‘fnale’ of 
Season 1, in a disciplinary narrative that caused physical, emotional and psy-
chological violence to the lead male character Jamie Fraser (Sam Heughan), 
inciting repulsion in not only Jamie but by extension—in audiences. Inter-
national Movie Database (2015a), viewed 09 May 2016, <http://www.imdb. 
com/news/ni58650213/>. 

28 Classifcation Branch of the Commonwealth Attorney-General’s Department 
(2014b): “The Classifcation Review Board is also an independent statutory 
body,” viewed 14 April 2014, 09 April 2016, <http://www.classifcation.gov. 
au/About/Pages/Who-We-Are.aspx>. April 2014: the wording had been slightly 
changed, ‘independent’ had been removed from the frst sentence, and this read 
“the Classifcation Board is a statutory body”; later the text reads, “the Classi-
fcation Board is also an independent statutory body.” 

Classifcation Branch of the Commonwealth Attorney-General’s Department 
(2014c): “The information in the industry section is designed for the people who 
apply for classifcation, advertise flms and games, need to use classifcation 
markings or fnd out information about the classifcation process from the side 
of publishers, retailers and other parts of the industry”; and “The information 
in the public section is designed for parents, families, teachers, students and the 
media,” <http://www.classifcation.gov.au/Industry/Pages/Home.aspx>. 

29 The Classifcation (Publications, Films and Computer Games) Act 1995 is cited 
within the following in this volume: Australian Government (2012a, 2012b, 

http://www.imdb.com
http://www.imdb.com
http://www.classification.gov.au
http://www.classification.gov.au
http://www.classification.gov.au
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2014, 2015); Classifcation Branch of the Commonwealth Attorney-General’s 
Department (2012). 

30 Part 2, The Act, Section (a); Australian Government (2014). Section 11 (a). 
31 Section 11 (b). 
32 Part 2, The Code, Section (a). 
33 Part 2, RC Refused Exemption. 
34 Standing Committee of Attorneys-General (2003–2004). “Standing Com-

mittee of Attorneys–General Censorship Annual Report (SCAG-Censorship) 
2003–2004,” p. 5, viewed 28 December 2014, 
<http://www.lccsc.gov.au/agdbasev7wr/sclj/documents/pdf/scag_censorship_ 
annual_report_2003-04.pdf>. 

35 “The following legislation is not listed according to chronology or importance. 
Instead, it refects a useful way of explaining the structure of the legal frame-
work that applies to our work” (pp. 34–36). 

36 There have been “social-media campaigns to feature more LGBT characters in 
tentpole movies” (Nordine 2016) and ongoing pressure from fans for gender 
diversity in animated characters for some time now. Intense excitement was 
created online mid-2016 (on 29 May) by the release of the flm trailer from 
Disney–Pixar for new animated flm Finding Dory (Andrew Stanton, Angus 
MacLane, USA, 2016). The trailer seems to suggest that the flm will feature the 
frst lesbian characters (a couple with a child) in a Disney–Pixar flm (Horton 
2016; Nordine 2016). That celebrated lesbian comedienne Ellen De Generes is 
the star and voice of Dory (International Movie Database 2016) added support 
to these speculations. 

37 The International Federation of Catholic Alumnae (IFCA) = the Catholic 
women’s organisation, was responsible for reviewing flms, ensuring that flms 
adhered to the repressive Hays Code and issuing a ratings to permit public 
screening. According to Black (2013, p. 244): 

The Legion (of Decency) and the IFCA quickly constructed a four-tier 
system to classify movies: 

A1 Unobjectionable for general patronage 
A2 Unobjectionable for adults 
B Objectionable in parts 
C Condemned 
The frst two classifcations told Catholics there was no objectionable ma-

terial in the flm but parents were warned to be careful of taking young 
children to an A2 classifcation. The B ratings was more confusing because 
while lay Catholics considered a B flm approved, some Bishops and priests 
believed all B flms unft for Catholic audiences. 

38 The Catholic Women’s League in Australia continues to exert behind-the-
scenes pressure upon offcial classifcations processes, supporting that all art 
be classifed (and so subjected to censorial processes, this can include refusals 
to exhibit). The 2011 Parliamentary Enquiry into classifcations review (Parlia-
ment of Australia 2011, Section 7.55) published that 

“the committee received submissions which strongly argued against the 
exemption of artworks from classifcation. The Catholic Women’s League 
of Australia recommended that the National Classifcation Scheme apply to 
works of art. Similarly, Salt Shakers recommended that all artworks should 
be classifed.” 

39 Such as that deriving in religious and family structures, the conservatively 
accepted loci of social training. 

http://www.lccsc.gov.au
http://www.lccsc.gov.au
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40 The detailed inclusions/exclusions in depictions will be explored further with 
reference to the Production Code Administration (PCA), known as the ‘Hays 
Code.’ This repressive code was ‘authored by a Jesuit Priest (Daniel Lord)’ 
(Lewis 2013, p, 33) in 1930 and overseen and run by a Catholic (Joseph Breen) 
between 1934 and 1954 supported by ‘The Legion of Decency.’ 

41 “R-Restricted. Children Under 17 Require Accompanying Parent or Adult 
Guardian,” considered to contain “adult themes.” (Motion Picture Associa-
tion of America, Inc. (MPAA), National Association of Theatre Owners, Inc. 
(NATO) (2010). “Classifcation and Rating Rules,” p. 8). The flm was released 
by Netfix in the Australian market at M (audiences of ffteen years and over). 

42 Ford (2016a, 2017a) on Dallas Buyers Club (Jean-Marc Vallee, USA, 2013); 
noting earlier text Boys Don’t Cry (Kimberly Peirce, USA, 1999) as a further 
example of this. Films such as Transamerica (Duncan Tucker, USA, 2005) 
illustrate other issues. 

43 Recent SVOD examples of screen texts with trans actors, actresses and 
directors, trans characters, themes and narratives include Orange Is the 
New Black (Jenji Kohan, USA, 2013–2019), Transparent (Joey Soloway, 
USA, 2014–2019), Sense8 (Lilly Wachowski, Lana Wachowski, USA, 2015– 
2018), This Is Me (Rhys Ernst, USA, 2015). These texts will be further 
cross-referenced throughout this book. The caveat upon wider distribution/ 
viewing of these texts is that this requires a paid subscription service (such 
as Netfix or Amazon Prime), high-speed broadband and digital screening 
equipment, that may present economic and technological obstacles to these 
texts being seen. 

44 USA rating according to the International Movie Database site for each 
flm. In Australia the flms were released at the M and M15 ratings, with 
Boys Don’t Cry receiving the R18+ (Classifcation Branch of the Common-
wealth Attorney-General’s Department/Offce of Film and Literature Clas-
sifcation 2014). 

45 Noting that Boys Don’t Cry is a biographical drama, based upon the mur-
der of trans male youth Brandon Teena. Within the flm social proscription of 
difference in a small town leads to violence. The flm makes viewers confront 
the damaging social consequences of gender, sexual and racial ignorance, par-
ticularly in small rural towns. This was a theme also conveyed in Brokeback 
Mountain (Ang Lee, USA, 2005) in relation to the experiences of gay men. 

46 In the USA the “Classifcation categories for flms are as follows: G, PG, PG13, 
R, and NC-17.” 

47 As applying for and receiving an offcial flm rating adds production costs. For 
low- or no-budget independent flmmakers, such a cost may not be possible to 
fund. USA ratings cost from US $750 per title for flms under thirty minutes, to 
US$2,500 per title for flms under $500,000 (depending upon the production 
Class ‘A’ or ‘B’ that the flm is in), progressing to US$25,000 for high-budget 
flms (The Classifcation & Rating Administration (CARA) (2014d). 

48 Classifcation in Australia has been identifed under successive departments 
as the Offce of Film & Literature Classifcation; Classifcation Branch of the 
Commonwealth Attorney–General’s Department; and in 2020 as Australian 
Classifcation (Australian Government Department of Infrastructure, Trans-
port, Regional Development and Communication), viewed 18 April 2020, 
<https://www.classifcation.gov.au/about-us>. 

49 The Exemption system was in place during the years that I was Festival Director 
of Queer Fruits Film Festival. 

50 Autoethnographic material, Friday 7 December 2014, Mission Street, San 
Francisco (respondents de-identifed). 

https://www.classification.gov.au
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51 In 2014, a “Bill to streamline classifcation” (Classifcation Branch of the 
Commonwealth Attorney-General’s Department 2014a) was passed and sub-
sequently implemented in 2015 (Australian Government 2015); it is unclear 
from the press releases, feldwork and comparing the changes to the earlier 
system whether this reform will bring all flm festivals in line with the Sydney 
Film Festival Direction (see Endnote #47 below), or whether the reforms in this 
Bill would in practice have any effect on the comparative ratings theoretically 
presented in this section. From a review of the documents (Australian Govern-
ment 2015; Classifcation Branch of the Commonwealth Attorney-General’s 
Department 2011–2015), while the changes appear to streamline processes for 
screening unrated flms for flm festivals, the new system continues to require 
‘approved Cultural organisations’ to submit detailed synopses of all flms to be 
screened (Australian Government 2015, Section 3k), which was also a require-
ment under the previous system. A new requirement is that while “approved 
cultural institutions are not required to register their events. However, event 
organisers must use persons trained by the Attorney-General’s Department 
to assess the unclassifed material for the exemption to apply” (Classifcation 
Branch of the Commonwealth Attorney–General’s Department 2011–2015). 

52 It is theoretically possible that the Sydney Film Festival may be the sole ex-
ception to this in Australia, because only this festival has received a special 
Direction, known as the ‘Sydney Film Festival Direction’ that enables the festi-
val to curate an annual programme without the need to reapply for an annual 
Classifcation Branch of the Commonwealth Attorney-General’s Department/ 
Offce of Film and Literature Classifcation Exemption permission, an applica-
tion was required with each flm to be individually itemised by synopsis and a 
permission to screen (‘Exemption’) granted by the OFLC. 

“The intention behind… the Direction… is to allow the Sydney Film Festival 
to show flms that have, or might be, classifed as RC, in addition to certain 
unclassifed flms. The types of RC flms in question are flms that are on the 
borderline of being rated R, such as Ken Park and Baise-moi. These flms 
have generally been rated as suitable for public exhibition in Europe and 
other jurisdictions….” 

(Marr 2013) 

Standing Committee of Attorneys–General (SCAG-Censorship) (2003–2004). 
“Standing Committee of Attorneys–General Censorship Annual Report 
(SCAG-Censorship) 2003–2004,” p. 5, viewed 28 December 2014, <http:// 
www.lccsc.gov.au/agdbasev7wr/sclj/documents/pdf/scag_censorship_annual_ 
report_2003-04.pdf>. 

The NSW Attorney General Rob Debus wrote in 2003: “I consider the 
eminent Film Festivals such as the Sydney Film Festival should be enabled to 
screen flms to an adult audience, even in circumstances where the flm has 
been refused classifcation” (Marr 2013. Endnote #22, Correspondence “To 
Gayle Lake, 17 June 2003; copy in possession of Ross Tzannes,” viewed 28 
December 2014, <http://online.sffarchive.org.au/#folio=70>, <http://www.sff. 
org.au/media/768555/david_marr_2_essay_dm_tk_jp-tk_fnal_jp.pdf>; Ross 
Tzannes was the Sydney Film Festival President at the time. 

Of note is that in 2003–2004, a move to separate flm festivals from theatrical 
classifcations Guidelines was being advanced: “Film Festival Guidelines— 
Exemption for RC flms. Ministers agreed that jurisdictions interested in devel-
oping guidelines to exempt flm festivals from the classifcation scheme would 
develop options for consideration” (Standing Committee of Attorneys–General 
(SCAG-Censorship 2003–2004, p. 5). This subsequently faltered. 

http://www.lccsc.gov.au
http://www.lccsc.gov.au
http://www.lccsc.gov.au
http://online.sffarchive.org.au
http://www.sff.org.au
http://www.sff.org.au
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53 This Australian classifcation (rating) would exclude the text from theatrical 
(cinema) release and/or screening at a flm festival; it would not preclude the 
text being released to DVD, legally available for “sale or hire in the ACT and 
Northern Territory” (Classifcation Branch of the Commonwealth Attorney– 
General’s Department 2012), Part 2, X+ 18 Restricted). 

54 The flms screened without incident or controversy and well received by the 
audiences were Going Here (Courtney Trouble, USA, 2014); Crashpad Behind 
the Scenes: Emma Claire & Golden Curlz (Shine Louise Houston, USA, 2014); 
Ziggy Montford and Ragged Dick or The Leather Daddy and the Bootblack 
(Ziggy Montford, USA, 2014). 

55 It is beyond the scope of this book to ascertain what effect the 28 August 2014 
reforms have made in practice upon flm festivals post-2015; it appears the G, 
PG, M, MA 15+, R 18+, equivalent ratings still need to be applied to unclassi-
fed flms by flm festivals. 

56 Community Action Centre screened at the TATE Modern, London, UK, 2011 
and at the Centre for Sexual Dissidence, University of Sussex, Brighton, UK, 
2011 (Video Data Bank 2010). In Their Room: Berlin, screened at the Fringe 
Film Festival UK, 2012 (IMDB 2012b). 

57 The exception to this was Buck Angel, who was aware of flm ratings, but these 
did not impact his flmmaking decisions. Due to the differing terms for ‘classi-
fcations’ and responses from early respondents, the Filmmaker Questionnaire 
sheet used throughout feldwork was amended (19 December 2014) to include 
the explanatory comment “Did the classifcations’ guidelines impact upon any 
creative decisions you made in regards to the flm’s production? (note: classif-
cations may also be called ‘flm ratings’ in your country).” 

58 Filmmaker experiences in 2020 during conservative governance may differ 
from the results of these earlier years. 

59 As highlighted in this chapter, 2012 is the year a number of selected case study 
texts within the book are sourced and the year classifcations had been a prom-
inent concern for independent flm/flm festivals in Australia. 

60 Ibid., “Two flms refused exemption by the Classifcation Board.” 
61 Prior to this, L.A. Zombie (Bruce LaBruce, USA/Germany/France, 2010) had 

been Refused Exemption to screen at the Melbourne International Film Festival 
in 2010 (Refused Classifcation 2010). 

62 Australian Government (2014). Section 11 of the Act contains “Matters to be 
considered in classifcation” “The matters to be taken into account in making 
a decision on the classifcation of a publication, a flm ora computer game in-
clude: 11(b) the literary, artistic or educational merit (if any) of the publication, 
flm or computer game.” 

63 Parliament of Australia (2011). Sections 7.13–7.15, “Role of ‘artistic merit’ in 
classifcation decisions.” 

64 Classifcation criteria—The Act. Under the Act, each of the following matters 
must be taken into account in classifying flms: 

a the standards of morality, decency and propriety generally accepted by 
reasonable adults; 

b the literary, artistic or educational merit (if any) of the publication, flm or 
computer game; 

c the general character of the publication, flm or computer game, including 
whether it is of a medical, legal or scientifc character; 

d the persons or class of persons to or amongst whom it is published or is 
intended or likely to be published. 

(Classifcation Branch of the Commonwealth Attorney-General’s 
Department 2012, Part 2) 
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 7 Cinematic Futures 

Developing a canon of representation of gender diversity 
and sexualities 

Throughout this book we have been engaging with a diverse range of screen 
texts, from documentaries, to short flms, to feature flms, to television 
series. Thematically, the central shared point of all these productions is a 
gender-diverse narrative. With a focus upon gender, transgender, gender 
fuidity, gender expansion, gender non-conformity, even gender disruption, 
the identities, embodiments and ontologies of trans lives are cinematically 
recorded. 

The role of sexuality in cinema provides a focal point for a writer, director 
and producer to illuminate aspects of human life. Due to societal attitudes, 
restrictions and normativity, discussion and representation of sexuality is 
frequently sensationalised. As a central aspect of human existence, Trans 
New Wave flmmakers have increasingly directed attention to the necessity 
for sexuality to be integrated into life and the specifcities of trans sexuali-
ties and sexual cultures. 

This fnal chapter will consider exemplar screen texts of the Trans New 
Wave that are fnely attuned to gender-diverse sexualities including the 
groundbreaking flm Sexing the Transman (Buck Angel, USA, 2011); Dex’s 
story in Trans Boys and transqueer flm Community Action Centre (A. K. 
Burns and A. L. Steiner, USA, 2010). Sexing the Transman and Commu-
nity Action Centre share a stylistic perspective of utilising the tropes of the 
porn genre, as a narrative device to craft the unfolding exploration of lived 
sexualities within communities. 

Buck Angel was one of the flmmakers identifed by Tristan Taormino 
in the 2008 article on the “New Wave of Trans Cinema.” This necessi-
tates inclusion of his ground-breaking documentary Sexing the Transman 
(Angel, USA, 2011) in the discussion of key texts of the Trans New Wave. 
Angel, now widely known as a flmmaker and transactivist, originated 
a new genre of docu–porn in 2008/2009, from his earlier experiences in 
adult flm work. This led to him wanting to make a documentary about 
trans men, that later unfolded as the ground-breaking text Sexing the 
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Transman in 2011 and the developing canon of representations of gender 
diversity and sexualities.1 

Acknowledging Sexing the Transman as one of the key texts of the Trans 
New Wave does not position all flms of the Trans New Wave as requiring 
narratives to be either explicit or focussed upon sexuality. Films such as 
Sexing the Transman validly redress the misunderstanding inherent within 
hegemonic screen culture about transgender lives. This is evident through-
out cinematic representations that move sexuality to the margins (or outside 
the margins), or in the case of transgender people, eliminates, pathologises 
or stigmatises cinematic representations that imply or show sexual desire. 
In this way trans people are routinely excluded from cinematic representa-
tions that depict sexuality as simply being a part of everyday life, a matter 
that engages issues of social justice. This is contrasted to the experiences 
for hegemonic audiences who are routinely presented with narratives spiced 
with, or centred upon, hegemonic depictions of sex, in some instances to 
the point of being ‘soft-core.’2 

Through positioning Angel as one of the original Trans New Wave flm-
makers, sexuality is reinstated and cinematically centralised in gender-
diverse lives. This also contributes to the emergent literature on ways of 
discussing sexually expressive imagery of trans men, as exemplifed by this 
flm, and more broadly of embracing gender-diverse sexualities. This flm is 
signifcant as it documents a specifc moment in trans culture, enacting spe-
cifc self-representational strategies and is a transactivist and educational 
screen text. The discussion of this key text will be contexualised in the 
developing canon of representations within the Trans New Wave, that now 
also includes texts such as Fucking Different XXY (Germany 2014), a doc-
umentary notable for the use of six gender-diverse directors including Buck 
Angel to represent trans and gender-diverse sexualities.3 

Consideration of these texts will engage transliteracy, from the points of 
view of the transmasculine sexual imagery presented in Sexing the Trans-
man and of the audience reception of the flm. The issues flm festivals 
unexpectedly encountered in attempts to screen Community Action Centre 
in Australia were recounted in Chapter 6 in connection with the Australian 
classifcation processes. A further documentary of thematic relevance 
that was well received upon production is Trans Boys, comprised of three 
separate story arcs (Xavier, Dex, Danny)4 that follow life narratives of 
trans men from transition through to fatherhood. These are three flms of 
the Trans New Wave that have been experienced from intertwined points 
of view over a number of years. This includes from an autoethnographic 
perspective as a festival director of a queer flm festival in Australia, exhib-
iting a programme to a public audience and as a cultural studies scholar. 
As a transliterate scholar, I have interrogated the question of how best to 
present analyses of these flms in a way that does not misrepresent either the 
texts or the communities within the texts and that does not overlook the 
theoretical issues each flm raises. 
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Sexing the Transman (Buck Angel, USA, 2011) 

When Taormino acknowledged Buck Angel at the forefront of the ‘New 
Wave of Trans Cinema’ in 2008, Angel was an adult flm star and had 
recently won the Adult Video News Award for ‘Transsexual Performer of 
the Year’ (Angel 2014b, 2015k). This positions the later production of his 
documentary Sexing the Transman (2011) and of this strand of Trans New 
Wave flms as having originated from the empirical experiences of inde-
pendent sexually explicit flmmaking (X rating) and more specifcally, the 
subgenre of trans porn. Angel (2007–2016b) is identifed “As the pioneer of 
an entirely new adult industry genre (FTM Porn)” (Angel 2014b, 2015k), 
beyond the scope of this chapter. Outside the control of the Studios and 
outside the offcial Motion Picture Association of America flm ratings, 
these are categories that require ‘independence’ and ‘defance’ (Rich 2013), 
two characteristics of New Waves of cinema. This connects the Trans New 
Wave with New Queer Cinema and, for example, the work of flmmaker 
Todd Haynes, Poison (Todd Haynes, USA, 1991), one of the flms described 
as “Homo Pomo” by Rich (1992, p. 32, 2013, p. 18).5 

The interconnection between subversive queer flms such as Poison and 
unapologetic representations of gay male sexuality characterised early New 
Queer Cinema. Similarly, the early work of Buck Angel, an adult flm star 
who performed in homoerotic flms with men, initially characterised ‘The 
New Wave of Trans Cinema.’ Taormino (2008) does not mention the text 
Buckback Mountain (Buck Angel Entertainment, USA, 2007) that posi-
tioned Angel at the forefront of this New Wave. The readers Taormino were 
addressing in The Village Voice would have been aware of this flm—as it 
was the frst flm to portray transmasculine sexuality within a homoerotic 
context, parodying the Academy Award–winning flm by Ang Lee that had 
led to heated debate within the gay community only two years prior.6 The 
sexual representations originating within non-hegemonic male sexuality 
connects these New Waves of Cinema two decades apart. The gay male 
gaze is also central to both. 

It is important to emphasise at this point that Sexing the Transman is a 
documentary, not an adult flm and has screened internationally at over 
twenty-eight flm festivals, including screening at Queer Fruits Film Festival 
(Australia) in 2012 as a documentary, legally viewable by audiences at ‘R 
18+’ equivalent category (18 years and over).7 It is crucial to note that the 
flm is not considered to be an example of X 18+ (the adult ‘porn’ flm clas-
sifcation in Australia) or as unrateable (Refused Classifcation/RC) con-
tent by the offcial Classifcations Board in Australia (Classifcation Branch 
of the Commonwealth Attorney-General’s Department 2012, Part 2). The 
short scenes within the flm that depict transmasculine sexualities are fully 
contextualised by the interview narratives. Critical issues around screen 
representations of sexualities, sexual imagery in flm and pornography as 
a distinct genre of flm are cited in this chapter. This is to theoretically 
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position specific texts of the Trans New Wave within the wider scholarly 
debates around explicit imagery in screen media and ongoing analysis of 
the body as a socioculturally inscribed, sexualised space.

Actors and actresses employed within the adult industries are rarely given 
the opportunity to express their experiences of the industry, either to the 
public who may consume, or reject, the films they star in, or to academia, 
where there is a difficult relationship to pedagogy involving explicit mate-
rials (Noble 2014). When trans performers from the adult film world, in-
cluding Buck Angel, participated in a panel on the current increase in trans 
representation in adult film in 2015 in Los Angeles,8 each performer spoke 
of their work as being a source of pride, personal autonomy, as sexually 
liberating and economically beneficial. The panelists were each involved 
in producing their own films, of controlling the representations within 
the films and the income streams generated by the content. I asked each 
of the panelists whether the term ‘porn’ carried connotations of the film 
genre that did not accord with their personal accounts of the industry and 
whether adult film needed a different name.

Significantly, each performer was happy to state that they were ‘reclaim-
ing porn’ as an ‘empowering’ genre. The term “erotica” was offered as an 
alternate for the adult film genre.9 The significance of researching films 
with sexually explicit content and the porn genre and listening to the per-
formers about their work within these films such as during this panel has 
several scholarly rationales:

By studying porn as a form of labour, as an entertainment industry, 
and as a mass medium, academics can begin to challenge the stigma, 
shift perceptions, and raise awareness about the working conditions of 
performers….(this) helps take away the shame, destabilizes its designa-
tion as a dirty little secret no one discusses, and analyzes it in broader 
contexts of media, popular culture, capitalism, and politics.

(Voss 2014, p. 205)

Chapter 1 traced the development of the Trans New Wave as a new 
 cinematic genre emerging from grassroots filmmakers. Within the contexts 
of this book, the text Sexing the Transman (Buck Angel, USA, 2011) may 
be read transliterately as the key text representing a specific strand of Trans 
New Wave films that centralise sexuality in trans embodiment. This focus 
completes the representations of trans cinema, through genders, ontologies 
and sexual perspectives. Through transliterate reading of films, contextu-
alised within contemporary trans culture, the meaning of the films to both 
performers and communities represented may be better understood.

Sexing the Transman as an independent film fits within contemporary 
screen culture as an example of a lower-budget documentary. Like many 
other contemporaneous documentary filmmakers, Angel utilised a port-
able digital camera to shoot the film and a limited number of locations. 
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Unlike other flmmakers, Angel used an innovative style of mixing conven-
tional documentary interviews, intercut with explicit imagery (originating 
the new genre of ‘docu-porn’). As the director–producer–interviewer– 
cinematographer–editor–distributer of the text, Angel is in the position of 
an auteur, a role generally applied to arthouse directors of feature flms 
and as defning characteristic of New Waves. Use of the term auteur is now 
also recognised in regard to contemporary trans flmmakers (Leung 2014). 
The flm does not follow the documentary styles of either cinéma-vérité 
(as this requires no directorial control) or observational documentary (that 
may span years), as Sexing the Transman is a staged series of to-camera 
interviews, held in a specifc place (a hotel room) and time and with Angel 
directing the participants’ action, through conscious control of lighting and 
temperature in the hotel room.10 Recruitment strategies for documentary 
participants were also clearly directed, with Angel making the fnal selec-
tion of participants from a public casting call. As the project is ongoing 
(with adult-rated sequels), the actual number of participants in the Sexing 
the Transman series is not fnalised. Within the initial documentary (2011), 
seventeen trans male and genderqueer individuals are flmed (Buck Angel 
and sixteen additional participants). 

The screening of this documentary in a regional area in Australia at Queer 
Fruits Film Festival in 2012 was a groundbreaking public event and only 
the second public screening in Australia up to that point (the frst screening 
was at the Melbourne Queer Film Festival earlier the same year).11 This was 
not only because of the regional location of the festival but also because 
the flm openly shows trans male sexuality and we were all watching this 
together as a public audience, comprising a diverse mix of trans men, part-
ners, friends, the wider gay, lesbian, bisexual, transgender, intersex, and 
queer community and audience from the general local regional community, 
including health-care professionals (see Figure 7.1). 

There are differences in public and private spectatorship of screen texts 
with sexual imagery. In public, the informative, educational and entertain-
ment values of the text are more apparent, in comparison to private use 
of the text, where the aspects of sexualities in the documentary may be 
more pronounced. The screening led to the Queer Fruits Film Festival Jury 
awarding the flm the Jury Prize for 2012. Angel acknowledged this as the 
“First flm award” that Sexing the Transman received (Angel 2013–2015), 
something that the festival did not realise at the time. Upon refection, this 
is now a part of the festival’s legacy that we are extremely proud of—that 
an independent queer flm festival in a regional town in Australia was the 
frst festival to recognise and publically award the cultural signifcance of 
the flm. Aligning the festival in 2012 to a documentary on trans male 
sexuality signalled to the increasing trans male community locally and in 
nearby South East Queensland that trans men are valued members of the 
community, recognising that their needs for representation in screen media 
had previously not been met. The overwhelming level of support that the 
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Figure 7.1 Sexing the Transman publicity poster.
Source: ©Buck Angel Entertainment 2011. Reproduced courtesy of Buck Angel.

festival received for this screening (and the accompanying panel) has been 
presented in earlier publications (Ford 2014, 2016, 2017).

In exploring the text, the methodologies utilised within this book of tex-
tual exegesis and scholarship from cinema studies and the emergent fields 
of trans cinema studies and porn studies (Attwood and Smith 2014) are 
combined with queer theory perspectives. This is necessitated, as Sexing 
the Transman is not only groundbreaking in terms of representations of 
trans male bodies and sexualities but also groundbreaking theoretically. 
The use of a combined methodology in research on sexual texts as utilised 
throughout this book (such as Social Sciences combined with Humanities) 
has precedents within the literature (McKee 2014). As the first text in a new 
genre—or to be more precise two new genres—the Trans New Wave and 
docu-porn and within an emergent field of trans cinema studies, new ways 
of considering Sexing the Transman are required.

While there has been scholarship on sexually explicit imagery in cinema 
(such as Forshaw 2015) outside the paradigm of porn, there has been only 
limited discussions of sexually explicit images of trans people in film to date 
(for example Steinbock 2013, 2014); particularly noting that such images 
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have previously been localised within the porn genre. Angel straddles both 
worlds and his work is informed by both positionalities. Attwood and 
Hunter (2009) suggest the possibility for framing porn genre flms within a 
Film Studies context and highlight that “while it helpfully positions sexu-
ally explicit media as media rather than a social problem, it might obscure 
porn texts that cannot be dignifed in this way, as well as downplaying 
important social and political issues” (p. 550, italics in original). 

Since Sexing the Transman, Angel has continued his transactivism us-
ing a wide range of social media (Angel 2015a–2015f) and is affection-
ately called ‘Tranpa’ (Angel 2016a), as a respected elder and mentor within 
sections of the gender-diverse community. Angel was recognised alongside 
trans community luminaries in the Netfix documentary The Trans List 
(Timothy Greenfeld-Sanders, USA, 2016) (Angel 2016b). 

Following the courageous flmmaking and unapologetic integration of 
sexuality into the centre of trans lives that brought Angel to wider atten-
tion, trans flmmakers have pursued representing gender-diverse sexualities 
cinematically. The documentary Fucking Different XXY (Germany 2014) 
featured six directors—Buck Angel, J. Jackie Baier, Felix Endara, Kay Gar-
nellen, Gwen Haworth, Mor Vital, Sasha Wortzel—in “A collection of 6 
short movies made to break stereotypical opinions, and celebrate differ-
ences as well as maybe even create a little stir. The producer has gathered 
flm makers over a subject-Sexual confusion.”12 The documentary screened 
at the 64th Berlin International Film Festival 2014 (Panorama); as a pres-
tigious international flm festival, the screening demonstrates the support, 
audience interest and acceptance for Trans New Wave cinema. 

Trans Boys (Ali Russell and Monique Schafter, Aus., 2012) 
Dex’s story 

Transhomoeroticism—coming out as a gay male 

In the second short within Trans Boys (Ali Russell and Monique Schafter, 
Aus., 2012), the flmmakers subtly handle the issue of the sexual dysphoria 
that gender transitioning can raise in the story of Dex. The complex issues 
of sexuality and dysphoria for trans men have been highlighted earlier in 
this book with reference to narrative in the online series Transparent (Joey 
Soloway, USA, 2014–2019), with reference to the character of Dale (Ian 
Harvie) and also in the story arc of Adam (Rhys Ernst, USA, 2019)—where 
transmasculine sexuality must be ‘performed’ by a cisgender male who is 
misidentifed as a trans guy. 

Through a transliterate engagement with an urban trans male community 
within Trans Boys, the flmmakers focus upon the successful integration of 
Dex into a fulflled homoerotic sexual life. This is a text that valorises 
gender success for trans men and turns audience attention to the euphoric 
potential of contemporary trans lives. The audience is introduced to Dex 
at a time in his journey when there is his awakening recognition of “being 
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gay” and the “planned trip back to (his) family to say goodbye” (Russell 
and Schafter, Aus., 2012), before embarking upon gender-transitional pro-
cesses.13 Dex’s family is initially non-accepting of his gender identity. 

The short is thematically centred upon the sexual awakening that accom-
panies physical transition, with the use of ‘T’ (testosterone) shown, accompa-
nying dialogue where he recounts how a friend said to him “you’ll start with 
boys once you go on T” (Russell and Schafter, Aus., 2012). Dex comments 
that “a lot of trans guys go through a phase (of attraction to men) and he un-
derstands why men have sex all day” (Russell and Schafter, Aus., 2012). This 
story documentary specifcally connects use of ‘T’ with sexual attraction to 
men. The documentary Sexing the Transman (Buck Angel, USA, 2011) ex-
plores the signifcant interconnections between the trans male and gay male 
communities. In Trans Boys, Dex is open about his emerging recognition 
of himself as a gay man, after living his adult life identifying in relation to 
women. In this newly discovered attraction to other gay men, a potential im-
pediment with potential sexual partners is that they “don’t know if you will 
react to them as a man…” (Russell and Schafter, Aus., 2012). 

Dex refects on his frst “hookup” with a guy, that it was a wonderful 
experience “…freeing up (his) perception of the body…(but) feels a little bit 
stuck between genders…” (Russell and Schafter, Aus., 2012). This has led 
to the need to “relearn how to relate to people because people relate to you 
from a different gender perspective” (Russell and Schafter, Aus., 2012).14 

This is an important text within the Trans New Wave. The text links 
a physical gender expression (male) to a sexuality (gay), giving transmas-
culine sexual attraction and sexuality a physically gendered, biological, 
hormonal basis in ‘T’ (testosterone). This is continuing to emerge in trans 
sex practice as evidenced through participants in Sexing the Transman 
(Buck Angel, USA, 2011). Such recognition underscores “the narrative of 
becoming a biological man or a biological woman (as opposed to the per-
formative of effecting one” (Prosser 1998, p. 32, italics in original omitted). 
The documentary also demonstrates how “identities are formed in dialog 
with signifcant others” (Rubin 2003, p. 15), as his newly embraced sexual 
identity is ‘formed’ in dialogue and engagement with gay men. 

Case Study 7.1 Trans Boys: Dex 

To facilitate research discussions and publication, Trans Boys co-
directors Ali Russell and Monique Schafter kindly made the following 
online Vimeo link to a full version of the flm publically available on 
20 March 2015: 

Trans Boys: Dex <https://vimeo.com/44432450> 
(Trans Boys ©Ali Russell and Monique Schafter, Aus., 2012) 

Trans Boys challenges aspects of gender and queer theory, giving pause for 
critical re-evaluation of theoretical concepts in the twenty-frst century.15 

https://vimeo.com
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In particular, the theoretical position that “gender is culturally con-
structed” (Butler 1990, p. 6) is in many ways supplanted by the docu-
mentary, providing empirical evidence that gender and sexuality for trans 
men are constructed by physical and social interaction, suggesting that if 
anything is ‘culturally constructed’ for trans men, it is sexuality. The sig-
nifcant empirical evidence from the flm and also from Sexing the Trans-
man suggests that “transgender demands and contributes to the basis for 
a new queer theory” (Prosser 2006, p. 258) in relation to transmasculine 
sexualities. 

Community Action Centre (A. K. Burns, A. L. Steiner, 
USA, 2010) 

Community Action Centre (A. K. Burns, A. L. Steiner, USA, 2010) contains 
queer, transgender and trans male narrative sequences and is described by 
the flmmakers as a “sociosexual video…which incorporates the erotics 
of a community where the personal is not only political, but sexual.”16 

Community Action Centre (CAC) successfully screened publically at 
twenty-fve locations, including at prestigious international flm festivals 
such as Outfest in Los Angeles (2011), Queer Lisboa in Lisbon, Portugal 
(2011), GAZE Festival in Dublin, Ireland (2011) and the Tate Modern 
Gallery in London (2011), before being purchased (and exhibited) by the 
Museum of Modern Art in New York in 2012. Previous screenings at rep-
utable flm festivals and public exhibition centres, such as mainstream art 
galleries, are generally utilised to support the application for an Exemp-
tion to screen in Australia when a flm festival applies to the Classifcation 
Branch of the Commonwealth Attorney–General’s Department. This is be-
cause previous screenings internationally demonstrate that a text is suitable 
for public exhibition. 

Despite the prestigious exhibition history for the text, the flm has not 
been able to be screened in Australia to date. Two well-established and 
highly regarded gay, lesbian, bisexual, transgender, intersex, queer flm 
festivals (Melbourne Queer Film Festival and QueerScreen, Sydney) were 
refused permission and not granted the classifcations Exemption to screen 
the text in their 2012 programmes. Effectively this was a ‘banning’ of the 
text.17 The flmmakers were rightly stunned by the ‘ban’ from screening 
at queer flm festivals in Australia18—a supposedly modern western dem-
ocratic country—and to audiences that were appropriate for the content 
and would have been predominately gay, lesbian, bisexual, transgender, 
intersex, and queer. This is of concern as an issue of social justice for non-
hegemonic communities and returns examination of Trans New Wave flms 
to activist considerations of these flms—as highly politicised representa-
tions of the trans body. 

The flmmakers have stated that the documentary is about “the body pol-
itic of a particular time and place” (Video Data Bank 2010). This connects 
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Community Action Centre to discourses centred upon queer temporali-
ties (Halberstam 2005) and to the specifc sociocultural circumstances and 
temporality of New Waves in cinema. 

Community Action Centre is a collaborative performative flm, drawing 
upon queer, gender-diverse, trans lives and bodies to explore the socio-
sexual nature of queer communities. This includes the polysexual and 
polyamorous relationship structures that fourish within subcultural sexual 
communities. The flm featured well-known queer and trans artists, flm-
makers and performers negotiating and navigating sexual scenes to explore 
the consensual power dynamics within trans queer communities. 

Signifcantly the flmmakers stated, “The video seeks to expose and 
reformulate paradigms that are typical of porn typologies, intentionally 
exploiting tropes for their comical value, critical consideration and histor-
ical homage” (Video Data Bank, 2010, italics added for emphasis). This 
approach of ‘intentionally exploiting tropes’ is highlighted as one of the 
representational strategies employed by Trans New Wave flmmakers and 
the conscious use of tropes and metaphors in representation that are vali-
dated from within the gender-diverse community. 

The infuence of the porn genre on this flm has been acknowledged by 
the flmmakers (Video Data Bank 2010). As revealed in publicity materials 
and interviews with the flmmakers, the structure of Community Action 
Centre is as a non-narrative exploration of experiences, relationships via a 
series of erotic encounters between lesbian, queer and trans individuals. The 
flm utilises a performative (Butler 1990) style, incorporating spoken word 
in the form of a short poetry introduction, followed by music as the sole 
audio throughout. The styling, music and absence of dialogue strategically 
direct intertextual references to the porn genre. The flm does not utilise 
connecting narrative within the text. This flm is thematically relevant to 
the emergence of the Trans New Wave from trans porn and the continuing 
subtextual infuence of the porn genre upon specifc Trans New Wave texts 
explored in context to Sexing the Transman (Buck Angel, USA, 2011). 

Community Action Centre (A. K. Burns and A. L. Steiner, USA, 2010) 
illustrates how ratings systems present unique challenges for independent 
flmmakers producing flms on transgender themes that respond to and 
refect the specifc gender-diverse communities represented. Transgender 
narratives (whether documentary, docu-drama, fction, experimental, 
animation) are non-hegemonic,19 generally depicting topics that require 
maturity and discernment to view, so may immediately fall outside the 
ratings of G and PG. Halberstam (2005, p. 1) argues using case studies 
including Boys Don’t Cry (Kimberly Pierce, USA, 1999) that there is a 
‘queer time and space’ separated from heteronormative institutions of fam-
ily and reproduction. In these spaces, who decides what are “the stand-
ards of morality, decency and propriety generally accepted by reasonable 
adults”? (Classifcation Branch of the Commonwealth Attorney-General’s 
Department 2012). Further, how do you gauge who is a ‘reasonable adult’? 
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Throughout hegemonic flm there are countless examples of texts receiving 
wide theatrical distribution that according to queer community standards 
are not accepted as representative of the standards of ‘reasonable adults’ at 
all. These include the texts within the mainstream, where the trans body is 
subjected to vilifcation, abuse, exposure, violence, rape and murder—texts 
not only screened, but awarded within the mainstream. 

Due to the depictions of the transgender body and non-binary sexualities, 
flms of interest to and representative of the gender-diverse communities 
may be classifed as suitable for viewing by audiences MA 15+ (Australian 
rating, no one under age 15 admitted to the screening), or at the R rating 
(USA rating, no-one under the age of 17 admitted), or R 18+ (Australian 
rating, no-one under the age of 18 admitted to the screening). The flms 
may also be written, directed and produced in ways that communicate what 
scholarship is identifying as a specifc ‘trans aesthetic’ in cinema (Keegan 
2014a, 2014b, 2015). As in the hybrid-erotic-performative cinematic work 
of Community Action Centre, this aesthetic is heir to a long pedigree of 
experimental feminist video and media artists and flmmakers. Traceable 
to and born of cyberfeminism and a simultaneity of cyber manifestations 
of the early 1990s, art collective VNS Matrix in Australia was one digi-
tally manifested consciousness “operating via spiralspace, across the gyne-
matrix” (VNS Matrix 1991–). Signifcantly, VNS Matrix inscribe the birth 
of cyberfeminism20 as “initially generated as porn (by women for women)” 
(VNS Matrix 1991–). The ferce originating independence of “suck my 
code” (VNS Matrix 1991–) as a creative philosophy and the ‘do it yourself’ 
(DIY) approach to flm production was later to be manifested by a diverse 
range of flmmakers and undoubtedly profoundly infuenced independent 
and mainstream flm.21 This is evident in the visual imagery of sci f flm 
Dandy Dust (A. Hans Scheirl, UK, 1998), a screen text immersed in the 
queer gender-fuid worlds of vibrant genre-defying sexual imagination that 
Community Action Centre later explored. 

The unique cinematic transgender point of view is also being explored by 
award-winning flmmaker and academic Susan Stryker in relation to pro-
duction of a documentary about the life of Christine Jorgensen22 entitled 
Christine in the Cutting Room (Stryker 2013, work in progress). This flm 
utilises the temporality of editing as a technology and metaphor that paral-
lels the life of Jorgensen, who worked at one time within the flm industry, 
living and working in America in the turbulent post–World War II era. 
This was a time that “refgured conventional notions of men’s and women’s 
proper social spheres, and helped unsettle familiar concepts of sexuality” 
(Stryker 2000, p. xii). 

The “anxieties” of this era are of also a key concern as a subtextual 
theme in case study flm The Thing (Rhys Ernst, USA, 2011). Jorgensen’s 
unprecedented media “scrutiny” brought “questions of personal identity, 
sexual orientation, and gender roles” (Stryker 2000, p. viii) into the pub-
lic forum and paved the way for later civil rights movements based upon 
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gender (including feminism) and sexuality (including gay rights). Stryker’s 
handling of the archival historical materials is non-linear, using rapid ed-
its and a pulsing soundtrack more familiar to music videos, to immerse 
contemporary viewers in Christine’s life, as a person of her time, whose 
experiences hold relevance and implications for the future that we now 
are in. 

Cinema on demand 

The increasing public awareness of trans issues through media, international 
festival and online screenings of independent flms highlights the movement 
of texts across mediums. From stand-alone flm screenings, to Subscription 
Video on Demand (SVOD) online streaming services and telemovies, there 
is an increasing audience for texts. There are close links between the Trans 
New Wave and the recent upsurge of screen texts with transgender charac-
ters, actors, actresses, themes and narratives, produced either for television 
and subsequently screened on SVOD services such as Netfix and Amazon 
Prime, or that are produced and screened exclusively by online SVOD com-
panies as alternative platform to television or theatrical releases. 

Increasingly screen narratives are casting trans actors and actresses in 
trans character roles. Chapter 1 considered how the agency of trans actors 
brings an embodied authenticity to the representational work onscreen, 
with exemplars including Laverne Cox in Orange Is The New Black (Jenji 
Kohan, USA, 2013–2019), Jamie Clayton in Sense8 (Lilly Wachowski, 
Lana Wachowski, USA, 2015–2018) (IMDB 2015), Zachary Drucker (In-
ternational Movie Database (IMDB) 2019a) in Transparent (Joey Soloway, 
USA, 2014–2019) and She Gone Rogue (Rhys Ernst, USA, 2012), and 
Jake Graf (International Movie Database 2019b) in a long list of screen 
credits including Butterfy (Anthony Byrne, UK, 2018–) and The Danish 
Girl (Tom Hooper, USA, 2015). While the online screen world moves for-
ward at a rapid pace in representations of gender diversity, the world of the 
mainstream theatrical release is now taking notice of, but continuing to fall 
behind, trans cultural trends.23 

In two of these online series, a Trans New Wave flmmaker considered 
within this book has already moved into new screen mediums.24 In this 
movement and in the production of these texts, the reparative potential for 
cinema may be realised; perhaps even leading to a reparative process within 
the future textual outputs of the mainstream screen industry. Limitations 
of access to online technology platforms and criticism of inequalities in 
funding opportunities for trans flmmakers were examined in Chapter 3, 
with respect to the ethical issues raised by the Netfix-funded documen-
tary production The Death and Life of Marsha P. Johnson (David France, 
USA, 2017). To secure the futures of trans cultural productions, adequate 
funding must be provided, for the daily lives and the creative works of 
gender-diverse communities. 
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Beyond the larger SVOD services, there are a wide range of exclusively 
gay, lesbian, bisexual, transgender, intersex, and queer-focussed streaming 
services that strongly support independent flm and trans screen content 
and frequently source content directly from the flm festival circuit. This 
includes distribution deals with leading gay, lesbian, bisexual, transgender, 
intersex, and queer flm festivals. Exemplars include Wolfe Video (2019) in 
the USA and Peccadillo Pictures (2019) in the UK. 

The democratisation of distribution 

Technological advances, digital flmmaking equipment and access to 
high-speed broadband services have revolutionised the opportunities for in-
dependent flmmakers to write, direct, produce and distribute content direct 
to potential audiences and end users. Due to the diffculties inherent in gain-
ing distribution, flmmakers are increasingly choosing to write, direct and 
produce flms independently, distribute independently and access audiences 
via flm festivals. Buck Angel is one example of self-distribution success. As 
flm festivals generally do not require flmmakers to have flms offcially clas-
sifed (rated), self-distribution, to online or festival submission sites, become 
accessible exhibition opportunities. In the USA, flmmakers may receive wide 
exhibition through the flm festival network and the exposure to international 
distribution opportunities that festivals may offer. The flm festival circuit in-
ternationally has become the singular avenue for many independent transgen-
der flms to be screened and viewed on a big screen by a public, ticket-paying 
audience. There are dedicated sites of gender-diverse, transqueer flm exhibi-
tion, led by The San Francisco Transgender Film Festival (the oldest trans flm 
festival in the world) since 1997; Periwinkle Cinema (San Francisco) since 
2011; TranScreen: Amsterdam Transgender Film Festival (previously The 
Netherlands Transgender Film Festival) since 2000. 

Independent flm festivals have widely utilised online flm submission 
platforms such as Without a Box or Film Freeway and this has proven a suc-
cessful pathway for flmmakers to connect with national and international 
flm festivals, receive public exhibition and opportunities for flm sales. As 
an alternative to theatrical release, or flm festival exhibition, many inde-
pendent flmmakers now utilise social media and web-based, pay-per-view, 
video-on-demand (VOD) services as a means to reach audiences. This is a 
direct screening strategy that enables the flmmaker to control distribution, 
exhibition and receive full payment for flms screened. It is also a strategy 
for maintaining creative independence, circumventing offcial classifca-
tions processes and avoiding the censorial gaze. This use of online sites 
and platforms by Trans New Wave flmmakers for direct screening (such as 
YouTube, Vimeo) provides empirical evidence of how the online world has 
forever changed the way flmmakers and audiences connect. 

The flms throughout this book highlight what the Trans New Wave 
teaches us as humans alive in the twenty-frst century and points to a 
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significant legacy in re-thinking the role of cinema in culture. There is 
a necessity for films to be relevant to this time and place and to reflect 
the diversity of lives and bodies in society. As audiences, scholars, stu-
dents, there are ethical and social justice issues in seeking the human 
right of seeing diverse lives represented onscreen in meaningful and re-
spectful narratives. Trans filmmakers are utilising screens, in theatrical 
and non-theatrical release, at film festivals and online video-on-demand 
sites, to provide films that entertain, educate and are exemplars of cin-
ematic transactivism. As trans stories move between styles and forms, 
through fictional and factual formats, through experimental films and 
animations, through short- and long-form screen texts, what becomes 
undeniable is how film representations that are written, directed and 
 produced from within a community have the ability to communicate 
lives, changing perceptions and attitudes towards gender-diverse people. 
This is transliteracy in action and it is needed now. Trans New Wave is a 
cinema imbued with reparative agency that will continue to unfold. The 
stories that have not been told are the ones that need to be heard (see 
Figure 7.2).

Figure 7.2 Trans Pride flag (on right) at Reykjavik Pride, Iceland, 2018.
Source ©Akkadia Ford 2018. 
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Notes 
1 In-person feldwork communication 11 July 2015, at Silver Lake, Los Angeles. 
2 A series such as Game of Thrones is an example of this screen practice, with 

such frequent and high-level sexual scenes that the screen industry implemented 
‘Intimacy Directors’ be employed on-set to ensure the physical and emotional 
safety of actors and actresses in scenes that required nudity/sexual encounters. 

3 Directors included: Buck Angel (segment “Jesse”), J. Jackie Baier (segment 
“Convincing Authenticity”), Felix Endara (segment “Grid & Grind”), Kay 
Garnellen (segment “Trans’Aktion”), Gwen Haworth (segment “a woman with 
a past”), Jasco Viefhues (segment “Internal Body Shots”), Mor Vital (segment 
“Julianna Lev: Arab, Israeli, Transgender, Porn-star”), Sasha Wortzel (segment 
“Grid & Grind”), <http://www.imdb.com/name/nm2671851/?ref_=nv_sr_1>, 
viewed 24 September 2017. 

4 Danny’s story in Chapter 5. 
5 In Chapter 1, short for ‘Homosexual Post-Modernism’ (Johnston 1992). 
6 Brokeback Mountain (Ang Lee, USA, 2005). There is also a lesbian parody 

of this flm Brokeback Mountain Bikes (Nell O’ Neill, Australia, 2011); this 
narrative short flm screened at Queer Fruits Film Festival in 2011 and won the 
Audience Choice Award, most likely because the flm provided the ending au-
diences had longed for in Lee’s flm (Ford 2015). It took until 2016 for a major 
flm Carol (Todd Haynes, USA, 2015) to fnally give audiences a complex story 
arc that eschews the usual dismal tropic endings for gay and lesbian characters. 

7 The flm received was part of a four-session flm programme that received the 
offcial Australia classifcations Exemption to screen at the festival, that flm 
festivals all require to exhibit independent flms (Queer Fruits Film Festival 
Archives 2009–2013). 

8 “Trans Talk’ Panel, Silver Lake, Los Angeles, 11 July 2015. In-person feldwork 
attendance. 

9 Ibid., In-person feldwork, Silver Lake Los Angeles, 11 July 2015. 
10 Op. cit., In-person feldwork, Silver Lake Los Angeles, 11 July 2015. 
11 Queer Fruits Film Festival Archives 2009–2013. 
12 Six Directors: Buck Angel (segment “Jesse”), J. Jackie Baier (segment “Con-

vincing Authenticity”), Felix Endara (segment “Grid & Grind”), Kay Garnellen 
(segment “Trans’Aktion”), Gwen Haworth (segment “a woman with a past”), 
Jasco Viefhues (segment “Internal Body Shots”), Mor Vital (segment “Julianna 
Lev: Arab, Israeli, Transgender, Porn-star”), Sasha Wortzel (segment “Grid & 
Grind”), <http://www.imdb.com/title/tt3482790/?ref_=nm_ov_bio_lk2>, viewed 
24 September 2017. 

13 The discussion throughout this book citing the documentary Trans Boys and 
specifcally in this section are based upon opinions expressed by the documen-
tary participants, dialogue and material sourced from Trans Boys and are not 
intended as a commentary on the current personal circumstances, orientations 
or identifcations of any of the documentary participants. This comment is re-
spectfully included in acknowledgement that the flm was produced in 2012. 

14 Transcription from Trans Boys by A. Ford 25 August 2014. 
15 The Vimeo links for Trans Boys were made available following feldwork cor-

respondence with the flmmakers (15–19 March 2015), noted in Chapter 5. 
16 Community Action Centre (2010). 
17 Noting that the Australian classifcations system is based upon permissions and 

refusals and does not utilise the word ‘ban.’ 
18 Personal communication with the flmmakers. 
19 Many of the texts focus upon non-heteronormative (and it could be argued 

non-homonormative) positionalities and narratives. This comment also identifes 

http://www.imdb.com
http://www.imdb.com
http://www.imdb.com
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that specifc texts present a constantive (Prosser 2006) narrative of gender and 
sexuality for trans people, who transition identifying as a man, or as a woman 
(gender-binary), and live as heterosexual, or homosexual. 

20 “A Cyberfeminist Manifesto for the 21st Century” is the frst publication of the 
term cyberfeminism (VNS Matrix 1991–). 

21 The Matrix (Lana Wachowski, Lilly Wachowski (as The Wachowskis), USA, 
1999) emerged amidst this cultural profusion. 

22 The world’s frst publically celebrated transsexual and for whom the word 
‘transsexual’ was originated. 

23 With luminous exceptions such as Sense8 (Lilly Wachowski, Lana Wachowski, 
USA, 2015–2018), a series Netfix axed after only two seasons, leading to a 
huge public outcry from audiences around the world for the series to continue 
to be produced (leading to a fnal special episode feature being produced). 

24 Director of The Thing, Rhys Ernst, has worked as a trans consultant, co-producer 
and second unit director on the Golden Globe and Emmy Award–winning se-
ries Transparent (Dir. Joey Soloway, USA, 2014–2019), before directing his 
own online trans docu-television documentary series This Is Me (Rhys Ernst, 
USA, 2015) and feature flm Adam (Rhys Ernst, USA, 2019). Available online 
via Amazon and Netfix. Zachary Drucker has worked alongside Ernst on these 
projects as producer, performer and artist (Transparent 2014 (associate pro-
ducer 2014, co-producer 2015, producer, 2016–2017); This Is Me (co-producer 
2015, supervising producer 2015); She Gone Rogue 2012, producer), viewed 
04 February 2019, <http://www.imdb.com/name/nm4885488/#director>. 
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Crashpad Behind The Scenes: Emma Claire & Golden Curlz (Shine Louise Hou-

ston, USA, 2014) 
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Cruel and Unusual (Janet W. Baus, Dan Hunt, Reid Williams, USA, 2006) 
Cubbyholes: Trans Me in Action (Trannywood Pictures, USA, 2007) 
Dallas Buyers Club (Jean-Marc Vallee, USA, 2013) 
Dandy Dust (A. Hans Scheirl, UK, 1998) 
Dear Dad, Love Maria (Vince Mascoli, USA, 2009) 
Dear Lou Sullivan (Rhys Ernst, USA, 2014) 
Detours and Fences (Malic Amalya, USA, 2012-2015) 
Disclosure: Trans Lives On Screen (Sam Feder & Amy Scholder, USA, 2020) 
Donkey Love (Daryl Stoneage, USA, 2012) 
Drunktown’s Finest (Sydney Freeland, USA, 2014) 
Eden’s Garden (Seven King, USA, 2015) 
Edward II (Derek Jarman, UK, 1991) 
Emma Claire & Golden Curlz (Shine Louise Houston, USA, 2014) 
Everyday to Stay (Chase Joynt, USA, 2010) 
Ex Machina (Alex Garland, USA, 2015) 
FafswagVogue.com (Tanu Gago, Wade Cowin, Dan Mercer, New Zealand, 2018) 
Farewell My Concubine (Chen Kaige, China, 1993) 
Fenced Out (Paper Tiger Television with Neutral Zone and Fierce!, USA, 2001) 
Finding Dory (Andrew Stanton, Angus MacLane, USA, 2016) 
Fire Song (Adam Garnet Jones, Canada, 2015) 
Flaming Ears (Ursula Puerrer, A. Hans Scheirl, Dietmar Schipek, Poland, 1992) 
Flying Solo (Leslie Von Pless, USA, 2014) 
Framing Agnes (Chase Joynt, USA, 2019) 
Game Face (Michiel Thomas, USA, 2015) 
Genderize (Chase Joynt, USA, 2016) 
Girls Lost (Pojkarna) (Alexandra-Therese Keining, Sweden, 2015) 
Gold Moon, Sharp Arrow (Malic Amalya, USA, 2012) 
Going Here (Courtney Trouble, USA, 2014) 
Happy Birthday, Marsha! (Reina Gosett, USA, 2017) 
Honor Black Trans Womxn! (Seyi Adebanjo, USA, 2020) 
How to Survive a Plague (David France, USA, 2012) 
In Their Room: Berlin (Travis Mathews, USA, 2011) 
I<3Boys (Sarah Barnard, USA, 2012) 
I’m Yours (Chase Joynt, USA, 2012) 
Inside Deep Throat (Fenton Bailey, USA, 2005) 
I Want Your Love (Travis Mathews, USA, 2012) 
Interior. Leather Bar (James Franco, Travis Mathews, USA, 2013) 
It Gets Messy in Here (Kai M. Green, 2011, USA) 
Jubilee (Derek Jarman, UK, 1978) 
Kapaemahu (Hinaleimona Wong-Kalu, Dean Hamer, Joe Wilson, Hawaii, 2020) 
Kiki (Sara Jordenö, Sweden/USA, 2016) 
Kink Crusaders (Michael Skiff, USA, 2010) 
Khush (Pratibha Parmer, UK, 1991) 
Kumu Hina (Dean Hamer, Joe Wilson, USA, 2014) 
La Visita (Mauricio Lopez, Chile, 2010) 
L.A. Zombie (Bruce LaBruce, USA/Germany/France, 2010) 
Lady Eva (Dean Hamer, Joe Wilson, USA, 2017) 
Leitis in Waiting (Dean Hamer, Joe Wilson, Hinaleimoana Wong-Kalu, USA, 

2018) 
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Listen (Jake Graf, USA, 2018) 
Metropolis (Fritz Lang, USA, 1927) 
Mr. Angel (Dan Hunt, USA, 2013) 
My Most Handsome Monster (Madsen Minax, USA, 2014) 
My Own Private Idaho (Gus Van Sant, USA, 1991) 
Mymy (Anna Helme, Australia, 2014) 
Murder in Passing (John Greyson, USA, 2013) 
New Zealand’s Underground Vogue Scene (2018, also see FafswagVogue.com) 
Occidental Paradise (Bo Luengsuraswat, Thailand, 2006) 
Oya: Something Happened on the Way to West Africa (Oluseyi Adebanjo, USA/ 

Nigeria, 2015) 
Paris is Burning (Jenni Livingston, USA, 1990) 
Please Relax Now (Vika Kirchenbauer, Croatia, 2014) 
Poison (Todd Haynes, USA, 1991) 
Portrait of Turner (Irene Gustafson, USA, 2009) 
Predestination (The Spierig Brothers, USA, 2014) 
Projecting the Body (Walter McIntosh, Australia, 2008) 
Prometheus (Ridley Scott, USA, 2012) 
Psychopathia Sexualis (Brett Wood, USA, 2006) 
Queen of the Desert (Alex Kelly, Australia, 2012) 
Queering Yoga (Ewan Duarte, USA, post production, 2019) 
Raising Ryland (Sarah Feeley, USA, 2015) 
Reaction to Landscape (Quinn de Rosa Pontello, Australia, 2016) 
Resonance (Stephen Cummins and Simon Hunt, Australia, 1991) 
Riot Acts: Flaunting Gender Deviance in Music Performance (Maden Minax, 

USA, 2010) 
RSVP (Laurie Lynd, USA, 1991) 
Screaming Queens: the Riot at Compton’s Cafe (Susan Stryker, Victor Silverman, 

USA, 2005) 
Sexing the Transman (Buck Angel, USA, 2011) 
Sexing the Transman XXX, Volumes 1–4 (Buck Angel, USA, 2012–2014) 
Sexing the Transman Downunder (E.P. Buck Angel, TBA) 
Sexing the Transwoman (E.P. Buck Angel, TBA) 
She Don’t Fade (Cheryl Dunye, USA, 1991) 
Shortbus (John Cameron Mitchell, Canada, 2006) 
She Gone Rogue (Rhys Ernst, USA, 2012) 
Showgirls (Paul Verhoeven, USA, 1995) 
Silence of the Lambs (Jonathan Demme, USA, 1991) 
Sisterhood (Mikajlo Rankovic, USA, 2011) 
Spiral Transition (Ewan Duarte, USA, 2010) 
Stealth (Chase Joynt, USA, 2014) 
Still Black: A Portrait of Black Transmen (Kortney Ryan Ziegler, USA, 2008) 
Strong Island (Yance Ford, USA, 2017) 
Swoon (Tom Kalin, USA, 1992) 
Tangerine (Sean Baker, USA, 2015) 
Tchindas (Pablo García Pérez de Lara, USA, 2015) 
Teagan (Igor Coric & Sheldon Lieberman, Australia, 2014) 
The Celluloid Closet (Rob Epstein and Jeffrey Friedman, USA, 1995) 
The Cover Story (Chase Joynt, USA, In-Progress) 
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The Crying Game (Neil Jordan, USA, 1992) 
The Danish Girl (Tom Hooper, USA, 2015) 
The Death and Life of Marsha P. Johnson (David France, USA, 2017) 
The Hours and Times (Christopher Munch, USA, 1991) 
The Kweenz of Kelston (Todd Karehana, NZ, 2014) 
The Living End (Gregg Araki, USA, 1992) 
The Matrix (Lana Wachowski, Lilly Wachowski (as The Wachowskis), USA, 1999) 
The Rocky Horror Picture Show (Jim Sharman, Australia, 1975) 
The Rogers (Dean Hamer and Joe Wilson, USA, 2020) 
The Thing (from Another World) (Christian Nyby, USA, 1951) 
The Thing (John Carpenter, USA, 1982) 
The Thing (Matthijs van Heijningen Jr., USA, 2011) 
The Thing (Rhys Ernst, USA, 2011) 
The Trans List (Timothy Greenfeld-Sanders, USA, 2016) 
The Year I Broke My Voice (Madsen Minax, USA, 2012) 
Thelma and Louise (Ridley Scott, USA, 1991) 
Toilet Training (Tara Mateik, USA, 2004) 
Tomboy (Céline Sciamma, France, 2011) 
Tomgirl (Jeremy Asher Lynch, USA, 2015) 
To Type Out Your Name (Malic Amalya, USA, 2014) 
Tongues Untied (Marlon Riggs, USA, 1989) 
Towards The Death of Cinema (Malic Amalya, USA, 2015) 
Traditional Indigenous Values (Ruth Villensor, USA, 2009) 
Trans: A Documentary About Transboys (Nathalie Cools, USA, 2014) 
Transamerica (Duncan Tucker, USA, 2005) 
Trans Boys (Ali Russell and Monique Schafter, Aus., 2012) 
Trans Entities: The Nasty Love of Papí and Wil (Morty Diamond, USA, 2007) 
Transglobal (Rahal Eks, Chase Joynt, Andreas Strohfeldt, Poh Si Teng, Anna Wilk-

ing, USA, 2011) 
Transfction (Johannes Sjöberg, UK, 2007) 
Transparent (Jules Rosskam, USA, 2005) 
Truth. Be. Told. (Kortney Ryan Ziegler, USA, In-Production). Television movie. 
52 Tuesdays (Sophia Hyde, Aus. 2013) 
Two Spirits (Lydia Nibley, USA, 2010) 
Undressing Vanessa (Matthew Pond, Australia, 2007) 
Vanilla Sex (Cheryl Dunye, USA, 1992) 
Vaseline (Malic Amalya and Nathan Hill, USA, work-in-progress, 2015) 
Vade the Poloni With the Matini ((M)-elly Nio, Australia, 2008) 
Velvet Goldmine (Todd Haynes, Australia, 1998) 
Vessels (Arkasha Stevenson, USA, 2015) 
Wildness (Felix Endara, USA, 2012) 
Young Soul Rebels (Isaac Julien, UK, 1991) 
Ziggy Montford and Ragged Dick or The Leather Daddy and the Bootblack 

(Ziggy Montford, USA, 2014). 

Television Series 

Black Divaz (Adrian Russell Wills, Australia, 2018) 
Boy Meets Girl (Elliot Kerrigan, UK, 2015–2016) 
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Butterfy (Anthony Byrne, UK, 2018–) 
Game of Thrones (David Benioff, D.B. Weiss, USA, 2011–2019) 
Grey’s Anatomy (Shonda Rhimes, USA, 2005–continuing in production) 
Louis Theroux: Transgender Kids (Tom Barrow, UK, 2015) 
Modern Family (Steven Levitan, Christopher Lloyd, USA, 2009–2020) 
New Trans Cinema (Lewis Cohen, USA, 2018), Vice Guide to Film, Season 2, 

Episode 9 
Orphan Black (John Fawcett et al., USA, 2013–2017) 
Orange Is the New Black (Jenji Kohan, USA, 2013–2019) 
Outlander (Ronald D. Moore, USA, 2014–continuing in production) 
Sense8 (Lilly Wachowski, Lana Wachowski, USA, 2015–2018) 
She’s Gotta Have It (Spike Lee, USA, 2017–2019) (Season 2, Episode#NationTime) 
Takatāpui (Front of the Box Productions, Māori Television, New Zealand, 

2004–2008) 
Tales of the City (Alan Poul, Silas Howard (Season 1, Episodes 3 & 4), Stacie Passon, 

Kyle Patrick Alvarez, Patricia Cardoso, Sydney Freeland (Season 1, Episode 9), 
USA, 2019–) 

This Is Me (Rhys Ernst, USA, 2015) 
Transparent (Joey Soloway, USA, 2014–2019) 
United States of Tara (Diablo Cody, USA, 2009–2011) 

International Movie Database Works Cited 

International Movie Database (IMDB) (1982). The Thing (John Carpenter), 
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——— (1996). Bound, viewed 25 March 2016, <http://www.imdb.com/title/ 
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——— (1999). The Matrix (1999), viewed 25 March 2016, <http://www.imdb. 
com/title/tt0133093/>. 

——— (2001). By Hook or By Crook, viewed 16 July 2017, <http://www.imdb. 
com/title/tt0290498/?ref_=fn_al_tt_1>. 

——— (2006). Shortbus, viewed 16 April 2015, <http://www.imdb.com/title/ 
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——— (2007). Transfction, viewed 08 October 2015, <http://www.imdb.com/ 
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——— (2008). Still Black: A Portrait of Black Transmen, viewed 09 September 
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——— (2009–). Modern Family, viewed 06 November 2018, <https://www.imdb. 
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